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Ampex makes 
computer tape C1 

./ 

come clean 
and comfortable. 

Ever since we started making magnetic tape, we have worked hard to 
make it as clean as possible. First we developed .an inherently clean 
coating for it. Then we began giving it a super cleaning before and after 
certification. Now two packaging innovations will make certain you get 
it clean and comfortable and keep it that way. 
1) A new canister: 
Our exclusive new design eliminates all the problems you may have had 
with canisters before~ It has an all-plastic positive locking mechanism 
that cannot introduce contamination. 
2) A new shipper: 
Probably the best idea the industry saw last year, we modestly admit, 
was our new TAPE-SAFE Environmental Shipper. Made of expanded-bead 
polystyrene, this shipping container individually supports and separates 
up to ten tape canisters. Guards them against shock, vibration, tempera
ture and humidity variations. Won't contaminate your computer area. 
And these unique reusable boxes are standard with your minimum order 
of Ampex tape for I BM and I BM-compatible computers. n 
What it comes down to is this: We're not simply selling you tape. We arl..J 
providing you with unparalleled data reliability even after hundreds of 
thousands of equipment passes. 
If you would like a free copy of our new technical bOOk-, J 
let, "The Care and Storage of Computer Tape," just write AM PEX_ .. 
us at 401 Broadway, Redwood City, California 94063. 1-. ______ _ 
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Our optical 
reader can ,do 
anything your 
keypunch 
operators do. 

(Well, almost.) 
It can't get mad and make silly mistakes. Or 
pout for days. Or cry. But it can read. And 
gobble data at the rate of 2400 typewritten 
characters a second. It can read hand printing, 
too. And compute while it reads. And reduce 
errors from a keypunch operator's one in a 
thousand to an efficient one in a hundred 
thousand. 

Our machine reads upper and lower case 
characters in intermixed, standard type fonts. 
It can handle intermixed sizes and weights of 
paper, including carbon-backed sheets. 

An ordinary computer program tells our 
reader what to do . . . to add, subtract, edit, 
check or verify as it reads. Lets you forget for
mat restrictions, leading and trailing zeros, 
skipped fields, and fixed record lengths. And 
our reader won't obsolete any of your present 
hardwar~ because it speaks the same output 
language as your computer. 

Our Electronic Retina Computing Reader 
can replace all-or almost all-of your key
punch operators. At least that's what it is doing -
for Perry Publications. 

If you have a volume input application, it 
can do the same for you. Tell us your problem 
and we'll tell you how. 

<-~ RECOGNITION EQUIPMENT. Incorporated 

U. S. Headquarters: Dallas, Texas 214-637-2210 Offices in principalU. S, cities, subsidiaries in Frankfurt, London, Milan, Paris and Stockholm 
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Nobody we know of. 
If there's a customer somewhere with that much data 

we'd like to hear how he plans to deliver it to the machine 
and take it away again. 

If he's got that figured out, we're ready. Either Sigma 7 
or Sigma 5, with a maximum number of options, can 
handle a throughput of 15 million bytes per second, con
current with full processing speed. Even little Sigma 2 
can handle 450,000. 

Why do Sigmas have such high throughput rates? 
Because they're designed so they'll never have to take 

time from their main job to cope with input/ output. 
All Sigmas have multiple I/O channels that are auto

matic and operate independently 
of the central processor, which 
merely starts and stops them. 

Sigmas 5 and 7 can have mul
tiple independent memory banks, 
and each bank can have multiple 
ports and busses so that the cen
tral processor and up to five in
put/ output processors can get in 



and out of any or all of the banks at any time. 
There are two kinds of these r/o processors, and the 

user can have them in any combination he wants. One 
kind, the Multiplexor rop, can control a lot of high-speed 
devices simultaneously. The other kind, the Selector lOP, 
controls many very-high-speed devices one at a time. 
Both kinds operate on their own, without program inter
vention except at start and finish. 

Sigma operations are not tied to a central timing source 
but are asynchronous. Thus input/ output processing 
doesn't have to keep step with the CPU, and in Sigmas 

with multiple memory banks, memory cycles can be 
started in any bank at any time or in all banks at once. 

Asynchronous design also means that delays caused 
by interference can be virtually eliminated through inter
leaving and overlapping in the memory banks. 

So if you have more informa- 5',,' ,,' ,----, S" 
tion than you know what to do ' 
with, see if you can't wrap it up'" ' 
somehow. 

Anything you can deliver we Scientific Data Systems 

can handle. Santa Monica, California 
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AND .RELIA6LE 
GAP BETWEEN EXPENSIVE HIGH SPEED 
PAGE PRINTERS AN0 SLOW AuTOMATIC 
TYPEWRITERS. NOW, IT IS POSSI8LE 
TO GET PRINTOUT RATES CO~PATIPLE 
WITH SMALL SCALE GENERAL PURPOSf 
DIGITAL COPPUTERS FOR AROUND ONE 
QUARTER THE COST OF A H!GH SPEED 
PAGE prUNTER .. 

THE PONY PRINTER 15 PRICEO SO 
AS TO OFFER THE MOST ECONOMICAL, 
INTEGRATED, ~EDluM TO HIGH SPEED 
PRINTING SYSTEM AVAILABLE TODAy. 
THE DOLLAR SAVINGS. Te THE USER. 
ARE MADE POSSIBLE BY EMPLOYING A 
HALF PAfE FORMAT THAT ALSO LENDS 
ITSELF TO QUICK ANU EASY REAQrNG 
OF LISTINGS AND TEXT. THROUGHPUT 
RATES AS HIGH AS 1280 CHARACTERS 
PER SECOND ARe POSSIBLE WITH THE 
PONY PRINTER ALONG WITH MULTIPLE 
eery PRJ 1\ TCt.;T .. 

THE PONY PRIN1ER HAS STANDARD 
INTERFACES FOR ~OST OF TrlE S~ALL 

SCALE COMPUTERS AVAILABLE ~ODAY. 

AMONG T~ESE ARE THE POPS AND THE 
PDPS-S. THE .DOP11&. THE DATA-640 
AND THE 50592. IN FACT. THE PONY 
PRINTER CAN BE EASILY ADAPTED TO 
INTERFACE WITH ANY COMPUTER THAT 
WILL T~ANSFER OUT A CHARACTER AT 
A TIME ANO USES A BIT DEVICE 

AtSOl .. EJTHERPR00RAMMED 
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AUTOFLOW, ADR's Computer Documentation Sys
tem assists your programmers in producing flowcharts, 

. accurately and automatically ... FREE-of-?lny-extra effort. 

With AUTO FLOW, your programmer doesn't 
worry about any graphic considerations. AUTOFLOW 
produces the flowchart, allocates SYlilbols, edits, re
arranges coding, allocates pag~s and columns, and 
draws connecting lines. 

AUTOFLOW flowcharts are literally "free"; you 
only pay for the paper. 

AUTOFLOW is a proprietary, automated flowchart 
system that accepts FORTRAN, COBOL, or Assembly 
language and produces a superior quality flowchart 
... accurately, completely, and effortlessly. 
Available on a lease basis, current AUTO
FLOW systE:ms include: 

COBOL IBM 360, RCA SPECTRA 70 

FORTRAN IBM 360, 7090/94, 
RCA SPECTRA 70 

ASSEMBLY IBM 360, 7090/94, 1401, 1410, 1460, 
RCA 501, SPECTRA 70 

··Trademark, patent pending 

Skeptics may challenge AUTO FLOW. We'll 
prove there's nothing better! You can be convinced 
by requesting a free flowchart and arranging for 
an AUTOFLOW demonstration using your source 
program. 

In addition to AUTO FLOW, ADR offers ESI a new 
software productfor engineering and scientific computa
tion. A powerful interactive system, ESI assists those 
with nominal experience in direct computer usage to 
obtain solutions to a wide range of engineering, eco
nomic, and research problems involving repetitive 
calculation. ESI is available for Digital Equipment Cor
poration's PDP-5, PDP-8, PDP-8/S, and LlNC-a. 

The wide range of ADR. corporate activities 
extend from proprietary systems and software 

development to management sciences, 
application programming, and research. 

ADR offers challenging career oppor
tunities. 

Contact us for details on AUTO FLOW, 
"opportunities", or ESI. 

_APPLIED DATA 
l~ RESEARCH, INC. 

Route 206 Center 
Princeton, New Jersey 609-921-8550 
with offices in Washington, D.C., 
Los Angeles, Calif., and New YorK 

ADR is an equal opportunity employer (M/F) 
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THE HIGH PERFORMANCE TAPE 
Outwears and outperforms 
all premium computer 
tapes presently available. 
Let us show you what a high 
performance tape really is. 
See TVP2 at DPMA in Boston . 

• COMPUTRON INC 
~ CROSBY DRIVE, BEDFORD, MASSACHUSETTS 01730 
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22 ARE YOU WORKING ON THE RIGHT PROBLEM? by R. George 
Glaser. The, temptations of applying the computer to the simplest and most 
obvious area of the business must be overcome if the new user is to realize the 
potential advantages of his installation. 

26 THE REPORT PROGRAM GENERATpR, by Harry Leslie. When 
used properly with straightforward problems, Report Program Generators offer 
a means to simplify the programmers job. ' 

29 RPG: THE COMING OF AGE, by Lou M. Friedberg. The first pro
gram bombed out before it reached the, control cards., But a few years' work, 
and software - and hardware - improv'ements developed the Report Program 
Generator into a powerful user-or!ented tool. 

32 WHITHER KEYPUNCH? by Denni$ G. Price. Devices for recording 
data from source documents directly on magnetic tape are evaluated by a user 
with some 200 units now operating. 

37 PLANNING CHECKLIST FOR A COMPUTER INSTALLATION, 
by Donald L. Adams. A list covering many of the problem areas arising 
with installation of a new computer and suggestions of how to avoid them. 

40 SIMULATION AND SALES FORECASTING, by George Schussel. 
Using film dealer retail sales as an example, the article examines the effective-
ness of human behavior simulation as a technique for forecasting. , 

47 STUDYING MULTIPROGRAMMING SYSTEMS, by E. G. Coff-
man. Au{(wr discu~ses ways to achieve efficient scheduling by means of the 
queueing theory; includes general !l-umerical example. 

57 ACTION-ORIENTED INFORMATION SYSTEMS, by Richard 
Werling. A plea to consider where the action is before designing an infor
mation system to serve management. 

69 THE 1967 DPMA CONFERENCE. 

75 THE SJCC REPORT 
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~~I TOTAL CAPACITY 
CONCEPT 
High Density Reel Seal Storage 
with Exclusive, 'lbuch-Reel Retrieval 

COMPARE.· .. COMPARE ... 
• STORAGE FACILITY FOR OVER 1000 REELS 

IN A l' x 12' AREA! 
• TOUCH-REEL RETRIEVAL FOR EASE IN 

HANDLING. 
• FINGERTIP ACCESS AT EVERY LEVEL. 
• SAFE, CRADLED, STORAGE. 
• FULL, VISIBLE LABELING. 

COMPARE ... 
• 93% GREATER STORAGE THAN CANISTERS! 
• 40% GREATER STORAGE THAN HANGING SEAL TYPE STORAGE! 

WHATIS. M 0 R E ... We'd like the opportunity to prove to you that 
High Density Reel Seal Storage can save 45% of your storage equipment 
cost! Send today for a full descriptive brochure, and prove it to yourself. 
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DATE TITlE 

June 19-22 Design Automation 
Workshop 

June 26-30 Symposium: Computers 
in Chemistry 

June 27-28 Users Meeting 

LOCATION 

Biltmore Hotel 
Los Angeles, Calif. 

Univ. of Calif. 
San Diego, Calif. 

Water Tower Inn 
Chicago, III. 

SPONSOR 

SHARE & ACM 
Design Automa
tion Committee 

American Chemi
cal Soc. & Ameri· 
can Physical. Soc. 

Digitronics Users 

June 28-30 Joint Automatic Control. Univ. of Pennsylvania ISA, IEEE 
AICE, ASME 
AIAA 

Conference Philadelphia, Pa. 

Aug.. 14-18 SHARE XXIX Carillon/Deauvilie Hotel SHARE 
Miami, Florida 

Aug. 15 One-Day Session: Huntsville, Ala. 
Computers in Aerospace 
Guidance & Control 

Aug. 22-25 Western Electronic Cow Palace 
Show San Francisco, Calif. 

Aug. 23-25 Conference on Grenoble Univ. 
Computational Grenoble, France 
linguistics 

Dr. Eugene Levin 
AIAA 
Aerospace Corp. 

IEEE & WEMA 

International 
Committee on 
Compo linguistics 

Aug. 26-28 Symposium on . "'Sheraton-Park Hotel 
~ashington, D:C. 

ACM 

Aug. 28-
Sept. 2 

I nteractive System~ 
for Experimental, 
Math 

5th Congress, 
Analog Computation 

Lausanne, Switzerland IntI. Assn. for 
Analogue 
Computation. 

Aug. 29-31 Annual Conference Sheraton-Park Hotel 
Washington, D.C. 

ACM 

Sept. 6-8 First Annual Edgewater Beach Hotel IEEE 
Computer Conference Chicago, III. Computer 

Group 

June 1967 
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/ '\-MOHAWK 
DATA-RECORDERS ~~ 

(jJ 000 

~s VOlUlIr It:Ompanter ~ired 
of punched cards? 
More and more magnetic tape-oriented computers 
are coming down with a bad case of heebie
jeebies. And you don't need a medical degree to 
be able to diagnose the cause. It's just that "old 
faithful" has developed an allergy to punched 
cards. 

But don't push the panic button. Help is yours for 
the asking. Do as others are doing. 

Go magnetic tape all the way from 
source document to the. computer 
The Mohawk 1101 Data-Recorder is the new, 
faster, more accurate medium for preparation of 
computer input. 

In most cases, Data-Recorder users have found it 
possible either to completely eliminate punched 
cards or reduce theiruse to a minimum. 

10 

MOHAWK 1101 
DATA-RECORDER 

OD 

Information is transcribed froin 
source documents direct to com-
puter magnetic tape in the 1101 .. . 
verified on the same machine ... . 
ready for the computer. 

Instant error correction on the tape ... a Mohawk 
exclusive ... provides greater input accuracy than 
is possible with any other system. Fewer errors 
reach the computer, resulting in minimum re-run 
time. 

Users are experiencing improved operator pro
ductivity, lower input preparation costs, more 
profitable use of computer time. In many appli
cations, 1101 's have made it possible to handle 
increased work loads with less equipment than 
would be necessary with punched cards. 

Greater programmiilg flexibility 
The 1101 's magnetic tape permits program rnod~
fications that free systems programmers from the 
rigid limitations of punched cards. 

True "full information per record" transcription, 
in a computer-compatible format, is easy with the 
1101. Under certain conditions, it's possible to 
transcribe "formatless" records. Much of the 
duplication required to maintain card deck integ
rity is eliminated. 

Record characters, computer edit and time are 
saved. No program checks are needed to prevent 
loss of records from tape. 

MOHAWK 1103 LDC 
DATA-RECORDER 

For Long Distance 
Data Communication 

J:JATAMATICN 
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MOHAWIC WILL BE AT THE D.P.M.A. SHOW, WAR MEMORIAL AUDITORIUM, BOSTON JUNE 20-23 

New models round out -' Notes about recent 
Mohawk Data-Recorder line Mohawk installations 

, 
The inherent versatility of the basic Mohawk 1101 
Keyed Data-Recorder has been util ized to good 
advantage in a rapidly expanding Data-Recorder 
line. 

The 1101, introduced to the data processing user 
early in 1965, has won wide acceptance through 
its capabilities in the area of computer input 
preparation. 

With the 1101, the data processing user now can 
go magnetic tape all the way from source. docu
ment to the computer. 

Information may be transcribed direct to computer 
magnetic tape ... with no intermediate media ... 
and verified on the same machine. Verified tape 
becomes computer input. In most Mohawk instal
lations, punched cards have been eliminated. The 
1101 replaces the functions ordinarily performed 
by a Card Punch, Key Verifier, and Card-to
Magnetic Tape conversion runs. 

The Mohawk Data-Recorder line now includes: 
1102 MTP Multi-Tape Pooler ... 1103 LDC for Long Distance 
Transmission of Data ... 1104 AMC with Adding/Listing 
Machine ... 1105 PTR with Paper Tape Strip Reader ... 1106 
PCR with Punched Card Reader ... 1109 DPC, with Punched' 
Card Reader and Long Distance Transmission .. '. 1112, with 
Adding/Listing Machine and Long Distance Transmission ..• 
1115, with Paper Tape Strip Reader and Long Distance Trans
mission ... 1118, with Output Typewriter ... 1181, with Input! 
Output Typewriter ... 1183, with Output Typewriter and Long 
Distance Transmission ... 1122/902 for converting magnetic 
tape recorded data from 7 channels, 200 BPI to 9 channels, 
800 BPI, or vice versa ... 1320 Buffered Line Printer/Data-
Recorder combination ... 6401, the first in a new series of 
Mohawk Data-Recorders designed for compatibility with com
puter systems requiring 9-charlnel, 800 BPI maQnetic .tape 
input. 

When companion devices are off-line, each Data-Recorder 
may be used the same as the 1101, for routine input 
generation. . 

MOHAWK 
VERSATILITY 

The Mohawk 1109 
OPC Data

Recorder provides 
the routine trans-
cribing and veri

fying functions of 
the 1101, the turn
around document 

handling advan
tages of the 1106 

Punched Card 
Reader. a-nd the 

Long Distance 
Transmission fea

tures of the 1103 ... 
in a single, flexible 
unit for specialized 

appl icationsl 
MOHAWK 1109 DPC 
DATA RECORDER 

66 Data-Recorders for 
Chemical Abstracts Service 
Installation of 66 Data-Recorders is nearing com
pletion at Chemical Abstracts Service, Columbus, 
Ohio. Thirty of the units are equipped with type
writers instead of Data-Recorder keyboards. They 
provide typed copy of chemical textual information 
simultaneously recorded, in"bit form, on magnetic 
tape. 

Great American Insurance Companies 
installing 65 Mohawk units 
Great American Insurance Companies, New York 
City, will have 65 Mohawk Data-Recorders in their 
Home Office and sixteen Regional Offices th rough
out the U. S. Installation is expected to be com
plete by mid-summer. 

Mohawk electronic data transmission will replace 
the former system of periodically shipping 
punched cards to the Home Office for central 
computer processing. Eventually, data transmis
sion will be on a two-way basis between Regional 
Offices and the Home Office. 

Administrative Executive Samuel H. Gamble, right, of 
Great American, explains use of Mohawk 1101 Unit to 

Marketing Services Director, Donald L. Anderson 

Can Data-Recorders worl( for you? 

The surest way to find out is to phone or write us. 
Tell us about your present data processing sys
tem '" your firm's type of business ... your present 
method of computer input preparation ... what 
you might hope to accomplish through use of 
Data-Recorders. The more facts you furnish, the 
more accurate our answers will be. We welcome 
your inquiry. 

MOHAWK~[O) 
DATA SCIENCES CORPORATION S 
P. O. Box 630, Herkimer, New York 13350 • Telephone 315/866-6800 

Originators, designers, sole manufacturers of Data-Recorders ... for tran
scribing data from SOurce documents direct to computer magnetic tape. 
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letters 
the public eye 
Sir: 
In his article "Alameda County's Peo
ple Information System" (Mar,ch, p. 
28), Mr., Milliman neglected to men
tion one of the most important impli
cations for the public: the total de
struction of privacy. Congress has been 
debating the advisability of authoriz
ing such an undertaking as Mr. Milli
man describes and seems to be lean
ing toward the conclusion that it 
would cost more in privacy loss than 
it would be worth in efficiency. In 
the meantime, it seems that Alameda 
County has quietly gone ahead and 
built the very thing we've been afraid 
of. 

It is interesting to note that one of 
the chief beneficiaries of the system 
seems to be the police. I suppose 
that, under the heading of "county
state-federal link~ng," Alameda Coun
ty will ultimately place inquiry con
soles in the offices of the CIA, FBI, 
IRS and Post Office, thus allowing all 
of the organizations to perform their 
services of prying into our private 
lives more efficiently. 

I'm sure Senator Long would be in
terested to know that the government 
data bank he has argued against' so 
fervently is not a bugbear of the' fu
ture, but an accomplished fact. Happy 
goldfish bowl, boys, 

DONALD E. VAIL 
Houston, Texas 
The author replies: We agree with the con
cern of Senator Long, Congressman Gallagher 
and anyone else who insist that a proper bal
ance be maintaineCl between technological ad
vance and the right of privacy. To this end, we 
are against the building of personal dossiers" 
and our county will go to great lengths to not 
invade the privacy of law-abiding citizens. In 
fact, we ,are improving'the security of confiden
tial data far beyond that which a manual 
process will allow. The article hinted at this 
when it stated, "Note that most information 
handled by counties is of non-confidential na
ture and security requirements are not in-

'volved. For any files that are confidential, ac
cess is carefully controlled by permitting only 
authorized terminals, and where necessary, 
authorized persons-by means of secret codes 
-to inquire into such files. Future plans also 
call for monitoring techniques to 'determine 
what terminals are accessing any given file." 
And this is why we maintain two completely 
separate systems':""'one for police information 
and one for social service information-neither 
system having the capability of accessing the 
other. 

12 

You are correct; Mr. Vail, when you state 
that "one of the chief benefici~ries of the sys
tem seems to be the police." Law enforcement 
officers, as well as the people they protect, are 
beneficiaries of the Police Information Net
work. We believe this is as it should be, be
cause of the great need to CIt least partly re
store the balance between the "rights" of the 
law enforcer and the law breaker. The officer 
on the street needs information. Whne we sub
scribe to the belief that a man's privacy is a 
precious right cind should be protected, we also 
subscribe to the belief that a man's life is 
equally precious. If timely information can 
help the law enforcement officer protect lives, 
we think he is entitled to it. 

Finally, we assure you our county will not 
install consoles in post offices. 

Sir: 
Legislation to protect privacy is 
doomed to at least partial failure. 
With the development of electronic 
devices and of more sophisticated sys
tems for deducing "private" informa
tion from large "public" data bases, 
it will become extremely simple to 
violate such laws. Privacy is more 
easily treated as a matter of ethics 
and morality, and, accordingly, the 
problem should be attacked by educa
tional means. It should also be re
membered that as people ,become less 
excitable about the release of certain 
kinds of information, there will be less 
need for strict privacy. We are finding 
once again a problem which is largely 
an example of cultural lag. 
THOMAS W. MORAN 
Madison, Wisconsin 

write now, think iater 
Sir: 
Whoever wrote the following sentence 
(Look Ahead, April, p. 19) knows 
very little about the airline' systems 
and their requirements: "The sys
tem's storage requirement is reported
ly greater than the airline systems, 
storing 60,000 seats for Madison 
Square Garden for six months in ad
vance of each event . . . opera and 
theatre seats for two months." 

The airlines, United for instance, 
are storing information affecting 70,-
000 passengers a day for 330 days in 
advance, on up to 350 flights. For 
each passenger stored, which may be 
up to 330 days, 100-300 characters 
are required. United Air Lines has 

announced, via an advertisement in 
DATAMATION, 196K of main memory 
and two billion characters of bulk 
storage. 
ALFRED F. LYNCH 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 

educational data centers 
Sir: 

I read with interest Dr. Grossman's 
article ( "The California Educational 
Information System," March, p. 32). 
However I noticed the conspicuous 
absence ~f any mention of using these 
centers for instructional purposes. 

I recall that when these centers 
were proposed, one of the big selling 
points was that the facilities would be 
available for instructional use by 
neighboring schools. Since their open
ing, however, no consideration has 
been given to this use, as evidenced 
by the article. 

Have we iri the classroom been used 
again to gain the approval of a project 
and then forgotten? 
LEROY FINKEL 
Woodside High School' 
Woodside, California 

The author replies: The, concept of the' Cali
fornia educational data processing centers is 
one of local-regional control. The centers are 
established in cooperation with the State Dept. 
of Education,' and utilize the California Total 
Educational Information System. Above and 
beyond this basic data system, each regional 
center proceeds on its own to best serve the 
needs' of its users. Quoting from the manual on 
regiondl centers in California-"the region 
served by the center would include local school 
districts and county offices of education. Par
ticipants in the regiona,1 system would be those 
who would wish to utilize the center's services. 
Since the center would be run and managed 
by its users, the system would be truly a co
operative endeavor. Areas of cooperation 
would include the development of all systems; 
the types, qualities and volumes of data to be 
processed; instructional programs; input and 
output forms; and all other essential aspects 
of operations at the center." Quoting from 
Section 11 of the manual-"who is in charge 
of regional centers?-in every caSe the answer 
to this question must be that the user deter
mines how a certain operatton will take place. 
It is anticipated that in each center there will 
be formed an Advisory Committee composed 
of representatives from the various school dis
tricts being served. This Advisory Committee 
makes the final decisions on what services will 
be implemented within each center." 

From my knowledge, Woodside High School 
of the Sequoia Union High School District is 
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Fairchild has these fond memories 
of Librascope 

Unlimited programmed testing with flexib~e test 
sequencing is one reason why. That's the ad
vanced state-of-the-art job called for by the pro
gramming unit of Fairchild's new Series 4000M 
Automatic Integrated Circuit Testing System. 
Librascope's Series LlOO Disc Memory got the 
call. Each stores 900 test programs-grouped in 
sequences of 25-and runs up to 60 per second. 
The same testing line accepts a variety of devices 
for high-speed processing. A simple keyboard 
programs the disc-no accessory hardware 
needed. And an entire sequence is repro
grammed in minutes. Proven reliability (over 
600 LlOO units in use) stems from conservative, 
no-compromise design. Yet the LlOO is probably 
the lowest-cost disc memory on the market. 

CIRCLE 12 ON READER CARD 

Thanks for the memory order, Fairchild--,-reputa
tions are made of this. For the brochure detailing 
the longest line of discs in memory, write: 
General Precision, Inc., Librascope Group, Com
ponents Division, 808 Western AVF~nue, Glendale, 
California 9120l. 

@?) @~~[g~~~ 
[fD~@©D®O@[RiJ INc. 

LIBRASCOPE GROUP 
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for ALL of your 
plastic card needs 

~ ... 
z 
en 
C 
a 

The increasing demand for plastic credit 
and Identification cards can only be met 
with automated equipment that produces 
cards of all types ••• in volume quantities, 
rapidly, and at a low cost per unit. 

Only Dashew can provide this service. The 
Dashew 465 Databosser® Is the world's 
fastest automatic embossing, stamping, 
and code punching system. Utilizing 
punched tabulating cards as input, the 
465 can selectively emboss, print, and 
code punch plastic cards containing vary· 
ing Information, and output them In 
quantities up to 3000 per hour. 

Dashew's total capability Is unmatched In 
the industry; your plastic card problems 
can be handled from design to mailing. 
This single.source responsibility means 
reduced handling, maximum security of 
records, and greater speed and efficiency. 

No matter where you are, Dashew is only 
a 'phone call away. Service centers are 
conveniently located in Los Angeles, Chi· 
cago, New York, and Toronto. 

Remember - Dashew, and only Dashew, Is 
your one complete source for plastic card 
service I 

DASHEW 
BUSINESS 
MACHINES 

santa Monica - 2219 Main Street 213·392·3984 

Chicago - 319 North Albany Street 312·533·1400 

New York Clty-22 East 40th St. 212·689·9080 

Toronto - 90 Thorncliff Park Drive 416·421·9585 
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letters 

being served by a regional center in San 
Mateo County. This district has an official 
representative on the Advisory Committee of 
this center. 

hello, machine 
Sir: 
In The Forum ("The Personification 
of Computers," March, p. 147),Mr. 
Holt cited examples of people who 
talk as though computers were peo
ple. A charming example of this. is 
quoted below. It undoubtedly has 
priority over most. 

The attendant would then go to 
the drawer containing the paste
board cards representing its table 
of logarithms. From amongst these 
he would take the required loga
rithmic card, and place it in the 
machine. Upon this, the engine 
would first ascertain whether the 
assistant had or had not given him 
the correct logarithm of the num
ber; if so, it would use it and con
tinue its work. But if the engine 
found the attendant had given him 
a wrong logarithm, it would then 
ring a louder bell and stop itself. 
On the attendant again examining 
the engine, he would observe the 
words, "wrong tabular number," 
and then discover that he really 
had given the wrong logarithm, 
and of course he would have to re
place it by the right one. (Bab
bage, C., "Passages from the Life 
of a Philosopher," Longman, Green, 
1864) . 
It is interesting to note the tone 

of Babbage's last sentence. How 
clearly\ it foretells Holt's point B3: "A 
detrimental change in our apprecia
tion of our own creative functions on 
the grounds that 'computers can do it 
as well or better'." 

Of course, the attendant would 
have to replace that pasteboard card. 
He would also have a reduced opin
ion of himself. Fortunately, Babbage 
invented subroutines in place of table 
look-up two pages later. Let us hope 
we can continue to keep mastery of 
the situation. 
B. FARRELL CROWN 
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada 

usasi glossary 
Sir: 
The News Briefs section (April, p. 85) 
'states: ". . . it appears likely that 
X3 will junk the U.S. Glossary in 
fa vor of an extension of· the IFIP-ICC 
Glossary." 

Your" readers will be interested in 
knowing that, at its April 13 meeting, 
USA Standards Committee X3 author
ized the preparation of an expansion 
of the USA Standard Vocabulary for 
Information Processing from its pres
ent 700 or so definitions to approxi
mately 1400 definitions. It is expected 
that the revised vocabulary will he 
published as a proposed standard near 
the end of this year. (The 700 defi
nitions currently in the Vocabulary 
Standard will remain the same ex
cept for some minor editorial changes. 
About 85-90% of the present defini
tions will remain exactly the same in 
the new edition with 10-15% change 
in wording or format, but not in 
substance. ) 

Clearly, X3 has not "junked" this 
standard, but has taken steps to ex
pand its contents and thereby increase 
its usefulness to the data processing 
public and laymen. " 
PAUL B. GOODSTAT 
Secretary 
USA Standards Committee X3 
New York, N.Y. 

hip, hip, array 
Sir: 
Having used' ALGOL for programming 
in Britain for several years, I find 
the lack of dynamic array allocation 
in FORTRAN (i.e., inability to define 
an array bound "as a variable), an 
unfortunate restriction especially for 
programs which require optimum use 
of core storage. 

A subsystem of FORTRAN to use 
dynamic array bounds is presently in 
use at MIT. Why don't the major 
computer companies, in modifying 
their FORTRAN compilers for their 
new machines," include this most use
ful feature? 
I. A. MACLEOD 
Vancouver, British Columbia,Canada 

t-s & believers 
Sir: 
In your coverage of the FJCC ( De
cember, p. 55), you comment on 
"grumbling about the show biz nature 
of the time-sharing exhibits where, 
one disgruntled visitor said, you could 
shoot simulated pool, get some simu
lated psychiatric counseling, or play 
some simulated games; but if you 
had a real problem requiring compu-

. tation you were out of luck." 
We find just the reverse problem. 

For instance, recently at the ACM
IEEE show in Philadelphia we dem
onstrated relatively simple problems 
such as prime number generation, con-
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tinued fraction calculations, etc. One 
interested observer stalked out of the 
room, claiming that the results dem
onstrated were impossible from a 
time-shared system. This in spite of 
the fact that the problems were kept 
relatively simple to conserve demon
stration time. 

We would be happy to hear of 
computation problems which would 
demonstrate the interactive capability 
of our system, and would happily 
demonstrate that they can be solved 
without delay on a large-scale time
sharing system. We invite your read
ers to simply send in such problems 
by mail or by Dataphone. 
RICHARD M. COLGATE 

President 
Applied Logic Corporation 
Princeton, New Jersey 

softwhere? 
Sir: 
Many competing and overlapping 
software development projects are 
now lurching forward in a number 
6f cities in the United States. A unifi
cation of these efforts might signifi
cantly improve the ultimate results. 
An appropriate site for such an effort 
might well be the ancient and beautiful 
Rumanian city of Cluj. \) 
EDWARD A. FINN 

Alexandria, Virginia 
*The city has a different name in German, but 
movie buffs will recall that Jonathan Harker 
stopped there on his way to Castle D'racula. 

mnemonics 
Sir: ' 
The Mnemonics system described by 
Michael Jackson (April p. 26) has 
been installed at Centre-File Ltd. 
within the accounting and analysis 
service we provide for London's brok
erage houses. Although conceived for 
on-line use, the Model 40 implemen
tation is now also used in a batch 
mode for accessing a file of 14,500 
securities. Development of this and 
allied techniques are essential if the 
computer utilities of the '70s are to 
be attractive to use. We look forward 
to larger, cheaper memories which 
will allow us to imitate more closely 
human mental processes. 
A. E. L. de Watteville 
London, England 

Datamation welcomes your 
correspondence concerning 
articles or items appearing in 
this magazine. Letters should, 
be double spaced • • • and 
the briefer the better. We re
serve the right to edit letters 
submitted to us. 

June 1967' 

80and90 
Series 

Photoelectric Paper 
Tape Readers 

READ ANY KIND OF PAPER TAPE 
Reflected light is the secret behind GE's 80 and 90 Series of 
photoelectric paper tape readers' ability to read any kind of 
tape. Unlike readers which rely, on mechanical feelers or 
straight-through optics, these readers reflect light from the 
tape to sensing elements. The 80 and 90 Series can read 
opaque, translucent, transparent, colored, punched, printed
all kinds of paper tape with proven reliability. 

GE photoelectric paper tape readers are fast. The 80 Series 
can read up to 500 characters per second; the 90 Series 
can read up to 1000 characters per second. Other features' 
include: 

• A-c or d-c coupled amplifiers 
• Si;icon solid-state components 
• No mechanical adjustments in drive mechanism 
• Unidirectional and bidirectional models 
• Variable tape width capabi lity on all models 

A comp,ete line of reelers are available to match these 
photoelectric paper tape readers. Get all the details on the 
80 and 90 Series, write: Sales Manager, GE Printer-Reader 
Business Section, 511 N. Broad St., Philadelphia, Penna. 

837-<J2 

PRINTER-READER BUSINESS SECTION 

G ENE R A L • E LEe TR I C 
PHILADELPHIA, PENNA. 
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~-OOk~ahead 
NONE GENUINE 
WITHOUT THIS TRADEMARK 
Some confusion has arisen among System/360 users 
concerning IBM's Conversational Programming System 
(CPS) and the Rush programming system developed by 
Allen-Babcock Computing. It's true that CPS is the 
same as Rush -- but it's Rush 1 that is the equivalent. 
Babcock has since moved on to later versions -- is now 
using Rush 3. As a pocket guide to distinguishing 
between them, Rush 3 has full PL/I direct access file 
management facilities and PL/I character manipulation 
facilities for non-numeric processing. Version 3 is 
now available only to customers of Allen-Babcock's 
time-sharing service. We understand, however, that it 
may soon be available from A-B on a lease basis to any 
user of a 360 Model 50, 65, or 75. Those who sign up 
will also be entitled to later versions as they come 
along -- reportedly Rush 4 about October and Rush 5 
in March next year. 

DO-IT-YOURSELF 
PARALLEL PROCESSOR 
A multiprocessor operating in parallel, said to be 
capable of performing 10 million logic operations 
per second, is under development at Boeing in Seattle. 
It's called the Basic ISS (information systems 
simulator), and will be used to perform simulations 
of proposed real-time computers. 

The system will consist of an array of four 
processing modules, each with a processor and two 
memories of 8K (48-bit) words. Cycle time will be 
650 nanoseconds, communications between processing 
modules will be at 1200 megabits/second. An electric 
crossbar-switch arrangement will permit access to the 
processing modules by up to four external processors 
-- commercially-available computers or another ISS. 

What all this, enables Boeing to do is to simulate 
the performance of a computer proposed for a real-time 
environment -- in an advanced aircraft, for example. 
They've been doing this for several years with gp 
computers, but when'performed at the detailed logic 
level (gates, flip-flops, etc.), the running time 
becomes prohibitive. The ISS, implementing an 
nevent-logic n technique, will be capable of Simulating 
digital systems of up to 30,000 logic variables, will 
have substantial growth capabilities beyond that. The 
BaSic ISS facility is scheduled to be on the air in 
December '68. 

A NEW GAP-PLUGGER 
FROM THE MARKETING CHAMPS 
Reaction to IBM's nnew n stripped-down 1401 -- the 
$1300/month 1401-H card system that has a 70-1 
purchase-lease ratio -- is that it's a wise marketing 
move. Makers of small systems aimed at the tab-gear 
replacement market, where IBM has not been strong, 

~, and EAM leaSing firms will find the H tough 
fr '1 competition with its ready software, quick delivery. 
~-) Those who lease EAM gear and planned to 'hedge the 

loss of tab customers by buying and leasing stripped 
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fill out the form at the right Name_ 
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make sure that DATAMA- Title_ 
TION keeps up with you. To Compan 
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address, just as it's printed 
on the mailing label, (or the Address_ 
whole label is better yet) as 

City_ well as your new address. 
What is 

109,534 commands 
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* 
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without a 
single error. 

For just one little trip to the moon, custom-made 
Remex tape readers processed all instructions, 

mid-course corrections and camera direction for 
the Surveyors. And never made a mistake. 

That's what we mean by predictable accuracy. 
And it's built into every Remex reader and 
spooler. It means a lot in the down-to-earth an in1 

world of electronics. DA 
Call us at 213-772-5321 or write Remex This 62· 
Electronics, 5250 W. EI Segundo Blvd., of tech. 

Hawthorne, Calif. 90250. essing. 
tronics, 
This glc 

(' ¢¢¢ 
~ 

as a re 
familiOl 

define 
as a co 
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REMEX ELECTRONICS Please 
A 1.JNIT OF EX·CELL·O CORPORATION 

your ter11lS, 
---~----

please I 
D I 

I 
I 35 M 

Whatever your work in in- I 
formation processing, you'll I Pleasl 

C,l ~.,mmunicate better with the I 
I 

,clp of this authoritative I NamE 
I 

glossary. I Addrl 
"XLCY ! City_ ~~ 
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Jook ahead 

HARDWARE FOR'THE 
MIDDLE-CLASS TIME:sHARER 

DEACON NEEDS TO TAKE 
UP ANOTHER COLLECTION 

SERVICE OFFERS MACHINE
PRODUCED SCHEMATICS 

June 1967 

1401' s wil'l find the $92K price prohibitive. These 
firms, like' MAl, are surely remembering the Oct. '65 
blow when IBM stopped depreciation for tab and some 
computer equipment. (The high price~low rental is 
reminiscent of the move with stripped 402 and 650's.) 

Observers note that IBM probably won't want to 
rent more than 3 or 4,000 of these systems here and 
abroad since it has been refurbishing many of the 
1401 peripherals (1402 card reader/punch arid 1403 
printer) for use on 360 systems. As for the overseas 
market, IBM is not bound by the'consent decree. So 
where purchase is mandatory, as it is prima~ily in 
East Europe, the price could come down. 

RCA's new time-sharing model, the Spectra 70/46, will 
handle 48 terminals, they say, but we understand it's 
aimed at users wanting to do batch and t-s on a 
reasonable number - 12-15. At $25.-35K/month, they : 
won't be bothering the 645 or 1108 market. Features 
include a 262K-byte main memory accessing two bytes 
in 1.44 usec, a 128 (4-byte) word scratchpad accessing 
in 300 nsec, another lK bytes (300 nsec) for virtual 
address translation, and read-only storage for 
microprograms in three 2K banks with a 480 nsec cycle 
time. Virtual memory size is up to 2 million ,bytes. 
There's also paging and dynamic memory allocation. 

Project DEACON, GE Tempo's highly publicized on-line 
data base system, may be headed for the rocks. There's 
enough dough in the till now to keep the project 
alive through July, and the Defense Intelligence 
Agency may come through with anothe~ $75K, which could 
extend it to October. But new faces at the DOD 
Research & Engineering operation may not understand 
the company's overhead rate of 150% ••• and currently 
cautious GE may not want to continue (puttihg matching 
funds into the project. Renowned H.R.J. Grosch is no 
longer head of' DEACON, will soon relocate. 

A computerized method for preparirig electronic 
schematics, block diagrams, cabling diagrams, and 
such, has been developed and is being offered as a 
commercial service by Auto-Graphics.,: Inc., Monterey 
Park, Calif. The typesetting firm currently uses an 
8K Bunker-Ramo 230-B computer to generate a paper 
tape that drives a Photon 713 phototypesetter. Both 
the software and a special matrix drum for the Photon, 
bearing alphanumerics and symbols, are proprietary 
developments of Auto-Graphics. 

An early user and prime mover in the development 
of the system is ~orth American Aviation's Space' and 
Information Systems Div. S&ID's Don Millenson, who 
received a $6,000 employee suggestion award for his 
part in the development, says they've experienced a 
cost saving of 30% and a time-saving of 25% by using 
the service. . 

Due to replace the B-R 230,~:later this year is an 
8K SDS Sigma 2 with discs and tapes. Although 
programming for the new configuration has not begun, 
the idea is to improve the facilities for maintaining, 
updating, and indexing the drawings. According to 
Auto-Graphics' Robert S. Cope, each drawing can 
average four or five ,revisions before completion. 

A similar service is' about to be offered by 
Photo-Comp Inc., Phoenix, Ariz. They, too, developed 
their own matrix drum for the Photon 713, but they'll 

(Continued on page 141) 
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In-depth software ... 

. . . at YOUiJt fililgertilJs 
for tIle fin. est 2L1.-oi t 

~ 

[Ie computer buy 
. . . IDDP- 12.61. 

II 

Every ft-COMP DDP-124 includes 253 field-proven 
software programs, FORTRAN IV compiler with Boolean 
capabilities, compatible symbolic assembler ... and 
more. That's a lot of 24-bit software strength at your 
fingertips to help solve your programming problems . 

Hardware? DDP-124 features IIC fL-PAC logic modules 
for high reliability, high performance, high speed at low 
cost ... and its specs make it an ideal computer for 
flight simulation, message switching, physics research~ 
radar tracking, data acquisition, scientific computationl 

missile tracking, impact prediction. 

Interested In the finest 24-bit IIC computer? Write today 
for new DDP-124 brochures with complete software 
listing. Honeywell, Computer Control Division, Old 
Connecticut Path, Framingham, Massachusetts 01701'., 

Q COMPUTER CONTROL 
~ DIVISION 
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editor's readSut 

WORDS, WORDS, WORDS 

It was probably wishful thinking when we repoited in the April issue that the 
U.S.A. Standards information processing committee would probably shoot down 
the standard' vocabulary. No such luck. As Paul Goodstat reports (see Letters, 
p. 14), the vocabulary will be expanded, not junked. 

This earth-shaking news sent us scurrying to review a copy of the vocabulary. 
After some study, the kindest thing we can say is that this volume, containing 
some 700 terms, will never receive the kind of classic, terse review-it's got to 
be one of the great book reviews of all time-accordeq a bpok by a grade school 
student: "This book tells me more than I want to know about rats." 

Let's look at some typical (?) entries. Our favorite is the one for "Modem. 
MQgp.latoI:PEMQQl,!JaJ9r;' The underlining, in case -you~re curious, means that 

, the "underlined term is significant in the definition and has been defined else
where in the vocabulary." In this case, that statement do~sn't seem true: we 
could find no entry for Modulator-Demodulator in our' copy. FORTRAN is defined 
as "( FOrmula TRANslating system). Any of ~~ver!11 specific procedure oriented 
languages." COBOL: "( Common Business Oriented ~anguage.) A bp.siness data 
processing language." 

As we continued our excursion through the vocabulary, we were struck with 
a thought: what is the purpose of the vocabulary? According to the vocabulary 
itself, the purpose is "to present a selected body of terms relevant to the field of 
information processing, and to establish the corresponding meanings for these 
terms." Seems reasonable-if vague-enough. Then we wondered, for whom is 
the vocabulary intended? 

For the answer we had to tum to the chairman of X3.5, who told us that it 
was intended for "the widest possible audience . . . the novice and the profes
sional." 

Here, we think is the heart of the matter. For it seems to us that no vocabu
lary ~imed at this broad and amorphous audience can satisfy either end of such 
a range. Certainly the definitions we've quoted above do little to help the novice. 
And to the professional, they offer less than he already knows. 

The X3.5 vocabulary committee which produced this document held its 
organizational meeting September 22, 1960. Their work was accepted, as a U.S. 
standard in June of 1966. Many honest, honorable and competent men have put 
a lot of work' into producing this document. We do not intend to impugn their 
technical capabilities or their integrity. 

We just think they developed a vocabulary which oversimplified and under
defined the most basic question which the author of any document has to ask
and answer-before he can produce something useful: who will use this ... 
and how? 

In case there's any doubt about the audience and the intention of this par
ticular polemic, let's spell them out. It's addressed to you, dear reader-data 
processing manager, teacher/trainer, analyst, programmer, designer, user. We'd 
'like you to study this vocabulary, come to your own conclusions about it, ,and 
pass on to the committee your suggestions for making it a more useful and 
representative document. 

Your comments 'for changes or additions should be addressed to the U.S.A. 
Standards Institute, 10 E. 40th St., New York, N.Y. 10016. 

If you think the vocabulary is as bad as we do, you'd better hurry. Mr. 
Goodstat says that the new, expanded' vocabulary will probably appear .as a 
proposed standard late this year. And, he says, "About 85-90% of the present 
definitions will remain exactly the same in the new edition. " 

Like help. 
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ARE YOU 
WORKING ON THE 
RIGHT PROBLEM? 

beware the obvious 

by R. GEORGE ·GLASER 

D 
The installation of a computer for business 
data processing _ is justified only to the extent 
that it is used to make a direct and substantial 
contribution to the achievement of the com

pany's objectives. Unfortunately, this rather obvious prin
ciple is -not" always applied in practice. This article de
scribes h9w a critical analysis of the economics of the 
company and of the computer's role in improving those 
economics can lead a company to the proper choice of 
applications. 

The responsible data processing manager wants to do 
his job well; he wants to work on problems which are 
important for his company, and he wants to provide a 
satisfactory solution to these problems. However, in prac
tice, the data processing manager, often through no fault 
of his own, is put to work on the wrong proplem. How 
does this happen and what can be done about it? Let's 
begin by examining the typical process by' which a com
pany acquires its first computer. 

cataloging the potential applications 
One of the first steps taken by any company considering 

installation of a computer is to catalog its potential com
puter applications. In most cases, by the time the company 
is sufficiently large to be confronted by this decision, there 
are a number of "obvious" applications. But the obvious 
applications are not- always the best ones and small com
panies often assign their scarce human resources to devel
opment efforts that have a relatively marginal impact on 
the company's operation. And when these limited re
sources are poorly assigned, the cost of development is' 
far greater than the out-of-pocket salary costs made visible 
by the accounting system. 

This misuse of scarce resources can be avoided-and 
the computer applied to those areas with the best poten
tial for improving company profits-if the principles of 
economic analysis are applied. 

Successful businesses routinely apply economic analysis 

22 

to their operations. When considering the use of a com
puter, they apply these'same principles by asking them
selves questions like these: What are the most important 
decisions we make? How could these be improved with 
better information? Where would a small percentage 
change in cost have a relatively large impact on profits? 
What are our most important resources-e.g., plant ca
pacity, raw material reserves, etc.-and are we managing 
them well? The answers to these questions lead them to 
selection of the most profitable areas for their computer 
applications-rather than the easiest and most obvious. 
Providing thE) answers to such questions is the function of 
economic analysis. 

Every industry, and even companies in the same indus
try, will have unique economics. If raw material costs are 
a signi~cant portion of the sales dollar realized f.rom a 

Mr. Glaser is an associate in 
the San Francisco offices of 
McKinsey & Company, Inc. He 
was previously product man
ager for tape drives at Ampex 
Corp., computer products divi
sion". He was chairman of the 
1966 FJCC and will be na
tional chairman of the ACM 
Special Interest Committee on 
Business Data Processing. He 
has a BS in electrical engi
neering from Notre Dame. 
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manufacturer's product, the use of the computer for raw 
material inventory control may be a very worthwhile en
deavor. On the other hand, if labor costs are a significant 
portion of product costs, then the use of the computer to 
identify and improve labor utilization and reduce over
time may be the most important application. For a whole
saler, control of distribution costs would be very impor
tant; for a trucking company, vehicle maintenance. 

New users of data processing techniques face' the same 
problem that experienced users do in selecting computer 
applications. But, because the new users would like to 
bypass the punched card era, they are faced with greater 
hazards than they would have been a few years ago. 
Those who started with punched card machines have had 
experience in systematic operations; they started with 
simple EAM applications and graduated to more complex 
ones made possible by computers. But small' companies 
now installing a computer would like to take advantage of 
third-generation capabilities; they are likely to begin di
rectly with a tape and disc system-with resulting higher 
costs of equipment and greater demands on staff skills. 
The importance of using the computer to solve the right 
problem has never been more critic~l. 

Finding the right problem for the computer's first assign
ment is essentially a job of matching the unique charac
teristics of the computer with the unique characteristics 
and problems of the business. 

Consider first the 1,mique characteristics of the com
puter. The computer is singularly useful whenever the job 
to be done is complex, or tedious, or demands fast re
sponse. In a small company, examples of complex appli
cations would include production scheduling, inventory 
control, and sales forecasting. Tedious operations would 
include processing of most paperwork, e.g., sales orders, 
customer invoices, and the like. Fast-response applications 
are typically not found in small businesses but there are 
examples in large organizations that are familiar to al
most everyone-airline reservations systems, hospital pa
tient monitoring, and process control of refineries. Given 
thes'e unique characteristics of the computer,' how can 
they be matched to the unique needs of the company? 

t~e feasibility study 
This question is resolved by the classical feasibility 

study-which should answer three basic questions: (1) 
can the job be done?-a technic~l question, (2) should 
the job be done?-an economic question, and (3) will the 
system work?-an operational question. 

The first of. these-technical feasibility-nearly always 
gets the most attention because it lies within the formal 
skills and training of the systems staff. In answering this 
question, the approach to the problem is defined and the 
equipment and technology required to implement it are 
identified. In the context of asman company, technical 
feasibility is rarely an issue because of the advanced state 
of current computer technology. Note carefully the dis
tinction here between the issue of technical feasibility 
and the need for a formal system definition. In practice, 
system definition takes place at the time technical feasi
bility is being questioned. But a go/no-go decision usually 
is not the issue-it's a question of how to go and this 
requires, rigorous systems analysis and design even when 
technical feasibility is not in question. 

The second question-economic feasibility-often is not 
given the attention it deserves. Economic feasibility is 
determined by comparing the costs-one-time development 
costs and continuing operating costs-with the benefits of 
a new system. If there are no limitations on resources, 
then the problem is relatively straightforward: the one
time cost of development is compared to the savings in 
operating costs projected for future periods. When re-
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sources are scarce, however, their cost is considerably 
larger than the out-of-pocket cost for salaries and em
ployee benefits. The real- cost, which is not measured by 
accounting systems, is the foregone opportunity to apply 
these resources to other important problems. And if the 
assignment of two or three systems analysts to the mech
anization of a paperwork procedure precludes the devel
opment of an' application of more importance to the 
company, then the cost of mechanization may be many 
times that of the visible costs associated with development 
staff salaries. 

The systems staff usually is best qualified to estimate 
development costs and, in most cases, operating costs. 
And they can best estimate the level of system' perform
ance that will result from the development. However, they 
are often poorly equipped to estimate the potential bene
fits from a new system. These should be estimated by an 
experienced manager in the user department who can 
impute a dollar value to the i,mproved performance. For 
example, the systems staff can .design a sales analysis re
port and can deliver the report at specified intervals for a 
given development cost. But they should not be asked to 
estimate the benefits the report will produce for sales 
management. Only an experienced sales manager can es
tablish the dollar value of such a report. 

The third question-operational feasibility-is rarely con
sidered in any formal sense. Operational feasibility is a 
measure of how well the system will function within the 
operating policies, organization, and economic environ
ment of the corpor~tion. Yet it is at least as important as 
the other' two feasibility questions. The data processing 
system can never be fully effective unless the user wants 
to use it. When the feasibility of a new application is 
being examined, "the desire of the user" is an elusive (and 
sometimes illusive) - quality to evaluate. Computer-based 
systems require more than "tolerance" on the user's part; 
they require active cooperation on the part of those who 
supply data to the system. or who use the output reports. 

Suppose a marketing manager reads in a leading busi
ness journal about a useful report that ranks each product 
in the line on the basis of profitability. He requests that 
such a report be prepared weekly and distributed to his 
sales force. According to the article, they will then work 
hardest to sell those products that are most profitable, 
thereby increasing the company's over-all profit. How
ever, if the sales force is paid a commission based on 
volume of sales (and in no way related to profitability of 
sales), then it is obvious that the report will never be 
used. The salesmen will continue to sell all they can of 
whatever they can, regardless of company profits. 

Another example might be the installation of data col
lection terminals at service stations. While the technical 
staff must decide if this is the most efficient way to collect 
the needed information, they must also consider how the 
service station operator can be motivated to use the equip
ment properly and to provide accurate input data. If 
they don't, the system may fail-technical and economic 
feasibility notwithstanding. 

ABC's first computer 
Consider the ABC Manufacturing Company-a typical 

company that has just ordered its first computer. ABC 
is a young company but it has been increasingly successful 
with a few products and now employs around 350 people. 
Since its founding some five years ago, four members of 
management have personally been in close touch with all 
aspects of the business. Their success has largely depended 
on this very characteristic-anyone of the group could 
quickly reach agreement with the others on major ,deci
sions with little time lost. Although the members of the 
group specialize in the manufacturing, financial, and 
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marketing areas, all of them have had a firm grasp of 
each other's problems and their interrelations. 

Now-quite suddenly, it seems-all this has changed. 
Increased orders have made it necessary to start another 
production line; extensive changes in products are re
quired to meet new competition; the sales organization is 
being expanded, with new geographical areas included; 
new products are being introduced, with consequent 
changes in production scheduling; manual inventory con
trol is no longer effective. The most visible result: paper
work piles up as sales order processing and customer in
voicing fall behind. The demands on the company are 
growing faster than its ability to deal with them. In short, 
management is beginning to lose control of the business. 

the paperwork problem 
So the subject of computers comes up inevitably; com

puters are widely known to have been useful in relieving 
the paperwork jam for other companies. A small team is 
formed, headed by the financial officer, to investigate the 
feasibility of a computer installation. The company's pa
perwork problems are cataloged, and manufacturers are 
asked to bid on suitable equipment. The cost of the cleri
cal staff needed to process the increased volume is 
calculated and credited as a potential saving to the com
puter installation. 

Soon there is general agreement that a computer is 
justified and it is assigned-almost by default-to the "pa
perwork" problem. But this is the 'crucial point when the 
whole business operation should be subjected to economic 
analysis to determine the most profitable applications for 
the computeL 

Let's take a look at some of the reasons leading to the 
selection of paperwork processing as the' computer's initial 
application. . - . 

First, ABC's systems group is attached to the financial 
function. And this group is well acquainted with the 
paperwork problems and anxious to solve them. 

Second, paperwork applications are relatively straight
forward; there is very little technological risk involved. 
Procedures are well known and the processing of most 
transactions is relatively mechanical. Further, the cycles are 
regular and predictable, thus more easily adapted to auto
matic processing. 

Third, paperwork applications have a high visibility of 
potential clerical cost savings. They appear on the profit 
and loss. statement and "if we had the computer we 
wouldn't need Susie." 

Fourth, ABC has been using a service bureau punched 
card installation for certain accounting applications; by 
processing their own paperwork, the monthly cost of this 
service c~m be used to help offset the computer rental. 

Finally, the basic transaction data of the company even
tually must be "captured" in machine-readable form any
way in order to develop a management information sys
tem. 

economics rears its head 
Suppose ABC broadens its search for the most appro

priate . computer application by examining those major 
factors. which control its profits. If it does so, paperwork 
processing may appear considerably less attractive. 

The paperwork jam is highly visible; but other, more 
important, changes are taking place at ABC. Profit mar
gins are shrinking and capital resources are becoming 
scarc~. What can the computer do to help out? Where 
can costs and working capital requirements be reduced? 

For the purpose of illustration, assume that the material 
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costs are, in fact,' a significant portion of the product 
costs at ABC and examine a potential inventory control 
application. 

\ 
the inventory probl'em 

The head of manufacturing is well aware that inventory 
control could, and should, be improved. But if he exam
ined this area with the computer in mind, several annoy
ing problems would appear immediately. 

The first problem that .arises concerns the difficulty of 
establishing physical control (status and location) of each 
item in inventory. There also may be problems in the 
structure of the part numbering system; if this structure is 
inconsistent 'or has grown like Topsy during the com
pany's early years, it presents a formidable problem to the 
systems analyst. ' 

Second, it will be necessary to formulate inventory or
dering rules. But to do so it's essential to know historical 
demand patterns, information that probably does not now 
exist in the required form. Projections of future demand 
will be based on sales forecasts; these must 'have the 
proper form, content, and accuracy. If o~tside vendors 
supply parts or components, it is important to know each 
vendor's lead-time history and the quality of his shipments 
-how many of each 100 units ordered will meet specifi- ' 
cations? If the source is in-house production, the systems 
planner will need to know set-up costs, unit costs, produc-
tion cycles, and yields. ' 

Although all this information has been "known" roughly 
before, the knowledge has been in the form of a few 
men's experience and a fair amount of intuition. This 
phenomenon leads to the' "everybody knows" syndro~e
it is the bane of the systems analyst's existence. This syn
drome is widespread, and many ,computer applications have 
been disappointing because the computer didn't "know" 
what the production manager "knows." , 

One of the most significant contrasts between inventory 
control and a proposed paperwork application is the effect 
on functional areas of the company. Accounting functions 
stand alone to a large extent; as long as the bills are paid 
and the payroll is prompt and accurate, other areas of the 
firm will not be much affected. But consider how other 
parts of the company will be affected by planning for 
computer-directed inventory control: 

Manufacturing would like to cut set-up and overtime 
costs by making long production runs; this leads to a 
relatively large inventory since anyone product will be 
produced less frequently. 

Marketing would like to be able to tell customers "we'll 
air-freight your shipment in three hours"-a goal that 
requires a large shelf inventory of all products. . 

Finance wants to cut the cost of maintaining inventory; 
from their standpoint, small inventories are desirable to 
minimize the amount of working capital tied up and the 
danger of stockpiled items becoming obsolete. ' 

Each of the functional groups would like to "optimize" 
that portion of the system which satisfies its own objec
tive. In a practical sense, however, it is impossible to 
satisfy their individual needs without conflict; extensive 
compromises will be needed. These compromises never 
were made explicitly. with manual systems; now they 
must be negotiated-and by relatively high level managers 
if the decisions are to be effective. 

In addition, although inventory control technology is 
reasonably well known, the application is operationally 
more difficult to implement than most accounting applica
tions and is more risky-if one part of such a complex 
system fails, operations will be seriously disrupted. 

One further contrast: The dollar value of the benefits 
expected from an inventory control system are difficult to 
quantify in advance. It is not difficult to identify the 
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source of benefits-reduced working capital, lower obsoles
cence losses, faster delivery to customers, longer produc
tion runs-but it may be necessary to . undertake a pilot 
study to project the percentage improvement expected in 
any of these in order to convert the benefits to a dollar' 
amount. What, for example, is improved customer service 
worth? Furthermore, the savings will not materialize the 
moment the system is installed. Actually, inventory control 
systems frequently cause an increase in inventory levels 
over the short term because it is easier to build up in
ventories of items that were below their targeted levels 
than it is to reduce inventories of those products which 
were held in excessive amounts. This is a frequent cause of 
executive disenchantment. And the data processing man
ager (whose job is on the line) may be anxious to produce 
a quick, and highly visible, payoff from his efforts. He 
may be understandably reluctant to undertake risky ven
tures, despite their considerably greater potential. 

In spite of these difficulties, however, an important 
fact remains: the hypothetical company is likely to im
prove its profits much more by using the computer for 
inventory control than for paperwork processing. The 
reason for this is not obscure: assume that the budget for 
accounting department salaries is $240K a year and that 
the annual cost (including carrying costs, obsolescence, 
etc.) of raw material is $10 million. Consider the relative 
impact of reducing the two, costs. 

A 1% reduction in material costs would yield $100K
equal to a cut in accounting department salaries of 40%. 
And, while the 1% reduction is a relatively conservative 
estimate for many companies, the 40% reduction in sal
aries is outrageously ambitiolis. Furthermore, the inven
tory control system can be expected to provide additional 
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non-dollar benefits for the reasons stated above. And very 
few companies, especially small ones, are highly success-
ful because of low clerical costs. . 

Nonetheless, the company may well be wary of' em
barking on the development of a major inventory control 
system. After all, the evidence would indicate that devel
opment would be long and costly; it would be much 
easier to start in the accounting department where ex
perienced systems people are available. And the account
ing data will be needed in the long run for other informa
tion needs of the company. Most important of all, the 
people in production are just too busy to take on this 
kind of development effort. 

In certain cases, these reasons will be compelling. They 
may dictate that the company should delay the inventory 
control system. The argument for capturing the data is 
quite valid in some cases, but capturing data should not 
be an end in itself. It is justified only if the data is needed 
as input to other, more important, applications. But the 
"too busy" argument is more short-sighted; the econo'mics 
may indicate that the cost of additional production staff 
and systems analysts to develop and install the system will 
be returned manyfold by the benefits. In ei.ther case, the 
economic analysis will point out the implied cost of de
ciding against the inventory system. 

This should not be taken as a plea for starting with 
inventory control in every company. In fact, it is literally 
impossible to do so before developing a solid base of re
lated systems-sales forecasting, physical status of goods, 
vendor performance, and so on. But it is a plea for working 
only on those applications that contribute directly to the 
major objective of increasing profits (in this case, through 
inventory control). And it's a caution that the obvious 
application may not be the best. 

a case from the food industry 
Application of the principles of economic analysis has 

led to surprising initial applications for the computer. 
Here's an actual example. 

A food processing company that successfully markets 
a low-cost product had reached a point where increases 
in sales did not produce proportionate increases in profits. 

Market conditions effectively ruled out increases in the 
selling price, since the product is a traditional one and the 
price had long been stabilized. In addition, the product is 
simple to make and further economies of production are 
unlikely. 

Analysis showed that the most promising way to im
prove profitability was to lower the average cost of the 
product's principal ingredient. This ingredient fluctuated 
widely in price, but since it was perishable, large inven
tories could not be accumulated when prices were low. 
However considerable information about the potential 
sources of supply and the dema'ud for the end product 
was available. Using a computer, it w~s possible to project 
price moveme~ts with sufficient accuracy to improve the 
timing of the "buy" decision. This is the type of complex 
problem well-suited for solution by computer and the 
resulting program enabled the company to take positions 
in the commodity futures market that led to a continued 
reduction of over-all costs in acquiring and storing the 
main ingredient 6f its product. 

summary 
I have not intended to disparage the use of the com

puter for paper work processing and for mechanizing 
other routine aspects of the business operation. But I do 
argue for a careful examination of those factors which 
make your particular business unique and for relating 
these to the unique capabilities of the computer. Be sure 

. you are working on the right problem. • 
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THE 
REPORT 
PROGRAM 
GENERATOR , ' 

by HARRY LESLIE 

D
' rhe shortage of programmers in the United 

States, or the "software crisis" as it has been 
dubbed by experts, is producing fallout among 
practicing professionals today. Writing prograins 

is fascinating and rewarding work but the functions of 
many programs are identiCal and rewriting these sections 
can not only become tiresome but also can get a pro
grammer bogged down on one assignment and unable to 
move quickly onto a new one. , 

The Report Program Generator (RPG) is providing a 
means, 'on many programs" for programmers to move 
more rapidly from one program to another. The purpose 
of this article is to describe some useful areas of the new 
'generation of RPG processors and to briefly explain the 
language proceSsor Computer Usage Co. developed for 
RCA and its Spectra 70. IBM introduced the language on 
the 1401 series and, has also developed a new processor 
for the Systerh/360. The same RPG language has also been 
adopted by Univac. Perhaps this means the beginning 
of an industry standard in RPG language. 

The RPG language provides an automatic means of 
handling matching records' (merge operation) , level 
break~, record identification, table handling and editing. 
It doesn't handle binary arithmetic, work files or the 
typewriter. ,It is meant for straightforward problems such 
as reports normally are. 

An RPG uses fixed field cards with six different formats. 
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relief in sight 

There are file description cards where the characteristics 
of a file are described on one card. There are file exten
sion cards for defining tables and chaining (disc) files. 
There are line counter cards for lise when print files go to 
tape instead of the printer. There are input specification 
cards for defining record identification and field definition. 
There, are calculation 'cards for defining logical decisions 
and calculations. There are output specification cards for 
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defining output record selection, field definition and 
editing. 

s~ocked programmers 
Prognimmers who have never worked with RPG'S re

ceive a mild shock when they find the issue neither reads 
nor writes, and they do not have to move input records 
to work areas, define special work sections, or move 
fields to output records. Gone, then, is a sizable part of 
the cause of the programmer's occupational disease, writ, 
er's cramp. The RPG accomplishes this by taking advan
tage of the fact that an. output record is always made up 
of previously defined fields, edited fields, or constants. 
When an output is specified, it is merely given the same 
name as the field wanted moved and the RPG moves it. 

The RPG has predefined program logic variable enough 
to fit most applications, which allows it to control the 
I/O and to determine when to issue a read or write. 
Most data processing jobs will fit into this program logic 
(some being squeezed in). As a general rule, you could 
say that the less complicated the field handling problems 
the more suitable a program is for the RPG. For example, 
the RPG does not allow work tapes within a program 
(e.g., tape may not be written on during the first part of . 
a job and read in the second part; this would have to 
encompass two separate RPG programs). Also, the more 
input files there are to process, the more complicated it is 
for a programmer to work with the RPG. 

Let's pin down the usefulness of the RPG a little bit 
more. The way the RPG operates, one could not ask «should 
we use assembly language or RPG?" or again "COBOL' or 
RPG?" Instead, RPG should be used in addition to some 
other language, and the question asked should be: "When 
do I use COBOL or assembly language and when RPG?" 

Six pertinent questions must be applied to the RPG, 
with the answers telling us not only if it should be used 
at all but, if so, when: 
1. Is it easy' to learn? 

Most programming languages tend to be about equally 
difficult to learn. The RPG is ,no exception to this. It is 
as difficult to learn as any other programming language. 

2. Is it easy to use? 
Ease of use depends on the application. The RPG is 
intended for straightforward applicatiop.s without com
plicated logic or complicated use of files. If it is applied 
~here intended,. it is certainly easier to use than either 
COBOL or assembly language. File description state
ments are short and effective. One RPG source state
ment completely defines a file's structure. Inputs and 
output field statements also require only one line, giv
ing the «from" and "to" address, deCimal positions and 
name, and certain other optional features associated 
with the field (e.g. a programmer could tell the RPG 
to. test if the fieId is plus, minus, zero, or blank). The 
calculations tend to be fewer than with COBOL or' as
sembly language when used in straightforward situa
tions. No file control logic is included in the statements, 
so one source of error an~ several lines of coding are 
eliminated. 

speed 
3. Can a program be written quickly in it? 

Once again, if the application is proper, the speed 
with which something can be programmed is amazing. 
For instance, a two-tape merge could be written with 
10 RPG cards in less than half an hour by an experi
enced RPG programmer. An optional printed report 
with proper spacing and headings at certain level 
breaks. could be added with perhaps 10-20 RPG source 
cards, also in less than half an hour. The instruction 
set is comprehensive, featuring a powerful, table lookup 
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instruction and including a variety of moves and a 
compare, add, subtract, multiply and divide with auto
matic decimal alignment. In addition, it allows refer
ence to linkage to programs external to the RPG. 

4. Does it produce a fast running program? 
The RPG does not produce an efficient program, but 
it does usually produce a program that will run as 
fast as one written in any other language. This is be
cause the execution time will normally fall completely 
within I/O time, eliminating the necessity of efficiency. 
Again, we see the need for using the RPG for straight
forward problems. A long, complicated problem 
involving many loops may turn into a slow running 
program in RPG, for the execution time might exceed 
I/O time. 

5. Does it facilitate conversion? 
In the absence of an industry standard for RPG'S, con
version will probably mean rewriting. However, all 
RPc'S tend to be very similar and it would certainly be 
much easier to rewrite than an assembly language 
program. In fact, it is not a difficult thing to write a 
program to convert from one RPG to another. 

6. Does' it facilitate maintenance? 
An RPG program will nonnally have fewer statements 
than either assembly language or COBOL. For that 
reason there will be fewer statements to change if 
maintenance is necessary. Also, it is quite simple to 
make additions to an RPG program. However, a com
plicated problem coded in RPG is as difficult to main
tain as the same problem coded in COBOL or assembly 
language. 
The RPG can obviously be a very useful language if 

used in addition to a more comprehensive language. There 
are many appIlcations of the RPG and it deserves a place 
in any data processing shop. 

I have drawn a very vague dividing line between the 
times when the RPG should be used and when it should 
not. The reaso~ is that no clear dividing line exists. It is 
possible, though, to apply three general questions to a 
data processing program. 

1. Does the input or output structure include multifile 
reels, work tapes or special tape control operations? 

2. Is the relationship between input files complicated? 
3. Dqes' the program include difficult logical processing 

or many loops? 
If the answer to each is no, then the program is prob

ably suitable for the RPG. 
The' way a proGessor works can be as important as 

what it does. For instance, a very slow compiler or one 
that gives few diagnostics can be pretty useless. The 
RPG cuc wrote for the Spectra 70's pos, TOS and TDOS 

systems set olIt to accomplish three major objectives. 
1. Fast compilation 
2. Efficient object programs 
3. A clear, comprehensive program listing. 
cuc produced a compiler that will output loadable pro

grams at rates up to 900 cards per minute, with tailored 
object code, optional double buffered I/O and a printout 
with calculation object code listed with each source line 
plus any diagnostics (over 200 are possible). Listing the 
object code with the calculation statement is especially 
appreciated by users who have program errors and need 
to know in which statement or field an interrupt occurred. 

binary table searches 
One of the most interesting things to come out of the 

RPG processor was a new method of handling binary 
table searches. Previously, a binary table lookup with a 
table length not a power of two involved a division each 
time through the loop.. However, the object program the 
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RPG produced is capable of doing a binary search of any 
size table, using a shift instruction instead of division. 
This increases the speed of the lookup many times, as the 
shift instruction on the Spectra 70 (or the 360) is usually 
about 10 times as fast as a divide. " 

The method simply involves dividing the table into two 
overlapping parts, each a power of two, in number of 
entries. A compare to the midpoint of the table to find 
out which area of the table to search is the only overhead 
paid for this method. The increment (or decrement for 
tables in descending order) is kept in a register and, 
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f[) OLD-MASTeK L .. TA KELU/{C IS KECORU-l LAtlEL KECO/{US 

ARE S TANOAKl.i RtCLRlJ CO"T AI"S lao CHARACTERS 
. tlLCCK CUNTAIN!> , Kl:CllRGS IU:CURDING MOut IS f. 

01 RtCORO-l. 
02 If'ooCUSrNU PILlUKE XI!>I. 
02 fILLt:K PICTURi XI151. 
02 If'.AKtA PICTUKE xx. 
Ol flLUR PICTURE xlal. 
Ol INIIoAME I'ICTURt XI251. 
02 IN>TRtU I'ILTURE XI191. 
02 If'.C1I>TAT I'ICTUKt: XI141. 
U2 flLUK pll.TURE XIILI. 
Nt.-Mil,TEK UATA KECOI'Ll IS KI:CURO-2 LA~tl KI:CO"iJS 
AKE ;, TAr'WARD RECGRU LONT Al N!> IUD CHAkAC r ERS 
tlLOCK t:Of'.TAINS 5 Kt:COROS RECORDINu MOUe IS F. 

Cl KI:CCKC-2 • 
02 filLeR PICTURE XIlOOI. 

fU LAKlJ-·INI'UT UAfA KECUKL I, KeCORU-j LAtlEL RECOKUS 
. .\RI: UMITTi::U kECOKlJINu MUuE IS f. , 

01 LAKU. 
02 PAKTA I'ICTUKt: X17,1. 
02 PARm PICTURE XI!>I. 

f~ PKIIIoTtU-t<ePLiRJ LAbEL KELUtiUS ARE UMITHU UATA KECU/{D 
IS CUST-LlN( RECDKlJING MUDI: IS f. 

Cl CLST-L111lt. 
C2 filleR PICTURe X. 
02 CUSTNLI PILTUkE X(5). 
02 HLLt'K I'ICTUKt xx. 
Ol ARtA PICTURE XXX. 
02 flLUR I'ILTUKI: Xll01. 
02 "'A~E PICTURE X(25/. 
Ol HLLtt<. PICTURE Xll01. 
02 !>T~EET Plc.TURI: XI19/. 
02 I-ILLEI{ PICTUkt: Xllll. 
02 CIT~rAT PICTURE X1141. 
Ol" t-ILLEK PICTURt: XU3/. 

.Di<Kli,G-~JC"A';E SECTICN. 

6; T~~LE. PICTUK( ~99 CUMi'UTATlUNAl VALUE ZCKD. 

02 TAbLE-AREA. 
03 flO{SJ I'ICTURt XII5I. 
03 SECONU PICTUI{E XI7SI. 
03 'HIKD PICTURE XI7SI. 
03 fUI,KTH I'ILTURt: X(75). 

01 RTA~U REUEfINt~ TA~LE. 

U2 SHtCT PICTuKI: xxx CCCUKS IDa TIMES. 
pKGLElJURE OIVISIO". 
!>TAKT. 

LPH, INI'UT GLU-MASJER LARU-INPUT OUII'UT PKINTED-RePORT 
I';E~-MA~f[K. 

i'f.t<I-UHI< CARO-i<eAU. 
MCVE PA,UA TG t-lK!>T. 
PeKt-OKM CAKU-KtAO. 
MCVE PAKTA TO SeCLNlJ. 
PEKFOKM CAj{lJ-ktAO. 
MGVe pARTA Te THIKD. 
l'eKFURM CAKlJ-KtAlJ. 
MCVe PAIH A TO fUUKTH. 

LCCK-UP. 
"tAu CLlJ-~,A~ TtK AT t:NlJ ';0 TO EUJ. 
MLVE 1 TO SUl> 

LeCl' • 
If INAKEA IS EI.:UAl TU ,I:lecr ISU~1 

"C Tll WRITE. 
If 'U~ IS i:: .. LAL Tu lao 
iiI. I G lOu~-UP. 
AUU 1. TO SU~. 

"C TC LUOP. 
IIkl (t. 

tCJ. 

~LH KtCGKC-l TO HECOKD-2. 
WKlll KlCORlJ-2. 
M~Vt If'ooCU~J"' .. Ie CUS1Nl.. 
Ml-Vt II'.AKtA TC ARt:A. 
MLV~ lIIolloAME TL NAME. 
MLIIC II\STKHT Te ,TREU. 
,~UVi: INClblAT TU ClT!>TAT. 
.KITI: CU~I-L1"'1: AfT':K ACVANLIN'; 1 LINeS. 
vI.J Ie l.CCK.-UP. 

~~~~E K~~~-MA'H"" ~AKlJ-INl'lJT. I'KINI b)-KeI'UKT. NEw-MASTER. 

LAt<G-R"AL. 
KeAU CAo<J-INpUT AT l:I\u uO TO LUOK-UP. 

each time through, the loop is halved by a shift of one 
bit. The time saved could be significant-probably half a 
millisecond per lookup on a Spectra 70/45. 

The RPG processor itself operates in a fairly typical 
fashion. It breaks source statements down into either data 
attribute or a codified form of a statement. After data 
attributes have been submitted for names, the program 
generates object code in a unified format. Then this code 
is output in a form acceptable to the linkage editor. Al
though this sounds as though it is passing over the input 
.four times (and in a sense it· is), the actual compiling 
speed is limited mainly by the original input speed and 
final output speed. ., 

Speed is achieved because only the data that need be 
passed over again is actually ~ritten and read again. 

RPG Version 

lJC~1 ~60*Kp(;*Ll £-1 SI:LECI 

UOI 
002 
003 
004 

C 1 ooe H 
01 010 FDlYiPT IPeAf 500 10(; 
01 020 F:oHCPT 0 f 500 100 
01 030 FSElPKT G F 132 132 
01 040 FAIU:AT~l IT F 80 80 

U3/Z'l/1>7 

TAPE SY!>004S 
TApt: ~YSOObS 

I'KINHRSY~L!>r 

ERi::ALlOl SYSKDR 

ODS 
0(,6 
UC7 
OUo 
OC~ 
UI() 
Ull 
OU 
013 
014 
01, 
Olb 
017 
U16 
01'! 
020 
021 

uL Ul to AHtATtlL TAtlAR 2~ lOa 3 A 
C4 01 loLYIPT AA 01 
04 02 I 1 5 CUSTNU 
04 03 I 20 22 AREA 
C4 04 I JO 55 NAMt 
04 05 I ~b 8~ ~TREET 
04 v6 I <10 100 CTYST 
C4 07 I 1 100 IlCD 
C3 01 C AiltA lLKUI'T AIlAk 10 
05 a I LSElCPT (; 10 
0, 02 U RCD IJO 
~, 04 O~ELPK T 0 10 
O~ D. 0 CU,fMl 5 
05 G6 0 AlltA 10 
ll~ ll7 0 IIoAMe 4, 
US OB 0 ~TREET 1'0 
~S U9 U C TY!>T 99 

Since the needed coded data will occupy only one quarter 
to one tenth the room of the original input, larg~ savings 
are made. In fact, only two and a half passes· actually 
take place. This brings us to a point where processing 
speed is detennined mainly by the speed of the input and 
output units. For instance, a 1200-card RPG program using 
card in, printer out and producing an object program on 
tape will take a little more than a minute to read the cards, 
two and a half minutes to print out (with object code and 
diagnostics two and a half times as much is printed as 
is read in), and less than half a minute for immediate 
processing. Total time is a little under four minutes. 

Certainly, from its initial implementation a few' years 
ago, the use of- RPG'S has grown. For many applications 
where COBOL and assembly language .were used formerly, 
an RPG has proved a faster and less expensive means of 
communication. In the future, I feel that the RPG language 
will find even greater application and a wider base of 
acceptance. 

text with sample 
This sample program coded in both RPG and COBOL 

points up a couple of the advantages gained from the 
RPG. The RPG program took about a half hour to write 
while the COBOL program took about two hours. Signifi
cant savings in this program are in ,the file descriptions 
(this is always similar data appropriate to a fixed format), 
field descriptions (no fillers are needed), the table han
dling (the table is automatically read and the LOOKUP 

instruction handles the lookup, with indicator 10 turned 
on if an equal is found), and the output creation (no 
write is necessary and no moves are necessary) . 

This sample program processes a master file in customer 
number sequence. The problem is to select the tape rec
ordsof customers in certain areas. The areas are deter
mined by a: table of 100 areas contained· on input cards. 
Selected records are to be written on tape and certain 
fields printed. . • 

DATAMATIDN 
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RPG: THE who laughs last? 
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COMING OF AGE 
by LOU M. FRIEDB'ERG 

D
In February, 1962, Tabulating and Business 
S, erv, ices, Inc." entered the computer age. Our 
passport was an 8K, four-tape 1401. We en
tered with all the confidence and naIvete of 

Alice in Wonderland. In our first five years of corporate 
existence we had honed our EAM skills to a fine edge. 
The most difficult specifications for a 407 control panel 
rarely took more than a day to wire, and another day 
to de-bug. We felt certain that our technicians could 
readily master the mysteries of programming. 

Three months before the machine's arrival we grimly 
faced the facts. A tough two-day 407 board would take 
a week or longer to debug on the 1401. Our few "hot
shot" wiring technicians, while able to keep up with 
former demands, would not be able to cope with a com
puter-hungry market that was pressing us for more and 
more programs. And finally, even the simplest problems 
required a wealth of routines that had been taken for 
granted on the tabulator. 

First card cycles, total levels, run-out indications, etc. 
were all concepts that were easily supplied by exit hubs 
on a board. Now we had to analyze, program test and 
constantly be aware of all the logical ramifications of these 
functions. Before, there were easy boards and hard ones, 
and only the latter had to be wired by the "ace." Almost 
everyone in the tab department knew basic wiring, and 
even account executives would "turn-to" and wire the easy 
boards, if they were in a hurry. Now, however, all report 
requirements could be satisfied only by a "Programmer" 
(with a capital "P") and they were in extremely short 
supply. We needed help ... and fast. 

help 
We turned for this help to two outside sources. First 

we began recruiting "experienced~' programmers. Unfortu
nately, "experience" means different things to different 
people, and our early choices were frequently dictated 
by the scarcity of applicants. We rationalized these 90-
day programming wonders with the consoling thought 
that "in the land of the blind, the one-eyed man is king." 

For our second source of help, we turned to the manu
facturer, seeking solace in some language ,panacea that 
would reduce our programming effort and catch our 
mistakes for us. We went through his store of goodies 
like hungry children, but after tasting each, we moved on 
to frustration and disappointment. COBOL was not ready 
yet, and if ready, looked too slow and inefficient. IDCS 

used core extravagantly, had poor diagnostics and more 
than doubled our assembly time. Besides, it didn't do 
enough for us to make programming available to non
programmer~; We got our hopes raised briefly by the 
load-and-go virtues of FARGO, but though we found 

places 'where it was helpful, it was far too limited for 
general use. 

In January, 1962, we stumbled on IBM'S Report Pro
gram Generator. Available information was scanty; the 
only manual was a preliminary edition. (It wasn't until 
years later we learned there were many variations of this 
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software, including an unsupported version, secured by 
clandestine means. It would create the object deck with
out the need for an intermediate symbolic deck.) 

,Timorously, we decided to try the manufacturer's sup
ported program for use with both card and tape'. To 
truly test its capability we used our weakest program
mer . . . me. If I could make it work, anyone could. 
Slowly, painfully, I read the manuals and struggled to 
understand and fill out the coding sheets. I, who had 
trouble with a single form Autocoder sheet, had to figure 
out four different sheets. It took time, but if it worked 
it would be worth it. And did it work? Hell, no! When 
we made the first assembly, the program "bombed out" 
before it ever reached my control cards. 

"What's wrong? What did I do wrong?" I asked Hugh 
McDevitt, then our senior programmer. 

"Nothing ... yet," he answered. "The program's bad." 
"But how could that be?" I queried. "It was written 

by IBM and they must have debugged it?" He laughed 
and laughed. So did others when I told them my trouble. 
Thus ended my first attempt at RPG. 

we try harder 
Almost a year - passed~ Our programming skills grew 

as we reconciled ourselves to writing "straight" programs, 
but our problems increased faster than our skills; There 
were just too many programs, and not enough people to 
handle'them. We were dangerously back-logged and turn
ing away work at an alarming rate. I had a year to 
recuperate from my first bout with RPG and was desperate 
enough to try anything to alleviate the jam-up. 

Once more I turned to RPG. In December, 1962, the 
manufacturer supplied us with a later version, and, 
after considerable nagging on our part, we also got the 
source program listing for the deck we would use. 
Applying the coding sheets to the easiest report I could 
find, I again approached the assembly with grave doubts. 
This time we were able to complete the assembly, and 
after several more attempts I had ,a completed' object 
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deck that really worked. There were problems yet, but 
it proved potentially valuable. 

We agreed it would be worthwhile perfecting the gen
erator. Hugh McDevitt, armed with the source program 
listing, . studied the RPG for s~veral weeks, then began 
making minor modifications. Input and output tapes were 
rewound during the housekeeping. This protected us 
from forgetful operators and assured us that all reels were 
at load point before the job began. The overflow switch 
was turned off after the detail calculation, thus allowing 
for testing on the first detail record of each page. This 
would permit us to _ control first line indications on each 
page-a function normal to a 407 tab, but not written 
into the early RPG versions. 

After several similar changes were made, the most 
significant move was to load the generator on to tape, 
and place the Autocoder assembler right behind it. Thus, 
when the RPG punched out its intermediate deck (which 
happened to be in Symbolic Programming System), it 
only required hitting the tape load button to complete 
the assembly. By the time we had advanced to a 16K 
four-tape 1460, average aS,sembly time was down to 12 
minutes. 

the first test 
The first real test came immediately, with a three-pro

gram system for a large chemicals manufacturer. The 
programming department estimated it would require three 
weeks of billable effort, or approximately $1,500, to 
complete the package. Because of computer scheduling, 
etc., this represented six weeks of elapsed time. Further
more, no programmer was available for at least two 
weeks. We decided to gamble on RPG. 

The first program contained a master-detail file, with 
calculations to be performed on the details from factors 
selectively pulled from the masters. Extensions, plus other 
amount fields, were accumulated and distributed in various 
relationships based on warehouse codes, types of master 
and other variables. Product total summaries were 
punched for use in the remaining programs, which were 
similarly constructed. To show off a little, I wrote them 
with a title page, and dressed up my total levels with fancy 
dots and wording. I found it difficult to conceal my smug 
satisfaction with. the finished results. I had created three 
"programs" ... and they worked ... in three elapsed 
weeks ... at approximately one-third the estimated cost. 

I was sold. And like all fanatics, I began proselyting. 
More to escape my nagging than from conviction, the 
account execs began writing RPGS and with each success
ful program, I had a new convert. Within three months 
we had 12 non-programmers writing RPG'S and the nuin
ber kept growing. 

For the first time the supervisors felt free of the tyranny 
of the programming department. It was delicious . . . arid 
sometimes delirious. There was much abuse and mis-use 
before we learned the physical and economic limitations 
of RPG. For example: 

1. Only single file inputs, either card or tape, were 
possible. 

2. Although various output card types could be 
punched, only one tape file' could be created, and 
this had to be in single record blocks. 

3. RPG had no table look-up capabilities. 
4. The calculation and logical looping were limited. 

trim and true 
It should be no surprise, therefore, to find beleaguered 

non-programmers bulling their way through programs 
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which, while operable, would have been cheaper and 
more efficient in Autocoder. Some of these deficiencies 
were overcome by the- creation' of our own proprietary 
software. The outstanding example of this was TRIM 
(Tape Record Information Manipulator). The name was 
coined before the program, hence it doesn't reveal the C~. 
fact that TRIM handles both card and tape as input ~ 
and/or output. TRIM not only gave us physical format-
ting flexibility (changing record lengths, blocking factors, 
etc.), but it added mass switch-testing and table look-up 
capabilities. This permitted rapid and inexpensive file 
creations and file building by simultaneously providing 
extensive record and field selection, and insertion of 
fixed master data via a binary search table look-up. Its 
partner, TRUE (Tape Records Updated' Easily), allowed 
us multi-file input for updating either arithmetically or 
by field substitution. Both were developed during the 
first half of 1963 at an estimated cost of $15,000. Im
provements and maintenance during the remainder of the 
year added another $5,000 to the cost. 

By 1964, the trio of RPG, TRIM and TRUE were account
ing for more than ha]f of our computer production time. 
This, in spite of a rapidly expanding programming de
partment that refused to even consider such a "tinker
toy" language. But ironically, RPG was a primary reason. 
for the. strengthening of the programmers. By relieving 
them of all the mundane and unsophisticated applica
tions it freed them to concentrate on the more difficult 
and ~soteric assignments. This, in tum, appealed to them, 
reducing our turnover,' and assisting in our accelerated 
recruiting efforts. 

iinprovements 
In the next four years, TBS wrote well over 800 pro

grams using RPG alone. Our techniques improved, per
mitting us frequent uses that didn't seem possible in our 
early experiences. Occasionally we would circumvent the 
single tape file input requirement. By using TRIM to stretch 
a master or detail record to coincide with one another, 
we could then sort the two files together and, treat both 
as a single file. Emboldened by their many successes, 
non-programmers took to doing simple patches and in other 
ways increased RPc'S flexibility. 

The major reasons for the rapid acceptability of RPG 
were: 

1. It was easy to learn. Guided. by someone with a 
little experience, the manual could be almost ig
nored, and the novice needed only about eight hours 
of instruction. Three or four programs later, he was 
an "expert." 

2. It was' easy to write. With only a little experience, 
the average program could be entirely coded in 
less than one day. 

3. It was easy to debug. Not only were the diag
nostics clear and easily understood, but with a little 
practice, a crude printout of the required report was 
achieved on the first assembly in 75% of the pro
grams. This meant the programs would run to end of 
job, thus reducing debugging tiine to no more than 
three or four assemblies. (Frequently one assembly 
and a little easy patching was enough.). . 

4. It required little technical or logical skill. This freed 
the administrative supervisor from dependency on 
the programmer and quickly made him. feel at home 
on the computer. 

As we used RPG more and more, I was surprised to find 
a universal apathy, outside our company, to its merits. C' 
Opinions were generally divided into two categories. Pro-,· 
grammers felt that no one worthy of the title would use 
such a "simple" tool. And managers expressed the view 
that it couldn't handle enough to justify the investment 
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of time and energy to learn it. I never fully understood 
why others didn't recognize it as the aid it was. I could 
only conclude that the programmer's attitude was dic
tated by ego, while the managers were overly influenced 
by the programmers. Even IBM didn't seem to be actively 
pushing it ... until the 360. 

on a new machine 
With the imminent arrival of our 360/40, we looked 

tORPG with great interest. We were intrigued by the 
new capabilities it .held. No longer would we be re
stricted to single file input or single block output. Better 
yet, we would no longer have to pre-process our files 
with TRIM. Although they would be much slower than 
TRIM'S binary search technique, the 360 RPG had built-in 
table look-up features. Inter-file matching would also 
eliminate our dependence on TRUE. It seemed to promise 
much, for both programmers and non-programmers. 

We tackled our. first 360 RPG'S enthusiastically, there
fore, as a joint venture between our technical and admin
istrative personnel. We started in January, 1966, with 
the 8K BOS version of RPG on the 360/40, and soon were 
finding the flaws in the software. It became evident, 
quickly, that this wasn't the same easy-to-use language 
its predecessor had been. Four coding sheets had grown 
to six. One day's writing was now at least two. And, 
worst of all, altho.ugh the diagnostics seemed explicit, 
we couldn't be certain, without the aid of the program
mers, which errors were caused by coding and which 
by software. We learned to circumvent certain error
creating entries, without being sure of the reason. Un
matched file indication was erratic, for example. And 
the performance of the page overflow routines was so 
spotty we felt safer relying on line-counting techniques. 
Still, since more people were engaged in coding RPG than 
ever before" we made good progress. Rapid (four min
ute) assemblies, easy linkage from assembly to test data, 
and general flexibility encouraged our continued use. By 
mid-1966, and the impending arrival of a 360/30, we 
felt fairly satisfied with our accomplishments . . . until 
our conversion to 16K DOS rocked the boat. SuddeI1ly 
25% of the 200 programs we had written started "bomb
ing out." A major cause was that the 8K BOS permitted 
us to define or refer to labels in any sequence, while the 
16K DOS required that all labels had to be defined first. 
Other incompatibIlities between 8K BOS and 16K DOS 
showed up with startling frequency and, in many cases, 
inexplicably. 

Once again we had to learn how to avoid error-creating 
entries without adequately understanding the software 
deficiencies. IBM was only nominally helpful, and spent 
as much time learning from us as vice-versa. Gradually, 
however, we worked OUf way around the problems. 

programmers converted 
It is interesting to note that during this year, with the 

programmers activeiy coding appropriate applications in 
both COBOL and BAL, their respect for RPG grew in pro
portion to their experience. I believe this is because: 

1. RPG is now more powerful than its 1401 predecessor. 
2. RPc'S switch setting and testing logic is closely akin 

to those techniques used in Autocoder and BAL. 
3. BAL is considerably more complex and time-con

suming than Autocoder. 
And, perhaps, 

4. Programmers are maturing enough to recognize that 
job efficiency is a more important yardstick than 
ego satisfaction. 

At any rate, we made our next foray into RPG .in 
anticipation of our 360/20, which was to arrive in early 
1967. Selecting those applications that seemed well within 
the 16K capacity of our two-tape system, we wrote, as-
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sembled and de-bugged on the 360/30. We felt that the 
well-advertised "compatibility" of the two systems would 
permit us to get the 360/20 on the air quickly, by 
re-assembling our proven programs on it, when it arrived. 
Live and learn! 

new problems 
Once again . we found that the manufacturer had 

created a separate card and tape generator. The card 
version wasn't too bad, once you made certain allowances 
such as its greater restrictions in the edit word handling. 
But the tape version! . 

Tape RPG for the 360/20 insisted that the input file 
must. begin with a tape mark. This immediately limited 
our file compatibility with the other two systems we have. 

Further, when the mode switch was in the time-sharing 
position, tape reading caused erratic carriage control 
and forms skipping. Turning the switch off permitted the 
tape to read properly, but it also eliminated the over
lapping of the I/O units with the main frame. This 
effectively reduced program efficiency to the level of an 
unbuffered computer. 

At first inspection, it appeared that both these difficul-' 
ties were caused by software deficiencies. This assumption 
proved valid for the tape mark problem which was rec
tified in April, 1967, by an updated RPG version. 

The "time-sharing" problem, however, turned out to be 
a hardware aberration, and was corrected quickly once 
it was identified. 

And yet, after all the gibes at manufacturer's frailties 
are underscored, the major reason RPG is emerging as a 
viable language is because IBM is not only supporting, 
but actively encouraging its use. With extensive experience 
gained from the 1401/60, with outspoken feedback from 
users like ourselves, and with the recognition of the de
manding meticulousness of the BAL language, a powerful 
user-oriented tool had to be created. 

conclusion 
In summary, RPG meets the important requirements of 

such a tool. 
1. It is flexible enough to permit multiple input and 

output files of virtually any practical physical format. 
2. It permits economical file handling capability such 

as matching, updating, selection, etc. 
3. Its calculation sections permit extensive switch-set

ting, testing, and "branch to" logic manipulations 
approximating Autocoder and BAL capabilities. 

4. It is efficient in assembly time, and practical execu
tion, (particularly for slower I/O applications), with
out extravagant use of core. 

5. It works well in a "stacked job" environment, because 
of its ready linkage and cataloging. 

6. It is actively supported and constantly updated by 
the manufacturer adding to its general capabilities. 

7. It is easier to teach, learn,' write and de-bug than 
any other major language in current use by IBM. 

Is it, then, the panacea some new converts claim it is? 
Hardly. Still, we expect that fully 75% of our future pro
grams will be turned out in RPG, while only 15% will 
call for COBOL, and the remaining 10% be divided between 
BAL and some FORTRAN. Purists may point to rriinor sys
tems or machine time inefficiencies as a result, but it 
should be remembered that cost should be measured over
all. This means that incremental job set-up costs due to 
efforts to satisfy these purists should be cost-justified 
within two years. In.a service bureau environment this 
is not as frequent as they might suppose, especially when 
set-up costs are measured in days, weeks, and months of 
man-machine time, while operating gains are measured 
in hours, minutes and sometimes microseconds. 

Clearly, RPG has grown up and is here to stay. • 
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WHITHER 
KEYPUNCH? 
by DENNIS G. PRICE 

D
' The keypunch machine has traditionally pre-

, " . pared source input for data processing systems .. 
As computer systems have come increasingly 

, upon the data processing scene, the keypunch 
has begun to appear as a bottleneck to efficiency. the com
puter system itself has become ever cheaper per unit of 
throughput, whereas the cost per unit of througHput for 
data preparation by keypunch machines has actually in
creased as operators' salaries have risen. 

The activity of keying data for. computer input not 
only carries a relatively high cost but also produces more 
errors than any other processing function. Systems ana
lysts attack the problem with various kinds of turn
around documents, and the equipment manufacturers are 
developing a wide variety of document readers. Still 
another approach is possible with on-line systems. When 
a computer can monitor the data-input function, even 
with manual keying, the quantity of data requiring origi
nal entry and/or verification may be greatly reduced. 

We in the government of the state of New York have 
specific plans for the future use of on-line data collection 
equipment. There seems little doubt, however, that the 
manual keying of data into off-line equipment for later 
computer input will continue to be an important part 
of data processing for several .years. While looking 
ahead, we also surveyed alternatives to the keypunch 
that are currently available. In 1966, we installed ap-

proximately 200 Data-Recorders manufactured by Mo
hawk Data Sciences. The immediate gains have been 
worthwhile. 

The basic unit consists of a keyboard similar to a key
punch. The operator, working in "entry mode," keys in 
data which is temporarily stored in a magnetic core 
unit and then transmitted as a complete record to mag-
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netic tape. Another operator on an identical machine, 
working in "verify mode," keys in the information which 
is verified against the record which has been read back 
from tape into core storage. The unit includes its own 
error checking capabilities, such as a complete read
af.ter-write check. In addition, parity checks are per
formed on each character a,nd longitudinally on each 
block. 

The data reader is inherently faster than a keypunch 
since there are no mechanical actions to be completed 
between key strokes, except for the writing of a block 
of data on tape. For practical purposes, the unit will 
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waste-strip tab cards made 
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operate as quickly as the operator can depress the keys. 
A number of extra-cost devices can be attached to the 

basic machine, including an adding machine to balance 
the controls and a paper-tape reader. A pooling device can 
be attached to any unit so that it can transcribe data 
from one magnetic tape to another. In this way the 
data from several tapes can be merged on one tape for 
more convenient entry into a computer system. 

economics 
Without special devices, the MDS Data-Recorder costs 

about three times more than a keypunch. The break
even point for production work depends on the cost of 
equipment plus personnel. We calculate that a keypunch 
girl, including the cost of fringe benefits, costs about $425 
per month. A keypunch or verifier averages about $50 
a ~onth,. so that the operator plus equipment costs 
approximately $475 a month. Similarly, a girl· plus MDS 
machine costs' $425 plus $150 (assume one recorder/ 
pooler at $176 for every eight recorders at $142) or $575 
per mohth. Therefore, to break even it is necessary for 
the MDS operation to increase throughput by a factor 
of 575/475, or' 21%. This will vary, of course, with the 
cost of keypunch operatOl:s. ' 

Does the Data-Recorder make up the 21% in per
formance? We have found that the unit does, in fact, 
reduce total costs of data preparation through increased 
efficiency (1) in keying and verifying data, (2) in the 
steps between data, capture and computer input, and 
(3) in the back-up equipment required. 

There is no doubt that the keying action is faster 
on the ,Data-Recorder than on a keypunch. The advan
tage, as one would expect, is greater where input 
involves considerable duplication, skipping, and zero fills, 
and wh~re' the operator can concentrate, on only one 
type of input. 

The unit allows for considerable flexibility of format. 
Where applications use several cards per record, it is 
necessary to duplicate the identification information. This 
is not necessary with the MDSunit, since the records 
will follow one another on the tape and cannot get out 
of sequence. Also, the length of the record can be in
creased. The standard unit produces an '80-character 
block, but options are available for a 160-character record. 

During original entry and during verification, error 
correction is simple. Most errors are sensed by the opera
tor immediately after she has made them'. With con
ventional keypunch equipment an error necessitates' skip
ping . qut the card; with the MDS equipment it is 
possible to backspace and make the correction. ' 

When errors are detected in the verifying process with 
conventional equipment, the operator indicates the cor
rection to be made and reroutes the card to a correction 
openito~ who punches a new card correctly. With MDS 
equipment, the verifying operator corrects the informa
tion in the core and on the tape. This not only elimi
nates the correction operator, but also the need for 
making the card and identifying it fqr correction within 
the batch. 

Due to the characteristics of the equip~ent related 
to keying and verifying, the increase in throughput for 
our six agencies has varied from close to zero (for 
installations' with only three machines) to upwards of 
60%. It . appears that where the application is favor-' 
able for the MDS machine (with much skipping, dupli
cating, and left zero fills), the increase in throughput 
should be about 40%. These figures have been obtained 
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by careful measurement of "before and after" operations 
in each agency. 

The cost of punch cards is eliminated and the tapes 
used by the MDS equipment are re-usable. For a large 
installation which ,daily processes tens of thousands of 
cards, the physical inconvenience of handling and stor
ing cards is considerable. 'Fhe transportation of a few 
tapes, rather than many trays of cards, to the computer' 
room is a small but noteworthy consideration. 

In marty installations, sorters, collators, and operators 
are on hand only to sequence and balance input cards. 
In this situation, the equipment and personnel can be 
eliminated, and the savings can be substantial. 

When intermediate EAM operations are eliminated, 
the elapsed time between data capture and master file 
update can be materially reduced. The extra ~omputer 
functions such as batch balancing, are usually offset 
because the computer time to read cards is eliminated 
and the much faster tape-read operation substituted. 

Apart from the reduction in the number of machine, 
units resulting from the increase, in throughput, there is 
another reduction which is not so obvious. With key
punch and verifier, it is common practice to have 'a 
few machines as back-up for when other machines are 
down. Since the MDS unit is capable of working in 
either the entry m~de or verify mode (at a flick of a 
switch), the number pf back-up machines can be reduced 
because the same back-up machine can a~t as either an 
entry or verifying device. 

impact on the operator 
The formal training period for operators is about 

one week. Dependin'g on the ultimate efficiency achieved, 
the operator is able to equal her previous keypunch rate 
within three to four weeks of the end of her formal 
training. She reaches her former level of relative effi
ciency on the equipment between six and ten weeks 
after her formal training. 

The type of operators who have been trained on the 
new equipment have usually been former keypunch opera., 
tors, since the keypunch machines are those being dis
placed. We· 4ave su.ccessfully trained typists in one 
agency and it appears ,th~t ,keypunch operators and typ
ists 'develop the same efficiency o'n the MDS eqllipment. 
One of our agencies believes that the former keypunch 
operator may take somewhat longer t,o adapt to the 
MDS unit since she must "unlearn" her old skills. 

Generally speaking, the operators have a very positive 
,response to the new machines since they are quieter, 
more attractive, easier to key, and dq not generate heat 
like keypunch equipment. There is also some reason to 
believe that the new equipment appears to them to be 
more glamorous-it seems to bring the operati~ns closer 
to the computer. One of our agencies has found that 

,operator attachment to the new machine is so great that 
: working on it can be used as a reward for good per-: 
formance, or conversely poor, performance will mean 

, '''back to the keypunch' machine." 
. In the past year," New York State has witnessed a re

duction in its number of keypunch and verifier machines 
from about 800 units to about 550 units today, despite 
an increased volume of input resulting from expanding 
applications'. Thus, 200 Data-Recorders have replaced 
about 250 keypunches and verifiers, and have also handled 

. an increased workload. We also have reduced costs for 
punched cards, EAM equipment and' EAM operators. 

I believe that the direct source entry approach (on
line) will eliminate many more keypunch and verifying , 
units over the next three or four years. But for off
.line keying of data for translation into machine language, 
we are well satisfied with the savings generated from 
the use of the MDS Data-Recorder. • 
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Replace Wilson Jones 
"Tenite"*or "Tufflex'~M Binders! 

These new Data Processing Binders are practically in
destructible. 

Made of incredibly tough,. space:-age plastics. Never 
crack, never break-even in extreme cold. Completely 
waterproof-just wipe them off. Can't chip, peel or fade. 

The flexing machine is still trying to crack the "Tenite" 
self-hinges. The last reading was 2,000,000 openings and 
closings without the slightest sign of wear! Available in 
2 sizes and 4 colors. 

"Tufflex" Binders, also with long-wearing self-hinges, 
offer great economy in a range of 26 sizes and 9 colors. 

. I ' ~. 

Both lines have exclusive patented multiple-hole steel 
channels to provide rhaximurr1: security, convenience, 
and adaptability to all EDP systems and sheet sizes. For 
unburst or bu rst marg inal-punched sheets ... unburst 
sheets with one or both margins stripped off ... con
version to top and bottom loading ... conventionallY
punched loose-leaf forms. 

1 

From the Inventor of tHe Nylon Post Binder 

Get the full story on these prand new "Tenite" and 
"Tufflex" Binders, as well as all other 320 styles and sizes. 
Ask your EDP supply' dealer for Wilson Jones Catalog 
DP 267 -or write today. 

·"Tenite" is Eastman Kodak Company's registered trademark for its polyallomer film. "Tufflex" is a Wilson Jones trademark. 

A Division of 3~® Inc. 

6150 TOUHY AVENUE· CHICAGO 60648 
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PLANNING 
CHECKLIST 
FOR.A 
COMPUTER 
INSTALLATION 
by DONALD L. ADAMS 

D 
The installation of a computer, even a small
scale system, is a complex undertaking. Nor-

. , mally, th~ inst~llation will involve at. least 
, sEveral mmor cnses no mattter how well It has 

been planned. The 'accompanying checklist for the phys
ical planning aspects is designed to minimize the num
ber of critical situations that arise during installation. 
Some of the points mentioned may seem trivial or 
obvious, but it is amazing how often they can be over
looked. More than one computer has been unloaded at 
its site only to have it discovered-to everyone's sur
prise-that the computer could not be moved into the 
building because it was wider than the widest available 
opening. 

The checklist is not all-inclusive; no checklist ever is, 
but it does cover many of the trouble areas that have been 
encountered in new computer installations. All the points 
should be carefully considered and none of them should 
be taken for granted. 4 

site location and layout 
Weight-bearing characteristics of building. Floor must 

be adequate to support weight of equipment. 
Elevators, corridors and doors. Machines should be 

located in an area into which they can be moved with-
. out disassembly of the building or the machine. Temporary 
ramps will be needed to cover all steps. If the floor loading 
of machines in transit will exceed floor strength of halls, 
temporary covering will be needed. 

Location in relation to other departments. If possible, 
machines should be located near the potential users of 
the output and/or crea,tors of input. In some instances, 
location may be influenced by a desire to use the com
puter as a showpiece during company tours. A window 
allowing visitors to see the area without entering will 
reduce interference with operators. 

* Additional points. were supplied by Robert L. Patrick from his experi
ence with installations. 
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be prepared 

Noise problems. Computer should be located in an 
area where computer noise will not disturb others and 
outside noise will not disturb computer operations. Sound
proofing will probably be required .. 

Traffic flow. The layout should minimize the amount 
of walking the operator must do during machine opera
tions .. Components sJ.1ould be located to allow relatively 
unhampered movement of materials in and out of the 
ma'chine room. 

Clearance around machines. Room must be left on all 
sides of each component to allow the manufacturer's 
engineering personnel free access to the machines. 

Clearance for movement of carts. Floor space around 
the reader, the printer and the punch must provide 
clearance for movement of carts. , 

Engineering area. The manufacturer's engineering per
sonnel must be provided with a work area within the 
computer room. Ideally, this area should include a work
bench or table, storage space for spare parts, filing 
cabinets for manuals and for· diagnostic program decks, 
and room for storing an oscilloscope. Working and stor
age space should also be provided for the handling of 
tape reels, disc packs, and datacells. Additional space 
will be needed for cart access. Ask the manufacturer if 
there are special power requirements for the maintenance 
area. 

site preparation 
Electrical current. Wiring must be adequate· to pro

vide proper voltage and amperage for each unit. In-

Mr. Adams is manager of data processing education for Peat, 
Marwick, Mitchell & Co., New York. For the past year he has 
served as a member of the American Institute of CertUied 
Public Accountants' task force on computer auditing. He is a 
CPA and has a BS degree in accounting from Syracuse Univ. 
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CHECKLIST. 

dependent circuit breakers should be installed in the 
computer's electrical system. Follow the manufacturer's 
instructions and be sure that there will be no interference 
from other loads with the computer power. 

Electrical outlets. Note that soine manufacturers re
quire special receptacles. Outlets should be located next 
to each machine to minimize cable length. Outlets must 
be grounded and must provide proper connectors to re
ceive the computer's cables. Provide light and conve
nience outlets separate from th~ computer power. Be 
sure to allow sufficient lead time. 

Floor. Consideration must be given to installation of a 
raised Hoor. Floor surface must be static-free. Have Hoor 
structure electrically grounded. Ramps should be pro
vided to allow the movement of carts into and out of 
the computer area. 

Environment cpntrol. Proper equipment for tempera
ture and humidity control must be provided. Consider· 
the necessity of providing support equipment if the main 
system should fail. lnstall a device for recording tem
perature and humidity. Check out the air conditioning 
before installing the computer. Sound-condition walls and 
ceiling, using rugs or tile on Hoor. Vacuum site before 
installation, including under Hoor and air-conditioning 
ducts~ 

Lighting. All parts of the room should be well illumi
nated. The lights in the console area should not be so 
bright that they obscure the indicator lights on the 
panels. 

Room color. Color scheme should be coordinated with 
machine colors. 

Communications. Adequate telephone facilities should 
be provided in the machine room. Ordinary telephone 
bells often cannot be heard over the noise of a printer 
or a punch, so extra loud bells or Hashing lights may be 
needed. Night lines should be provided since the ma
chine room may work shifts when the switchboard is 
closed. 

CablG lengths. When layout has been finalized, inter
connecting cables must be ordered in the proper lengths. 

~ This may not be a consideration in small installations 
but should be carefully considered in all tape or disc 
systems. Ask the manufacturer for assistance but engi
neer the job yourself. 

emergency facilities 
Fire detection devices. Prompt fire detection lessens 

the chances of damage to files and equipment. Check 
with both the computer manufacturer and your insurer 
before installing an autoIl1atic deluge system. 

Fire-fighting equipment. Equipment for' fighting both 
electrical and regular fires should be available-mounted ' 
and labeled-and employees should be trained to use it. 

Electrical and air-conditioning emergency cutoff. A 
single-switch cutoff should be available to shut down the 
electrical and air-conditioning systems in emergepcies. 
The computer power source switch should be separate. 

Emergency power supply. The necessity for and extent 
of emergency power for machines and air-conditioning 
should be evaluated in regard to the need for continuous 
operation and possible damage to equipment in case of a 
sudden power loss. 

Emergency lighting. Battery-powered emergency light
ing should be available to allow proper clean-up and 
shutdown during a power failure. 
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External cat(1strophe. Consider the consequences of 
fire or Hood affecting the computer or tape library. 

selection oJ support equipment 
Keypunch. Every installation should include a key

punch as part of the computer roOIP equipment needed 
by programmers during program testing, and by opera
tors for punching date and header cards. The machine 
should be ordered at least nine months in advance. If 
the computer is not an IBM model, the punch formats 
for special characters and symbols may differ from those 
available on" standard keypunch models. In sUGh cases, 
it may be necessary to request modifications in the key
punch. Such modifications usually involve a one-time cost 
of $350' to '$500 per keypunch and require considerable 
advance planning. 

Sorter., A sorter may be needed as part of the com
puter rOOIp equipment in a card installation. It permits 
rapid blocking of files to reduce time on large computer 
runs. Machines should be ordered at least nine months 
in advance. Plan for power and air-conditioning require
ments. 

Collator. In a tape installation, a collator may be 
placed i~ the computer room for use in' running sequence 
checks on card files before they are converted to tape. 
Machines should be ordered' at least nine months in 
advance. Plan for power and air-conditioning require
ments. 

Forms handling equipment. Final bursting and de
collating requirements are difficult to determine, so' it 
is advisable, to purchase relatively simple and inexpensive 
equipment in the initial installation stage. 

Card-to-tape converter (magnetic tape). If th~ instal
lation will involve large amounts of card-to-tape conver
sion, consideration should be given to the use of a 
high-speed, off-line converter in order to free the main 
computer for processing the data. 

Magnetic tape conditioning and cleaning equipment. 
In a large tape installation, the costs of tape cleaning 
and conditioning may justify the use of equipment with
in the installation, rather than outside service facilities. 

furniture and fixture requirements 
Tables. Adequate work space is needed for storing 

input and output during computer runs. 
Desks and chairs. Programmers and supervisors need 

adequate working space. 
Stools. Machine operators may need high stools in 

order to observe console or printer units. 
Sorting racks. If a sorter is part of the computer room 

equipment, fixed or movable sorting racks may be re
quired to hold cards duirng the processing of a sort 
operation. 

Carts. Should be provided for moving trays of cards, 
cases of forms, reels of tape, data cells, and disc packs. 

Card equipment. I~ems and uses are as follows: (a) 
storage racks-for small supplies of 'cards near punching 
devices; (b) files-storage for old files pending destruc-, 
tion; ( d) storage shelves-storage for unopened cases 
and boxes of cards; (e) carrying' cases-for transporting 
cards between locations; useful during pre-installation 
testing at outside locations; (f) mailing cartons-suitable 
for punched cards. 

Tape equipment. The following are the items in this 
category: (a) storage racks-used to hold cases and 
reels currently in process; (b) storage vault-storage for 
current and back-up files; should be fire-proof; (c) 
storage shelves-storage for unused tapes ( d) carrying 
cases-for transporting tape reels between locations; use
ful during pre-installation testing at outside locations; (e) 
mailing cartons-suitable for reels. ' 
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Disc' equipment. The included items are: ( a) cover. 
holders-to hold covers when modules are mounted on 
drives; (b) storage vault-used qS storage for all discs; 
should be fireproof; (c) carrying cases-for transporting 
disc packs between locations. 

Printer and forms equipment. This category includes: 
(a) storage racks-used to hold forms supply; (b) car
riage tape racks-to hold printer carriage control tapes; 
(c) wastebaskets-large baskets which can hold scrap 
continuous forms; (d) forms rackS-to hold continuous 
form input to and output from printer operations. 

Time and date stamps. These are used for logging 
jobs on and off machines. 

supplies and miscellaneous 
Cards. Various colors of 5081 or other standard cards 

should be ordered. 
Forms. Short and long stock (ruled or blank) forms 

in one, two, three, and four parts should be on hand 
before the installation is complete. 

Magnetic tapes. Full, half, and miniature reels in vari
ous colors should be ordered several weeks in advance. 
Decide in advance what color coding conventions will 
be. 

Disc packs. Provide several extra disc modules to 
meet estimated requirements. These modules should be 
ordered at the time the computer is ordered. Initial re
quirements are usually underestimated. 

Card indexes. To identify files within card drawers. 
Card protectors. To protect card files, particularly 

program decks, from damage during handling and filing. 
Card gauges. Gauges are used to check registration 

of punching devices. 
Card weights. When boxes and drawers are not com

pletely filled, these weights can be used to keep card 
files from falling down. 

Printer ribbons. Ribbons are usually replaced based 
upon printing volume. A good supply should be on' hand 
when the computer arrives. 

Carriage tapes. To control form movement and skip
ping on the printer. 

Carriage tape punch. To punch carriage tapes. 
Carriage tape glue. To fasten carriage tapes into a 

loop. 
Binders. Special binders in various colors and sizes, 

to hold burst and unburst tab runs. 
Tape labels. Pre-gumrped labels to identify tape reels 

and cases. Color-coding can be used to depict security 
levels. . 

Felt marking pens. Prepare labels for files that can be 
read across the room. 

Floor panel vacuum lifter. To raise panels from float
ing floors when access is required. 

System control forms. Machine logs, down-time reports, 
program halt status, and other management forms are 
required. 

Vacuum cleaner. A small industrial cleaner with a 
small nozzle or crevice tool should be adequate. 

Facilities management. Check with facilities manager 
to s,ee who else is drawing power from the same trans
former. See that they have independent switche~ so 
their equipment can be serviced without disturbing the 
computer. Negotiate an agreement to allow off-hour air 
conditioning maintenance, long notice before all sched
uled shutdowns, and immediate service for all emergency 
calls . 
. Future requirements. Project requirements for hard

ware configutatio~ deletions and additions. Provide 
enough space, power, and air-conditioning for expansiqn 
as well as ample room to get new equipment in without 
disrupting operat~ons. • 
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take a Hbyte" 

it's just 
as easy 
as that! 

now your com 
can really talk 
on the telephone! 

The DPI-1 data phone interface is a flexible, 
computer-oriented communication linkage, 
compatible with all popular modems. 
You may specify character size, 
signal sense and level in det~il. 
Compact (l0"x14":x2") as b~se, or rack-mounted. 

Reliability? We produce linkages for the 
pace-setters in the EDP field, including 
Bell Telephone Laboratories. Let us show you 
how to increase efficiency, economically. 
For literature: Infotec, Inc., Dept. D, 
80 Urban Avenue, Westbury, N.Y. 516/334-1624. 
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SIMULATION 
AND SALES 
FORECASTING 
by GEORGE SCHUSSEL 

D 
Whereas the usefulness of simulation to help 
solve scientific and engineering problems has 
been readily accepted for some time, it has only 

. been within the last several years that research
ers and practitioners of simulation have developed this 
technique to the point where it is now readily accepted as 
a useful tool in the analysis of business decision problems. 
One of the primary reasons that detailed simulation of the 
business environment has become practical is because our 
ability to manipulate and process large amounts of data 
rapidly has grown fantastically with each new generation 
of computers. 

The field of simulation has grown up to the point where 
we now see universities teaching courses in it. This sub~ 
stantial growth and interest has resulted in an increase in 
relevant theory and literature. Within the last five years 
or so, a new subfield of simulation, called behavioral theory 
has been· developed and expounded by researchers at 
various universities, notably Carnegie Tech. 

Two of the earliest books describing the behavioral 
theory approach were A Behavioral Theory of the Firmi 
and Portfolio Selection: A Simulation of Trust Invest
ment.2 Since these books, other studies have appeared; 
a recent example is Forecasting in the Photographic In
dustry: Testing a Simulation Model. 3 These studies pri
marily generated interest among researchers; however, the 
subject of behavioral theory and human behavior simula
tion seems to be working its way into the real world as 
may be attested by some recent articles such as "Heuris
tic Programs for Decision Making" in the Harvard Busi
ness Review4 and an economic commentary in Business 
Week.5 

A basic premise of behavioral theory is that it is possible 
and desirable to simulate human decision behavior. 
Proponents have argued that by simulating human deci
sion behavior it is possible to fuse the worlds of psychology 
and economics into a new model of economic behavior. 

economics and behaviorism 
Toa large extent, it may be said that conventional 

economic theory is normative, describing simply logical be~ 
havior in a simply logical world. Decision rules which can 
be· derived from this economic theory are those that should 
be followed by a "rational" being. This view of the world 
assumes that a person or people in general can prescribe 
explicit objective functions and proceed on a course to 
~aximize these. In fact, most people, including business 

1 Richard M. Cyert, and James G. March, A Behavioral Theory of the 
Firm. Prentice Hall, Englewood Cliffs, N. J. 1963. 

2 G. P. E. Clarkson, Po;tfolio Selection: A Simulation of Trust Invest
ment. Prentice Hall, Englewood Cliffs, N. J. 1962. 

3 George Schussel, Forecasting in the Photographic Industry: Testing a 
Simulation Model. Unpublished D.B.A. thesis, Baker Library, Harvard 
Business School, Boston, Mass. 1966. 

4 Jerome D. Wiest, "Heuristic Programs for Decision Making," Harvard 
Business Review. Sept.-Oct., 1966, p. 129. 

5 "The Shake-up of Conventional Economics," Business Week. June 25, 
1966, p. 186. 
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modeling human behavior 

executives, are probably not capable of explicitly delineat
ing_any objective function; and if they were, they would 
not have the ability or desire to maximize it. Instead of 
maximizing an objective function, it can probably be said 
that most human beings satisfy subjective functions. If this 
is so, say the behaviorists, then we had better reexamine 
some of our normative economic models and substitute in 
their place descriptive models which may then more validly 
predict economic behavior-at least until everyone is re
quired to obtain a graduate education in operations re
search. 

Pure mathematics, unfortunately, does not generally 
possess the requisite power to provide a behavioral de
scription or model of human behavior. It may be, how
ever, that the technique· of simulation does provide this 
power. As support for .this assertion, this article describes 
a successful attempt at writing a computer program which 
was able to simulate some of the decision behavior of re
tail camera store managers. 

the program 
This program was written to test the feasibility of simu

lating the decision behavior of a large, nonhomogeneous 
. sample of people and to test the usefulness to a firm of 

simulating the external 'environment in which the firm 
operated. It was felt that the only valid way to test these 
points was to construct the simulation in such a manner 
that it could be used for forecasting. The heart of the 
simulation consisted of a model that was constructed of the 
film reordering techniques of 33 photographic dealers. 
The simulation was constructed to aid a manufacturer in 
determining the orders for film that would be placed at 
his warehouse by these dealers. Due to historical experi
ence, the manufacturer had thoroughly good ideas as to 
what the retail sales of his various film types were; how
ever, he had difficulty in forecasting his own sales because 
of uncertainty about the way that the dealers reordered 
film. Because tlie film product of the manufacturer was 

Dr. Schussel is executive assis
tant to the corporate director of 
management information and 
dp at Northrop Corp., Beverly 
Hills, Calif. Now developing 
mathematical and economic 
models for solving production 
decision problems, he holds 
MS and DBA degrees from 
Harvard. 
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very perishable, forecasted sales became an extremely im
portant input to the production scheduling decision. 

Even though the manufacturer felt that he could fore
cast retail sales fairly accurately, his past attempts at con
verting forecasts of retail sales into forecasts: of company 
sales had proved very inaccurate. 'From this problem came 
the idea of interviewing dealers and constructing a simula
tion model of their behavior which would take a forecast 
of retail sales as input and then convert this forecast into 
a forecast of orders placed at the warehouse.6 

The basic information for the simulation of dealer be
havior was 'derived from detailed field interviewing of the 
33 sample dealers in the study. Retail sales forecasts were 
obtained from company executives and other sources. 

In order to test the efficacy of the simulation model, and 
establish a bound on the accuracy of the model, it was 
necessary to devise a testing procedure for' the model. 
This test consisted of determining actual retail sales in the 
five types of film made by the manufacturer' for the group 
of stores over a 15-week period and using these actual 
sales as input for the simulation model. Mter the 15 
weeks had passed, the output of orders from these dealers 
was available and, with true sa~es as input, the basic ac
curacy of the simulation model was testable. Weekly in
ventory counting at each store in the study, plus the rec
ord of shipments made from' the manqfacturer, was suf
ficient to determine the' actual weekly retail sales over the 
period of the study. ~ 

Several sales forecasts were generated by different 
methods. These methods ranged from th'e simple technique' 
of asking three executives of the martufacturingfirm to. 
submit their intuitive forecasts, to the statistical technique 
of linearly extrapolating seasonally adjusted historical sales 
data. These sales forecasts were then used in conjunction 
with' the 'simulation to forecast orders for the I5-week 
period. Also, in addition to the sales forecasts, several order 
forecasts were obtained by more' conventional statistical 
and informal means. These order forecasts were used to 
test the usefulness of the simulation, model as a forecast 
aid. From the results' of the study, it was concluded 
that the order decision processes of certain classes of re
tail merchants can he simulated. The simulation model 
performed well when actual retail sales, were used as input. 
It was also concluded that using the simulation in con
junction with forecasted retail sales was the most accurate 
of the various examined methods of forecasting orders to 
the manufacturer. . 

The 33 dealers in this study were placed into two 
separate samples so' that the orders placed by the large 
dealers would not swamp the ordering of the small dealers. 
T~e nine dealers in the large volume sarpple averaged 
slightly over 10,000 rolls bf the manufacturer's film sold 
in 1964, the largest deal~r selling 20,000 and the ~manest 
dealer selling 5,000. The 24 dealers in the small volume 
sample averaged 1,500 units in sales in 1964. The smal
lest sold 340 rolls while the largest sold 'Slightly under 4,-
000. , 

The retailers were interviewed in depth about thei~ 
ordering procedures anp., with the exception of the store 
size in terms of sales' volume, the most important dis
tinguishing characteristics of the dealers are listed below. 
1. HaVing a periodic review, and how often they had it. 

Three dealers counted their stock twice a month, four 
cou~t~a ~tl opce a month and 21 of the 33 saIhple dealers 
didn't use' a pehpdk review. ' 

t 

6 To elimin~te coofu~ion in the remainder of this article! Hretail demand" 
will mep" t~e amount of film saleS'requested by customers o'f the dealers; 
"sales" will ref~r to the actual sales, made by the dealers~ The quantity 
"sales/~ is blways less than or equal to "retail demand" b,ecause of film 
stock'-qut' fonditions. The word "orders", refers to sal~s o'f film by the 
manufacturer to the dealer. 
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2. Ordering constant amounts of film versus having a de
sired inve?ltory level; and the values of these amounts., 
Twelve dealers conceived of the ordering process as one 
of bringing stock up to a certain desired level; while 
the other 21 dealers thought of it more in terms of 
ordering fixed amounts. The actual values varied from 
as little as 10 units to as much as 400. 

3. Average delay from the time the decision to place an 
order is made to the delivery of this order. For 21 of 
the dealers this was one' week and for the other 12 it 
was two weeks. This delay included the relevant store 
delays for processing outgoing orders and the incom-
ing shipments. ' 

4. Types of film carried. Twenty-five of the dealers carried 
all five types of film made by the manufacturer. Five 
did not carry Type 3, hyo ~id not carry Type 1, and 
one dealer did not carry either Type 1 or Type 3. 

5. Regular and emergency order trigger levels on film. 
These figures varied substaritially with the size and type 
of dealer, ranging from zero to 200 units as the trigger 
level. • 

6. Batching orders, i.e., whether a dealer reviews and pqs
sibly adds to his order other items which are not 
oelow their trigger levels, yet are made by this manu
facturer. The idea of batching orders arises because 
it is very simple to add other items to an' order once 
it is already being placed with a manufacturer. The 
order is considered a batched one only if it contains 
some items 'which would not have been ordered 'had 
not an order been placed with the manufacturer at this 
time. By this definition, 4 dealers batched their orde!s 
while 19 did not. 

7. Dealers who tried to order so as to' take advantage of 
the manufacturers' billing dates, thereby picking an 
extra two weeks to a mOnth of financing on their film 
inventories.7 Eight dealers tried to take advantage of 
the billing dates, while 25 paid no attention to them. 

8. Percentag~ of total sales made to industrial accounts. 
This percentage varied widely among the different film 
types in dealers; some dealers had no industrial sales 

,of any types, while others sold 80% of their Type 1 
film to industrial users. 
Of cours~ there were many other distinguishing charac

teristics among stores in the study (store type, sales volume, 
number of employees, etc.). 'These factors are related to 
the ones mentioned above. For example, a store with a 
large sales volume will tend to have high trigger levels 
and reorder amounts. However, all of these other distin
guishing characteristics did not present any meaningful 
di~erence with respect to ordering patterns that could not 
h,e handled by quantitative descriptions of the above 
points'. In fact, very few consistent clues to ordering be
havior were discovered by"examination of these mor~ visi
ble characteristics. 

The information that was derived from the interviews 
was used to first conceptualize and then construct the 
model representation of the manner in which retailers ~rder 
film. This model explicitly covered all of the aboVe men
tioned differences in the dealers and constructeq 'a logical 
framework for these differences. 

The simulation model was programmed in FOR:rRAN and 
q.m on the IBM 7094 at the Harvard Computing' Center. 
The total programming to accomplish the 'sim:ulation was 
split into two jobs. The first program (tpe dem~nd pro
gram) took the basic i~put dat~, which primarily' con~isted 

7 The manufacturer!s payment policy wps· thcit p~yment for -any order 
placed between the 25th of one month c;!ntl ,the 10th of the consecutiv~ 
month is not due until the 10th of following J11ontli: For example, pay
ment for an order placed on May 28 i~ not due ,until July 10. Any; order 
placed between the 11 th and 24th of t~e month has payment' due the 
10tb ~f the following month. 
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of the statistics describing gross retail demand, and 
generated specific forecasted consumer demand per dealer. 
The second program which was the heart of the simula
tion, took the demand and simulated the dealer decision 
behavior. 

demand generator 
In additioh to some secondary chores, the primary purpose 
of the first program (demand generator) was to take the 
general sales forecasts made by the executives and break 
these forecasts down into specific demands for each dealer, 
for all five film types and for each week. The basic inputs 
for this program were: 
1. An expectation of the way that retail sales would vary 

over the 15-week period. 
~~ Factors that assigned what percentages of the entire 

forecast were to be given to each dealer and each film 
type. The records of past orders to the manufacturer 
were the criteria used to determine these percentages. 

3. The total forecast distribution of sales for each film 
type in the period under construction. 
The program first generated a figur~ for the total demand 

by using a cumulative probability distribution curve for 
forecasted, sales in conjunction with a random number. 
The actual conversion from random humber to sales figure 
was done by means of a cumulative probability curve. 
The theory for this is rather simple and is explained on 
pages 323-325 of R. Schlaifer, Probability and Statistics 
for Business Decision. 

The simulation model was constructed so that each 
dealer could be completely represented by 104 numbers, 
29 of which directly pertained to the modeling of the 
dealer and 75 of which were related to both the modeling 
of the dealer and the particular period that the simulation 
was run over. A list of the 29 variables for each dealer 
is given below. 

Basic 29 Numbers for Dealer I 
1240RD (I). One number telling whether the dealer 

pays. attention to the billing cutoff date 
in ordering. . 

IDICO (I) . One number telling whether the dealer 
reorders in constant amounts or up to 
a desired level. 

IDELAY(I). One number giving the delay in weeks 
from an order decision to the time that 
delivery is received. 

IBATCH(I). One number telling if the dealer batches 
his orders. ' 

TRIG.ER(I,K). Five numbers giving the basic levels in 
each film type where the dealer will be 
indifferent between reordering the film 
type or not. (50% probability of reorder
ing.) 

. CONCORD (I,K) . Five numbers which are the amounts re
ordered in each fiim type by a dealer 
who views his reordering as being in 
constant amounts. 

DESINV(I,K). Five numbers which are the levels that 
are ordered up to by dealers who, con
ceive of the ordering process in terms of 
desired inventory levels. 

DSINV2 (I,K) . Five numbers which are the secondary 
desired levels in each film type. These 
levels are used in the supplementary part 
of an order. 

The Figs. 1 and 2 are representations of the main program 
in the dealer simulation. 
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The Fig. 1 is the general flow chart of the entire pro
gram. Fig. 2 is a more detailed chart that explains the 
dealer logic .. It is a representation of. the part of the 
simulation model that emulated the dealer's logic in mak
ing his reorder decision. 

While much of the programming in the main program 
was devoted to bookkeeping and other secondary chores, C 
the dealer logic is rather interesting and is partially de- ./ 
scribed below; 

Fig. 1 

dealer logic 
The first thing that the program did for each cycle 

through the model was to add the amount of film, re
ceived at the dealer during that period because of orders 
placed during previous periods. . 

The specific retail demand generated by the first pro
gram was next presented and if the dealer had enough 
film to cover all of his demands,sales equal to the demand 
were made. If not enough film was available, sales were 
made up to the level of film in stock. 

The trigger level order routjrie was next entered. All 
dealers, whether or not they had a trigger level type of re
order system, had a low point trigger. which could cause 
them to order' stock. If orders were never placed other 
than at periodic intervals, then this trigger was con-

. sidered to be negative . 
Where "status" is defined as the 'amount of film on hand, 

plus that on order, the program next tested' whether the 
status was greater than the desired inventory level of the 
dealer. If it was not, then a probabilistic order factor was 
ca]culated. This factor was an interpretation 6f the trig
ger level questions that were asked of the dealers. The 
interpretation was that this factor was ,the percentage 
"chance" that the dealer would want to place an order if 
he noticed that a film type was below its trigger level. 
(Whether or not he noticed will be discussed later.) This 
percentage "chance" was calculated by linearly interpolat
ing or extrapolating from two known points. These two 
points were two levels of film where it was assumed the 
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correct corresponding "chance" was known and could be 
derived from the following conceptualization of the deal
er's decision process. The amount of film that was the 
answer to a trigger level question directed at the dealer 
was assumed to be the point at which there was a 50% 
chance of the dealer's wanting to place an order. At zero 
units of film, the dealer was assumed to have a 100% 
chance of wanting to place an o'rd.er. Any amount of film 
in stock, plus that on order, corresponded to a "chance" 
that could be calculated by lin.early interpolating or ex
trapolating from these two points. For example, if the 
trigger level was 20 rolls on hand and on order, then the 
factor was .75 for 10 rolls, .5 for 20 rolls and .25 for 
30 rolls. ~ 

Next, a second probabilistic factor was calculated inde
pendently of the first. This second factor was ti~e related 
and could be interpreted as the probability that the 
dealer would notice that his film stock had reached' a 
reorder point. Dealers tended to order more before a hol-

Fig.' 2. 

Start 

Compute 
order 

END 

iday and this factor reflected this point. On top of this, 
some dealers paid attention to the payment due date so 
that they could get added financing on their inventories. 
More than one dealer was encountered who wo.uld not 
place an order fr!Jm around the 20th to the 24th of the 
month. 

Therefore, there were two time probabilistic factors: 
one for the dealer who watched the cutoff date and one 
for the dealer who diqn't. The proper factor was selected 
and mutliplied by the first probabilistic factor. The 
rationale for this· was that the probability that an order 
would be placed was equal to the product of the prob
ability that the dealer would notice he needed to order 
times the probability that he would want to order if 
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he noticed he needed to. A random number was gener
ated and if this number was less than the product of the 
pro.bability factors, the order was placed. 

trigger ~evels 
Th~ actual order placed next depended on whether 

the dealer was a "desired inventory level" or a' "constant 
order" dealer. The difference was noticed in the inter
views, where it was ascertained that some dealers con
ceived of the ordering process as a bringing of stock' up 
to a predetermined point, where others simply put in an 
order of a constant given amount (such as 50) of a type 
when they were below trigger. ' 

Before the trigger level routine was left, a test was made 
to determine whether this dealer batched his orders. A 
dealer' who batched his orders was simply one who re
viewed his other film stock for ordering. when he had to 
reorder one type. If the dealer did not batch his ord~rs, 
then the trigger level order routine was cycled for all of 
film types. However, ~f he did batch orders and an order 
for one type of film had been placed, then the trigger 
level routine was left and the batch routine was entered. 

This batch routine used secondary trigger levels and 
secondary desired inventory levels. If an order had already 
been placed for one type of film, then the likelihood was 
increased that the dealer would include others that were 

. below their desired ievels, although still, above the primary 
trigger levels. Therefore, the seondary trigger levels were 
higher than the' primary trigger levels. When this type of 
secondary order was placed, however, the amount ordered 
was usually less than would have been the c~se if this 
film had been ordered because of being below the primary 
trigger. Accordingly, the secondary desired levels were 
always lower than the primary desired level~. 

Perhaps this section might be made clearer by'a numer
ical example. Assume the primary and secondary trigger 
and desired levels to be as follows: 

Types 
1 2 '3 4 5 

Primary Trigger Level 10 15 10 20 15 
Secondary Trigger Level 20 20 20 30 25 
Secondary Desired Level 40 60 25 70 60 
Primary Desired Level 50 75 ;30 90 75 

If the inventory levels' of the dealer were' 5, 18, 12, 85; 
and 31, and the level of the first film type succeeded in 
triggering an order, then the desired order would be for 
45, 42, 1~, 0, and 0 units of film. Because this film can 

, only be ordered in multiples of ten, the actual order would 
be rounded to 50, 40, 10, 0, and 0 units of film. If, because 
of the random nature of the triggering device, the first 
film type had not succeeded in triggering the order, then 
h9 order would have been placed becaus~ no other film 
type is belgw its primary trigger. Therefore, for patched 
stores where a primary order had been placed, the batch 
routine added an order for any film whose status was 
below the secondary trigger level. " 

If no primary order was placed or one was placed but 
the store was one that didn't batch order, then the trigger 
level routine was exited from. The next section of the pro
gram took care of finishing out the primary trigger order 
for the dealer. It could have been possible that a level 
was lower than the trigger and yet beca~se of the :random 
number that was generated, no order for that particular 

. film type had been placed. If an order had been placed in 
the primary trigger routine, it is only reasonable to expect 
that any other film that was below its primary' trigger 
would have been added, even if the dealer didn't batch 
orders. A'subsequent section in the program took care of 
this. \ 

The next section of the program was periodic review. 
The logic in placing the trigger level orders first was that 
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in the stores that used the periodic order concept the 
trigger level was an emergency order level which took 
precedence over regular periodic orders. The first test in ' 
the periodic order section was, for whether the store had 
a periodic review that period. If it did not, then the section 
was skipped. This was always so for stores that did not 
use the periodic order concept. 

If the store did have a periodic order review this period, 
then the next test, was for whether an order had already 
been placed because of a' trigger. If no order had been 
placed, the periodic review was Corhpleted. The order 
was calculated according to either the constant order or ' 
desired level policy and it was placed. If an order had 
been placed, then the next test was for whether all of the 
film types were ordered. If they were, the program pro
ceeded to . the next section., If some film types had not 
been ordered this period, then the program entered a 
section which calculated a supplemental order section, if 
necessary, to the one that had already been placed. 

orders and output 
This stipplemental section was necessary because if this 

dealer regularly ordered o,nly at periodic intervals and a 
partial order had already been calculated for him in this 
period, then the model had interpreted this partial order 
as an "emergency" order to fill in the dealer's stock until 
the next regular reordering period. Since now the ~odel 
became aware that this was the regular ordering period, 
the amounts formulated as an "emergency" order for this 
period were converted, into the regular amounts that 
would have been ordered in- a regular periodic order. The 
supplemental section did this coriversion. Sihce all of this 
happened in one time period, the "emergency" order and 
supplemental order showed up as one order. 

The program took care of the dealer's industrial sales 

Fig. 3 

after the periodic review section was over. These indus
trial sales were different from ordinary sales in that they 
were usually made to a relatively small number of cus
tomers who called infrequently and ordered rather large 
amounts of film at a time. 

The rest of the program consisted of certain bookkeep-
ing operations, . output and the statistical section which C 
computed the basic statistics on sales and orders that ' 
were of interest. 

The main part of the program was cycled through four 
different cycle indexes: the number of dealers, the number 
of periods (15), the number of executives who had made 
forecasts (3), and the number of simulation cycles. Be
cause of their interactions, the five film types were taken 
care of interdependently on each cycle. The other four fac
tors, however, operated independently and therefore could 
'be handled by cy~lirlg. From tHe innermost: to the outer
most, the central part of the program was cycled for all 
dealers, then all periods, then the executives, and finally 
the simulation cycles (which, along with random num
bers, introduced the distribution aspect to the outco~es) . 

The final output from the simulation was a single page 
giving the niean and standard deviation of the total orders 
placed with the manufacturer for each of the three five
week periods in the study. A typical output page is pre
sented in Fjg. 3. 

There were many items besides sales and orders that 
could be calculated from this program: average inventory 
levels, Huctuations in inventory, lost sales due to stockouts, 
etc. However, these were not of immediate interest to the 
point of the research and therefore the only printouts 
concerned the above points. 

conclusions 
When the accuracies of all of the forecasts made by 

other· methods were compared with the accuracy· of the 
forecasts made by using the simulation, the very obvious 
conclusion was that the simulation method was substan
tially superior. The methods were ranked by two statistics, 
absolute and squared deviation, for both dealer samples. 

SAMPLE OF 24 DEALERS 

FIRST FIVE WEEKS 

TOTAL ORDERS SALES 
FILM ME.lN STD. DEV. 

1 831S. 149. 551. 
2 17@6. 262. 1716. 
3 470. 74. 406. 
4 1774. 209. 1420. 
5 1442: 264. 1332._ 

IMpLICATION OF SALE~ f~RE~Ast ,BY SMITH -------------- ---- ---- ---------------.-- -----------------. 
FIRST 'FIVE WEEKS 
. -- - --------.:r ---i - ---

TOTAL ORDERS: SALES 
FILM ME-AN StD. DEV. 

1 868. 82. ~43. 
2 1918. 83: 1896. 
3 404. 25. 303. 
4 1800. 142. 1451. 
5 1 i 13. 89. 1034. 

IMPLICATION OF SALES FORecAsT BY MURPHY 
------------- - - - - - - - - - - - -- - -- - --"----.. r - - - - - - - - -- - - - -- ----

FIRST FIVE WEEKS -- -- -----------------
.. TOTAL ORDERS SALES 

FILM MEAN STD. DEV: 

1 918. 92. 60l. 
2 195.9. 117. 1929. 
3 434. 44. 359. 
4 1747. 249. 1355. 
5 1096. 161. 992. 
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SECOND FIVE WEEKS --_ .. -.: - --- - -;--------------
TOTAL ORDERS SALES 

ME,AN STD. DEV. 

447. 121. 
1336. 315. 
316. 94. 

1139. 252. 
1066. 249. 

458. 
1351. 

325. 
1122. 
1052. 

SECOND FIVE WEEKS ._- --- --- .. - -- --- -- - - -----
TOTAL ORDERS SALES 

MEAN STD; DEV. 

332. 84. 
1270. 139. 

128. 37. 
1021. 201. 
756. 108. 

367. 
1148. 

200. 
1013. 
687. 

SECOND FIVE WEEKS 
------ - -- -1-- -----------. 

TOTAL ORDERS SALES 
MEAN STD. DEV. 

389. ,90. 
1398. 160. 
234. ~3~ 
845. 168. 
762. 178. 

439. 
1307. 
262. 
890. 
721. 

THIRD FIVE WEEKS 

TOTAL ORDERS 
MEAN STD. DEV. 

461. 148. 
1822. 340. 
377. 85. 

1349. 247. 
1214. 297. 

THIRD FIVE WEEKS 

TOTAL ORDERS 
MEAN STD. DEV. 

363. 68. 
1465. 173. 
291. 51. 

1216. 207; 
799. 106. 

, ,!!i~~~ __ ~!y-~-Y!'-~~!<-~ 
.TOTAL ORDERS 

MEAN STD. D'EV. 

447. 83. 
1697. 257; 
324. 66. 

1138. 180. 
835. .199. 

SALES 

492. 
1835. 
387. 

1411. 
1239. 

SALES 

385. 
1608. 

241. 
1290. 

831. 

SALES 

470. 
1785. 
314. 

1153. 
870. 

.:.. '*' ,. 
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The simulation method had substantially smaller devia
tions. For example, in the four cases of the two dealer' 
samples ranked by the two statistics, every executive's 
sales forecast operated on by the simula~ion was superior 
to the straight forecast of orders made by the same 
executive. 

Unsophisticated retailers seem to have a sufficiently sys
tematic set of procedures to permit simulation of these 
procedures by a computer model. This is not such a sur
prising conclusion, since we would expect successful dealers 
to have a rationale for their aCtions. Those that do not 
have rational (not necessarily sophisticated) patterns of 
business behavior have probably gone out of business. 
For many products, these procedures may be determined 
by interviewing retailers. There is nothing particularly 
abnormal about film that would lead us to believe that 
we can successfully model the reordering of film and not 
of other products. 

Considering all of the results that were derived from the 
study, it was concluded that a behavioral simulation 
model of the type constructed can be useful in the analy
sis and prediction of retailer behavior. More generally, 
we can state that a behavioral simulation model can be 
useful for analysis or forecasting in marketing problems 
where one tries to simulate the external environment of 
the firm. Whether the simulation approach is the correct 
one, in terms of cost justification, depends on t4e specific 
problem area. 

There. were many particular characteristics, both of the 
market place and of the particular product line that led 
to the model developed in this research. However, these 
were not requisite characteristics for developing a simu
lation model of the reordering process. For example, if 
film were heavily promoted, a section in the simulation 

model could have taken this into account. By definition, 
if one wishes to simulate a process, he must model the 
special characteristics of that process. Just because another 
process does not possess those characteristics, . does not 
mean that it can not be modeled likewise. It does mean 
that the model constructed for the first case probably 
will not fit the second. 

A simulation model of the type that was .constructed 
for this research could also be useful in experimentation 
leading to a better understanding of the market envirori
ment. One variable could be changed, while the rest are 
held constant and variations in the output could then be 
compared with the changes in the input variable so that 
a better understanding of the environment can be ob
tained. For example, a· step function of s;lles could be 
arbitrarily introduced, so that the resulting ordering pat
tern could be studied. Sensitivity tests would also be pos
sible. If a change in corporate policy affecting dealer order
ing was being contemplated, this change could be 
programmed into the model and the effect on the forecast 
of orders generated by the model could be studied. This 
type of information could be valuable in corporate 
decisions. 

Because. the primary purpose of the study ,was to exam
ine the ordering process which acts as a transfer function 
between retail sales and wholesale orders, little attention 
was paid to the factors not immediately relevant to this 
transfer function. It is obvious, however, .that any im
provements that can be made in retail sales forecasting 
would improve order forecasting. As a matter of fact, the 
results of the research suggest that by using behavioral 
simulation, the transfer function between the retail sales 
and wholesale orders is tractable and that further work 
should be in the area of forecasting retail sales. Ii 
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, , .. FU LL SP A ( E 
CE: SHELVES CRITICAL SPACE PROBLEMS 

Cramped for storage space? Running out of 
work areas? LUNDIA FULLSPACE is the an
swer to both problems. 
FULLSPACE is a practical; versatile and eco
nomical system of movable storage shelving 
that saves 40% or more of the floor space 
required for an equal amount of conventional 
fixed shelving. 
Space gained may be converted to additional 
storage areas or put to productive use thus 
shelving the immediate need to move, expand 
or build. Quickly installed and easily dis
mantled for relocation, when required. 
FULLSPACE is available in various depths, 
widths and heights to meet most require
ments. 
Perfect for all data processing centers, banks, 
offices, factories or anywhere shelf storage is 
a requirement and a space problem. 

FREE PLANNING AND LAYOUT SERVICE 

~OMGEU· 

FULLSPACE DUm. 
Loaded units of FULLSPACE glide left or right by hand to open 
Q!!.!!. access aisle that does the job of five, six or more per
manentspace-wasting aisles always necessary with conven
tional fixed shelving. The elimination of permanent aisles 
saves floor space without sacrificing storage capacity. This 
installation permitted the storage of 30 per cent more com
puter tapes in 40 per cent less floor space and cut the cost 
per unit stored in half. 

PLEASE SEND US 
DESCRIPTIVE LITERATURE 

LUNDIA, MYERS INDUSTRIES, INC. 
Department D 

o STORAGE SHELVING P. O. Box 309 • Decatur, Illinois 62525 
o FULLSPACE 

o LIBRARY SHELVING 

FIRM ________________________________________________________________________ __ 

o OFFICE SHELVING ADDRESS __________ ~-------------------------------------------------------

o ASK REPRESENTATIVE 
TO CALL 
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CITY _______________________________________ STATE ______________ ZIP __________ _ 

ATTN: __________________________________________________________________ __ 

CIRCLE 77 ON READER CARD 
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Information Management is a select team of COBOL pro· 
fessiorials who individually have been responsible for state· 
of·the·art contributions to the Common Business Oriented 
Language. Proof of their combined expertise is' in the 
efficiency of object codes now saving from 30% to 50% 
of their clients' COBOL production time. 

Your advanced COBOL capability starts when we define 
the precise subset which best fits your applications, your 
computers, your operating environment, ahd your people. 
We then provide detailed guidelines for the efficient use 
of your comp'iler. Establish precise standards for documen· 
tation, debugging, program libraries, and operating system. 

Also available are tailored COBOL packages, one of which 
enables a method of syntax shorthand that compresses 

. program writing, reduces errors, and enforces linguistic 
consistency. Compa~ion packages provide aLitomat,ic flow· 

WHAT WE 
KNOW 

CAN SAVE 400;0 
OF YOUR 

COBOL COSTS 
charting, cross reference listings, comprehensive test data 

. generation. These and other programs support, at the 
source language level, the COBOL application throughout 
its implementation·and.production cycle. 

Information Management produces a comprehensive, inte· 
grated COBOL manual and provides, . based on, it, thorough 
on·site training of client personnel. This training course 
assures the acceptance and efficient use of these products 
by the clients' technical staff. 

That's not all. We're prepared to assume complete responsi· 
bilityand implement your COBOL applications - independ~ 
ently or in cooperation with your internal programming staff. 

Complete details available from Information Managerl,'lent 
Incorporated, 432 Clay Street, San Francisco, California 
94111. Phone: (4l5) 981·2645. 

INFORMATION MANAG EM ENTI NCO R PO RATE 0' 
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STUDYING with the queueing theory 

o MULTIPROGRAMMING SYSTEMS 
by E. G. COFFMAN 

D 
Queueing theory has been used to study the 

, scheduling o,f digital computer operations under 
a variety of priority rules (service disciplines). 
Work on efficient schedulirtg stems from the de

sire to reduce the considerable cost, attached to inefficient 
computer operation. Improved scheduling by changes in 
priority rules and through improved organizational design 
can expand the class of problems subject to feasible com
puter solution. 

Computer systems are similar to other systems to which 
queueing theory has been applied. In digital computer ,sys
tems, however, we are particularly interested in the reduc
tion of idle computer time while there is a non-empty 
queue (there are jobs to be processed). Idle time reduc
tion is complicated by the existence of setup (loading and 
unloading operations). With multi programmed computer 
systems, emphasis is also placed on providing a particular 
response time (waiting time) distribution for the different 
types of system users. 

The purpose of this paper is to review the formal queue
ing models which can assist in the analysIs of priority rules 
in multiprogramming computet systems. . 

The basic purposes of a time-shared multiprogramming 
system are to improve' the utility of the digital computer 
for the user, and to provide a personal, hands-on type 
of relation between the users and the machine. These pur
poses are accomplished in part by reducing response time. 
With few exceptions, most of these systems can be mod-

,elled at least at one level of abstraction, as queueing sys
tems with running-time priority disciplines, i.e. service dis

'ciplines, in which priority decisions are made on the basis 
of the amount of time required by the programs or jobs 

, in the system. Our particular interest focuses on systems 
where the service (running) times are not known before
hand, but where it is desired to favor, by reducing waiting 
times, the shorter running programs or jobs. , 

In additIon to queueing theory, multiprogramming sys- ' 
tems have been studied by computer-based simulation us
ing conventional simulation models, by Monte Carlo meth
ods applied to mathematical models, and by the observa
tion of an actual system in productive operation. Our pur
pose here is to point out the work that has been and is be
ing done in the direct mathematical approach to the study 
of computer performance in a multiprogramming environ
ment. In particular, we shall indicate the extensions to the 
general theory of queues that have been brought about by 
the studies of computer performance. The word "extension" 
is, to, be emphasized; we shall not consider instances in 
which a solution is obtained by a substitution for param
eters in a more or less classical model derived for other 
queueing systems. We do not pretend, and indeed, can, not 
hope to be eXhaustive in this brief survey; it's difficult to 
acknowledge the ad hoc studies that have been conducted 
by various organizations, and which have not appeared in 
~dely circulated literature. 

the general model 
We now describe the :structrne of the queueing' model 

for which variations applicable to multiprogrammed or 
time-shared computer systems have been analyzed. With 
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reference to Fig. I, a specific case of the general model is 
defined by assumptions as to the arrival mechanism, the 
service time required by the (job, program, or service re
quest) arrivals, and the service discipline. Specifically, the 
models are defined by: 

1. A probability distribution A(t) where t is related 
to the time between successive arrivals. (We give 
specific definitions below.) 

2. The probability distribution B ( T) for the time T to 
service a job to completion. 

3. The service discipline which specifies the sequence 
in which queues are selected for service, and the 
rules for determining how specific jobs are selected 
from the queue (s) for service. 

Possible variations to the basic model consist of: 
1. Breaking up the arrivals into (externally assigned) 

priority groups; a different distribution A (t) (the 
difference is usually only in the mean value ) results 
each group. 

2. Using "quantum-controlled" service disciplines, 
which means that jobs are allocated only a limited 
time interval in which to be processed; if they re
quire, more time in any given instance they are re
turned to the queue after the interval fat future con
tinuation of the processing. 

3. Assuming that there is a cost associated with load
ing and unloading (or preparing, in general) jobs 
for operation on the processor, (this usually takes the 
form of a "'swap" or "overhead" time added to the 
operation time). 

4. Assuming a finite source (i.e., a population of po
tential customers that is finite in size), as in time
sharing situations. 

The defiriition made for A ( t) depends on whether or not 
a finite source is assumed. For a finite source, A (t) is as
sumed identical and independent for each customer or job 
and t is defined as the time elapsing between the com
pletion of the last service and the time of arrival of the next 
request for service. For the infinite source assumption, t 
is defined differently as the time between success~ve arriv-

A member of the origina,l de
sign group for the SDC.ARPA 
time-sharing system, Dr. Coff
man was particularly concern
ed with the design of sched
uling algorithms and the anal· 
ysis of system performance. 
He has a PhD in engineering 
from UCLA, and is presently 
on the electrical engineering 
faculty at Princeton Univ. 
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You are now face to face 
with faster computer 
input and data display. 

The new Burroughs I nput and 
Display System gives you an instant 
visual link to your Burroughs com
puter-for input and output-from 
any point in the country. 
To communicate with the computer, 
you simply type your message on the 
keyboard, which is designed much like 
a standard typewriter. As you type, 
the message appears on the TV -like 
screen. Check it over. Correct it froin 
the keyboard. No need to hurry; proc
cess or time is not involved until you 
are ready. When you are, just press a 
key for instantaneous transmission to 
the computer. 
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The computer's message comes back 
to you, on the screen, the instant 
it's prepared. It's that simple. It's 
silent. It's fast. And information may 
be retrieved for revision and then 
returned to the computer just as easily. 

Uses? On-line keypunching. Inventory 
control. Bank teller inquiry. Up
dating or altering stored computer 
information. Management informa
tion retrieval. Order entry. Hospital 
patient data retrieval. In fact, any 
application in which you can benefit 
from speedy conversation with your 
computer. 
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Burroughs Input and Display Sys.; 
terns are available with one or multiple 
monitor/keyboards per control unit. 
Each 9 x 12-inch screen projects up to 
25 lines of 80 positions each. A printer 
is available if you need permanent 
printed records. . 

This new video link is just one of the 
many ways a Burroughs 500 System 
computer displays its responsiveness 
to your needs. For full details of this 
and other advanced 500 System capa
bilities, write Burroughs Corporation, 
Detroit, Michigan 48232. Lf53\, 
Burroughs ~ 
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als of (distinct) jobs. Whatever the interpretation for A (t) , 
this distribution has usually been assumed to be the ex
ponential distribution because it ,leads to great analytic 
simplificatIons. For the infinite source assumption this dis
tribution means that the arrivals constitute a Poisson 
process. 

The measures by which system performance is usually 
studied include the (steady-state or equilibrium) prob
ability distribution of the number of jobs in the system, 
the waiting time distributions, or what is more common, 
the mean values of these distributions. 

A few remarks seem appropriate here as to when a 
mathematical (queueing theoretic) analysis can be ex
pected to be useful, realizing that alternate means of ob
taining roughly the same results exist. Two applications 
come to mind for use in preliminary design: mathematical 
analysis may be less expensive to implement than simula
tion, and yet provide adequate preliminary design guides, 
and it may be used to. confirm the results of simulations. 
With the former application the results of the analysis 
allow one to gain insight into the· behavior of the system 
being modelled, especially as system loading and the val
ues of structural parameters are varied. The comparative 
features of alternate service disciplines may also be as
sessed. More will be said in this regard later on. 

The basic shortcoming of the analysis of queueing mod
els lies in the fact that the models are always approxi
mations, in varying degrees, to the rea1 world. Thus, it is 
seldom possible to use actual measurements of system per
formance to validate analyzed results. Because of this, the 
analysis may soon reach a point of diminishing returns from 
the point of view of the system designer. On the other 
hand, as proven in the past, analysis for its own sake may 
payoff because it provides techniques for analysis of simi
lar systems in the future. 

queueing models 
We will now describe more precisely the models that 

have been analyzed, after which the corresponding results 
will be indicated in tabular form. (Because of our purposes 
here, the model definitions we give will not bemathemat
ically precise in all cases.) The reader is assumed familiar 
with the basic characteristics of multiprogramming or time
sharing systems (e.g., see DATAMATION, Nov., 1965); 
however, this familiarity is necessary only for understand
ing the motivation for these models. 

Table l-The Round-Robin System 

First, consider the well-known round-robin model of 
Fig. 2. In this model jobs are assumed to arrive either from 
a finite or an infinite source and are made to join the end 
of the queue immediately on arrival. The jobs are taken 
from the queue first-in-first-out and .allocated a quantum 
(a certain time interval) of service which may depend on 
the state of the system-in particular,. the number of jobs 
in the system. If the service required by a job exceeds the 
quantum size then it is placed at the end of the queue af
ter it has received its quantum of service. Thus, jobs will 
"loop" around in this fashion until their total service re
quirement has been met. In general, one assumes a swap of 
overhead time associated with each quantum service which 

. accounts for the loading and unloading of jobs on the 
processor. 

Table 1 summarizes the results that have been obtained 
for the round-robin model under a variety of assumptions 
regarding the parameters mentioned earlier. The last col
umn references the complete analyses of the model defined 
by the assumptions indicated in each row of the table. In 
Tables 1-3 we shall make no distinction between waiting 

. time in system and in queue, since in all cases the former 
may be obtained from the latter by simply adding the 
required service time of the job(s) in question. 

In order to illustrate the usefulness of the results re
ported in Tables 1-3 we shall present a simple but instruc-

Fig. 1 The General Model 

A(" j-NE-W-A-RR-IV-A,jLS 

{~} 
SYSTEM 

OF QUEUES 

Fig. 2 The Round-Robin System 

Ah'\----t 

INCOMPLETE JOBS 

PROCESSOR 
SYSTEM 

B(r) 

COMPLETED 
JOBS 

INCOMPLETE JOBS 

PROCESSOR 
SYSTEM 

(QUANTUM-
CONTROLLED) 

COMPLETED JOBS 
B(r) 

Performance 
Input Source A(t) 6(7) Quantum Size Swap Time Measure References 

Infiriite Geometric' Geometric Arbitrary but fixed no Wk3 

Infinite Exponential Exponential Arbitrary but fixed no Wk 8G,3 
yes2 Wk, 1 pn ~4 3 

Infinite Exponential Exponential Arbitrary but fixed yes Wk(t) 6 
Finite Exponential Geometric Arbitrary but fixed yes We5'1Pn~ 3 
Finite Exponential Exponential Arbitrary but fixed yes We, 1 Pn~ 2 
Finite Exponential Exponential Inversely proportional yes We,1 Pn~ 3 

to number in the system 

NOTES: 

1. With the (discrete) geometric distribution time.is assumed to be 
quantized into discrete intervals corresponding to the quantum 
size. The geometric distribution in discrete time is analogous to 
the exponential distribution in continuous time, and possesses 
the same simplifying properties. 

2. Assumed constant in all cases. 

3. Denotes waiting time conditioned on the service required; specif
. ically Wk denotes the average waiting time of a job requiring 

k quanta of service, and Wk(t) denotes the corresponding distri
bution. 
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4. 1 po ~ denotes the steady-state probability distribution of the num
ber in the system. That is, pn is the equilibrium probability of 
there being n (active) users in the system.· 

5. We is the mean cycle time, which can be defined informally as 
the average time elapsing between consecutive quantum services 
for any given job. 

6. Reference 8 also analyzes a multiprocessor round-robin model 
under the given assumptions. In all of the other models only 
single-processor systems are assumed . 
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tive example, 'and apply it to a representative entry in 
each Qf the three tables. For a round-robin model we 
shall t~ke the so-called Markov model defined by the third 
row of Table 1 with the assumption of zero swap time. The 
specific result referenced and defined in the table will clear
ly be some function of the arrival rate, the service rate, and 
the quantum 'size In particular, we have from reference 
( 3) that the average waiting time in queue of a program 
requiring b~tween k and k+ 1 quanta of service is given by 
Equation (1): 

_ pkq (A/2) [1 - pf3k-I] 
+ Wk ~ 1 - p 1 - 13 

[1 - (2ftq + f-JLq ) f-JLq] (1/ ft2) 

+_1_, [-L (I/ft) - ~J [1- 13k ] + 
l~p I-p I-f3 

-JLq 
~ (1/ ft) [1 - 13k-I ] 
1 - p 

with p = A/ ft' 13 = p + (1 - p) f- JLq, and where q is the 
quantum size (seconds), A is .the average arrival rate (pro
grams or requests per second), and 1/ ft is the average 
processing time (seconds). (The symbol f represents the 
base of natural logarithms.) 

As a llUmerical example, suppose that we desire, as a 
function of quantum' size, the waiting time in queue of a 
program requiring 2 seconds of operation time in a system 
for which X = 0.5 arrivals/sec and I/IL = 1.0 sec. 
S1lbstituting into Equation ( 1) we may compute the 
graph of waiting time vs. quantum size shown in Fig. 3. In 
this figure it is interesting to note the discontinuities or 

Fig. 3 Mean Waiting Time of a 2-second Program in RR 
System as a Function of Quantum Size. Mean ar
rival rate ==0.5 programs/second. Average pro
gram running time == 1.0 second. 

QUANTUM SIZE (SECONDS) 

jumps at quantum sizes that are sub-multiples of the re
quired operation time (i.e. at q = 2/n sec for n = 1, 2, 
3 . . . .). We may explain the effect by examining the 
discontinuity at q = 2 sec. For a quantum size just a 
little larger than 2 seconds a 2-second program need 
wait only once in the queue; i.e. it will make only one 
pass. But if the quantum size is just a little less than 2 
seconds we see that the 2-second program must make 
passes through the queue, although it will require very 
little service the second time in, the processor. Similarly, 
quantum sizes just greater and ju~t less than 2/n seconds 
require a 2-second program to make nand n+ 1 passes, 
respectively. Of course, the sizeable difference in waiting 
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nand n + 1 times through the queue for relatively small n 
accounts for the discontinuities of q = 2/n seconds. Be
yond a quantum size of2 seconds' the program will always 
require but one pass. As shown, however, the waiting time 
increases as programs ahead of the given program are al
located a larger quantum of service. This last remark also 
explains the increase in waiting times as the quantum size 
increases between the discontinuities. At a quantum size of 
zero (at which n = (0) we have a "processor-shared" 
model which we discuss later on in connection with Table 
3. 

It is to be emphasized that the above example is only 
one of the many studies that can be made of system 'be
havior. The papers referenced in Table 1 also include 
investigations of the effects on waiting times of non-zero 
swap times, changes in system loading, and a finite-popu
lation source. 

multiple-level feedback models 
The most general model, in which priorities are included, 

is shown in Fig. 3. Here again, service is provided on a 
quantum basis with a quantum size that may vary from 
level to level in the hierarchy of queues. If a job in a given 
queue has a remaining service requirement in excess of the 

Fig. 4 The General Feedback System 

LOWEST-LEVEL 

PROCESSOR 
SYSTEM 

1 NON EMPTY QUEUE c~~¢~6~l~~) 

_A, "'----I I I I ~ 
(ORDERING 

WITHIN QUEUES 
A SYSTEM PARAMETER) 

COMPLETED 
JOBS 

INCOMPLETE 
JOBS 

quantum at that level, it is put at the end of the next high
er-level queue after it has had its tum in the processor 
(higher-level queues receive lower priority); 

If only a finite nUI}lber, (N), of levels is assumed then 
it is necessary to state what happens at the, Nth_ 
level queue. The assumption has been that jobs at the 
Nth level are serViced a quantum at a time until they com
plete; i.e., no feedback occurs at the Nth level. However, 
after a job receives a quantum at the Nth level it does not 
receive the next quantum (if required) until all of the N-I 
lower level queues are again empty. 

The priority assignment mayor may not be correlated 
with service time. If it is (as, for example, when priority 
is assigned on the basis of job size or an estimate of run
ning time), then this must be taken into account in the de
scription of the service time distribution. 
, With regard to the method of queue selection it is as

sumed that, following any given quantum service, the job 
serviced next is the one at the head of the lowest level, 
non-empty queue. 

Another parameter connected with the general model 
is the rule for determining the job to be considered at the 
head of the line in the next queue to be serviced. Two vari
ations have been studied: (1) each of the queues is or
dered by the time of arrival of the constituent jobs, and 
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(2) the jobs in each queue are ordered by the qu~ue
level of original entry to the system-lowest level first. This 
in turn is determined externally. ' 

Table' 2 indicates' the results obtained for the feedback 
models in the same fashion as Table 1 did for the round-
robin model: ., 

To 'illustrate the results' for the multiple level models 
let us consider the model defined by the third entry of 
Table 2 with N 00 (This also corresponds to 
Schrage's model in the next entry of the table with the 
assumption of exponential service times and the same quan
tum size fpr each level.) With the exceptipn of the ser
vice dis'cipline this model is identical to the example se
lected for the rou~d-robin discipline. Corresponding to 
Equation (1) we have for the average waiting time in 

Table 2-The Multiple~level Feedback Systems 

Number of 
Levels A(t) 6(2) Priorities Quantum size 

the waiting time of a 2-second program vs. the quantum 
size. The resulting graph is shown in Fig. 5. ' 

The discontinuities at the sub-multiples of 2 seconds 
are described as before except that the "pass~s" referred 
to' earlier are now through successively higher level queues 
instead of the same (round-robin) queue. In comparing 
Figs. 3 and 5 we may observe that a 2-s~cond program 
waits longer (on the average) in the multiple level model 
than in the round-robin model for all values of the quan
tum size less than 2 seconds. For a quantum size greater 
than 2 seconds, however, the 2-second' program re
quires only pne pass and waits less ~n the multiple level 
model. The references given in Tables 1 and 2 provide a 
more detailed comparison of these' and other models under 
a variety of' assump~io~s. . , 

Queue Swap Performance 
Discipline Time ' Measures References 

2 Exponential Exponential no Arbitrary, same for FIFO yes 1 pmn rl,Wk 3 
both levels 

N Exponential E?<ponential no Different for 
each level 

00 Exponential General no Different for 
each level 

00 Exponential Exponential yes Different for 
each level 

00 Exponential General yes Different for 
ea'ch level 

NOTES: 
1. The steady-state probability distribution of there being m in the 

high priority queue' and n in the low priority queue.' 
2. The conditional w,aiting time distribution (See note 3, Table 1.) 

Fig. 5 Mean Waiting Time of a 2-second Program in the 
Multiple l~vel System as a Fu~ction of Qu<;mtum 
Size. 

MEAN PROGRAM RUNNING TIME 11" - 10 SECOND 

QUANTUM SIZE (SECONDS) 

queue of a program requiring between k and k+ 1 qu~nt~ 
of operation time, ' 
Equation (2): 

W
k 
= (A/2) [Ek + YkEd 

[1 - p(l - €-JLkq)J [1 - P CJL(kl)q)] 

p( 1 - €-JL(k-l)q) (k-l)q 

+ 1 - p(l - €-JL(k-l)q) 

i;:-JLkq 

with P = A/ fL' Yk = -1=----
- €-JLq 

[1 - (2.ukq + e-JLkq) e-JLkq} 

and where A, fL' and q are defined as before. Again taking 
A = 0.5 arrivals/second and 1/ fL = 1.0 second we calculate 
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FIFO no Wk 3 

FIFO no Wk(t)2 4 

ordered by no W pk3 3 
priority 

ordered by time yes Wpk 7 
of arrival 

3. The mean, conditional waiting time of a job entering at priority 
level p. 

4. The n'umber of levels in a given application may be made finite 
by assuming an infinite quantum size 'at some level. 

processor-shared models 
For the most part, the so-called processor-shared or pure 

time-sharing models may be viewed as limiting cases of the 
round-robin and multiple-level models in which swap time 
is assumed to be zero. In partIcular, if we allow the quan
tum size to approach zero' while holding . other para~eters 
constant, the earlier models' become proce~sor-shared (ps) 
models. In the PS models' two or more jobs may be serviced 
simultaneously on the processor. Thus, these models are 
at present more of theoretical interest in the way they pro
vide insight into time-sharing behavior than they are mod
ek of real systems. This is 'made cl~ar in the following 
descri ptions. 

Four different PS models have been studied: 
1. The simple PS model. Tris model i~ obtained by allow
ing the quantum size to approach ~ero in the ro'!nd-robin 
models where an infinite source has been assumed. In al
lowing the qu~ntum' size to ~pproach zero we arrive at a 
s'ystem in which jobs are ,cycling (see Fig. 2)' around at 
an infinite' rate, receiving an infinitesimal amount of ser
vice' 'infinitely often. Assuming k jobs in the system, we 
see that this is identical to a mode in which each job 
receives continuous service (with no waiting time in queue 
at a rate that is (l/k) th the rate it would receive service 
were it alone on the processor.' The number k varies, of 
course, as'jobs leave the syst~m and new ones arrive. 
2. The PS model with' priorities' (psp). The psp model in
volves the more general case of processor-sharing in which 
jobs are assigned priorities which determine the rate at 
which they receive service relative to the other jobs in the 
system. Thus, a given job may receive service at 
a fractional rate greater or less than l/k depending on the 
relative priorities of the k~1 other job in the system. 

The pre-emptive ps model (pps). This model arises when 
we allow the quantum size to' approach zero in the infinite 
level feedpack model 'without priorities. In contrast to the 
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LIKE THE TWO GREAT CARS, ARE NOT IDENTICAL. 
~ a one would confuse the Mercedes with the Rolls. 
In quality, the two great cars are prett~' much alike. 
But ~'ou'd have to drive both to know exact!\' 
how each performs. . 

Te' s the same with the t\n) great computer tapes: 
rs and the one that's made by a computer company. 

Both are the most durable ill the industrv. Both hm'e 
been scientifically designed and fast idiol;sly produced 
to make pass after pass \\'ithout a drop-out, long 
after other tapes give up. 

Even so, our great tape is not the same as the other 
great tape. For one thing, some tape-users 
insist that our tape out-performs the other. 
For another, nobody calls us by our initials. 
But don't take us for our word alone. 
Tn' us. See exactl~' how much more we can do. 
(}'O/ll' lind ,'·;{ep: lel·Ite U8 fit 220 MemOl'c.l' Pal'k, 
Santo Clam, Cohjol'nio .9!)()S().) 
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previous ps models, a job in the present model will gen
erally. experience some waiting time in a queue., The pps 
model' corresponds to a system in which arrivals always 
pre-empt, th~ job, if any, in service and are allowed to 

- operate until their time of operation exceeds that having 
been received ~y some other job in the queue. When there 
exists at least two jobs having received the same' amount 
of service then the processor begins switching between 
them infhiitely often. Thus, under these circumstances we 
have the processor-sharing case as described for. the sim
ple ps model. the two jobs together then proceed to share 
the processor until their received service reache,s ·that re
ceived by some other Job, if any, in the queue. 'At this time 
the two jobs are joined, by the third one and all three share 
the processor. This sort of process continues until jobs are 
completed (thus reducing the number sharing the proces
sor), or until a new arrival occurs, at which time it re
ceives the whole processor and the procedure above be
gins. once again. 

Table 3~ The Processor-Sharing Systems 

System A(t) , 

PS Exponential 

PSP Exponential 

PPS Exponential 

PPSP Exponential (ff
l 

h 
NOTES,: 

1. Me!Jn waiting time of job requiring r seconds of service. 

2. Mean waiting time of pth priority job requiring r seconds of 
serVice. 

4. The. pre-emptive ps model with priorities (ppsp). This 
model follows when the quaritum size goes to zero in the 
infinite level priority model that orders the jobs in each 
que~e by priority. The PPSP model corresponds to a system 
in which each arrival has a time-priority, (r) associated 
witli it (r is any real number greater than or equal to' 
zero). If at the tiThe of arrival of a job with time-priority 
T there·are any jobs in the system 'with tim e.-priority E: < T 

then the new arrival is not given service unless all stich 
jobs have been given at least r-€ seconds of service. 
When this situation finally does obtain (of course, it may 
exist. at the time of arrival,), then the new arrival shares 
the processor in the same fashion as described for the 
pps-model. Thus, the present model is essentially the same 
as the PPS model except that pre-emption (i.e. when ser
vice commences) is governed by the time:'priorities of, the 
jobs in the system as well as their past service. 

Table 3 specifies what measures of performance have 
be~n obtained for the PS models. 

To illustrate the results of Table 3 we shall consider the 
PS model. The average time spent i~ the processor-sharing 
system by a program requiring t seconds 9f serVice in a 
conventional processor (with no sharing) is given by: 
Equation (3): ' 

t 

I-p 
W(t) = 

with p = A/ fL 
Putting the parameter values of our earlier exa~ple into 

Equation (3) we find for a program requiring 2 seconds of 
service an average waiting time of 4 seconds. Subtracting 
the required operation time of 2 seconds we obtain the 
value of 2 seconds indicated in Fig. 3 for the limiting case 
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q = O. This follows, of course, from the definition of the 
ps model; i.e., adding t to Equation (1) (to obtain the 
total time in system ) and taking the limit as q ~ 0 (and 
k = t/ q ~ 00) yields Equation (3). . 

future work 
In the ~ystems presented there have been a number of 

degrees of freedom by which the waiting time distribution 
conditioned on service time can be manipulated. In the 

, general feedback model, for example, the quantum size, 
number of levels, external priority assignment, and the 
ordering of jobs in each queue constitute degrees of free
dom. The approach has been analytical, investigating 
the performance of given systems. The synthesis problem 
has not yet been attacked satisfactorily, nor can it be, 
solely through the met~ods of queueing theory. Thus, a 
basic research problem is the development of a general 
design methodology in which the rules are specified for 
manipulating the degrees of freedom in the various multi
ple level priority models described earlier, to meet specific 
operational requirements such as the distribution of wait
ing times. 

Performance 
B(r) Measure References 

Exponential Wr1 5;3 
Exponential W p r2 5 
Exponential Wr 3 
General Wr(t)3 6 
Exponential Wtr4 3 

3. The distribution of waiting time for a job requiring r seconds 
of service: 

4. The mean waiting time of a job with time-priority t requiring 7 

seconds of service. 

It is also Clear that. the currently used, highly complex 
multi-programming systems are only crudely represented 
by the microscopic models we have presented. In this re
spect, for example, if the input/outpu't processes which 
occur as part of job- operations were separately included in 
the model many of the probleins of input/output inter
ference could be investigated in the context of a stochastic 
system. Furthermore, the use of paging Systems requires 
the use of more iritricate scheduling algorithms and. the 
recognition of the page organization of programs in terms 
of swap times and running times. • 

REFERENCES FOR TABLES 1-3 
1. Kleirirock, lo, Commu.nication Nets: Stochastic Messag~ Flow and Delay 

(lincoln L~boratory Pubiications), McGraw-HilI, New York, 1964. 
2.. Krishriamoo~thi, ~., and R. c. Wood, "Time-Shared Computer Ope~

ations with Both Interarrival and Service Times Exponential," Journal 
of the ACM, July 1966. 

3. Coffman, E. G., ;Stochastic Models' of Multiple and Time-Shared Com· 
puter Operations, Report No. 66-38, Department of Engineering, Univ. 
of Calif. at Los Angeles, June 1966. 

4. Schrage, lo E., Dept. of Industrial Engineering, Stanfo~d Univ. "The 
Queue M/G/1 with Feedback to Lower Priority Queues," Management 
Science (to be published), see also reference 6. 

5. Kleinrock, L.; Dept. of Engineering, Univ. of Calif. at Los Angeles, 
"Time-Shared Systems: A Theoretical Treatment," to be published (see 
also, reference 3). 

6. $chr,age, lo E., Some Queueing Models for a Time-Shared Faci/ity, 
Ph.D. dissertation, Dept. of Industrial Engineering, Cornell Univ., Feb. 
1966. 

7. Patel, N. R.; "A Mathematical Analysis of Computer Time-Sharing 
Systems," M.S. thesis, Dept. of EI~ctrical Engineering, M.I,T.,May 1964. 
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,.~turth~,.~)(t~ithe versatility and capability 9f Baldwin-Kongs-

"~ .• "'.~~'~,"":"'~,';' ".~.t.",o,;,m,';,' at.·'.; .. I~"I~;.)\~~i,: il, rafting~a.ch i nes, here' are two new "heads" 
,ly,uc.~'e:"'PJ:cJf!~rofitabtY .• • , 

I ','r,"" 1:1if"1 

New Photo Exposure Head for high 
accuracy printed circuit masters. 

New 6- Position Turret Drawing 
Head provides automatic selection 
fqr six drawing tools. • provide direct exposure of circuit 

master on film • accepts wet ink or ball pens or 
other scribing tools • ~Iiminates expensive tape-ups 

and photo reduction • chojce of pen sizes and colors 
• exposes lines or pads directly on 

film or glass from .002" to .200" 
• quickly inter-changeable with 

, other optional heads 
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Two "heads" are better than one ... let's get our heads together 
now and discuss how Baldwin Kongsberg Automatic Drafting can 
help you solve your- jobs faster - easier - more profitably. You 
can buy, lease or simply rent time on the machines here at our 
new Automa,ic Drafting Center. 

Write for "KINGMATIC File" and Automatic Drafting Center 
brochure, or call collect. No obligation. 

BALDWIN KONGSBERG COMPANY • Suite 80~, Atkinson Sq. 
11750 Chesterdale Rd.".Cincinnati, 0.45246· Phone(513)771-7023 
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When it comes to bringing computer installations together, 
nothing does the job like our 26C Duobinary DATA TEL ® 

modem. 
Matter of fact, if you have heavy data transmission require

ments, you can save hundreds of dollars by buying the 26C. 
Recent changes in communications regulations have made 

it possible for you to buy your own data equipment. The 
advantages to you are many, especially when the data set 
you buy is the Lenkurt 26C. 

The 26C is fast. Accurate. Transmits data over a telephone 

channel at speeds from 150 to 2400 bl s. Transmission at 
2400 b/s-double the maximum binary rate, is obtained by 
using the remarkable Duobinary process invented at Lenkurt 
Electric. Equally remarkable is the extremely low error rate. 
This, and automatic error detection, are bonuses with the 26C. 

The 26C uses circuits no more complicated than those 
found in conventional binary systems. That means high relia
bility, low cost, and easy maintenance. 

Maybe our Matchmaker can make your computers a per
fect match. 

~--------------------------------------------------------, 

: Lenkurt Electric Co., Inc., Old County Rd., San Carios, California l'lt:' nil /l/ " ; flj) 7r It:' II It: fiiJ". D /I r» : 
I I'd like to find out more about the Matchmaker. Please send IC" flU n (fJ' II7J /I C It.I.t:: f1J1' n 1/ {I.J I 
I me your 26C Brochure. SUBSIDIARY OF G~ E I 
I GENERAL TELEPHONE & ELECTRONICS . .1& I 
~--------------------------------------------------------~ 
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ACTION
ORIENTED 
INFORMATION 
SYSTEMS 
by RICHARD WERLING 

0.. 
. Present management information systems have 

been designed by people who "THINKI" -and the 
results are Thinking Men's Systems; but there 
is a need for systems designed for use "where 

the action is." 
Every Friday morning a foot-high stack of reports goes 

from the computer center of a major American company 
to the men responsible for controlling the company's freight 
and physical distribution. The reports, prepared on the \ 
most modern and expensive machines, contain virtually 
everything that should be needed to control the physical 
distribution system: locations of freight cars and histories 
of their movements, loads and destinations of each car, 
estimates of cost for each trip, precise descriptions of the 
physical characteristics of each car. 

Are these reports simply waste paper? Listen to com-
,ments by the users: 

"All the information I need is there someplace, I guess. 
But who has time to read a report that big? When I 
need to know sQmething, I pick up the phone and call 
three or four places; that's faster than trying to get 
the information from the computer reports." 

"There's a lot of information there; it must do somebody 
some good. But it doesn't help me find a freight car 
when I need one." 

"They're two weeks out of date by the time I get them. 
The reports are fine for history, but the data inputs 
don't even get to the computer until ten days after I 
need the information." 

June 1967 

think first, 
but then act. 

"There are too many mistakes. Many people have to 
spend half a' day checking for the errors before they 
can make use of the reports." 

In summary, reports are too bulky, ill-arranged, have 
the wrong information for the user, are too late to be of 
real value, and too often are incorrect. 

These examples, drawn from a well-managed com
pany ranking among the leaders in its industry, are symp
toms of the aggravations still too common in manage-

Mr. Werling is director, bud
gets and quality assurance, 
for the market services divi
sion of Continental Airlines. 
He was formerly with McKin
sey & Co., North American 
Aviation, and the Computer 
Department of General Elec
tric. He has BS and MS de
grees in industrial engineering 
from the Univ. of California, 
Berkeley, and has been work
ing towards a doctorate at the 
Univ. of Southern Californ'ia. 
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INFORMATION SYSTEMS . .. 

ment information systems. They show that management 
information systems are generally still failing to meet their 
prime reason for existence. They fail to provide action
oriented information-information that enables responsible 
individuals to identify needs for action, and assists in ac
complishing those actions. 

After more than a decade of business experience with 
computer-based information systems, and investments in 
the billions of dollars, why do they still fail to meet action 
needs? Why do they still involve so much wasted effort? 
And, more importantly, what must be done to overcome 
these deficiencies? 

deficiencies of present systems 
A close look at the limitations of computer-based in

formation systems, even in computer centers equipped 
with the latest exotic (and expensive) equipment, reveals 
a variety of ills. Among them: 

1. Failure to meet the extremely wide range of man
agers' action-oriented information needs. 

There is common agreement that the purpo.se of any 
management information and control system is to provide 
information on which management can base its actions. 
But the complexities and the demands on information sys
temshave only recently been appreciated. "Managing" 
involves a large number of discrete types of actions taken 
by individuals at various levels and geographic locations. 

The information needs of higher management, usually 
requiring extensive analyses, are usually well served by 
existing reports. For example, it is not uncommon to find 
accounting analyses available that utilize marginal cost 
analysis, ignoring fixed costs for certain decisions, and other 
sophisticated techniques. However, these analyses are usu
ally derived ~rom manual analysis of data drawn from mas
sive tabuhitions of all available data. Hours of expensive 
analysis time are required to derive "action-oriented" data 
for higher levels of management. Since the decisions at 
stake are usually very large, and the problems unstruc
tured, this manual analysis is appropriate. Table 1 shows 
that the first three levels of management action are usually 
well served in this manner. 

However, at lower levels many routine management 
actions are taken for granted, and some are ignored be
cause they are performed by non-managerial personnel. 
Often. the information needs of these "managers" are ne
glected by information systems. 

The number of different actions taken in managing even 
simple systems is large. Table 1 (p. 62) shows an abbrevi
ated list of eight different managerial actions required for 
a tank car fleet. In fact, for this fairly simple tank car fleet, 
at least a dozen discrete types of routine, management 
actions can be identified, and the list has not been ex
hausted. 

To illustrate, for the management action "strategic eval
uation," the types of action taken by the board are to 
evaluate, and possibly change, plant locations. Correspond

. ing division strategic evaluation actions include changes 
in levels Of plant operation, process economics, or method 
of distribution. Extensive analyses are normally prepared 
for this type of nonrecurring action. The frequency of the 
strategic evaluation type of action is no more than an
nually, but when taken it has major effects op oper~tions 
and profits of the company. 

At a lower organizational level the freight yard clerk, 
whose repetitive actions involve assigning individual cars 
to individual shipments, can also have significant effects 
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on operations and profits. He must consider. order size, car 
size and construction, type of fittings, expressed preferences 
by customers, and car lease costs in this "simple" action. 
Thus it is clear that different levels of management re
quire different action-supporting information. 

A further dimension is added by the requirement at 
each level for information to help in two broad tasks: 

"Tool" information (deciding what action to take) 
"Measurement" information (rpeasuring the results of ac

tions taken) 
In practice, the two types of action are not independent; 

. they are highly interrelated. 
To meet these needs, information now must come from 

a variety of sources; it is not limited to computer-generated 
reports. For example, past experience, accounting reports, 
personal notes and files, and informal personal contacts are 
often still the most important sources of management in
formation. Indeed, at the present time computer-generated 
information is still only a small part of the total needed for 
effective management action. Computer-based systems will 
increasingly tend to supplement the present sources of 
management information, but for the foreseeable future 
these will remain important. 

This broad spectrum of needs notwithstanding, the in
formation system must make available-to those responsible 
for taking each type of action-the information needed to 
decide on appropriate actions and to measure their re
sults. The need is not yet satisfactorily met by computer
based systems. 

2. Failure to capitalize on the action-supporting 
strengths of computer-based systems. 

Computer systems' strengths are in their ability to 
rapidly sift large volumes of data, to rearrange and pre
digest data, to compare against standards, to compute 
forecasts and to detect out-of-control conditions. Although 
compute~ programs utilize these abilities constantly, the 
effect of such pre-digesting is still only rarely seen "in 
action at lower levels of organizations. Still most common
ly seen are reports that could as easily have been produced 
by electric accounting machines. Forecasts using expo
nential smoothing, selective editing, and selectively not 
printing in-control items on reports, are still very. rare. In 
short, the computer's strengths are not yet fully utilized. 

Present systems are usually oriented toward producing 
information needed by accounting or accounting-oriented 
people, whose needs are primarily for historical informa
tion-not the forecast information more useful in the man
agement action process. This orientation. has been recog
nized by the accounting profession, and steps are gradually 
being taken to make reports more management
oriented. 1 ,2 

Reports are often out of date-hence valueless for ac
tion-when published. In the tank car fleet example, ex
pediting information needed daily was only available week
ly hom the computer system. Inadequate report 
preparation frequency has the same effect. For· certain 
applications, long-distance data transmission, real-time 
computation, and television-type information display are 
helpful, but expensive. 

3. Failure to "THINK"~before printing. 
Too voluminous reports are a universal complaint. This 

symptom simply involves too much use of a good thing
the high speed printer. It appears that. very large reports 
demonstrate either poor systems. design or the inability of 
the systems department's customer to decide what he 

Robert Beyer, c.P.A., Profitability Accounting for Planning and Con
trol, Ronald Press, New York, 1963. 

2 W. J. Reddan, "Financial Reports: Results versus Planned Perfor
mance," in American Management Association publication, Report
ing Financial Data to Management, 1965, pp. 76-87. 
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wanted during systems design. So the reports simply show 
all the data on the magnetic tape records, regardless of its 
importance. . 

This stems from two quite human traits: 
l. Reports usually contain all the information that might 

be needed by somebody. 
2. The human tendency to want a copy of each report 

the boss gets, just in case he might ask about it. Thus 
countless reports are waste when printed. 

Even when the content of reports is completely satis
factory to management, another need must be met. To com
pete with the older, more informal information channels, 
computer-generated reports must emphasize brevity, time
liness, and clarity. This requires that only inform~tion of 
maximum significance be presented to assist in taking ac
tions, where additional detail is in fact a hindrance. (N at
urally, this should not be distorteq. to mean withholding 
necessary information.) Action-oriented reports, contain
ing a carefully selected minimum amount of information 
bearing maximum significance, must be supportable by 
detail, probably required by others for other types of ac
tion. 

4· Most importantly, failure to provide return on in
vestment comparable to that required for other invest-
ments. . 

Considerable surprise resulted when it became known 
that returns of 30% on their computer systems investments 
were being obtained by a few companies. 3 The impact of 
this knowledge is still being felt. The newness and· rapid 
change of the technology, uncertainty as to what could 
reasonably be expected, and the initial applications in 
overhead areas (where many benefits were defined as un
measurable) -all these made accurate measurement ex
tremely difficult during the first years of computer use in 
business. Only recently have systems groups found it pos
sible to develop: 

l. Adequate procedures for evaluating the benefits of 
new applications. 

2. Long-term applications plans involving the entire 
business. 

These are the common deficiencies. What must be done. 
to overcome them? 

overcoming present deficiencies 
The conditions for high computer-systems payouts are 

well known. 4 ,5,6,7 They include: 
Top management interest: viewing the investment in 

computer-systems work as similar to other company 
investments and deserving of proportionate guid
ance, support, and measurement. From this stems the 
second: 

ResponSible involvement by operating management in 
the development and implementation of management 
information systems; 

Focus of applications in the critical problem areas of 
the business; and 

Broad range and depth of technical skills among the 
systems staff, including prior experience in an operat
ing division of the company. 

Experience with management information systems in sev
eral companies has convinced me that successful systems 
programs involve a fifth essential: action-orientation of in
dividual applications. 

3 John T. Garrity, "Top Management and Computer Profits," Harvard 
Business Review, july-Aug ust 1963, p. 7. 

4 John T. Garrity, ibid., entire article. 
5 John T. Garrity and John P. McNerriey, "EDP: How to Ride' the 

Tiger," Financial Executive, Sept. 1963, pp. 19-26. 
6 John D'earden, "How to Organize I nformation Systems," Harvard 

Business Review, March-April, 1965, pp. 65-73. 
7 William J. McLaughlin, "EDP Contribution to a Manufacturing 

Operation," Financial Executive, April 1966, pp. 14-26. 
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It is axiomatic that the most profitable use of manage
ment information systems is to identify and support neces
sary action by responsible individuals within the organi
zation. 

The distinguishing feature of the action-oriented system 
is not the equipment-which may include the simplest or 
most complex apparatus-but the dedication to providing 
information that identifies and supports required action 
by company personnel. The emphasis is on action
relevance, and on timely presentation of data, predigested 
and tailored to the action needs of responsible individuals. 

Other characteristics include: 
l. Concern with forecasts and the future, rather than 

with history; 
2. Indication as to which of several actions is ap

propriate (Le., which action meets prespecified 
criteria for certain copditions) ; 

3. Tailoring. the information presentation to the use to 
which it will be put, favoring short simple reports 
telling what is needed by the recipient to support 
his actions, and uncluttered by extraneous informa
tion; 

4. Using computer-based equipment when there· is a 
clear economic advantage, but recognizing that in
formal personal contact, telephone calls, handwritten 
notes-when satisfactory-may be economically supe
rior. 

Action-oriented 'systems can of course often use the same 
data developed for the company's normal financial report
ing systems, but they usually involve additional data as 
well. Table 2, Sample Action-Oriented Reports, illustrates 
the type of information needed for the eight management 
actions listed in Table 1. (Tables 1 & 2, p. 62, 63) 

profits from action-oriented systems 
Most of the business systems development effort during 

the past decade has been concentrated on record-keeping 
systems. The effort has paid off; in most companies ad
ministrative systems function smoothly and involve many of 
the record-keeping tasks of the company. 

But clerical and administrative costs, the typical object 
of record-keeping computer applications, generally involve 
only a small percentage of the total operating costs of 
a business. Only in very unusual circumstances can actual 
profits be developed in the record-keepiI?g areas. It is main
ly in the business mainstream, the marketing-pur chasing
manufacturing-distribution functions, that profits can be 
made. These functions involve the major part of the costs 
of the business and the sole source of income. 

How can an action-oriented information system be used 
in the mainstream of business? 

• In the physical distribution area, benefits in the tank 
car Heet example derived from -improved car utilization 
with resulting lower lease. costs, reduced penalties in
curred to avoid delayed shipments, and reduced labor 
overtime costs. 

• In the marketing area, information systems are being 
put to work routinely identifying the most profitable 
customers, ·product lines, and distribution channels; 
evaluating sales force performance, and allocating sales
men's time to increase their effectiveness. 

• Applications like these, distinctly oriented to action 
rather than to record-keeping and analysis, are also be
ing developed in purchasing, Inventory control, physical 
distribution, manufacturing, and money management. 8 

What steps must be taken to identify potentially prof-

S M. Valliant Higginson, Managing with EOP: A Look at the State 
of the Art! American Management Association Study No. 71, Ameri
can Management Association, 1965. 
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data that data processing machines process. 

o 

In other words, it takes awkward 11" x 15" print-out, 
reduces it to letter size BY2" x 11" and puts it in handy little stacks. 
(Why should computer reports be a different size than other reports? ) 

There are no carbon sets. No fuzzy carbon copies. 
No awkward to handle and awkward to file copies. No running out of copies. 
No running the computer a second time for extra copies .. 

Just sharp, black-and-white people-size copies. 40 copies a minute. 
Sorted and collated. Ready for distribution. 

(You can use a set of overlays to put any heading you want on the copies. 
And change the heading w~enever you want.) 

The 2400-IV System :makes it possible to handle the answers as fast as your 
data processing equipment'gives them to you. XJEDIQIY 

We apologize for not inventing it twenty years ago. I\:. ~ 
XEROX CORPORATION. ROCHESTER NEWVORK 14603 BRANCH OFFICES IN PRINCIPAL U. S CITIES. OVERSEAS! IN ASSOCIATION WITH RANK ORGANISATION. LTD. RANK XEROX LTD •• LONDON. FUJI.XEROX CO •• TOKYO. 

XEROX IS A REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF XEROX CORPORATION. 24QQ·IV SYSTEM IS A TRADEMARK OF XEROX CORPORATION 
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MANAG~MENTSY~EMS. 

itable systems applications, obtain staff for their develop
~ent projects? The next section answers these questions. 

opportunities for action-oriented systems 
The profits that will be obtained through the use of 

action-oriented systems will not appear on the books of the 
information systems department. They will be reflected in 
the sales and operating costs of the operating depart
ments-of marketing, purchasing, distribution, or manufac
turing. 

In marketing, for example the improved profits will tend 
to accrue from three sources: 

1. Concentrating the efforts of the sales force on the 
products and product lines yielding greatest incre-

Table 1 

ficient reservation systems. Tight control of relatively fixed 
costs (aircraft and crew scheduling being another critical 
cost area) also. represents significant improvement poten
tial. 

selecting potential applications 
SeleCting the potential applications is usually the re- C 

sportsibility of the systems department; but participation 
and involvement by top level management is necessary for 
success. In the process of selecting the action-oriented sys-
tems most advantageous to the business, nine definite steps 
are required: 

1. Identify the critical opportunity and cost areas in the 
business. -

As discussed above, these are the areas where successful 
action is essential for business survival, or where the great
est opportunities are for profits, or where the greatest 

TYPICAL ACTIONS NECESSARY IN MANAGING TANK CAR FLEET 

Management Action 

Evaluate strategy 

Specific Actions Affecting Tank Car Fleet 

Change in plaht location 

Level of Individual 
Responsible for Action 

Board of directors 

Action 
Frequency 

Annual 

Levels of operation, process economics, or Division management Annual 
methods of distribution 

Forecast requirements Forecast siz.e of fleet required to service Division management, with division distribution Semi-annual 
planned sales manager 

Maintain resources Lease or borrow tan~ cars as required 
cind requirements in 
balance 

Assign 
specific 
areas 

facilities to 
opportunity 

Schedule individual 
facilities 

Identify where sched
ule not being met 

Expedite facilities be
hind schedule 

Service to: govern
ment, industry groups, 
other departments, 
stockholders 

Insure integrity of in
'put data 

Assign certain car groups to specific product 
service 

Assign indJvidual car to individual order 

Identify cars behind schedule 

Expedite tank cars in yard, on railroads, or 
at customers' plants 

Financial and other data 

Maintain validity of input data 
Maintain information system 

mental profits to the company, and on those terri
tories and customers giving the highest incremental 
profits; 

2. Quickly detecting changes in profitability-by pro
duct, te'rritory, distribution channel, or customer
perrhitting actions by marketing that will result in 
increased profits (or decreased losses) to the entire 
company; 

3. Keeping sales, production, and inventories in balance. 
And, in purchasing, improved profits tend to come from: 
1. Reduced costs of material purchased; 
2. Reduced inventory carrying costs. 

None of these directly affects the information systems de
partment; yet all can contribute significantly to increas

. ing sales or reducing costs of the over-all business-and 
all can be assisted by action-oriented information. 

In general terms, identifying profitable opportunities in
volves concentrating on the basic dynamics of the specific 
business. That is, determining what must be done well for 
the business to succeed within its industry, and reflecting 
those requirements in the information system. For ex
ample, customer service needs-a critical factor in the com
petitive airline industry-require that airlines maintain ef-
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Division distribution manager 

Division tank car specialist 

Plant freight yard manager 

Expediter 

Expediter 

Accounting department 

Yard men, clerks 
Systems group 

Quarterly 

Monthly 

Daily 

Daily 

Daily or 
more often 

Monthly or 
less often 

Daily 
As required 

costs are incurred. Those areas that account for the largest 
proportion of potential profits (or costs) should be seleGted. 
These will usually involve the main areas of the business.9 

Table 3 (p. 65). Potential Profitable Applications, will be 
of help in this stage. It should be used to help in identify
ing costs that behave favorably in response to changes in 
product volume, and taking advantage of the relationships. 
For example, if high fixed costs make lower volume eco
nomically unattractive, emphasis on product marketing is 
necessary. 

2. "Some actions are more equal than other actions." 
It must be determined which areas have the greatest 

leverage. If sales were to be increased by 20%-or if costs 
were to be reduced by 20%-in which of these critical areas 
would total profits be increased most? These areas will ob
viously represent the best investment of time and money 
in the design of an aCtion-oriented information system. 

3. ,For the most promising of the areas selected, in-

bvestigatebalt~rnatives. How could the work required C·., 
e done etter than it is now with the better informa-

tion processing equipment available? ' 

9 Peter F. Drucker, Managing for Results, Harper & Row, 1965. 
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In a fast-changing environment, conditions change rap
idly enough that this is often a meaningful question. A 
helpful technique for not-so-obvious areas is to ask "What 
would have to be done to cut the costs in this area by 
20%?" Such a dramatic cut is often feasible, but usually 
must be done by changing policies, procedures, and ways 
of doing the business. 1o Thus it is essential that high 
levels of management be represented on the team that 
does this task. 

Having chosen the most promising areas, the next steps 
involve orienting the system to the action needs of man
agement: 

4. Within the areas selected, determine what actions 
are required by various levels of management for do
ing the work. 

Table 2 

Management Action 

Eva luate strategy 

Forecast requirements 
and maintain re
sources and require
ments in balance 

Assign 
specific 
areas 

facilities to 
opportunity 

Schedule individual fa
cilities 

Identify where sched
ule not being met 

Expedite facilities be
hind schedule 

Service to others 

Information system in
tegrity 

Action-Oriented Report 

Car Utilization Report: 
Identify excessive average times on trip and 

at destination, by route and customer 
Identify excessive cost per cost of serving 

specific customer by tank car 
Product Shipment Analysis Report: 

Identify opportunities to change mode of 
. shipment and reduce freight costs (e.g., 

from tank car to barge or drum) 

Fleet Size Planning Worksheet: 
Identify car types and sizes expected to be 

in excess or shortage condition 
Car Lease Expiration Report: 

Identify leases by termination dates 

Fleet Size Planning Worksheet: 
Identify car types and sizes expected to be 

in excess or shortage condition 

Car Assignment by Product Service: 
Identify cars assigned to specific product 

service, in order of cost to interchange 
with another product 

Car Location Report: 
Identify cars out of plant, destination, and 

estimated return date 
, Cars identified by product service 

Car Expediting Report: 
Identify out-of-plant cars behind schedule' 

current probable location 

Manual operation by expediter, using Car Ex
pediting Report and telephone contacts with 
railroad. (At the present time this is the most 
advantageous economically, but in future eco
nomics may change.) 

Accounting Distribution Report: 
Service to accounting for distribution costs 

in proportion to car use for transporta
tion, etc. 

Input E'rror Reports: 
Erroneous input data, detected by failure to 

pass a series of edit and logic checks, 
must be corrected and resubmitted. 

The specific infonnation needed to identify and support 
these actions grows. from the actions themselves. In the 
tank car system, for example, the daily car location re
port grew from the need to support daily action of ex
pediting overdue cars. 

5. Determine the sources of information needed to sup
port these actions. 

What information is now available in acceptable form, 
what can be calculated, and what must be collected in 
a different way or at a different point? It will often develop 
that manual methods are still least expensive, but in other 

10 Frank O. Hoffman, "Improve Your Profits Day by Day!" Harvard 
Business Review, July-August 1963, pp. 59-67. 
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cases computer-based systems, perhaps involving remote 
data collection, will be superior. 

6. Balance the cost of furnishing action-oriented infor:
mation developed by this procedure against the bene
fits from the, information. 

Managements have recently come to believe that a com
puter infonnation system should satisfy the same require
ments for return on investment that are established for 
any other investment of company resources. This rule has 
seldom been observed in the past, but it is becoming in
creasingly clear that computer applications require invest
ment of company resources indistinguishable from resources 
allocated to new equipment, warehouses, or new process
ing plants. Indeed, since there is considerable risk in infor
mation system applications, with life expectancy of specific 
applications often averaging less than five years, tough
minded evaluation of economics is essential. 

With this in mind, does the benefit of the specific ap
plication exceed costs by enough to satisfy the company's 
requirements for return on investment? If the company 
normally requires a 15% annual return, can the system 
realistically be expected to yield-this? If so, 

7. Enter the application on the management informa-
tion systems potential applications catalog. . 

The potential applications catalog is the file of potential 
projects for harnessing the computer-systems capability. 
Before a potential project is developed. and installed, size
able additional investment of company resources will be 
required-in the detailed analysis, systems design, program
ming, and implementation of the application. Some po
tential projects in the catalog will not progress beyond the 
catalog; i.e., they will not be developed into completed 
applications. 

8. In picking specific applications for development, take 
care to insure that a mixture of high- and low-risk 
applications is chosen. 

The. mix of high-risk and low-risk applications must be 
carefully chosen to minimize the likelihood of multiple 
"stri~eouts" w?,ile retaining the probability of at least 
one home run. 

As in any complex undertaking, there is risk in the de
velopment of an infonnation systems application. The risks 
derive from insufficient data base, insufficient technical 
knowledge to completely' evaluate an application before 
development work has really begun, insufficient knowl
edge of necessary related areas, and occasionally an un
favorable organizational environment. Since many low-risk 
applications have already been transferred from tabulating 
machines to computer systems, higher risk applications will 
tend increasingly to be selected. 

staff selection 
Information processing equipment available, or soon to 

be made available, is capable of. overcoming the present 
deficiencies. The critical limiting factor in systems design 
at this point in time is no longer equipment capability 
but rather insufficient availability of people who can put 
the equipment to work in meeting needs for management 
inform a tion. 

The plain fact is that there is virtually no supply of 
individuals who are familiar with both the over-all needs 
of the' business and with computer-systems applications in 
business. 

Why is this so? Basically, because the relatively recent 
appearance of computers on the business scene-scarcely 
a decade ago-has allowed insufficient time to grow a 
crop of top-level information systems managers, or for top 
management to become sufficiently familiar with the ca
pabilities and potential of computer-based infonnation 
systems. 

Computer-systems personnel are usually too young or 
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Q. What does a goldfish in a bowl 
! " 

have in com~on with a Motorola printer? 
A. They both sit on your desk· 

and make about the same amount of noise. 

What's more, the Motorola TP-4000 has only seven 
moving parts and turns out up to 4,000 words of 
hard copy per minute. Which means that if you 
need a high speed, high reliability, non-impact 
computer print out that can sit on your desk and 
not clickity-clack you out of the office every time 
it runs, you need to talk to uS,now. 

Let us tell you how our customers, both govern-

m"ent and commercial, are using the TP-4000 
printer with a wide variety of computers. Let us 
show you how the TP-4000 would work in your 
data processing, process control or data com
munications application. 

Write or call: Motorola, Data Communication 
Mgr., Chicago Center, 1450 N. Cicero Avenue, 
Chicago, Ill. 60651, Phone: (312) 379-6700. 

@NlOTOROLA 
Governlnent Electronics Division 

CIRCLE 29 ON READER CARD 
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MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS ... 

disinterested in management to have sufficient experience 
with operating management problems. The interests and 
capabilities of computer personnel have tended in the past 
to lead them to highly structured, routine applications. 
This tendency has kept them tied to lower level manage
ment applications and kept them from seeing the bigger 
problems of the business. The common early experience 
with management information systems developed by sys
tems personnel who were unaware of their own ignorance 
of business problems has underscored this; the early failures 
are still impairing the credibility of systems people as be
ing capable of contributing in major ways' to improvement 
of business operations through better information. 

Management people tend to be more interested in solv- . 
ing operational problems than problems required to de
velop profitable informiltion systems. 

In selecting a staff to work out' the proposed informa
tion system improvements, a high level of understanding 
of the business, higher than is commonly found in in-

Table 3 

creased profits or reduced costs in the operating depart
ments, and not directly in the systems department's bud
get. After all, the majority of the costs and virtually all 
of the income of the business typically come from the re
sults of operations. 

The program involves four phases: 
1. Identifying opportunities for action-oriented systems 

in the business; 
2. From these opportunity areas, selecting potentially 

profitable systems applications; 
3. Implementing selected applications; 
4. Through the project team approach, broadening the 

understanding both of the systems department and of 
the operating people within the business. 

Identifying opportunities for action-oriented systems 
involves going directly to the mainstream of the buSiness, 
determining what must be done well for the business to 
succeed within its industry and for the business to grow. 

The nine steps involved in selecting potentially profitable 
applications concentrate on obtaining excellent return on 
investment in the critical areas of the business. The sys
tems department must have the responsibility, but the sys
tem must reflect the objectives of the business, and its 

POTENTIALLY PROFITABLE APPLICATIONS OF ACTION-ORIENTED SYSTEMS 

Critical Opportunity Area 

MARKETING: 
Highly competitive-field sales ac
tivities need to be focused on in
creasing incremental profits 

Product lines need to be augmented 
and pruned constantly , 

Credit evaluation and control is im
portant 

MANUFACTURING, PURCHASING 
AND DISTRIBUTION: 

Cost control is essential for older, 
"commodity type" products. 
(Cost data needed more for pricing 
decisions for newer high-margin 
products) 

NEW PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT: 
High profits in new' products 

Potential App,lication 

Product profitability reporting system, identifies 
net profits by territory, product line, distribution 
channel. 

Field sales performance planning and control as
sists in allocating salesmen's time to best attain 
sales goals. 

Forec,ast product sales and revenues-assists in 
sales and production planning; identifies market 
changes. 

Credit risk evaluation. Controls risky accounts 
receivable. 

Raw materials cost system, identifies purchased 
material costs by vendor, material, plant, quality. 

Optimum plant production mix, based on linear 
programming model. 

I nventory control system. 

Project selection system. 
Project evaluation and control system. 

Source of Profit 

Channel sales effort to highest net profit products, 
customers. Base operating decisions on' incremental 
cost data. 
Increased sales of high incremental profit pro
ducts. Decreased net-loss product sales. 

Keeping sales, production and inventories in 
balance. Reduce missed sales and inventory hold

'ing costs, obsolete products costs. 

Reduce funds tied up· in accounts receivable or 
lost. 

Reduced material cost 

Reduced net costs. of production and distribution. 

Reduced inventory carrying costs. 

Higher percentage of marketable new products. 

Early identification of project success or fa,ilure. 

Faster introduction of new products. 

formation processing and systems departments, is required. 
Thus the systems department's capability must be supple
mented by high-talent operating and management people. 
In view of the expense of the high-talent people from 
operating. divisions, management and systems required for 
action-oriented system development, it follows that careful 

future markets, products, and organization. Therefore heavy 
participation and guidance from the topmost levels of 
management are required during this phase. 

Due to the lack of people qualified to conduct work 
of this breadth and depth, the project team approach is 
required. Operating and management people must be in
timately involved in the design of the system. Systematic 
project controls must be maintained in order to properly 
use the high-talent and high-cost manpower required for 
this work. 

project control is necessary. ' 

conclusion: act! 
The present limited success in attaining adequate re

turns on the management information systems investment 
stems from the failure to effectively focus management in
formation systems on the action needs of responsible in-

'dividuals in the business. This limited success can be over
come by the systematic program described above. 

The results of the program will be in the form of in-

June 1967 

Fin~lly, the objectives of the systems department in
volve not only making profitable investments in identifica
tion and design of action-supporting management informa
tion systems, but promoting a better understanding of 
operating problems on the part of the systems group as 
will • 
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Just what the doctor ordered 

-and he ordered it yesterday, from 
an American Hospital Supply Corpo
ration warehouse 300 miles away. 
He gets same-day service on 25,000 
different supp,ly items, because ~II 
System Data-Phone* service links 
his hospitai t6the warehouse over 
regular telephone lines. Prepunched 
cards, containing order information 
are fed intq card readers connected 
to Data-Phone sets which transmit 
the information from the hospital. 
*Service mark 

At the American Hospital Supply 
warehouse the information is auto
matically reproduced on an order 
form. The order is packed and 
shipped the same day. Because of 
the fast, accurate data communica
tions, one warehouse in Atlanta 
serves a wide area in the South. 
Throughout the nation, American's 
automated ordering system helps 
hospitals reduce inventoryand paper 
work and keeps the doctor happy. 

AMERICAN HOSPITAL 
SUPPLY CORPORATION 
DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM 

II Card Reader 

E Data-Phone· 

iii Keypunch 

.,... Bell System 
I.I.iiI Central Office 

~computer 

-Trademark 

American Hospital 
Supply warehouse 

For more information, call your 
Bell Telephone Business Office and 
ask for a talk with one of our Com
munications Consultants. And don't 
hesitate to call us early-because 
that way we can serve you best. 

When you work with data commu
nications, work with the Bell System. 
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A Page from the Vermont Research 
MEMORY FACT BOOK 

Fact: 
$9,950 Drum Memory System 
Makes Small Computers Think Big 

• • • SO lS 

The versatile new PDP-8/S Digital Computer 
costs about $10,000, complete with 4,096-word core 
memory. By investing $9,950 more, any PDP-8/S 
(or PDP-8) user can make his computer think on 
a 32-times bigger scale. How? By plugging in a 
VRC 1104-8/S Drum Memory System ... thus 
adding 131,072 additional words of data base or 
program storage, .. and enabling drum-stored pro
grams to be called out as sub-routines, page by 
page- or in up to 7 -page gr.oups at any point in your 
program. 

VRC offers other similar systems, complete with 
drum routines, based on the same compact, high
performance memory drum, to boost capacity, pro
gram input speed and versatility of any digital 
computer with 12, 16 or 18 bit words. And all these 
VRC systems feature plug-in design that enables 
simple interface by the computer user. 

What will be the impact of this new VRC mem
ory development on computer applications? We 
don't know for sure. But it will certainly encour
age thousands of small computer users, and would
be users; to think big. How about you? 

Computers are known 
by their,MEMORIES 

Vermont Research 
CORPORATION 

Box 20d 

Precision Park • North Springfield • Vermont 
CIRCLE 30 ON READER CARD 
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InTEIiRATED SYSTEmS SUPPORT 
makes the BR-90 DISPLAY ANALYSIS CONSOLE the best friend your data base 'can have 

We're systems people. That's why, when you add a BR-90 Display Analysis Console to your data handling system, 
we can back it up with a unified support program that begins anywhere along the line: 

• thorough examination of systems objectives 
• operations analysis to translate user require- • simulation and test of operating problems 
ments into system function and design objec- and procedures in our On-Line Center-before 
tives your system is installed 
• integrated hardware and software imple- • installation and integration of the console 
mentation into your system 
• programming that will get the most out of • integrated field support to keep your system 
your computer-BR-90 system operating at top effiCiency. 

If you need to get data out where you can see it-manipulate it-store it-then a BR-90 Display Analysis Console 
. belongs in your data handling system. The BR-90 is system-compatible. Not just for today. But right through the 

years, modifiable as your system requirement changes . 

. If you want more information: 
Call H. A. Kirsch (213) 346-6000. Or contact your local Bunker-Ramo field representative. 

IIj THE BUNKER-RAMO CORPORATION 
DEFENSE SYSTEMS ,DIVISION 

8433 FALLBROOK AVENUE' CANOGA PARK, CALIFORNIA 91304 • (213) 346-6000 

CIRCLE 31 ON READER CARD 
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CONFERENCE 

U rbanly renewed Boston, 
given a full year to recuper
ate from the '66 Spring Joint 
Computer Conference, will 

host the 1967 International Data Pro
cessing Conference and Business Ex
position June 20-23. Sponsored by the 
Data Processing Management Assn., 
the conference will fill the four days 
with papers' and panels at the Shera
ton-Boston Hotel; at the War Memorial 
Auditorium, nearly 100 exhibitors will 
spread themselves over 200 booths. 

The first day, Tuesday, June 20, 
has been set aside for 13 hours of 
registration and six tours. Attendees . 
will have their choice of visiting the .,' 
U.S. Army Labs in Natick, the Inter
nal Revenue Service, Honeywell Com
puter Div.'s Brighton plant, a General 
Motors assembly plant, the Research 
Center of Liberty Mutual Insurance 
Co., or IBM's Cambridge Scientific 
Center and Boston Programming 
Center. 

On Wednesday, the first day of the 
educational program, Erwin D. Can
ham, editor-in-chief of the Christian 
Science Monitor, will give the keynote 
address before the general assembly. 
Mr. Canham will speak on "Automa
tion and Society," tracing some of the 
effects of the computer age on mod
ern living. 

C. W. Spangle, vice president and 
general manager of Honeywell EDP, 
will address the farewell luncheon on 
Friday. 

The '67 educational program . has 
been divided into five categorie~: 
workshops, seminars, management 
guidelines, and management and in
dustry panels. 

In the workshops, registrants will 
be divided according to the size of 
their installation: large-scale, medium
scale, and small-scale and unit rec
ord. In these sessions, the general 
topics will cover management of sys
tems projects, operations and person
nel. 

The management guidelines are de
signed to assist companies in the con
trol of system, procedures, program
ming and operations. Three areas of 
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discussion to be emphasized are bud
geting and accounting, project sched
uling, and personnel development. 

Speakers at the management sem
inars will discuss financial models, 
problems with time-sharing tech
niques, decision tables, file organiza
tion in mass storage" optical charac
ter recognition, evaluation of operat
ing systems, cybernetics in manage
ment information systems, motivation, 
creati've thinking and heuristic pro
gramming. 

The pan:el sessions have been di
vided into two general categories: 
management and industry. The chang
ing nature of management, organiza
tional dynamics, COBOL, private edp 
schools, sequential batch or direct 
access processing, communications, 
blue sky applications, and managing 
by crises, will be a few of the sub
jects discussed at the management 

panels. A series of nine "how-to" in
dustry panels will be presented by 
men who have designed, installed and 
operated a variety of installations in 
manufacturing; banking, insurance, 
utilities, distribution, municipal sys
tems, educational institutions, retail 
systems and transportation. 

In addition to the educational pro
gram, a few special features have 
been planned to lure the conferring 
managers into the historic environ
ment. A Wednesday night clambake 
-at $10 per-promises to offer chicken 

DOES YOUR 
PRINTOUT 

" LOOK LIKE THIS? 
NELSON JUNIUS 44 MAIN - - - -
NELSON KATHERINE 146 BIUWL A' 
NELSON KENNETH W 282 DGLAS ~C 
NELSON KNUn 65 DU BOIS AV - ~ 
NELSON KURT 24 SHMIDTS LA - -
NELSON LAWRENCE JR 317 RUOYRO 
NELSON LOUIS B 11 COALE AV -
NELSON MARIE MRS 29 HATFLD PU 
NELSON MARTIN B 139 REGAN AV 
NELSON MARY 21 PEARL - - - -

Nelson Mary J Mrs 71 Lamprt Blvd - - - - - YU 1-
Nelson Maurice K 55 Austn PI - - - - - - - YU 1-
Nelson Mildred 81 Dtroit Av - - - - - - - - YU 4-
Nelson Nels 86 Coale Av - - - - - - - - - - GI 8-
Nelson Nels 68 Marx - - - - - - - - - - - GI 2-
Nelson Nels Victor 7 Nash Ct - - - - - - - YU 4-
Nelson Norman 435 Delafld Av - - - - - - - GI 8-
Nelson Norman I 53 Mildrd Av - - - - - - - GI2-
Nelson Oscar C Mrs 93 Hamln PI - - - - - - SA 7-
Nelson Otto 5 418 Wds Ardn Rd - - - - - - YU 4-
Nelson Patk 53 Grant PI - - - - - - - - - - EL 1-
Nelson Robt L 36 Constnt Av - - - - - - - - GI 2-
Nelson Robt P 29 Idaho Av - - - - - - - - YU 4-
Nelson Roy C 452 Clark Av - - - - - - - - YU 7-
Nelson Russell G 1609 Castltn Av - - - - - - GI 7-
Nelson Russell M 95 Cirel Rd - - - - - - - YU 7-
Nelson Stanley 96 Sawyr Av - - - - - - - - GI 2-
Nelson Ter Inc eatrers 23A Nelsn Av - - - - - 984-
Nelson Theresa 1 q Rokwl Av - - - - - - - - GI 2-
Nelson Thos A 21 Stratfrd Rd - - - - - - - SA 7-
Nelson Thos P 527 Craig Av - - - - - :... - - YU 4-
Nelson Wallace 647 Coleg Av - - - - - - - - GI 2-
Nelson Wayne M Jr 161 Wardwl Av- - - - - YU 1-
Nelson Wilfred B 79 Bodin - - - - - - - - - GI 2-

From your magnetic tape, we can 
compose a complete page of your 
directory, parts list, phone book or 
abstract, in a wide range of type 
styles and sizes. Our high speed 
phototypesetting service utilizes the 
Photon 901 system. 

We can save you money in printing, 
paper and binding by adding up to 
30 per cent more information per 
page, and by eliminating, page 
make-up. 

The cost for a complete page is less 
than $4.00. 

410 East Sixty.Second Street, 

New York, N.Y. 10021 
New York 212·838·5304 

CIRCLE 35 01'1 READER CARD 
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1967 DPMA 
CONFERENCE 

and lobster as well as steamed clams 
and chowder. And the ladies will 
visit Old Sturbridge Village and the 
North Shore towns of Gloucester, Rock
port and Salem. 

The chairman of the '67 conference 
is Wi1liam J. Horne, director of cor
porate systems and data processing, 
United Shoe Machinery Corp., Boston. 

Tuesday, June 20 
8 a.m.-9 p.m.-Registration 
8:30 a.m.-I2 noon-Tour: Liberty Mu

tual Research Center 
8:30 a.m.-I2:30 p.m.-Tour: Internal 

Revenue Service 
9 a.m.-I2:30 p.m.-Tour: IBM Cam

bridge Scientific Center 
1 p.m.-4:30 p.m.-Tour: U. S. Army 

Labs 
1 p.m.-8 p.m.-Exhibit viewing 
1 p.m.-5 p.m.-Tour: Honeywell Com

puter Division 
1 p.m.-5 p.m.-Tour: General Motors 

Assembly Plant 

Wednesday, June 21 
8 a.m.-4 p.m.-Registration 
9 a.m.-6 p.m.-Exhibit viewing 
9:30 a.m.-II a.m.-General Assembly 
12 noon-Conference luncheon 
2 p.m.-4:30, p.m.-Seminars and Work-

shops 
5:30 p.m.-Clambake 
Thursday , June 22 
8 a.m.-4 p.m.-Registration 
9 a.m.-1I:30 a.m.-Seminars and Work-

shops 
9 a.m.-6 p.m.-Exhibit viewing 
12 noon-Conference luncheon 
2 p.m . .:.4:30_p.m.-Seminars and Work-

shops 
7 p.m.-Banquet 
Friday, June 23 
8 a.m.-I2 noon-Registration 
9 a.m.-II a.m.-Seminars and Work

shops 
12 noon-Closing luncheon 
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What's so remarkable about 
"in-contact" disc memories? 

'''In-contact'' mem
ories use heads 
tha tactually 
touch the disc
gently and contin

An F-series head-
uously. That leads to per-track system. 

several unique advantages: 

Records at twice the density 
We have recorded 6600 bpi with 
"in-contact" heads. Our standard 
memories operate at a conservative 
3300 bpi - more than twice the stor
age density of the best "floating 
head" memories. 

Stores 50% more per dollar 
A'single track holds 100,000 bits
enough to fill the core memory of 
many small computers. The higher 
storage density gives you 50% more 
storage capacity for every dollar in-
vested in equipment. I 

Takes only 8%" rack space 
Our fixed-disc, head-per-track sys
tem stores up to 6,400,000 bits in 
8%"of rack space. Our interchange
able disc system-also rack mount
able-stores 13,000,000 bits per disc 
cartridge. 

Unusual reliability 
We've been spinning one disc be

neath "in-contact" heads for over 
20,000 hours. The disc is not so 
much worn as polished. And it still 
reads out the data we recorded 
nearly three years ago. 
In another test, 
512 tracks with 
a head on each 
operated continu
ously for 2,160 
hours without a 
single failure of 
any kind. That's 

An M-series inter
changeable-disc 

system. 

1,105,920 track hours without 
failure. 
How do we keep the disc and heads 
from wearing out? 
Much of this is a trade secret, but 
we can tell you this much: we plate 
the disc with a thin rhodium armor 
to protect the magnetic storage me
dium, then polish the surface to a 
near optical finish' that deviates 
from perfect smoothness less than 
0.4 microinches A.A. 
For more details write Data Disc, 
Incorporated, 1275 California Ave., 
Palo Alto, California 94304. Phone 
(415) 326-7602. 

DATA DISC 
CIRCLE 40 ON READER CARD 
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It's a Flight Simulator, built by Link 
Group to bridge the "safety gap" in 
commercial pilot training. And it 
does just about anything its winged 
sIster can do. 

At the heart of the system is a 3 
million bit Bryant Auto-Lift Drum 
that provides a digital interpretation 
of a 727 flight. When the pilot makes 
a move, the simulator reacts instantly, 
just as a 727 would; simulating such 
things as broken landing patterns, 
rough weather and mechanical 
malfunctions. If the pilot goofs, the 

only thing that suffers is his pride. 
Link says that their Auto-Lift Drums 
have been outstandingly reliable. 
(In fact, they're'using them on several 
other aircraft simulators.) They're 
also sold on Bryant's low cost per bit 
and the interfacing compatibility of 
the Drum with their GP-4 computer 
system. 
Write us at Bryant Computer 
Products, 850 Ladd Rd., Walled Lake, 
Michigan 48088. Ask for "On Line" 
Application Note #4. We'll make a 
"Bryant Believer" out of you too. 

B'RYANT 
COMPUTER PRODUCTS 
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Multigrapti helps 
Ohio Bell beat the 
. changing numbers 
game. 
Changed numbers. Disconnected numbers. Cancelled numbers. 
Ohio Bell handles 2200 of them every day in the Gr'eater Cleveland area. 
And overnight they have to be distributed to intercept operators. 
-Now, Multigraph isn't the-only way to handle this job. Ohio Bell just chose us because our 
system could do it at lower cost. 
Working with Ohio Bell systems engineers, we recommended and installed the Photo Direct 
Master system. It records the changed numbers as they come off the computer. Copies 
are duplicated and distributed to intercept operators before the next day breaks. 
The savings from this system over the previous one are substantial. And as a bonus, the 
Multigraph equipment is used on other projects during the day. 
Ohio Bell wins coming and going. We bet you can, too. Just call your Multigraph man. Or 
write Addressograph Multigraph Corporation, Department T-6626, 1200 Babbitt Road, 
Cleveland, Ohio 44117. No matter what your game is. 

COPIER and DUPLICATOR division of a CO~PORATION 
, ~ ... helpmg people commUnIcate 
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The only 24-bit 
rea'l-time computer lNith' 
a concurrent floating point 
arithmetic unit. 

Our SEL-840A is the only computer in its class that offers an independent, 
concurrent, extended arithmetic unit (EAU) with a complete set of 22 addi
tional hardware commands. The EAU performs 11 digit floating-point calcula
tions as well as single and double-precision fixed-point calculations. 

Twenty percent less expensive and with twice the throughput (572K words/ 
sec.) of its nearest competitor, the SEL-840A also has the first real real-time 
monitor on the market today. Delivery: 60 days. Price: $54,500. 

For further information, write for BULLETIN 9056A,or contact Systems Engi
neering Laboratories, Inc., 6901 West Sunrise Blvd., Fort Lauderdale, Fla. 
33310. Area Code 305-587-2900. Offices also.in Washington; D. C.; Los Ange
les, California; Boston, Massachusetts; San Francisco, California; Cleveland, 
Ohio; Houston, Texas; Huntsville, Alabama; and Orlando, Florida. 

Systems Engineering Laboratories 
CIRCLE 37 ON READER CARD 
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THE 
SJCC REPORT 

Registrants for the Spring 
Joint Computer Conference 
got little booklets in the 
mail before they left home, 

explaining how easy it is to get to 
Atlantic City. These were good for 
reading during the approach to the 
Phila'delphia airport as the ceiling and 
visibility deteriorated to the point 
where James Cagney and Pat O'Brien 
would have given up trying to land 
their Ford Trimotor. From there on, 
members of the Ambassador Club 
mixed democratically with the Grey
hound Group. 

The weather stayed rainy' and 
windy, even inside the hotel rooms, 
until the last day when some 5000 
registrants and a total of over 7000 
exhibit watchers had been checked in. 

The exhibits were a triumph for 
the larger manufacturers, those with 
composers and choreographers in their 
advertising departments. It was pos
sible to watch a movie at the SDS 
booth while listening to RCA's banjo 
players at the other end of the hall 
and still hear an occasional grumble 
from the mighty Wurlitzer, which 
played Auld Lang Syne as the ex
hibitors began to fold up their tents. 
Nearly every exhibitor had girls in 
very short skirts and very long stock
ings, but only Control Data had real 
go-go girls. Honeywell just had a 
robot, but it was a girl robot. 

remote users 
There wasn't much new equipment 

to be found in the displays of the 
large manufacturers. IBM had a 
Model 50 with terminals, their newly 
expanded 1130, and an experimental 
"home calculator." This was a Touch-
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Tone telephone from which visitors 
could dial a computer in New York 
and get voice answerback to arith
metic problems keyed in. 

RCA, in addition to its musicians 
and enclosed communications show, 
had some time-sharing going and a 
Video camp system on display. Honey
well had its robot and brought out 
the Emett Forget-Me-Not Computer 
again. NCR showed a Rod· Memory 
Computer, Cram unit, and a new 
asynchronous tape perforator. Bur
roughs, as usual, displayed only fringe 
activities-including its new quad tape 
unit. And GE, whose little red school
house has been packing them in for 
the last couple of years, didn't have 
a computer exhibit at all. 

The smaller manufacturers and ser
vice firms were lighter on the hoopla 
but had more new things to show and 
talk about. SDS was running a Sigma 
7 for the first time at a show, with 
a FORTRAN IV program in background 
mode and two real-time jobs under
way. Another SDS machine, the 940, 

bangles, b~ubles & cores 

was in action at Com-Share, a time
sharing service bureau. 

Systems Engineering Laboratories 
had an airplane simulator. An SEL 
810A digital computer and CRT dis
play reacted to throttle and attitude 
controls manipulated by visitors so 
that they could maneuver the plane 
in a simulated flight. Programming 
was done by 'Charles W. Adams As
sociates. 

The Interdata 3 computer, an
nounced early this year, was on display. 
So far 58 orders have been taken, most
ly in the $11-15K range. Prime com
petitor Digital Equipment Corp. had 
a new low-cost disc memory module 
for their fast-moving PDP-8 and 8/S. 
More than 1500 of these have been 
sold, a fact that registered on Vermont 
Research to the extent that they had a 
bargain drum at the show to be used as 
a memory extender for the 8/S. It adds 
131K words for $9950, sells for even 
less with fewer heads, and can be 
joined to other small machines with 
minor interface changes. DEC also 
had a PDP-I0 on hand. It was playing 
organ-like music, in keeping with the 
Barnum & Bailey theme of the show. 

OEM suppliers' were in full cry. 
Rixon was luxuriating in a 400-unit 
sale of the Sebit-48M data set to Uni
versity Computing and another order 
for 70 copies from the Service Bu
reau Corp. 

Sanders Associates had 'a good 
crowd to admire its 720 display and 
sturdy core memory, now commer
cially available. New orders for the 
720 have been received from Illinois 
Bell ( 30 ), Harris Trust in Chicago 
( 12), and the Chicago Police Dept. 

A new entry in the fast-growing 
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plotter business was the DP-203 from 
GeoSpace Computer Division, a digi
tal CRT-to-film unit which can be 
attached to such computers as the 
IBM 1130 and 360/44 and is mar
keted by IBM as well as GeoSpace. 

prizes & products 
Software, consulting, and time

sharing service groups were out in 
force, with Advanced Computer Tech
niques drawing massive crowds to 
get free' copies of a jigsaw puzzle 
(a comment on Atlantic City night 
life?) which was reported to be a 

. real bear to put together and re
warded the diligent with a replica of 
the company's recent Wall Street 
Journal ad. 

Xerox and 3M furthered their flir
tation with the computer users, the 
former demonstrating its machine to 
shrink and reproduce printout forms, 
and 3M introducing a dry-process 
copier using ultrasensitive' paper to 
register CRT displays in hard-copy 
form. It can be added to a terminal 
for around $50/month, with total 
costs depending on volume of copies. 

Electronic Associates was another 
one with an enclosed. booth. Patient 
queu,ers were subjected to arguments 

in favor of hybrids by smiling ladies 
who had recently learned to pro
nounce the technical words phonet
ically ("the analog computer is like 
a phys-i-cist and the digital computer . 
is like an accountant-very fussy and 
has to have everything in numbers") . 

While this extravaganza was going 
on, the sessions were getting under 
way. (See News Briefs for further 
reports. ) 

Keynote speaker was Rep. Cor
nelius E. Gallagher (D., N.J.) who 
enlarged on recent talks warning of 
the dangers of computerized invasion 
of privacy-particularly in the form of 
the Budget Bureau's proposed nation
al data, bank. Stanley Rothman of 
TRW Systems and Alan Westin of 
Columbia Univ. also commented on 
the problem, with Rothman taking 
the position that adequate planning 
for use of safeguards now available 
should lead to appropriate solutions. 

At a press conference later, Gal-
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lagher used the occasion to make the 
first announcement of his planned 
committee hearings on credit bureaus 
to assess the dangers to personal 
privacy from that direction. 

more privacy 
, Wednesday morning, after the ses-. 

sion chaired by Willis Ware dealing 
with security and privacy in computer 
systems, some old hands in the time
sharing business got down to practical 
matters in a panel discussion of the 
privacy problem, with examples from 
their own operations. 
, The panelists were Dr. Robert Ga

lati of the New York State Identifica
tion and Intelligence System, James 
Babcock of Allen-Babcock Comput
ing, and Edward Glaser of MIT's 
MAC. 

The comments of most interest were 
those that might be considered sup
plementary fo Rep. Gallagher's posi
~ion-in that the panel participants 
considered some of the ways that 
time-sharing systems may improve the 
chances of maintaining privacy. . 

Babcock noted, for example, that 
in the past it was impossible to have 
secure information systems as long as 
they were manual. Time-sharing, he 
said, is the latest step in assuring 
security since it even gets the pro
grammers out of the machine room. 

Glaser said that the "computer 
makes it' easier to invade privacy but 
also easier to protect it." And he re
minded the audience that "for $50 
worth of phone calls you can find out 
anything about anybody in this coun
try." Systems should be compart
mented, he said, and this is already 
being done anyway to simplify check
out procedures. 

A question from the floor: Isn't it 
a waste of time to guard the com
puter system but not the communica
tions lines? Babcock's answer: If you 
don't think your phone line is secure, 
call the Justice Department. 

A special session on Thursday, 
chaired by James Anderson; brought 
together some top management Illem
bers for a panel discussion of manage
ment conditions needed for successful 
use of management information sys
tems. Only two of the five panelists 
listed in the program showed up:·Bruce 
Curry of RCA and A. D. Norelli of
Union Carbide. A later recruit was 
Eric Waldbaum of E. J. Korvette. 

Curry said he thought there was a 
payoff on MIS but that he was against 
the theme that we would all be wired 
in by CRT's soon. "Fanciful articles," 
he said, "create a major obstacle to 
management information systems," 
presumably because they inflame the 
managers who are soon disenchanted 
and then want nothing to do' with 

WHY 
are programmers 
like "the Shoe

maker's Children" 

\ 

Because they spend so much 
thought and energy' doing 
the jobs 'as a programmer 
they never have time to think 
about programming their 
own careers. This is a good 
time to think about it, now 
that there are many attractive 
openings for programmers 
at Univac. Don't be like the 
Shoemaker's children who 
are usually barefoot. Take 
time to program for yourself, 
put yourself in your shoes
and plan! 

And while you're plan
ning, include your thoughts 
on helping UNIVAC advance 
the art in such areas as real 
time applications, <tommand 
and control, compiler and 
machine language develop
ment, discrimination param
eter determination or re
search and methods, just to 
highlight a few areas. 

Get your walking shoes 
ready. Then takethatmoment 
to think about programming 

, your own career. If we can 
help (and we can), write: 
R. K. Patterson, Personnel 
Manager, Dept. 117. 

Write today and make an 
appointment with tomorrow 

UNIVAC 
DIVISION OF SPERRY RAND CORP. 

FEDERAL SYSTEMS DIVISION 
275D WEST SEVENTH BLVD. 
ST. PAUL. MINNESOTA 55116 
An equal opportunity employer M/F 
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An Optical Document Processing System that can re?d 
any or all of the following codes or languages including 
a combination of any four of them on the same docu
ment in a single machine run transferring the informa-
tion to magnetic or punched 'paper tape. ' 
• Documents created by gang punching humanly readable 

characters such as payment coupons. 
• Documents produced on the high-speed printer of any 

computer such as monthly statements. 
• Encoding that is printed when the blank forms are printed 

to number the document or payment. 
• Encoding that is either perforated or imprinted on a sales 

ticket from a charge card at time of purchase. 
• Amounts perforated on sales tickets or statements as a 

by-product of checking extensions or accumulating control 
totals. . 

• Variable information marked manually bya special pencil 
or pen. 
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SEETHE ODPS 216 
AT BOOTHS 
333 AND 335, 

DPMIt EXHIBIT, 
BOSTON, 

JUNE 20-23. 
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NEW family of 
standard precision 
CRT displays! 
• HIGH RESOLUTION 
• HIGH SPEED 

For applications in: • Film 
and hard copy printing re
corders • Programmable 
flying spot scanners for 
film reading • Radar dis
plays • Computer output 
displays • TV monitors 
Send for specs and prices 
on Series PD 1000, PD 
1100 and PD 1200. 

j • 
i' j 
j 

$< • 
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TELEMUX lets YOU transmit more TTY tralliC 
lor less dOllars than YOU are now paying. 
Here is an immediate solution to·the problem of rate increases in communication 
channel costs. A Telemux data communications system uses only a single voice
grade line to transmit information from as many as 60 telegraph circuits at high 
speed. And Telemux does'it for considerably less money than you are presently 
paying for packaged line rates. 
Time Division Multiplexing-provides economical transmission of multiple TTY 
circuits on one channel 
Modular IC Design-plug-in assemblies designed with integrated circuits let you 
tailor-make- your own system ' 
Fail-Safe ReliabiJity-100% duplication of circuits that could cause total interrup-
tion of data transmission ' 
Intermix Speeds & Codes-intermix speeds of from 60 to 200wpm and character 
lengths of 5, 6, 7 or 8 units . 
Geographic Distribution or Point-to-Point-economical for either multiple station 
networks or point-to-point installations 
Send for Telemux Bulletin No. 67-H for 
detailed information, or call Louis E. 
Swinand, (609) 424-2400 cacoMmm:D 
DACOM DIVISION COMPUTER TEST CORPORATION U 
Three Compute~ Drive, Cherry Hill, New Jersey 08034 • (609) 424-2400 , 
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MIS. He' stressed the idea that such 
systems must be designed to' consider 
the needs of all levels of manage
ment-executive, staff, and operational. 
Who needs what varies greatly with 
the type of business: the top manage
ment of an airline cares about daily 
details while it's middle management 
in some 'businesses. 

Curry noted that RCA is just start
ing 'an MIS course for management 
and has about 300 executives signed 
up. 

Norelli, describing the MIS activi
ties at Union Carbide, said, «We are 
now installing the kind of data pro
cessing operational systems that we 
were talking about 10 years ago." 
One area of particular success in their 
operations has been use of computer 
analysis to determine the proper prod
uct mix to fit market conditions. 

Carrying on the theme of manage
ment's need to know which level of 
management needs detailed informa
tion, Waldbaum pointed out that in 
retailing it is the lower levels who 
act on data received before top man
agement even sees it. 

All participants agreed on the es
sential need for involvement of man
agement in any design efforts leading 
to information systems. 

system standardization 
The conference banquet speaker 

was Maj. Gen. J. W. O'Neill, com
mander of the Air Force Electronic 
Systems Div. He reviewed Air Force 
activities in using computers to im
prove support for management, com
mand, scientific applications, and 
operations. In describing the prolifera
tion of computer makes and program
ming languages at AF facilities, he 
summarized the need for some degree 
of standardization-a need that will 
presumably be partially met by the 
recent award of the big Phase 2 con
tract to IBM. 

As the weary hordes scrambled for 
transportation home, the general con
clusion on Atlantic City as a conven
tion site seemed to be that that's the 
only thing it's good for. The hall is 
big enough for even more exhibitors 
with even more gaudy displays; the 
hotels are ample, if beat-up, and 
conveniently clust'ered; and visitors 
are attracted to both the exhibits and 
the sessions since there's nothing else 
to do. 

We would like to take this oppor
tunity to deny a rumor heard at our 
booth that the enormous demand for 
DATAMATION bags at the show was 
caused by the Viet Cong using thein 
to carry their supplies south. • 
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Yes, the Potter SC-I080 tape trans
port has all three features. 

1. There are no mechanical field ad
justments or settings of any kind. 

2. Tape loading is the easiest and 
fastest you've ever seen. All you do 
is to mount the supply reel on the 
QUICK-LOCKTM hub assembly and 
thread it directly to the take-up reel. 
The rest is done automatically at the 
touch of the LOAD button. Thread
ing around rollers, multiple capstans 
and guides is completely eliminated. 
3. The tape path is designed so that 
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only the head touches the oxide sur
face. During rewind the head is re
tracted and nothing touches oxide. 
The SC-I080 operates up to 150 ips 
in all industry compatible formats 
including 1600 bpi, phase modulated 
recording. Rewind speed is 290 ips 
average, less than 100 seconds for a 
2400 foot reel. 
Solid-state drive electronics with dy-

namic braking and plug-in transistor
ized or integrated circuits are virtually 
maintenance-free. For all the facts, 
write, wire or phone us today. 
International Sales Offices: 

Potter Instrument Co., Ltd., 
McGraw-Hill House, Maidenhead, 
Berkshire, England· Maidenhead 20361 
Cable: PICO Maidenhead 
Facit AB, Stockholm 7, Sweden
Stockholm (08) 23 7580· Cable: FACIT 
Facit GmbH, Bonner Strasse 117, Duesseldorf. 
Germany-791101 • Telex: 858-2415 

POTTE~ 
®INSTRUMENT CO., INC. 

151 Sunnyside Blvd • • Plainview, N. Y.11803 • (516) 681-3200. TWX(510) 221-1852. Cable: PICa 
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Just a few little bumps 
can make a 

magnetic tape a dropout. 

We make new Celanar Low Profile polyester film with a 
surface three times as smooth as other leading pre
mium polyester films. Because the smoother the film 
base, the smoother the computer tape can be made. 
And the fewer "bumps" in the tape, the fewer drop
outs and data error. 

That's not all. The far smoother profile of Celanar 
LP film permits thinner coatings. It also gives extreme 
resistance to computer "snow" or backing debris. 

Celanar LP film has unusual flexibility. Durability. 
Tensile strength. And scratch resistance. We designed 

OTHER POLYESTER FILMS. 
SURFACE MAGNIFIED 400X. (UNRE· 
TOUCHED PHOTO·MICROGRAPH.) 

.( 
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So we smooth even 
micro-bumps out 
of new Celanar LP Polyester film. 

CELANAR LOW PROFILE FILM. 
FAR GREATER SMOOTHNESS. AB· 
SENCE OF SURFACE IRREGULARI
TIES. (400X UNRETOUCHED PHOTO
MICROGRAPH.) 

it to provide just about everything you could ask for in 
a tape material. 

You can buy major-brand magnetic tapes based on 
new Celanar LP polyester film right now. We'll gladly 
tell you where. And supply the facts .. 
about what Celanar LP film can do for 
your computer -and you. Please write 
to: Celanese Plastics Co~pany, Dept. 
113-F, P.O. Box 629, Linden, N. J. 
07036. Celanese® CELANESE 

Celanar® PLASTICS COMPANY 

Celanese Plastics Company is a division of Celanese Corporation. 
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the 
sdhizopbrenia4ree 

computer 
It's notthat all those other, conventional 
digital machines are mentally ill. But 
they do show signs of split personality 
when forced to process analog signals. 
Not so with Ambilog 200. 

Ambilog 200 is a general purpose 
hybrid computer designed right from 
the start to operate in both the analog 
and digital worlds. We call Ambilog 200 
hybrid because it integrates a parallel 
processing array with a sequential 
digital controller. The parallel array 
contains arithmetic elements which 
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are combined analog-digital. Analog 
and digital data can be processed 
Simultaneously in a single 
program step. 

Ambilog 200 simply cannot be 
compared with conventional machines. 
It offers far greater computing power 
per unit cost. And when it comes to 
communicating with the analog world, 
Ambilog 200 doesn't need special 
adapters or extra linkages. 

Ambilog 200 is ~ fully modular gp 
computer with a wide range of 
expansion options and I/O peripherals. 
System software includes a monitoring 
and operating system with on-line 
editing and debugging, and a self-
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extending macro assembler. Fortran, 
too. (We're at least that conventional.) 

Perhaps you have an on-line 
application involving data acquisition 
and reduction, or Signal analysis, 
simulation, or computer graphics. 
You could help support mental health 
by considering Ambilog 200. 

At least it might help keep you 
off the couch. 

>q~!'2Q 
1079 Commonwealth Avenue 
Boston, Massachusetts 02215 
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W'ould you believe a 
CalComp plotter and any 

computer can draw pictures 
like these in seconds? 

a perspective sketch of your new plant 

molecular structure diagrams' apparel patterns, graded for sizes and even the Mona Lisa 

it can 
Call or write Dept. 0-6, California Computer Products. Inc .. 305 Muller. Anaheim. California 92803. Phone (714) 774-9141 . 

••••••• Standard of the Plotting Industry 
(Talented, Engineers and Programmers required-rig,ht now.) 
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IBM announces: 

big computer features for the Ulittle" 1130. 

Now you can get a faster, more powerful, more 
responsive IBM 1130 Computing System. We've just 
introduced five new CPU models. We've extended the 
range of input/ output speeds and on-line storage 
capacities. And we've improved data communications 
capabilities for the 1130. 

In short, we've enhanced the present 1130 line so 
it can grow as your needs grow. Now you can get an 
1130 that will tackle the big jobs-an 1130 with bigger 
capacities and faster th roughput. 
Five new CPU's. Now you have a wider choice 
of core sizes and speeds. We've added five new CPU's 
for a total of nine. You can get an 1130 with 4K, 8K~ 
16K or 32K words of core, depending on your require
ments. And you have '3. choice of two memory speeds. 

Up to five disk drives. Now you can hook on 
up to five disk drives for an on-line capacity of 
2,560,000 words. All five disks can be operated simul
taneously. Since the drives use interchangeable disk 
cartridges, you can amass unlimited off-line storage. 
Faster printers and readers. Take your pick 
of three printers with speeds ranging up to 600 lines 
a minute. Choose one of four card readers with 
speeds ranging from 300 to 1000 cards a minute. You 
can even add an optical mark page reader. With an 
expanded line of I/O gear, you can put the 1130 to 
work on a wider range of applications. 
Improved data communications. With the;" , 
improved Synchronous Communications Adapter, the " 
1130 can become an economical terminal for your 
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SYSTEM/360 while retaining its stand-alone comput
ing power. The adapter can transmit at 2400 bits per 
s'econd in either of two modes-Synchronous Trans
mit Receive (STR) or Binary Synchronous (BSe) de
pending on your interfaces and programs. With the 
addition of BSe, you get more efficient, more flexible 
data transmission because it is code-insensitive. 
New Disk Monitor System. IBM supports the 
1130 with a Disk Moni~or System which includes a 
FORTRAN compiler, a Supervis~)r Program, a Disk 
Utility Program, an Assembly Program and a Sub-

C·' routine Library. . 
".: Then, there's quite an array of application programs 

already available for the 1130. In the engineering 
fields, for example, there are programs for civil engi-

neering, programs for petroleum engineering and 
exploration, programs' for gear and spring design. 
There are scientific subroutines, linear programming 
and project control programs. There are commercial 
subroutines for applications like payroll and cost 
accounting. 
Room for growth. With the expanded capabili
ties of the IBM 1130, you have ,a system that will grow 
with you. As your company or department grows, as 
your data processing applications become more num
erous, your 1130 will keep right in step. Extended 
capabilities, powerful programming support, versatil
ity, growth potential. These are the 
thingsyou get,alongwith IBM service, IBM 
from the 1130, our "little" computer. ® 



Hire The Competent Partners 
For Your Computer 

Paper Tape 
Perforator F766A: 
Precise a nd rugged 
model with a perforating 
speed of 200 rps. 6 or 
8 code level and built·in 
feed check device. 

A computer cannot express direct dissatisfaction with 

her peripheral system. But there are ways you can tell. 
Lagging input, a piled up printout job or too much off
the·job time. FUJITSU can satisfy you AND your computer 
with a perfect range of high-performance peripheral 

equipment. Each component has high-speed treating 

capability and fieldproven reliability backed up by our 

proven technology. Hire them and your computer will 
take a new lease on efficient operation. 

Magnetic Tape Unit F603: Line Printer F642: 

Paper Tape Reader 
F748A: 
Dependable and eco
nomical. 1,000 rps read
ing speed. 6 or 8 code 
level. Double-read check 
system built in. 

A single capst'an, direct·drive uf1it that assures more 
than ter} times longer tape life; simple tape loading 
and fast, smooth operation. Five models. available. 
200, 556 and 800 rpi recording density. Tape speed: 
75 and 120 ips. 7 or 9 tracks. Compatible with IBM-
729 and 2,400 series. Backward reading feasible. 

Rugged, high·speed 'printer with wide compatibility. 
Printing speeds: 500-1,500 lines/min. Number of 
printable characters: 16-109. 136 columns. Low
speed model F643 also available-400-120 lines/ 
min. Number of printable characters: 50 or 100. 
80 columns. 
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Other peripheral· equipment by FUJITSU: 
.Magnetic Tape Unit • Magnetic Drum Unit· Magnetic Disc Unit 
• Magnetic Card Unit· Magnetic Disc Pack Unit· Magazine File 
• Card Reader • Paper Tape Reader • Optical Character Reader 
• Line Printer· Card Punch. Paper Tape Perforator· X-Y Plotter 
Electronic Printer· Punch Typewriter 

For the full details on these peripheral equipment, please write to: 

® FUJITSU LIM ITED 
Communicationj and lfecironicJ 

Marunouchi, Tokyo, Japan 
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JO news. briefs 
$100-MILLION CONTRACT 

STAYS WITH IBM, AF SAYS 

Honeywell, Burroughs, and RCA 
have met with Air Force Secretary 
Harold Brown to file protests over the 
April selection of IBM for the largest
ever single edp contract-the $100-
million-plus Phase II Base Level Auto
mation Standardization program. Re
portedly, the questions were: why did 
the AF go for a bid. that was $50 
million more than the others, and how 
about are-evaluation? 

The AF reply was that it doesn't 
recognize any difference in the price 
because "you can't compare apples 
and oranges," the three losers not hav
ing passed all . mandatory require
ments. The AF will continue to an
swer all' questions from vendors, a 
spokesman says. Thus, the only alter
native left to the losers is to take 
the issue to "higher authority," which 
may still occur. . 

The Air Force has not announced 
the figures of the bids, and the con
tents of the protests have not been 
made public, but one source says 
that IBM's bid was for $115 million 
purchase price ( purchase and/or 
lease decision to be announced in 
July) for 135 systems, and $20 million 
for maintenance over six years. The 
Phase II contract calls initially for 
100-160 compatible systems capable 
of 100% modularity (whatever that 
means), but it ultimately could con
tain or be tied into other major pro
grams, namely the personnel data sys
tem now in NCR 390's around the 
world, which will probably begin to 
be replaced by 1969, and the Base 
Level Supply system with over 160 
Univac 1050's (some still being in
stalled) which has at least five years 
more of life. The AF says that even 
if the personnel system is included 
under Phase II, other manufacturers 
will of course have, as always, equal 
opportunity with IBM in going after 
subsequent contracts. But one source 
says that the Phase II selection will 
undoubtedly discourage bids ( which 
for this contract cost each bidder up
wards of $1 million) for any AF pro-

, curements, and particularly noted that 
some decisions have already been 
made not to bid on the 10- to 12-sys
tem Air Force Logistics Command 
program. Phase II, this source said, is 
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interpreted by many manufacturers as 
a movement toward total one-manu
facturer business systems on most 
bases. ' 

The AF computer selection proce
dure has been the most highly touted 
in the government-indeed in the com
puter field: And this particular set of 
specifications, aiming at standardiza
tion, system compatibility and modu~ 
larity to improve efficiency and cut 
costs has been called a framework 
upon' which many agencies and firms 
will be building their own specs. But 
several criticisms have been leveled at 
the point-grading system on the evalu
ation criteria, which generally are 
cost, support, technical performance, 
and benchmark tests. Further, one 
bidder feels that the relative value 
applied to each of these criteria 
should be divulged, although it has 
not been AF policy to do so.' 

Among the rumors that crackled 
after the selection was that IBM's 
bid did not meet specifications. The 
AF, annoyed at the, allegation that 
they would chuck the foot-high specs 
developed after countless meetings of 
selection and command personnel and 
based on years of mass-procurement 
experience, emphasized that there 
were basic requirements and IBM met 
everyone of them. 

The reason a bidder loses is never 
divulged to the public, but at least 
one problem that' reportedly lost 
points for RCA was the use of the new 
Friden 731'1 terminal which still had 
several bugs in it at the time of the 
tests. Burroughs also used and had 
trouble with the unit, but the firm 
moved to the IBM 1050 it had on 
hand for the test. 

The systems that were bid to re
place the Phase I B-263's (over 160), 
IBM 1401's, and RCA 301's (about 
25) were the IBM 360/30 and 40, a 
modified Burroughs 2500 (the 2503), 
the Honeywell 1200 and 2200, and 
the RCA Spectra 70/35 and 45. The 
mysterious Univac, it turned out, had 
pulled out of the contest five days 
before 'the bids were due last year 
because the AF required the award 
be on a year-to-year, fixed-price basis, 
and Univac feels that if fixed price is 
required, the contract should also be 
.multi-year-ironically, a reason IBM 
was rumored early in the year to have 
withdrawn from the bidding. 

SPACEBORNE COMPUTER NEEDS 
OUTLINED BY NASA 
At a briefing for' industry last month, 
NASA outlined its systems nee~s as 
space missions are measured not in the 
number of orbits but in years' of 
travel, and as vehicles become sub
jected to intense heat in the several 
hundred degrees Centigrade range. 
Speaking of these needs, Gene G. 
Mannella of NASA's Electronics Re
search Center in Cambridge, Mass., 
said: "Techniques must be developed 
which will permit elementary decision 
functions aboard unmanned vehicles 
for alteration of mission profiles with
out continuous recourse to human in
tervention and, ultimately, to a more 
sophisticated type of integrated ex
periments package in which the in
strumentation comprises a laboratory 
which is controlled continuously by 
the on-board computer." 

The computer, Mannella said, 
should be . a multiprocessor system 
with a "pool. of identical memory and 
processing elements switched into ap
propriate combinations as one or more 
tasks demand service." The multipro
cessororganization would have the 
advantage of being able to serve many 
different functions on· a mission with
out being subject to the catastrophic 
failure· of the single processor. Two 
key hardware advances offering hope 
for multiprocessing are microelectron
ic and' batch fabrication techniques, 
which could provide volume reduc
tion and higher memory capacities, 
Mannella added. (The laminated fer
rite stack reportedly represents a 75: 1 
volume reduction over the memory 
of an IBM 7094.) The trend toward 
LSI will help in achieving additional 
advantages, he said. Also, he added, 
software-particularly computer lan
guages and programming concepts
must advance correspondingly. 

Speaking on microelectronics, NA
SA'S W. Crawford Dunlap noted that 
"the Apollo computer represents one 
of the most advanced operational 
microcircuit applications." This com
puter has 5,600 micrologic gates that 
are the equivalent component count 
of 39,200 resistors and transistors. 

The computer requirement for the 
year 2000 on a planetary explorer, 
Dunlap said, will be "cognitive multi
processor" capable of processing up 
to 99% of the raw data on board in 
order to minimize the communications 
problem. It will probably have to pro
vide as many as 1010 logic elements 
and 109 memory bits to do it, and 
still be the same size as the one 
cubic foot Apollo computer, he added. 

"The solar probe, which may in
volve a spacecraft orbiting only 4.5 
million miles from the sun, in an 

. ambient of about 500-BOO°C., depend-
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ing on the thermal shielding, will re
quire dp equipment . . . outside the 
scope of presently available circuitry. 
The same may be said for the Venus 
lander, which may have to operate 
for days, weeks, or months, on the 
surface of Venus at more than 
4000 C." 

The current silicon monolithic struc
tures are not suitable for environ
ments above 150-175 0 C. Thus the 
question is, should the silicon be 
replaced with a higher temperature 
material? Use thin-film electronics 
which may have a high range? Or use 
vacuum tube microelectronics? NASA 

Dunlap said, is working on all thre~ 
areas. 

BILLS, BILLS, BILLS 
AND GOVERNMENT EDP 
Congress is pregn<:lnt with plans for 
applying systems analysis and dp to 
government administration, but wheth
er any offspring will result and when 
is problematical. .' , 

The bill with the best chance of 
enactment this session is probably 
S355, the proposed Legislative Re
organization Act. Passed by the Sen
ate in March, it awaits the pleasure 
of the House Rules Committee. S355 
empowers BOB, GAO, and Treasury 
to setup a government-wide standard 
classification system for budgetary 
and fiscal information, and a dp sys
tem for dishing up this data in re
sponse to Congressional needs. The 
bill also establishes a Joint Committee 
on Congressional Operations to study 
potential applications within Congress, 
and a.uthorizes the Legislative Refer
ence Service, renamed the Legislativ~ 
Research Service, to acquire and oper
ate a dp system. 

In the first session of this Congress, 
Sen. Ted Kennedy introduced SJ187 
to study the feasibility of an informa
tion retrieval system capable of serv
ing all three government levels. Bas
ically, data on federal aid programs 
would be cranked in, together with 
progress reports and evaluations. Ap
plicants for grants would consult this 
data base to find out whether they 
were eligible, how much and what 
kind of assistance they could qualify 
for. Federal officials would tap off 
management information periodically. 
SJ187 didn't get very far last session, 
but Kennedy was preparing to rein
troduce the bill as we went to press. 

Sen. Edmund Muskie has intro
duced two bills (S1485 and S699) 
which would help underwrite state 
and local personnel administration. 
programs. A major aim is to develop 
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better methods. Projects using dp are 
specifically included. The bills also 
would help support the training of 
state and local dp technicians, among 
other . specialists. Non-government 
agencies could be hired as teachers. 
Hearings were recently held on S 1485 
and S699, and legislation should be 
reported out soon. 

Another Muskie bill (Senate Res
olution 68) would establish a Senate 
committee on Technology and the 
Human Environment, to study the 
future impact of machines on man, 
including computers. The committee 
is to report in 1970. This proposal 
received a hearing in April. Four 
other bills along the same general 
lines have been introduced: 

S467, authored by Hugh Scott, 
would set up a National Committee 
on Public Management; the House 
version, HR20, was introduced by 
Brad Morse, Of Massachusetts; HR 
6698, proposed by Rep. Emilio Dad
dario, Connecticut, provides for a 
Technology Assessment Board. In 
each case, the group would be com
posed largely of non-government ex
perts. Meanwhile, Sen Gaylord Nel
son, of Wisconsin, has introduced 

. S430, to underwrite systems analysis 
studies of national problems by fed
eral, state, and local governments with 
outside help. 

GSA MOVES TO 
I 

IMPLEMENT BROOKS BILL 

GSA will purchase 14 computer sys
tems presently leased by federal agen
cies, establish inter-agency dp net
works, centralized tape-cleaning and 
certifying facilities, and may finance 
prototype development of a new data 
re~uction system in fiscal '68, if Con
gress approves. 

The approval will consist of appro
priating $10 million to launch, in 
fiscal '68, the revolving fund author
ized by the Brooks bill. These plans 
were described at a House Appro
priations subcommittee hearing in 
March; the testimony was released re
cently. The Congressmen were recep
tive, so GSA probably will get the 
money. The hearings also revealed 
that federal agencies requesting ap
propriations to acquire dp equipment 
will be out of luck if suitable excess 
gear is available, or sharing is prac
tical. The management information 
system that GSA is setting up to con
trol dp equipment inventories should 
go operational this month; BOB hear
ing examiners will rely on it to evalu
ate all related procurement proposals. 

DOD and VA will be among the first 
beneficiaries of the plan to use the 
revolving fund for equipment pur
chases. Reportedly, up to $5 million 
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THE REALWORLD OF 
HYBRID COMPUTATION 

1. Army Electronics Command, Ft. Monmouth; 2. Bolkow, Germany; 3. C.E.A. France; 
4. Lockheed Missiles & Space Company, Huntsville; 5. Martin Marietta Corp., Denver Div.; 

6. Martin Marietta Corp., Orlando Div.; 7. NASA, Ames Research Center; 8. NASA, Houston; 
9. NASA, Huntsville; 10. Ryan Aeronautical Company, San Diego; 

11. EAI, Los Angeles Computation Center; 12. EAI, Princeton Computation Center. 

We've already delivered 12 major EAI 8900 Hybrid 
Computing Systems. One installation got going so fast, 
that we had trouble gaining access to the computer to 
run the acceptance program. Finally made it, though. 

Our Big Hybrids are hard at work on the most com
plex problems. Solving them, too. 

They are standard systems. That means we could 
standardize on comprehensive software, which costs 
us millions, yet spread the cost over many standard sys
tems, thus providing better and more comprehensive 
software for each customer dollar. 

And there are other benefits. For instance, our cus
tomers, can train personnel and get a head start on pro
'gramming and debugging their problems even before 
delivery of their hybrid syste,ms, because two of our 
Computer Centers already have complete 8900 instal
lations. Further, standardization means all our cus-

tamers can take advantage of updated software and 
the constantly growing experience of the 8900 User's 
Group. 

Our standard EAI 8900 Hybrid consists of a standard 
8800 analogi hybrid computer, a standard 8400 digital 
computer, a standard interface and standard software. 
We are directly responsible for all phases of the system 
-therefore, there's nobody else involved-and no 
question about who takes "total system responsibility". 
Above all, you get a working hybrid computing system 
-not just two linked computers. 

We've published a lot of information on EAI hybrid 
computers. Tell us which of the following you'd like, 
and we'll send it promptly: 1. "Hybrid Computation ... 
What is it? ... Who needs it?" 2. "Spe,ctrum of Applica
tions For the Modern Hybrid Computer." 3. "The EAI 
8900 Hybrid Computer." 

E AI®ELECTltONIC ASSOCIATES, INC. 

EAI is the only one who makes the whole hybrid. West LongBranch, New Jersey 
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has been earmarked for this purpose. 
Another $1 million is earmarked 

for in-house mag tape cleaning facil
ities. The Air Force will do the work 
for other federal agencies. AF now 
operates 23 cleaning plants through
out the U.S. Centralized tape certifi
cation will be handled by another fed
eral agency, at a facility located in 
the Washington, D.C. area. 

An unspecified' amount will be in
vested in inter-agency dp networks 
linking third generation computers 
operated by certain agencies to re
mote installations operated by others. 
NASA'S Slidell, La., facility is one likely 
nucleus; another is Navy equipment 
in southern California. 

The new d,ata reduction system 
utilizes a small bismuth-coated or 
nickel foil tablet. Data is "drilled" in 
by a concentrated electron beam (a 
laser has not been tried, but it's a 
possibility). A tablet less than 2 in. 
in diameter reportedly stores all the 
data on a 2400-foot reel of half-inch 
mag tape. The system was developed 
by John Dove, a civilian engineer at 
the Rome, N.Y., Air Development 
Center. He was aided by Braddock, 
Dunn, and McDonald, a scientific
engineering development firm. Be
sides GSA and the Air Force, Bryant 
Computer ,Products, IBM, Univac, and 
Litton are reportedly interested. Right 
now, the system is only a breadboard. 
About $250K is needed to build a 
prototype, which 'is where the revolv
ing fund comes in. 

GSA also disclosed, at the hearing, 
that it plans to hire 15 more dp 
managers. The federal government 
expects'to acquire about $410 million 
worth of computing gear in fiscal '68, 
versus $398 million in '67. 

USER ROYALTIES REQUIRED 
BY COPYRIGHT BILL 
The hassle over the pending copy
right bill entered the final round this 
month after Sen. John McClellan's 
Judiciary subcommittee collected sev
eral days' testimony on computers. 
Despite, or perhaps because of, the 
extended discussion, the Senate is like
ly to approve a bill patterned closely 
after the measure which the House 
passed early this year. 

That bill (HR 2512) requires com
puter users to pay royalties, or at 
least get prior permission, before in
putting or outputting virtually any 
copyrighted work, including compufer 
programs. Educators contend the 
House bill is inconsistent because it 
permits copyrighted material to be 
used royalty-free in conventional class-
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rooms but takes away this freedom if 
the same material is used in a com
puter-assisted instruction system. 

Presidential Science Adviser Donald 
F. Hornig sent a letter to Sen. Mc
Clellan, near the end of the hearing, 
suggesting that the pending legisla
tion would hobble programmed in
struction and information retrieval sys
tems being sponsored by the federal 
government. Spokesmen for the Inter
university Communications Council 
(EDUCOM) , Electronic Industries 
Assn., and other groups had, said as 
much earlier. 

Dr. Hornig wanted DOD, NASA, and 
other big federal users of automated 
information handling systems to have 
their day in the committee room. He 
also reported that COSATI, the scien
tific clearing house within the Execu
tive branch, should complete a study 
of the copyright law's impact some
time this month. Sen. McClellan 
agreed to give the agencies a day to 
present their case; also, the COSATI 
report will be added to the hearing 
record. 

Frank Merriwell frequently saved 
the day by appearing' at the last 
minute, but Dr. Hornig, according to 
many observers, will be less success
ful. The House, they point out, spent 
years drafting a new copyright bill, 
and isn't likely to welcome far-reach
ing, last-minute revisions, particularly 
when proposed to the Senate first. 

Privately, several computer users 
say they can live with the bill as is. 
Much of the argument about infringe
ment, they admit, is rhetorical since 
IBM, RCA, and GE, the chi~f pro'ducers 
of computerized information handling 
equipment, have publishing affiliates 
and aren't about to sue themselves 
or their customers. Users think an 
advisory commission could ameliorate 
any other problems. A strong push 
is being made to provide for one in 
the pending bill. 

SUPER-SCALE COMPUTER 
PROPOSED BY ELLIOTT 

For more than two years there have 
been murmurings among French, Ger
man and British manufacturers that 
they intend to resist the American in
vasions into the big scientific, univer
sity and time-sharing markets. With 
some costly experience behind them, 
however, they have been reluctant to 
tum their threats into promises. But 
at the beginning of May, EII;ott Auto
mation summoned up courage and 
made the first really big bid for a 
market that could escalate to way 
over $200 million by 1975. 

, Elliott is proposing to develop two 
new systems called the 4140 and 
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4140-4150. There is one proviso. They 
are asking the British government to 
guarantee six orders for universities, 
science research co~ncils, and defence 
establishments. To the trained Ameri
can commercial eye, this may smack 
of a smart piece of horse trading some
where along the line. 

As it happens, this ain't so. For 
Elliott could well have come up with 
a proposal that will get Britain, and 
other European governments such as 
France and Germany, out of a jam. 

The story dates back to January '66 
when a special committee, chaired by 
Professor Brian Flowers, produced 
far-reaching recommendations for the 
'establishment of a national system of 
computers for science and universities. 
The scheme was to be based on a 
number of regional centers; (archiv
ists who probe the past performance 
of DATAMATION will find that this pro
posal was officially accepted as a 
splendid' idea). But there have been 
delays. 

The proposals were put to a govern- . 
ment which is committed to bolstering 
a national industry. But in their no
holds-barred report, the Flowers Com
mittee underlined the supremacy of 
the U.S, in large machine develop
ment. It went as far as to say that the 
big systems for the future were not 
available from the U.K. 

Specifying these much needed 
super-processors in general terms, 
they recommended machines of up to 
100 times the power of 7090's for their 
advanced program. The past 18 months 
has seen some argument behind locked 
government doors. But the question of 
who develops the big machines re
mained unanswered. Against this back
ground, Elliott decided to jump in. 
They have made some big machine 
proposals to the government, univer
sities and whoever else will listen. 

The Elliott men have set out to 
meet the requirements put down by 
the Flowers Committee. 

The 4140 is constructed from fast 
integrated circuits and core stores of 
128K and 650 and 350 nanoseconds 
cycle time. The system is 24 bit words. 
It uses paging, but with special small 
pages of 64 words, and segmentation. 
Backing store is a 4 million word 
drum. Tapes and discs make up the 
file hierarchy. In various configura
tions, it will batch process with some 
modest time-sharing. Prices are $1 
million to $2.8 million. For going really 
big, the 4150 is added. It is six times 
faster and handles all the number 
crunching requirements of the biggest 
system. The 4140-4150 combinations 
come in the $4 to $6 million class. 
Store sizes are two modules of 128K 
350 nanoseconds and expansion in 
128K modules, plus a store organiser 
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If there were a more flexible 
computer for hybrid systems 
than the CONTROL DATA® 6400, 
McDonnell would 
have bought it. 
Total system responsiveness, computing power 
and the flexibility to handle two complex time~ 
critical hybrid programs concurrently are justl a 
few of the characteristics that make up McDonnell 
Automation Company's CONTROL DATA 6400 
computer system - the nucleus of the most 
comprehensive hybrid computing .facility in op
eration today. 

The large multi-programmed, multi-processing 
6400 serves as the digital partner in a hybrid 

system that includes 11 analog computers. In 
addition to servicing two hybrid computational 
loads concurrently at intervals of 12 to 60 milli
seconds, the 6400 system sGans the digital re
quirements of upcoming hybrid problems, and 
assists in the setup, checkout and maintenance 
of the analog computers. Moreover, each hybrid 
problem, and the program undergoing checkout, 
has available an Entry/Display Device (CRT) for 
control and \ monitoring. 

McDonnell Automation Company is presently 
using the 6400 system to continue and expand 
computations that contributed to the success of 
the Gemini program. Among the 6400's present 
tasks: developing procedures for astronauts and 
testing man-in-the-Ioop control systems. 

For details about the 6400, or for information 
on other Control Data computer systems to meet 
your own requirements, contact your Control 
Data representative or write our Minneapolis ad
dress, Dept. H-67.' 

CONTROL DATA 
CORPORATION 

8100 34th AVE, SO,, MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. 55440 
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and 1024-word 50-nanosecond mem
ory that hitches straight up the CPU. 

While the scheme is at the develop
ment stage, Elliott is shopping for 
other European manufacturers who 
might like to join in. This may be 
sound thinking, because other govern
ments are in a situation not too dis
similar from the British. 

MACHINE LANGUAGE STANDARD 
DEBATED AT SPRING JOINT 
The staggering software development 
costs created by the introduction of 
third generation systems are forcing 
the industry and users to look in all 
corners for solutions. A Spring Joint 
Computer Conference panel began 
exploration of one possibility-stand
ardization of machine language in
structions (defined by chairman Rich- . 
ard Utman as "somewhere between 
the basic operational characteristic of 
the instruction and the assembly lan
guage instruction"). 

Major questions raised about such 
standardization were: would it impede 
or help technological programs; is it 
feasible; and is it necessary? Propo
nent W.R. Lonergan of RCA felt there 
should be some standard language 
close to the hardware and, indeed, 
a de facto standard machine language 
already exists-the IBM 360 set, 
which is one reason the Spectra 70 
language is similar to it. . 

A programmer, Lonergan thought, 
should be able to slightly modify 
existing software in the same manner 
engineers do existing circuits; this 
would enable manufacturers to deliv
er software along with hardware. A 
good example of this was the relative
ly rapid development and delivery 
of total Univac 1108 systems, whose 
software was drawn from that of the 
1107. "From a common platform you 
progress faster." The industry should 
not wait for a better set of instruc
tions to declare them standard; it is 
easy to move from one standard to a 
successor (i.e, FORTRAN II to IV). 

Furthermore, customers no longer 
care what the machine language 

. looks like-they care only about 
throughput per dollar, he noted. 

Brad MacKenzie of Burroughs was 
skeptical about the virtue of such 
standardization and, to boot, was 
against programming in machine or 
assembly language in the first place
a long-practiced Burroughs philoso
phy. 

Unfeasible, was the feeling of R. 
W. Bemer of GE: who could you get 
to agree what the standard should 
be? Even IBM would not want the 
language to be standard. Among the 
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technical decisions the industry would 
have to make, said Bemer, are what 
instructions are indispensable to in
formation processing and whether 
privileged as well as non-privileged in
structions would be included in the 
standard set.. Also, the language 
should not be dependent on im
plementation or h~rdware technique 
and should not impede emulation or 
simulation of an existing computer. 

Bemer also pointed out that the 
process of standardization is slow and 
cumbersome, taking about six years, 
during which changes always occur. 
And if it did come about, it could 
impede progress in the field because: 
1) such standardization may draw 
anti-trust 'accusations against the in
dustry, and 2). the attainment of sta
bility is often followed by a 
characteristic economic resistance to 
change. To the latter, Fred Ihrer of 
Comress commented that it is the re
programming when hardware changes 
that has always slowed the evolution 
of system development. 

PATENT BILL 
PANICS PROGRAMMERS 
To patent or not to patent computer 
programs was the subject of an SJCC 

panel on "Legal Protection of Soft
ware." There were heavy arguments 
on either side, but the immediate issue 
was. whether the pending patent bill 
before Congress should-at this stage 
of the computer industry's develop
ment-exclude programs virtually for
ever from patentability. [Laws can 
be changed, but the process is long.] 

The issue is muddy on numerous 
counts and, according to Applied 
Data Research president Richard 
Jones, the wording of the bill's Section 
106 is even muddier: "A plan of ac
tion or set of operating instructions, 
in whatever form presented, to cause 
a controllable data processor or cOm
puter to perform selected instructions, 
should not be patentable." Some pan
elists warned that the phrase "in 
whatever form" could lead to the in
terpretation that even the hardware 
doing an equivalent job could be 
rendered unpatentable. 

William Keefauver, Bell Telephone 
patent lawyer, noted that the House 
subcommittee on patents had been 
advised by presidential science ad
yiser Donald Hornig to study the 
section and its wording further. This, 
he said, seemed to be an invitation 
to the computer industry to explain 
all conseql}ences of 106 to Congress.' 
The proponents of patenting programs 
pleaded with the audience to write to 
congressIllen about it (Robert Kasten
meier of House Patent and Copy-

right Subcommittee, Emanuel Celler 
of House Judiciary Committee, and 
Sen. McClelland of the Senate Patent 
and Copyright Subcommittee). But 
much to their chagrin, the late Thurs
day session had only a few, listeners 
scattered around the massive Grand 
Ballroom. 

Among the purposes of the patent 
systems, noted chairman Morton Ja
cob~ (patent lawyer involved in ADR'S 

AUTOFLOW patent application), are to 
provide an incentive to invent, to risk 
capital on development and market
ing, to encourage early . public dis
closure of technical information which 
might otherwise be kept secret, and 
to encourage exchange of products 
and services. This is why programs 
should be patented, said Jones; lack 
of protection is "responsible for the 
stagnation of software development," 
and the bill's exclusion would "retard 
a growth industry whose population 
is made up of many small companies." 
Furthermore, the section would en
hance an existing monoply by per
petuating the manufacturers' unfair 
tie-in practices-charging for programs 
in the hardware prices and calling it 
'free'." "The lack of competition ... 
does not encourage manufacturers to 
build the most effective software." 

Frances Thomas of Anelex added 
the peripheral manufacturer's concern 
over lack of protection-both because 
of the effect it has on the growth of 
its users and on the future programs 
that will be developed for peripheral 
systems. 

Stephen Briar from the. Justice De
partment's Anti-Trust Division could 
not take a stand but he did raise 
pertinent questions. Will patent or 
copyright protection actually be an 
incentive to production since it will be 
difficult to find out who is infringing? 
Many user" groups are interested in 
exchanging information . and modify
ing programs; many of them don't 
want' patents because they would 
need a lawyer every time they inno
vate. Possible result: a decrease in 
programming innovations. Too, users 
aren't as interested in selling a pro
gram as in using it, so possibly a 
system could be devised which pro
tects against sale but allows copy 
and use of a program in the user's 
own machine. The copyright, he said, 
is more dangerous than the patent, 
since it is difficult to determine at 
what point one program is a copy of 
another. The patent, at least, only 
protects the original idea, not the 
total program. 

The one panelist against patents 
was Control Data's Thomas Devine, 
who said that, first, it takes too long 
to get a patent, three years, to do the 
inventor much good; and second, that 
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Multiprogramming saves you 
more than just time. 
NCR multiprogramming gets 
more data processing done 
faster by, in effect, letting 
more than one program run at 
a time. An executive program 
keeps one from interfering 
with another. You don't have 
to add a computer to add 
computer capacity. The NCR 
315-502, newest in NCR's Rod 
Memory Computer line, is a 
multiprogramming computer 
with a 160,000-character 
capacity. With the new NCR 
365 Disc Unit, this memory 
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can be expanded to 64 million 
characters. Use it for file 
directories, program overlays 
and tables. It complements 
the high-capacity CRAM (1.98 
billion characters). Add CRT 
units for a more powerful, 
modular management system. 
Every 315-502 user has access 
to NCR software for finance, 
retailing, industry and 
government. Talk about NCR 
multiprogramming with an 
NCR EDP man. You'll have a lot 
going for you. All at one time. 
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Put your problem 
in our 6600 super computer. 

YOu've just acquired the use of the world's largest, 
fastest, most versatile computer - the Control Data® 

6600. It's available now· for the first time on an hourly 
basis at CDC's Los Angeles Data Center. 
Consider the speed and capacity of this system: 
• 3 million instructions per second with double precision 
• 131 K (60-bit) word core central memory - storage in 

4K banks 
• 2 disk files, each with 8 million words (60-bit) 
• 10-function central processor 
• 10 peripheral processors - each with 4K word (12-bit) 

programmable memory 
• 12 bidirectional data channels - each with 2 million 

(6-bit) characters per second 
• 12 high-speed data registers 
• Exchange jump for multiprogramming 

SOFTWARE includes the SCOPE Operating System (pro
viding extensive multiprogramming and multiprocessing 
capabilities), COMPASS Assembly Language, FORTRAN, 
COBOL, SIMSCRIPT, APT, ALGOL-60, File Manager, 
Matrix Algebra Subroutines,SORTIMERGE,and PERTI 
TIME. 
CDC's Los Angeles Data Center - now the largest and 
most powerful in the world - is conveniently located min
utes from Los Angeles International Airport. The 6600 
System is also available via data-phone communication 
through any of the other nine CDC Data Centers across 
the nation. 
For further information, write to: Director, CONTROL 
DATA Los Angeles Data Center, 5630 Arbor Vitae St., Los 
Angeles, California 90045. Or, for immediate action, phone 
(213) 776-2220. 

DATA CENTERS 
DIVISION 

CONTROL DATA 
CORPORATION 
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copyrights are enough to stimulate 
the disclosure of new material for 
the benefit of the public. But exact 
copying is not the worry, proponents 
argued, it is the inventive portion. 
From here the panel and audience 
became embroiled in definitions rela
tive to classes of patentable items 
under existing law. Robert Bailey of 
the Patent Office said that a program 
is neither a machine nor a process 
( a patentable process is one which 
was not within the contemplation of 
the inventor of the machine-and a 
program was, he claimed). Thus the 
program doesn't fit in any statutory 
class, although it is possible that a 
machine with' a program that turns 
it into a new machine may be patent
able. The office has never received 
such an application. 

Several in the audience were in
flamed by the implication that all 
programs were within the purview of 
the computer inventor. Further, chem
ical processes are patentable, said one 

. attendee, but if the. same interpreta
tion were applied to them as to pro
grams, all chemical patents after the 
invention of the bunsen burner should 
be thrown out. It is clear that the 
words "programs," "algorithms," "log
ical processes," and even "informa
tion" (as anything other than an ab
straction) are not well understood by 
lawyers or the Patent Office-and this 
in itself is the fault of the computer 
industry, the lawyer panelists told the 
audience. It was suggested that ade
quate clarification could lead the way 
to a solution, possibly creation of a 
separate category for logical proces·ses. 

SESSION ON LARGE COMPUTERS 
RAISES TEMPERS AT SJCC 
Probably the liveliest session at the 
SJCC was a debate on the best ap
proach to large computing capability. 
Chaired by Gary Hollander, the pan
elists were George West of SDC; Dick 
Fuller of Librascope, Dan Slotnick of 
the Univ. of Illinois, and Gene Am
dahl of IBM. West and Fuller pre
sented their viewpoints in a manner 
relatively free of expostulation. How
ever, Slotnick and Amdahl took such 
vigorous positions relative to their 
architecture and in opposition to the 
other's that it became immediately 
clear between whom the debate 
centered. 

Slotnick was able to draw on the 
technical discussion of the ILLIAC IV 

p:-esented at the conference on the 
preceding day. This described the 
ILLIAC IV as consisting of 256 pro
cessing elements (four quads in linear 
arrays of 64 each) that are individ-
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ually capable of floating point opera
tions on 64-bit words_ Execution time 
for each processing element was esti
mated to be 200 nanoseconds for 

. floating point addition and 350 nano
seconds for floating point multiplica
tion. An overall rr{easure of perform
ance was stated to be equivalent to 
2000 to 10,000 IBM 7094's. As in his 
position paper, Slotnick made scath
ing remarks about the attitude of 
manufacturers (exemplified by those 
having more than 50% of the com
puter market) towards non-conven
tional architecture. 

Amdahl presented a single slide 
that purported to show performance 
relative to the degree of parallelism of 
computational tasks. The pipeline 
architecture was identified to be sig
nificantly superior to processing ar
rays for all except a fraction of prob
lems that were superbly parallel. By 
hardware monitoring of typical IBM 

computing facilities, it had been 
found that 40% of executed instruc
tions were for housekeeping purposes 
-a fact they found to be essentially 
true even for installations thought to 
have problems especially well suited 
to array processing. Also, boundary 
values for array processing are gen
erally very troublesome and unsuited 
to parallel proceSsing. 

Slotnick's retorts to these remarks 
were (a) Amdahl's design was not doc
umented, and therefore it presumably 
could be anything at any time, (b) 
IBM has traditionally, but unsuccess
fully, attempted to make large im
provements in the state of the con
ventional computer art, with the Wat
son-admitted mistake of Stretch, and 
now with rumors that the 90 series 
of the 360 line may be discontinued, 
and ( c ) there are a lot of massive 
problems suited to array processing 
that have not been identified simply 
because there has been no equipment 
suitable for their solution in the past. 

Prof. Gerald Estrin of UCLA had 
asked for the opportunity to make a 
statement, which was to the effect 
that performance figures for ILLIAC 

IV would have to be tested by actual 
machine use before they could be 
deemed to be credible. 

Industry spokesman Herb Grosch 
had also made arrangements to make 
a statement-an eloquent tirade 
against ILLIAC IV and its promulga
tors. He based his right to comment 
in this manner on his association with 
the computer field from the dawn of 
time. One of his strong feelings was 
that the ILLIAC IV project is a travesty 
on the American taxpayer of a mag
nitude in keeping with Project MAC. 

The vitriolic nature of Grosch's com
ments made all that had preceded 
pallid by comparison. 

Two subsequent comments are wor
thy of note-both related to the Grosch 
speech. Slotnick responded by saying 
that he thought the worst thing that 
had been said about him was that 
he was too young, a situation that 
would be corrected with time. A 
questioner from the audience de
scribed his own credentials as dating 
back at least as far as Grosch's, and 
he considered this to be irrelevant to 
the topic at hand (great audience 
applause). . 

Some observers felt that the "de
bate" exceeded the propriety that 
should be accorded to public dialogue 
on controversial technical questions. 
To some extent, the panelists were 
debating different things: two were 
representing architectural viewpoints 
for large-scale but general purpose 
applications; the other two were con
cerned with architecture for special
ized large-scale problems. 

PROCESS COMPUTERS TO 
TOTAL $1 BILLION BY '72 
In an effort to get the most value 
out of the large investments in plants 
and equipment planned, manufac
turers in several major industries will 
be installing over $1 billion worth of 
computers in industrial process con
trol systems in the next five years, ac
cording to GE's Dr. Louis Rader. 

In a late April press seminar, Gen
eral Electric, which leads in PC com
puter installations with 227 of a total 
1,027, enumerated the growth of the 
process control industry and its ap
plications. By industry, chemical and 
petroleum firms will install $80 mil
lion worth of computer systems by 
1972; steel companies will go from a 
present $22 million worth to $47 mil
lion; primary metak-$12-25 million. 
Utilities are another multimegabuck 
market for process control. Develop
ing areas are the automotive ($3.1-17 
million by 1972), textiles, glass, trans
portation, electronic, and education 
and research industries. 

Since the first digital computer
based process control installations in 
1959, examples of cost-savings have 
been shown in all user industries, said 
GE. One customer, an electric utility 
using a system to monitor power plant 
performance, showed an annual sav
ing of $214K on a $900K investment. 
Full control of a hot strip steel mill 
is saving $1 million/year. 

Thus far, most industries have au
tomated one or a few of their pro
cesses. But the increasing emphasis 
on quality, as U.S. products run into 
stiffer competition from abroad, calls 
for integrated manufacturing systems 
whose end function is inspection-a 
job now costing U.S. firms $11 billion 
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Telespeed 750 High-Speed Tape-To-Tape 
equipment can send and receive entire 
inventory records in minutes. 

KEYED 
TO 
CONTROL 
INVENTORY 
COSTS 
In today's marketplace, consumers 
demand variety. Most merchandise 
has to be available in many colors. 
Many styles. And with many fea
ture's. And so it goes throughout all 
industries ... with spiraling inven
tory costs causing serious problems. 

Yet, many companies have cut in
ventory costs while keeping a larger 
selection of stock on hand! They did 
it through dat<;l systems that include 
Teletype data communications 
equipment. 

This is how it works Teletype equip
ment is used to send and receive 
inventory data among warehouses, 
distribution outlets, and a computer 
center. The computer analyzes the 
inventory at each location and con
siders past stock requirements as 
well as seasonal demands and, where 
applicable, possible obsolescence. It 
determines the stock needs and ma
terial requirements of each' ware-
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house and distribution outlet. Then, 
Teletype equipment transmits stock 
replenishment orders quickly and 
accurately. As a result, management 
keeps inventories current and costs 
at a minimum. 

Examples of how Teletype equip
ment can be used in your inventory 
operations are described below. 

Aids decision-making capabilities A 
major producer of heating units re
placed its traditional order handling 
and inventory replenishment method 
with a communications network 
that ties distribution outlets to, its 
computer center via Teletype Model 
35 ASR (automatic send-receive) 
sets. The data system has substan
tially reduced inventory levels, gen
eral administrative and paperwork 
costs, as well as cut four days off the 
entire order p'rocessing cyde: ' 

Though inventory cost reductions 
have been significant, the firm's 
marketing vice president points out 
that the system also supplies man
agement with more comprehensive 
and current reports than previously 
possible. This has improved their 
decision-making capabilities while 
permitting greater flexibility in deal
ing with customer demands. 

Cuts inventory needs 45 percent The 
Wisconsin division of a leading food 
store chain once depended on an 
inventory system in which store 
managers entered stock needs in 
order books. These notations were 
translated to mark sense cards, and 
then converted to punched cards 
for input to a computer. The ,print
out was used to fill and ship each 
store's order~ The ,entire routine 
took three t() four days. ' 

To expedite the procedure, Teletype' 
Model 33 ASR sets were installed in 
each store. Inventory tapes are now 
prepared on these sets an'd trans
mitted . immediately to the com
pany's computer center for further 
processing. Within 24 hours each 
store's inventory needs are filled. 

,Also, backroom stock needs have 
been reduced by 45 percent. Con
sequently, the company plans to cut 
down this 'nonproducing storage 
space in future stores or utilize it 
for additional "front-line" display. 

Eases costs of g'rowing pains One of, 
the midwest's largest distributors of 
ball and roller bearings faced a major 
problem resulting from a tremen
dousgrowth in business. The com
pany's manual order processing and 
inventory procedure was taxed to 
the breaking point.' Inventories sky
rocketed in an attempt to keep 
enough stock on hand to assure 
prompt customer service: 

To ease the problem, each of the 
company's branch offices was 
equipped with Teletype Model 35 
ASR sets. Now' orders are prepared 
on punched paper tape for immedi
ate transmission to company head
quarters. Here they are received in 
both paper tape and page copy 
form. 'The tape is converted to 
punched cards for order processing, 
and the page copy is used for in
ventory control. The new system has 
cut costs and assured management 
of control over the entire operation. 

There are additional capabilities of 
Teletype equipment for improving 
all phases of management's business 
information needs. For instance, 
Telespeed 750 high-speed tape-to
tape equipment can send or receive 
an entire inventory of 7,000 items in 
minutes using only 113 of a tape reel. 
More facts on these capabilities are 
explained in our new brochure, 
"HOW TELETYPE EQU I PMENT MOVES 
DATA FOR YOUR BUSINESS OR INDUS

TRY." For your copy, contact: 
Teletype Corporation, Dept. 81 F, 
5555 Touhy Avenue, Skokie, Illinois 
60076. 

TELETYPE 
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This Teletype Model 35 ASR (Automatic 
Send-Receive) Set can edit order process
ing data, sending'to each department only 
the data required to complete the order. 

machines that make data move 
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a year. Under such systems, a general 
purpose computer would prepare and. 
transmit operational information to the 
process computer at or near a plant, 
which may not only be tied into 
tools and machinery but also into 
plant terminals. From this terminal, 
an operator can call the program for 
a particular manufacturing and inspec
tion process. 

Such integration means an even 
bigger communications equipment 
market in the form of sensors, tele
metry units, modems, multiplexers, 
etc. It now totals $1.9 billion, exclud
ing AT&T and GT&E purchases from 
its own subsidiaries ($2.6 billion). 
GE and others have been successfully 
testing long-distance control. "We re
cently operated a machine tool in 
Virginia from a computer in Arizona 
(2000 miles away) ... ," and the 
machine performed flawlessly, 'the 
finn said. 

PL/I PROGRESS, PROBLEMS 
DISCUSSED; USERS WARNED 
One of PL/I's creators, Doug McIlroy 
of Bell Labs, candidly discussed his 
child before a meeting of the L.A. 
chapter of the Assn. for Computing 

Machinery last month. 
"PL/I IS really very good," he said, 

considerihg . . . "the time and re
sources allotted it, and the pressures 
put upon it."· He admitted that the 
language has many' holes (scope of 
variable names is the biggest one) and 
that it is very difficult. "Most of .you 
won't use it." he told his audience, 
"and beginners can't' use it." 

The major emphasis of the talk was 
upon the major goals for upgrading 
the language once it's working in the 
"universe" of the computation center, 
"two' years from now." Categories of 
improvements needed, listed in order 
of importance: program structuring, 
modes of access to data, presentation 
(I/O), and data operations. . 

Arguing that there is no such thing 
as scientific programming or commer
cial programming,' McIlroy said, "It 
would be a sad loss if PL/I died; 
there is nothing to fill its gap." Refus
ing to comment upon the chances of 
the language expiring, he felt that 
what could kill it would be lack of 
openmindedness. "It's easier to use 
Fortran," he said, "and' easier to fall 
back on Fortran after you've messed 
up in PL/I." The obvious moral: give 
it a chance. 

In answering a question about 
MULTICS (the operating system for the 
GE 645 being prepared cooperatively 
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LOGIC DESIGN . 
Disciples of George Boole and John Venn: We have 
basic' design positions in system organization and 
logic for real-time, airborne computer systems (also 
MOS LSI distributed logic processors). Experienced 
logic designers and theoretical mathematicians are 
·invited to write Mr. Frank R. McCarter. 

-An equal opportunity employer M/F-

rn LITTON I.NDUS,TRIES, G.Uidanc. e & Control S,Yst.ems Division 
, 5500 Canoga Avenue, Woodland Hills, California 
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by Bell Labs and GE), he said that 
PL/I was being used to program 
MUL TICS, although not all of it. And 
he noted that the resident part of the 
operating system takes up to 200K of 
the 256K core. But that's an improve
ment, he added; it used to require 
300K. 

Between the lines of McIlroy's 
speech is evident the warning that it 
will be several years before PL/I takes 
hold, and before efficient compilers for 
it are available. 

COMPUTERIZED FREIGHT BILLS 
CHALLENGE NEW FIRM 
The complexity of freight billing pro
cedures used by the trucking industry 
has buffaloed computerization just 
long enough. Now Traffic Counsel of 
America (TCA), Canton, Ohio, has 
announced a system that will com
pute freight rates, select the fastest 
and cheapest routes, name carriers in
volved, determine each carrier's share 
of the total billing, print out a six
part freight bill, and provide data on 
combination rail/truck shipments. One 
problem that has hindered past at
tempts at computerized billing is the 
variation in format of each carrier's 
freight bill. TCA has solved this by 
using a carrier code for each com
pany which precedes the input and 
refers the computer to the program 
for that carrier's particular format. 

The TCA system operates from a 
central computer facility in Dayton, 
Ohio. This configuration, consisting of 
a 160K RCA 3301 computer with 5}~ 
billion characters on a Race unit, and 
2 million characters on a drum, has 
six tape drives and can handle 164 
separate communications lines simul
taneously. Normal response time is re
portedly 5-6 seconds. Now stored in 
the computer are all known routes and 
tariffs, information on 18,000 carriers 
and 350,000 points of origin in North 
America. 

This system should provide interest
ing competition for InformationUtil
ity's Miller Traffic Service (March. 
News Brief, p. 81), a Maywood, 
Calif., firm that has tested its program 
on Allen-Babcock Computing's 360/ 
50 in April, and expects to go on the 
air in early July. Unlike TCA, who 
has already successfully computerized 
Rocky Mountain tariffs,Miller is con
centrating on generalized rating for 
California only. 

The testing ground for the two sys
tems is California. With nearly 15% 
of the $62 billion national freight bill
ing (over 300,000 bills per day), 
California has a rate structure that is 
different from the rest of the nation, 
although most of the standardized 
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The F.A.A. has to know 
the location of every 
controlled aircraft in 
the Oberlin sector, 
every minute of the day. 

Easy, when 
you talk Kleinschmidt! 
Kleinschmidt is the new lang~age 
of modern telecommunications. 

Computers talk to warehouses. 
Headquarters talks to branch offices. 
And in the case of the Federal 
Aviation Administration, 
Kleinschmidt data printers help 
Flight Controllers keep track of the 
position of every plane under 
their control. 

Working in communications systems 
like the F.A.A.'s, the Kleinschmidt . 
311 ™ Data Printer "talks" with 
unbelievable speed and simplicity. 
It prints-out up to four times as fast 
as most other teleprinters. Operates 
with far fewer moving parts and far 
more reliability. Outperforms 
all cOlTIpetition. 

And like other Kleinschmidt data 
printers, the 311 is compatible with 
telecommunications equipment of all 
makes. It can fit directly into the 
system you now have, or the one you 
are having designed for you .. 

Of course, Kleinschmidt is a.language 
most original systems manu~acturers 
already understand. .. 

But we're always glad to repeat 
the message. . . 
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national rates are included in the 
California structure as subsets. One 
of the peculiarities is the use of a 
distance table to determine equalized 
mileages; i.e., 10 miles of mountain 
roads may be rated as 15 miles to 
equal 10 miles of freeway. 

In addition, a watchful Public Util
ities Commission requires careful 
auditing of all factors that determine 
a rate: class, commodity, mileage; and 
with hundreds of factors involved, the 
carrier is directed to find the minimum 
charge for the customer. 

So who's going to be in the driver's 
seat? According to Allen Fiffer, vp of 
Miller Traffic Service, it'll be the out
fit that successfully solves the problem 
involved in split~delivery (unloading 
of various amounts of freight at dif
ferent stops between two points). The 
PUC has directed that in this situa-

. tion the carrier must take the shortest 
way between any two points on the 
route. The mileage is an important 
element in determining the rate, and 
it must be calculated exactly, with 
careful records maintained for PUC 
auditors. Fiffer says he can do it, but 
so far neither he nor TCA has demon
strated this ability. 

The California Trucking Association 
(CT A) is enthusiastically supporting 
all attempts at untangling the rates by 
computers. But Hamilton Kollmyer, 
CT A' s assistant manager of transpor
tation economics, is a little wary. He's 
seen other pioneers fail from lack of 
financial support during the years of 
complex programming and he remem
bers the billing system started a few 
years ago by Yale Transportation and 
IBM. A partial application, the instal-

, lation handled billing between certain 
points along a line from New England 
to New York, included only the larg
est terminals and rated only the most 
frequently shipped commodities. Be
fore the system went beyond this 
limited extent, Yale Transportation 
ran out of money. 

I. R. DESIGNERS, NO USERS, 
GATHER AT COLLOQUIUM 
The fourth annual National Collo
quium on Information Retrieval, held 
last month in Philadelphia, had as its 
theme "The User's Viewpoint-An Aid 
to Design." But there were no users' 
Viewpoints expressed, according to 
Claire K. Schultz of the Institute for 
Advancement of Medical Communica
tion, who reported on the meeting 
for DATAMATION. Some 300-plus de
signers of IR systems, however, did 
show up. The colloquium was spon-
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sored by the ACM'S Special Interest 
Group on IR and co-sponsored by the 
Delaware Valley chapters of AD!, 
ACM, the IEEE, Univ. of Pennsylvania, 
and Frankford Arsenal. 

At a half-day session on generalized 
file management systems, it was 
stressed that computer systems must 
be adapted to man, rather than the 
reverse. The Commerce Dept.' s Chal
mers Sherwin said that after basic 
standards for writing unit records 
were complied with, he wanted a reg
istry through which each user could 
list additional, idiosyncratic aspects of 
his record-and be free then to pro
ceed. Remote console programmers 
who presented papers said they were 
making things convenient for human 
user~, but their illustrations of this 
were unconvincing. 

The nature of researchers being 
what it is, the idea of gathering data 
about users at remote consoles was 
also aired. To achieve this, however, 
the user must be willing to allow a 
program to trace his actions. This 
trace could be the information 
scientists' first opportunity to record 
some fine points of man's communica
tive behavior. 

According to our reviewer in at
tendance, the all-time best paper 
among user studies was by Urback of 
the Clearinghouse for Federal ~cien
tific and Technical Information. This 
paper also came closest to fitting the 
theme of the meeting. Other papers 
were of the "how I do it," "how I hope 
to do it," or "this is my problem" va
riety. They, too, were reportedly of 
surprising interest and insight. 

But both attendees and stay-at
homes will have to wait several 
months to see the proceedings. To the 
surprise of registrants, none was avail
able. This despite the $5 charged at 
the registration desk for it, and "no 
one told until you asked that this was 
a prepublication price." 

TO STOP MODUIERS: 
IT'S A ONE-TRAC LANGUAGE 
Since the use of the procedure-de
scribing language TRAC is increasing, 
author Calvin Mooers of Rockford Re
search plans to issue language stan
dards and apply a trademark to the 
name TRAC to control its development. 
The trademark is a novel move in· 
programming intended to prevent ap
plication of the name to any system 
not conforming to basic standards. 

TRAC is now being used in installa
tions in 14 locations around the worid 
in applications such as text editing, 
multi-processing, research design and 
testing of macro modules, an interac-. 
tive data bank for vocational guid-

ance, and computer-assisted instruc
tion. 

TWO NEW T-S FIRMS 
PLAN MIDWEST CENTE~S 
Tapping the time-sharing market in 
the midwest is the initial aim of Data 
Central, Inc., in St. Louis. The 15-
man firm, which made $1 million in 
its first year, 1966, by brokering com
puter time and offering sCqnning and 
programming services, will this June 
install a 360/30 with the RAX tele
processing system for remote batch 
and, in October, an SDS 940 for con
versational use. Offering the remote 
service to Memphis, Cincinnati, Dallas 
and Kansas City, initially DCI will 
fight the big-time battle by absorbing 
long-distance line costs, the user pay
ing only for intra-St. Louis communi
cations. If business is good, president 
Don Hogan, formerly of McDon'nell 
Automation Center, says DCI will put 
computers into these cities, ultimately 
may go nationwide. 

The 64K mod 30, serving 60 total 
and 10 simultaneous users" will have 
three 2311 disc drives for dial-up use, 
and five tapes for off-line batch use. 
A mod 50 may replace it in the fall. 
The 64K 940, said to serve 210 termi
nals-32 at once-will have 75 million 
characters of disc storage; software in
cludes Fortran II, IV, Basic, CAL, 
other languages. DCI also has a 
CDC 915 scanner, with two more to 
come in this year, for source to mag 
tape conversion. Charges for the t-s 
services have not been announced yet. 

Elsewhere, Pillsbury-Occidental's 
Call-A-Computer t-s centers, located 
in Atlanta, Raleigh, N.C., and Min
neapolis, have attracted almost 200 
customers in their first year of opera
tion for a $500K gross'. Remote ser
vice from New England to the 
Raleigh GE-265 system (used in all 
centers) began late April, and Min
ne,apolis is now getting underway with 
remote service to several midwest lo
cations. Two additional centers will 
also be set up this y~ar. 

NEW YORK AREA USERS 
GO ON-LINE TO 8-5500 
Realtime Systems Inc. in N ew York is 
in swing with an ambitious time-shar
ing service using a modified Burroughs 
5500 which will have one billion 
characters of disc storage by the end 
of the year. It's neither in the scien
tific t-s category occupied by GE-265, 
SDS. 940, or Quiktran 'Services nor in 
the commercial fixed-program slot rep
resented by Keydata. The specializa
tion is in doing large jobs, like linear 
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Now that you've got a computer, 
why not let all your offices use it? 

Tally lets offices anywhere 
in the nation talk to your computer 
by phone at low cost. 

Tally has devised a way to send data thousands of 
miles error-free at such low cost that it pays to let distant 
offices, plants and warehouses use a central computer. 

Tally systems take data from ordinary business 
machines at your branch offices, transmit it over low
cos~ dial-up phone lines, and reproduce the informa- . 
tion error-free at your computer-ready to be entered. 
Because Tally machines transmit 12 times as rapidly as 
the fastest TWX or Telex machine, line charges per 
word are very low. 

No other data communication system can match 
Tally's for accuracy, economy and versatility. Whether 
you use punched cards, paper tape, or magnetic tape in 
your electronic data processing operation, Tally has a 
compatible transmission system for you. Tally 

System 311 

If your business has branches' that struggle without 
automatic data processing, talk to Tally. We can show 
you how to boost the efficiency of the entire enterprise 
with modern business communications. You'll find we 
have the broadest and most flexible line available tOday. 
One system is sure to meet your needs. For more infor
mation, please contact Robert Olson, Tally Corpora
tion, 1310 Mercer Street, Seattle, Washington 98109. 
Phone (206) MA 4-0760. 
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programming, and commercial appli
cations which require unlimited disc 
and large cOre storage, providing 
some conversational capabilities while 
compiling and job running in back
ground mode. Eighteen customers are 
now using the service for such ap
plications as large scientific statistical 
work, engineering design, accounts re
ceivable, order entry, payroll, and 
credit checking with reject explana
tions. 

In the conversational mode (using 
Teletypes, IBM 1050's and other de
vices), Realtime says it has imple
mented a command and control lan
guage that has most of the functions 
plaimed for the 360/67. Subscribers 
can log in with security check; create 
and remove files;, edit, update, delete, 
or modify programs and files; develop, 
compile, debug and execute programs 
in Algol, Cobol, or Fortran; and, after 
the job has been run in background 
mode, remotely check the solution and 
control where it is to be printed out; 
execute and obtain the current status 
of any program; communicate with 
console operator. Cost of the service 
is $360/hour for basic cpu time and 
$10/hour for phone connection 
charges. Charges for I/O channel, 

NEWSPAPER 

disc storage, tapes, printer vary with 
use. For example, disc storage is 1.5¢, 
per 1000 characters per day. (Present 
disc storage is two 9.6 megacharacter 
disc files with six more to come in 
shortly.) The firm is currently serving 
New York City and upper N.Y. Stat~,.., 
western Pennsylvania, and southern' 
New Jersey. 

At least two or three other. B-5500 
time-sharing centers are being set up, 
including Time-Sharing Systems in 
Milwaukee. 

EKG CHAIR, SCREEN 
DEMONSTRATED BY PHILCO 
Casually seated in a naugahyde 
chair with his hands resting on the 
arms, a fully-dressed "patient" can 
now be tested for cardiac and 
cardiac-related conditions without 
electrodes being fastened to his 
body. In some 20 seconds, the 
MediScreen system records the pa
tient's heart rate, electrocardiogram, 
heart sounds, pulse, volume and 
rate of breathing, and emotional 
reactions. 

Sounds of the heart are picked 
up by an extremely sensitive mi
crophone embedded in the chair 
and are transmitted by the control 
unit on the back of the chair to a 

SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT 

104 

Top assistant to help design new 3rd gen

eration newspaper computer system. Man

age programmers, work with all levels of 

management. If you are interested in a 

five-figure job on a new project with a 

progressive organization, 

• 
: write full details to: .' : Personnel ~Director, 
• 
: The Washington ~ost, 
• : 1515 L St., N. W. 
• : Washington D.C. (202) 223-6000 
• 
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four-channel strip-chart recorder. 
On the control unit, in, addition 

to the electrocardiogram' switch, is 
a galvanic skin reflex channel. For 
the use of psychiatrists and psy
chologists, ~.Q.is ¢hannel correlates 
emotional !esponses (transmitted by 
electrodes in the arm of the chair) 
with heart and breathing rates to 
determine emotion-related condi
tions. 

The output of the MediScreen is 
specifically intended for input to a 
computer. Any general-purpose 
computer would be suitable for 
such EKG analysis; and both IBM 
and CDC reportedly have written 
programs for this kind of work. A 
hard-wired special-purpose com
puter would be the ideal tool how
ever, but John Joss, manager of 
biomedical applications at Philco
Ford where MediScreen was de
veloped, says that this will only be 
feasible when the concept of com
puter analysis of EKG traces is ac
cepted by the medical community 
and can be reduced to a specific 
computer format. 

The MediScreen will be avail
able in many configurations such 
as physician's chair, dental' chair, 
couch and' operating table; it can 
be operated by paramedical per
sonnel, but interpretation of the 
charts requires the services of a 
doctor. 

The system is currently being 
displayed' in medical facilities by 
th~ Western Div. Laboratories of 
Philco-Ford Corp., Palo Alto, Calif. 

MORE SUMMER COURSES 
OFFERED BY COLLEGES 
(For other listings, see May News 

Briefs, p. 87). 
University of California, Los Angeles, 

Calif.: 
July 10-21, On-Line Computer Con

trol Systems. 
July 17-28, Applications of Artificial 

Intelligence to Control System De
sign, $300. 

July 31-Aug. 4, Computer Languages 
and Their Philosophies, $225 . 

. University of Wisconsin, Engineering 
Extension, Madison, Wisc.: 

June 12-16, Iterative Analog Com-
putation, $150. . 

June 19-23, Hybrid Computation, 
$150 . 

. July 24-28, Introduction to Digital 
Logic, $150. 

July 24-28, Use of Computers in Op
timum Design of Mechanical Sys
tems, $150. 

July 31-Aug. 4, Computer Applica
tions in Structural Engineering, 
$150. 

CRTRMRTION 
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DISC MEMORIES ... ? INTEGRATED 
CIRCUITS ... ? 10 MEGABITS ... ? 
Magne-Head Integrated Circuit Disc Memories with memory capacities 
from lOOK bits to 10 Megabits are available with data transfer rates up to 
2 Megacycles. The'system interface is +5v. Power Nand DTL. The 
Magne-Head Integrated Circuit Disc Memory system offers modular growth 
from 100,000 to 10,000,000 bits. For information on any or all of our high-
performance Magnetic Memory Com- GENERAL 

ponents, write or' call today. Write for~ Ei1 
free TYPICAL DISC SPECIFICATION 
BULLETIN. INSTRUMENT 

MAGNE-HEAD DIVISION 
13040 South Cerise Avenue / Hawthorne, California 90250 / 213 679-3377 / 772-2351 / TWX 910-325-6203 
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; \ I , : \ I i "J .. J electric-eye slow Ifast control. ' 

This unique machine is the first specifically designed for in-line processing, of either conventional 
or new carbonless forms. No other machine on the market today has comparable automated operating 
abilities - it decollates, separates, slits, removes carbon and has important recollating features. 

New exclusive features PAlE'TS APPLIlU FOR 

o Solid state positive control linked with electric eye allows paper to dip 
into light and switch machine to preselected alternate speed. This 
permits true "in-line" operation without tearing paper or interfering with 
high speed printer. 

o Exclusive Quickset program rod allows presetting for form sizes in 
seconds - saves countless hours of training and experimenting. 

o Chain drive feed eliminates jamming and other problems at high speed. 
Pins retract in a plate, allowing handling of any type form. 

o Exclusive adjustable wire chutes are walk-in-type, unusually 
static-resistant and providing fast, easy carbon removal. 

Write today for full color 
FORMS PROCESSOR brochure 
with full details to 
Tab Products Co., P. O. Box 2630, 
San Francisco 94126. CIRCLE 62 ON READER CARD 
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NEED A SPECIAL 
FUNCTION KEYBOARD? 
THAT'S OUR BABY.' 

• As uninhibited as your needs. Customized for function and 
design without the usual price penalties of specials. TEC·L1TE 
Electronic Keyboard Systems generate any code up to ,eight 
levels, or more, and can provide command controls and indio 
cators on the Keyboard console itself. Note in unique design 
above, 10·key numerical input combined with alpha key· 
board fordata entry. Designed fora specific job, butachieved 
with standard TEC Keyboard techniques. Pulse action 
TEC·L1TE Keyboard Switches makeand breakon the down· 
stroke- duplicate the feel and travel of electric type· 
writer keys. Bounce·free logic and strobed outputs avail· 
able, too. Average life, 10 million operations. Complete 
versatility in style, size, function, output code and elec~ 
trical connections. 

Customized from standard TEC Key
board System compon'ents to fit design 
requirements. Here a TEC-LlTE Elec
tronic Keyboard provides 10-key data 
entry plus alpha, but without space bar_ 

TEC Electronic Keyboards can provide 
special function bars when required. En· 
coder circuitry translates information 
from switches into input codes up to 
8 levels. 

INFORMATION DISPLAY 
AND CONTROL DEVICES 

Box 6191 • Minneapolis, Minnesota 55424 • Phone (612) 941·1100 
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DISPLAY 
& CONTROL 

TEC-Single Source for 
Discrete or I-C Systems 

DATA ENTRY SYSTEMS 
Electronic Keyboards 0 
Keyboard Switches 0 

DISPLAY & 
CONTROL SYSTEMS 

DATA.PANEL® Displays 0 
DATA-LINE Displays 0 
CRT Systems 0 

READOUTS
Drivers/Decoders' 

Neon Display Tube 0 
Segm~nted Display 0 
Projection Display 0 
Digital Readout 

Assemblies 0 
TRANSISTOR 
CONTROLLED INDICATORS 
& SWITCH/INDICATORS 

Subminiature 0 
Miniature 0 
Neon or Incandescent 0 
Low Voltage Supply 0 
Discrete Component 

or I-C input 0 
Integral Switches 

Alternate Action 0 
Momentary Action 0 
Special Action 0 

INDICATORS & 
SWITCH/INDICATORS 

Subminiature 0 
Miniature 0 
Neon or Incandescent 0 
Replaceable Lamp 0 
Front or Rear Mounting 0 

SWITCHES 
Subminiature 0 
Miniature 0 
Alternate Action 0 
Momentary Action 0 
Special Action 0 
Multi-Pole 0 

POWER SUPPLIES 
For Readout Tubes 
For Neon Lamps 

® 

o 
o 

INFORMATION DISPLAY AND CONTROL DEVICES 

TRANSISTOR ELECTRONICS 
CORPORATION 

Box 6191 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55424 

Phone (612) 941·1100 

CIRCLE 81 ON READER CARD 
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washingt~n report 
THE PHASE II 

FUSS CONTINUES 

BOB CIRCULAR 
SETS EDP RULES 

HEARING SET 
ON CHANNEL-SHARING 

DATA CENTER PLANS 
DRAW FURTHER coMMENT 

CAPITOL BRIEFS 

June 1967 

One Phase II loser, Honeywell, has formally protested 
to GAO, and another, RdA, was reportedly preparing to 
do likewise at press time. After the selection was 
announced, Honeywell re-evaluated the 1200-2200 
configuration it had offered and concluded that the 
system could meet the 200-hour requirement except in 
one special case. Another $1.25 million worth of 
memory, Honeywell told GAO, would have eliminated 
this exception. IBM's bid, reportedly, was about 
$45 million higher than Honeywell's, but was accepted 
anyway, according to another source, because IBM met 
the 200-hour requirement in far less than 200 hours, 
thus reducing the future need for more hardware. The 
GAO has now asked the Air Force for a report on its 
decision, standard practice when a protest is file~. 

DOD contractors who lease or purchase edp equipment 
for the government came under continuing' GSA " 
surveillance last month, when BOB Circular"A-83 was' 
issued. About $1 billion worth of gear is affected. 
Likely results: t~ghter control over equipment 
charges, non-contract uses, and eventual disposition. 
Equipment sharing will be pushed hard. 

Private users of Telpak C & D who want to share 
channels were encouraged by the FCC last month. The' 
commiSSion, prodded by Cong. JO,hn Dingell and' the"" 
National Retail Merchants Assn., ordered an examiner's 
hearing. Three commissioners called for fast action. 
A pre-hearing conf~rence is scheduled this month. 

The Federal Statistics Users Conference is neutral 
regarding the proposed National Data Center, a " 
spokesman told the Congressional Joint Economic 
Committee last month. Significantiy," FSUC·'.s 160 
members are among those who would benefit most· from 
a data center. Anoth~r JEC witness, Prof. Frederiok 
Stephan, Princeton, said data center files pertainirig 
to individuals should be printed out so eac~ person 
could check their accuracy. Cong. Cornelius Gallagher 
wonders whether credit bureaus should do likewise.' 
He's going to ask them at a hearing scheduled for 
this month. 

A Phase II loser has admitted that his firm did na 
lousy job n preparing its bid, and went so far as to 
compliment the Air Force in writing for its 
evaluation. Subsequently, on orders from higher up, 
a second letter was sent, criticizing the Air 
Force •••• Frederic D. Frasch, formerly an adp 
specialist in the Federal Supply Service of GSA, has 
become an adp manager at the Post Office. ~ •• 
WilliamE. Davis, senior management analyst in 
Joe'Cunninghamis shop at BOB, has gone back to the 
Army, where he has been appointed a staff a~sistant to 
the Assistant Secretary for Financial Management. 
The latter job, formerly held by Brewster' KoPP? is 
now held by Joseph Becker, who was budget manager for 
the City of NewY6rk. ~ •• GSA is studying the' 
establishment Of in-house programmer pools, hoping it 
will reduce the need for outside software development 
contracts •••• "GAO' field men gather' in Washington 
this month to discuss development of 'inter-agency 
dpnetworks in several areas throughout the country. 
A report is due l~ter this summer. . 
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j:~~P~~llAII~E~.ollilr$·and·sensesolutiol'ls··.t~ .• ··incremental.' plotting.··systems 

Start at any point on the incremental decision tree. Select or branch to expandabl~ 

modular concepts, univ~rsally compatible with all third generation computer sys

tems. Providing only practical approach to punched card incremental plotting/mini-
. . 

mal mainframe overhead. Comprehensive software. Nationwide service support. 

For further information, write or call: 

~ benson-lehner corp. oration 14761 CALiFA STREET, VA~ NUYS, CALiFORNIA· 781-7100 

D~ 
••••••••••• ••••••••• 51ElE: US Au II'J)L=M A Sc-aOW lEl(C)(Ou~ #4].28 •••••••••••••••••••• 
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world$report 

IF BRITAIN JOINS 
THE COMMON MARKE~ 

June 1967 

WHO RUNS 
T lME-SHAR"fNG? 

Excitement mounts among the ~lgol-minded Europeans who 
are awaiting the basic specs for Algol 6X (the all
bells-and-whistles answer to PL/I). Details should 
be outlined in the next Algol bull.etin, which is 
imminent. Interest is largely confined to academics 
and developers. Production users have more than they 
can cope with, if a PL/lconference at the end of May 
is any guide. ' 

This was a one-day joint user-manufacturers 
meeting organised by the British Computer Society. 
Few people came down hard on IBM in criticising 
language facilities, but the big commercial users 
were scathing about implementation. There was no 
obvious single school of thought, although there was 
plenty of support for University College of London's 
Professor Paul Samet (a 360/65 user) who quipped: 
"Like war is too big to be left to the generals, so 
programming language design and implementation is too 
important to be left to one manufacturer." 

ICT's software planners made it clear that they 
were against jumping on a bandwagon that would put 
them at the mercy of another manufacturer's whims and 
fancies. But the other big U.K. manufacturer, English 
Electric, disclosed that it had a PL/I sub-set in 
development for System 4 (the Spectra-70 cousin that 
starts first deliveries this month). 

Britain's decision to apply for membership in the 
six-nation European Economic Community may have 
far-reaching effects for the development of an 
independent European computer industry. Membership 
of the community could almost certainly guarantee 
inter-nation collaboration on research and 
development. There is common ground between the three 
government chiefs who will give the approving nod for 
joint work; France's Minister for Science, M. Alan 
Peyrefitte, Germany's Minister for Science and 
Research, Dr. Gerhard Stoltenberg, and Britain's 
Minister of Technology, Anthony Wedgwood Benn. 

Dr. Stoltenberg confirmed in an interview last 
month that he was as committed to stimulating the 
German industry as were his oPPosite numbers in 
France 'and the U.K. Over the past w~eks he has been 
negotiating areas.for cooperation with the other two, 
particularly for large machine R&D. 'Although firms 
such as Siemens are dependent on American licenses for 
their present bread and butter lines, they are working 
on the next developments which will free them from 
restrictions that are inherent in licensing. 

English Electric and Siemens are known to be 
negotiating. Elliott Automation are exploring an 
Anglo-French deal for their new paper tiger, the 
4140-4150 (see News Briefs). 

There has been some alarm from the independent bureau 
operators in the U.K. about a government scheme that 
allows the Post Office to offer a national data 
processing service. By 1971 the Post Office expects 

(Continued on page 113) 
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RCA ESTABLISHES NEW DIVISION TO 
SERVE THE COMPUTER AND DATA 

.' . . 

PROCESSING INDUSTRY 
They're geared for big things at Needham, Mass., headquarters for RCA's new Memory Products Division. Recently 
elevated to full Division status in RCA Electronic Co~ponents and Devices, the Needham activity has been implemented 
with a major expansion p~ogram at home and abroad-in engineering, manufacturing, and quality control-to meet your 
expanding requirements for high quality memory products. 

RCA HAS 100% IN-HOUSE 
CAPABILITY FOR CORES, 
PLANES AND STACKS 
• 100% in-house. core manufacture gives RCA full con-

trol over electrical characteristics of planes and stacks 

• for commercial, military and aerospace 
• 2Y.zD, 3D and linear select 
• as fast as 250 nanoseconds 
• from small to large capacity arrays 
• from standard temperature designs to RCA-developed 

Lithium wide temperature designs 

• from commercial to ruggedized military construction 
• high density stacks, non-destructive read out devices, . 

printed circuit and molded plastic frames, and other 
custom features 

RCA tests every plane and stack under simulated operating con· 
ditions with dynamiC testers and custom interface equipment to 
assure ultra-reliable memory products. 

FAST, FLEXIBLE INTEGRATED CIRCUIT MEMORY SYSTEMS MEET WIDE 
RANGE OF COMPUTER AND DATA PROCESSOR NEEDS · 

RCA 1-.uS MEMORY SYSTEM is a coincident-
current, integrated·circuit system with 400 nanosecond 
access time .•• capacity available to 32,768 wor4s x 36 
bits. Front-panel accessibility for easy maintena~ce ••• 
panels slide out and open like a book. Optional features 
include self-tester. 

From wide-temperature cores to complete state-of-the
art memory systems, RCA's total capability in research, 
development and manufacturing can answer YOUT mem
ory design problems as well as your volume. production 
requirements. See your nearest RCA Field Representa
tive today. Or call 617-444-7200, RCA Electronic Com
ponents and Devices, Memory Products Division, i50 
"A" Street, Needham Heights, Mass. 02194. FOJ; specific 
technical bulletins, write RCA Commercial Engineering, 
Section FD·6, Harrison, N.J. 07029. 

RCA Electronic Components and Devices 

THE MOST TRUSTED NAME IN ELECTRONICS 

CIRCLE 66 ON READER CARD 
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(Continued from page 111) 

FIRST STATISTICS 
ON U.K. INSTALLATIONS 

BITS ! PIECES 

June 1967 

to have 20 large machines (all British and worth 
. $1.6 million each) spread around in a data net. 
Although primarily installed for its own use, the 
Post Office will have at least two shifts free for 
hire. The bureau operators see this eating into 
their business, which is increasing by 10% a year 
(total U.K. bureau and consultancy market is worth 
$30 million a year plus). 

Some manufacturers also see the GPO as serious 
potential competition. IBM has called for a meeting 
with the Postmaster General, Mr. Reginald Short, to 
give its views. 

The first ever statistical breakdown of computers and 
their usage in the U.K. has shown that the British 
do not yet rank as sophisticated purchasers. The 
government's Ministry of Technology has turned out 
its first quarterly review gained from a 
manufacturer's survey. 

It shows that 1,001 machines were installed in 
1966. Of these, 383 were valued at less than $56,000 
each. Other main points of the statistical breakdown 
are that in the $150,000 to $350,000 price range there 
were 483 installations; 297 of these were imports. 
This compares with only 14 imports for the $50,000 
to $150,000 bracket. Industrial on-line control 
systems have been slow to develop, in spite of earlier 
forecasts that 1966 would be a good year. Only 10 
major industrial on-line systems were recorded, worth 
a total of $11.8 million. Deliveries of remote, 
terminal devices for off-line and on-line data 
communications systems were also lower than expected 
at $4.2 million. Over the next 12 months a sharp 
increase is expected in the peripheral area for data 
transmission. The estimated backlog of orders for 
computers and peripherals at the end of 1966 was 
$255 million for the home market and $80 million-plus 
for export. A total of 37 manufacturers cooperated 
in the survey, which will be compiled quarterly. 

On the eve of steel industry nationalisation by 
government decree, two of Britain's big commercial 
users have disclosed $8.5-million plans for computer
communications complexes. The Steel Company of Wales 
has ordered twin 360/40's, two Elliott Automation 
Arch 102 systems, two English Electric System 4's and 
an IGE 412 process controller. The United Steel 
Companies Ltd. have ordered $4.5-million worth of 
machinery for a similar integrated management system • 
••• Honeywell has set up a new dIvision, Computer 
Control Operations Europe. This is the outlet for the 
DDP 416· and 516 machines introduced in the States 
last year. Scheduled,to be made in the U.K. in 1968, 
these two systems are aimed at the burgeoning process 
control market. In the U.K. alone this is estimated 
to be worth $150 million by 1970 •••• The French 
aircraft. manufacturer, Sud Aviation, has ordered a 
Control Data 6600 for delivery this year. It will 
process data for test flights of the supersonic 
Concord airliner. 
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graphic recorder 

~ 
neVI products 

The Contour! Riter graphic recorder, 
combines the functions of X-Y and 
multi-point recorders in one unit, per
mitting three-:input (X-Y -Z) record
ing on a single chart. Null-balancing 
potentiometric drives are used for the 
X and Y axes, which have an accu
racy of ±0.5% of full scale. A 24-
position multi-point head is used for 
recording the Z axis inputs; print rate 
of the Z axis is once per second, with 
digit change rate of one per second., 
The initial application will be for 
material flatness plotting. TEXAS IN-' 
STRUMENTS INC., Houston, Tex. 
For information: 

terminal/ coupler 
The Time Share Terminal/Coupler, 
allows telephone access to a computer 
by means of a coupler and a modified 
Mod 33 Teletype. The terminal is 
portable, and, operates in any system 
that uses 103A2, data sets and ASCII 
input. The coupler is available in an 

acoustic and a magnetic model for 
compatibility with most telephone 
equipment. Standard features offer 
half- or full-duplex operation, and a 
72-character line (six lines I inch) . 
Paper tape II 0 with automatic start/ 
stop is optional. COM-SHARE INC., 
Chicago, Ill. For information: 
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accounting software 
The Automated Instalhrient Loan Ac
counting System IS written in assem
bler language and runs under the 
basic - operating system on an IBM-
360/30. The system accepts punched 
card input, and requires a minimum 
of 32K storage and four tape units. 
Special features include management 
control reports, automatic generation 
of delinquency notices and creation of 
payment stubs; McDONNELL AU
TOMATION CO., St. Louis, Mo. For 
information: 
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military computer 
The R-25 digital computer consists of 
a CPU and a basic memory of 4096 
24-:-bit. words. The memory is expand
able in increments of 4096 or 8192 
words to a maximum of 65,536 words; 
cycle time is 3 usec. DeSIgned for 
military applications, software for the 
i.c. computer includes a full range of 

June 1967 

subroutines and a symbolic assembler. 
RAYTHEON CO., Bedford, Mass. 
For information: 
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data acquisition system 
A series of Stored Program Data 
Acquisition Systems (SPDAS) which 
will sample a number of analog and 
digital inputs, perform AI D conver
sion, format data for computer com
patibility, and record data on mag
netIc tape is available in three models. 
Model 100 includes essential com
mands to control sampling sequence 
and tape block length; model 200 
features a larger command list. Model 
300 has a gp computer interface to 
allow on-line processing of collected 
data. Standard system includes a 16-
channel multiplexer which is expand
able to 100 channels, an AID con
verter, a 4K word (8-bit) core mem
ory, and a, digital tape transport. 
INFORMATION CONTROL CORP., 
EI Segundo, Calif. For information: 
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crt plotter 
The DP-203 is a CRT plotter for on
line applications. It can print on film 
and paper of up to 40 x 60 inches in 
32 gradations from black to white. In 
addition, it has high-contrast film for 
plotting PC masters and IC or 
discrete component semiconductor 
masks. Plotting speed' is 2 usecl bit 
(500KC) with 100 x 100 or 200 x 
200 data points per square inch-
0.010 or 0.005-inch dots. The record
ing medium is attached to a drum 
from single-sheet film cartridges that 
are rolled on and off automatically; 
thus there's daylight loading and un
loading. Plotting is, done in 4-inch-' 
wide strips around the drum, a 40 x 
60 surface plotted in 75 seconds. In
terfaces and driving software are 
available for use with the IBM 360/ 

PRODUCT OF THE MONTH----------------.. 

The Series 500 is an on-line 
graphic, display system that con
Sists of the control, which interrupts 
norm::tl computer operation only for 
a definition of each new line, and 
three output devices: the 522; a 
pen-and-ink' plotter; the 532, a 
printed circuit artwork generator 
with an optical exposure head; and 
the 575, a large-scale drafting table. 
The series is the lowest in cost ,of 
the firm's graphic systems. 

The control accesses three 16-bit 
words from the computer at a time. 
The first two words express the 
magnitude of the line length in the 
X and Y axes (no intermediate 
point interpolation is necessary). 
The third word contains the arith
metic sign of the axes, program 
stop commands, pen and head com
mands, etc. For byte-oriented com
puters, the instructions would be 

in six 8-bit words. Interfaces for the 
control to an IBM 1130 and Univac 
418 are underway; others report
edly can be done. 

Output devices are the 522, 
which has a 4 x 5-foot drawing 
area, plotting speeds of 150, 300 
and 600 inches/minute with accu
racies of ±0.007 and .009 inch 
over the entire area. The 532, with 
its optical exposure head, has accu
racies from ±.0009 to .0025 at 
speeds ranging from 60 to 200 ipm. 
It has a 4 x 5-foot drafting area. 
The area for the 575, however, is 5 
x 24 feet. It plots at 300 to 750 
ipm with accuracies of ±.005 and 
.009 inch. First deliveries bf the se
ries are scheduled to bep:in in Au
gust '67. GERBER SCIENTIFIC 
INSTRUMENT CO., Hartford, 
Conn. For information: 
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new products 

30 and up, the IBM 1130, and the 
CDC 3000 and 6000 series. GEO 
SPACE COMPUTER DIV., Houston, 
Texas. For information: 
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data coupler 
The ADC Acoustic Data Coupler 
sends and receives data between any 
remote terminal (which interfaces 
with a 103A Dataphone) and a tele
phone. It can also be used with a 

mod 33 or 35 Teletypewriter. The 
unit can handle a bit rate of up to 
200 baud, and has switches that pro
vide for either upright or inverted 
code and full- or half-duplex. AN
DERsoN JACOBSON, Mountain 
View, Calif. For information: 
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card read/punch 

The 9280 Card' Read/ Punch reads 
and punches an 80-column card in a 
single pass using column by column 
punching which eliminates the need 
for corner-turning buffers. The OEM 
unit will read 500 cards a minute, and 

. punch 100 cards .a minute. CON
TROL DATA CORP., Minneapolis, 
Minn. For information: 
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data modification kit 

Modification kits permit the S-C 4400 
Data Recorder to accept data on 7-
track BCD or 9-track EBCDIC tapes 
from the mod 1, 2 or 3 versions of 
the IBM 2401 transports. The S-C 
4400 translates computer codes into 
alphanumerics and records the out
put on 16mm or 35mm microfilm. 
The new interface allows two tape 
units to be connected simultaneously 
to the data recorder. STROMBERG
CARLSON, DIV. OF GENERAL 
DYNAMICS, San Diego, Calif. For 
information: 
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expanded memory system 
. Two new memories are modifications 

of the FX-12 core memory system 
(512 8-bit words). FX-12/E has 
1024 8-bit words, a 10 usec cycle 
time, and can be used for code or 
format conversions and speed buffer
ing. FX-12/F, also a 1024 8-bit core 
memory, features a cycle time of less 
than 5 usec, and is supplied with 
data registers and timing and control 
circuitry. FERROXCUBE CORP., 
Saugerties, N.Y. For information: . 
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J recorder-translator 
Model M8110 recorder-translator, 
composed of a storage translator and 
an incremental magnetic tape record
er, will produce IBM-compatible tape 
records from digital input. sources 
such as digital voltme~ers, A/D con
verters, and counters. The system has 
a buffer memory which stores new 
data as older data is being recorded 
at a maximum rate of 500 charac
ters/second. Translator will accept up 
to 80 characters of BCD information. 
Recorder will operate with either syn
chronous or asynchronous data, and 

This advertisement is neither an offer to sell nor a solicitation of an offer to buy any of these Securities. 
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This offering is made only by the Prospectus. 

New Issue April 12, 1967 

Levin-Townsend Computer Corporation 
5.50% Convertible Subordinated'Debentures Due April 15, 1987 

Convertible into Common Stock at $36.00 Per Share 

Price 100% 
Plus accrued interest from April 15, 1967 

Copies of the Prospectus may be obtained in any State from only such of the underwriters, including the 
undersigned, as may legally offer these Securities in compliance with the securities laws of such State. 

GLORE FORGAN, WM. R. STAATS INC. 
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What will the 
17* features 

o of a at 
INDUSTRIES 

INFINITE 
ACCESS 

FLOOR 
do for you? 
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Each feature - many exclusive with 
TATE - helps save time and money! A 
TATE Infinite Access Floor provides 
immediately accessible under floor 
space for cables, air plenum for heating 
and / or cooling, conduit, piping, and 
conveyors. 

TATE interchangeable Steel, Alumi
num and Wood Core floor panels (you . 
choose the material best suited to your 
need) permit instant, easy relocation of 
equipment and services to accommodate 
changing conditions. High strength of 
the entire floor area meets requirements' 
for both concentrated and uniform loads 
in excess of those encountered in nor
mal building practices. 

First developed for the computer 
industry, TATE Infinite Access Floors 
now lower upkeep in Hospitals, Schools, 
Laboratories, Industrial Plants, Office 
Buildings, Communication C-enters, 
Flight Control Towers, Show Rooms
wherever modification or maintenance 
of under floor services is required. 

Costs are surprisingly low! A phone 
call or the coupon will bring you com
plete information, including the name of 
your nearest factory-trained TATE dis
tributor. 

':'AII 17 features are described in Sweet's 
Architectural Catalog File No. 11k/Ta. Copies 
and Specification Sheets covering TATE Infi
nite Access Floor Aluminum and Wood Core 
Panels are available. 

Tate Architectural Products, Inc. at MAIL FOR IMMEDIATE INFORMATION 
Please send me: 

The Great Name in Raised Floor Systems 
Backed by more than 40 years of engineering experience INDUSTRIES 

Manufacturing Headquarters: 
Route 2, Box 349C 
Montevideo Road, 
Jessup, Md. 20794 
Phone: 301-799-4200 

Sales and Installation Offices 
Throughout the World 

( ) Sweet's File No. 
11 k / Ta a-page folder 
with Steel Panel spec
ifications. 

Company 

Street 

( ) Aluminum Panel 
specification sheet. 

( ) Wood Core Panel 
specification sheet. 

( ) Name of nearest 
TATE distributor. 

City State Zip 

My Name Title 
D6 



FOR YOUR DATA COMMUNICATIONS 

The Rixon 4800 bps 
SEBIT-48M Data Set. 
Cabinet and striping 
optional. 

IF THE SP.EED DOESN'T IMPRESS YOU 
THE ECONOMY WILL 

With an automobile you usually sacrifice economy 
for speed. Not. so fn data communications. The 
Rixon Sebit-48M Data Set which operates at 4800 
bits per second proves that speed produces signifi
cant economies. You achieve higher throughput, 
increase off-line time, ease schedules and make 
more efficient use of communication circuits. These 

benefits help you effectiveiy reduce many of your 

costs. The 48M, like all of Rixon's data sets, will 

interface with all EDP equipment and uses voice 

grade telephone channels. We've just published a 

brochure that details the economies that Rixon data 

sets can give you. May we send you a copy. 

u:u [J 2Z{Q) ~ lE"lLlEC7T[;C[J{[])M DCS, DR!JCG. 
2120 INDUSTRIAL PARKWAY, SILVER SPRING, MD. 20904 301-622·2121 
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records at densities of 200 charac
ters/irich in a NRZI (nonreturn to 
zero· inverted) mode. MONSANTO 
CO., St. Louis, Mo. For information: 
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data recording system 
The 300 Series data recording ma
chines include the mod 353 data con
sole, a typewriter magnetic cartridge 
tape recorder; the mod 355 data con
sole, the typewriter-recorder with 
playback; . and the mod 356, type
writer-retorder and data transmission 
set. The operator e·nters alphanumeric 
data on a coventional, typewriter key
board; data is recorded on W' mag 
tape in a cartridge suitable for wire 
transmission or on-line input. Each 
cartridge has a recording capacity of 
over 175,000 characters. The equip
ment can transmit 100 or more char
acters per second over conventional 
telephone lines using Data-Phones. 
WYOMING ELECTRODATA CO., 
Riverton, Wyo. For information: 
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optical reader 
The ODPS 216 is a scanner for process
ing club and installment account pay
ments, school savings deposits, and 
other turnaround-type documents. It 
can read gang-punched, humanly 
readable characters, a five-level "one 
code" produced by a line printer, the 
Addressograph-Multigraph bar code, 
variable information marked manual
ly by a special pen or pencil, and en
coding that is perforated or imprinted 
on a sales ticket from a charge card. 
The scanner reportedly can read any 
four of these on the same document 
in a single pass. Designed· to beoper
ated off-line, the information read is 
transferred to paper or mag tape at 
up to 300 documents/ minute. The de
vice is available with or without digi
tal sorting capability at speeds up to 
500 items/ minute. CUMMINS-CHI
CAGO CORP., Chicago, Ill. For in~ 
formation: 
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expanded computer system 
The 1130 computing system, formerly 
available with a 4 or 8K core memory 
and cycle time of 3.6 usec, has been 
expanded to include a 16 or 32K 
word size and a 2.2 usec cycle time. 
An optical mark reader has been add
ed to the peripherals; printing speeds 
of 600 lines a minute, and reading 

June 1967 

speed of 1000 cards a minute are also 
new. Upgraded software includes a 
Commercial Subroutine Package with 
decimal arithmetic capability. In disc
oriented systems, previously providing 
direct access to one disc in the CPU, 
up to two storage drives accommo
dating one or two discs each, may 
now be attached to the system. IBM 
DP DIV., White Plains, N.Y. For 
information: 
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core memories 
The BMS Series of ferrite core mem
ories provide storage capacities rang-

ing from 64 to 4096 (2 to 36-bit) words, 
access time of 2 usec, and cycle time 
of 5 usec. The memories consist of 
I/O data registers, digit drivers, sense 
amplifiers, current drivers, and ad
dress switches; cost is $1,000. BOR
DERS ELECTRONICS MFG. CO. 
INC., Pennsauken, N.J. For informa
tion: 
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reader / sorter 
Bar Code Reader/Sorter sortspa per 
documents at a speed of 1800 a min
ute, and interprets fluorescent bar 
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If you're looking for 
trained programmers, 
'look here. 

These men have had more than 500 
hours of programmer training at 
Control Data Institute. 

They've had hands-on experience 
with modern computer systems like 
the Control Data 3100 and 3200. 
They've also had instruction on other 
manufacturers' equipment. 

They've been trained in computer 
concepts, computer math, machine 
language programming, FORTRAN, 
COBOL, computer operation, pe-

ripheral equipment and more. 
They've had instructors who know 

the latest programming methods be
cause they're part of the Computer 
Industry. 

They've done everything we said 
they had to. 

They've paid for it themselves and 
they're serious about their future. 

How come we think they're so 
good? 

Because Control Data Institute is 
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part of Control Data Corporation. 
We know what kind of men the in
dustry needs, and we train them ac
cordingly. 

These men .and their CDI class
mates are ready to go to work. Let us 
give you the facts on their training, 
qualifications and availability. Write 
to the Control Data Institute closest 
to you for full information. 

CONTROL DATA INSTITUTE 

CONTROL DATA 
CORPORATION 

3255 Henne·pin Ave. 
Minneapolis, Minn. 

55408 

5630 Arbor Vitae st. 
Los Angeles, Calif. 

90045 

3717 Columbia Pike 
Arlington, Va. 

22204 
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codes at rates up to 144K characters 
a minute. The unit uses vacuum and 
air pressure to separate and control 
paper, and can process documents 
that are folded, crumpled, stapled or 
torn. Documents pass through sorter 
at 400 inches a second and are routed 
to one of 12 output pockets. The 
Reader / Sorter also includes a pro
grammed controller that can perform 
parity and validity checks. RECOG
NITION EQUIPMENT INC., Dal
las, Tex. For information: 
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i.e. memory system 
The 2~~D i.c. memory system uses 
ferrite cores and integrated circuits, 
has a cycle time of 500 nsec, and a 
basic capacity of 16K 36-bit words. 
The system combines 2-wire linear 
select memories with coincident-cur
rent memories ( 4-wire). The ferrite 
cores have a switching speed of 220 
nsec. RCA MEMORY PRODUCTS, 
Needham Heights, Mass. For informa
tion: 
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data-phone printer 
Interface circuitry has been designed 
that will allow the TP-4000 tele
printer to print data from 201 and 
202 Data-Phones. The system oper
ates at rates of 600, 1200 and 1800 

bits per second with the 202; 2000 
and 2400 bps with the 201. The 
pril!ter will hand~e 8-level ASCII code, 
inc~udes parity check and a data 
dropout warning. GOVERNMENT 
ELECTRONICS DIV., MOTOROLA, 
INC., Chicago, Ill. For information: 
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auxiliary prin!er 
The PrintFlo 300 auxiliary printer 
produces typed documents at a rate 
of 30 characters a second, or 300 
words a minute. The unit accommo
dates f~nfQld forms 9" in width, and 
11" in length, and receives informa-

tion from the primary input printer, 
tape or tab-card readers, mag tape 
or a computer. PrintFlo 300 is an 
optional output device for SCM's 
Typetronic system, and is activated 
by control codes. SCM CORP., New 
York, N.Y. For information: 
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phone-to-keypunch translator 
The Phone-to-Keypunch Translator 
links a Touch-Tone telephone with a 
keypunch, receives incoming signals 
from the telephone and transmits them 
to the keypunch, where the informa
tion is recorded on punched cards. 
COMPUTER TELEPHONE CORP., 
Washington, D.C. For information: 
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time-sharing software 
The Basic Time-Sharing System soft
ware package is for the Spectra 70/ 
45 computer system, and is available 
to all users without charge. The pack
age has an interactive mode, state
ment-at-a-time Fortran compiler, and 
can handle 16 remote users simul
taneously by use of either Teletype or 

EDUNET @) 
EDUNET is a far-rea9hing proposal for an in
teruniversity communications network through 
which information and knowledge would be 
shared and disseminated. 

BP·130 
Magnet 
Holder 

0!1 
BP-300' . 

,",older for 

The EDUNET Report is a compilation of pa
pers from a 4-week conference of 181 educators 
and scientists in government, industry, medicine, 
and higher education. Held under the auspices 
of EDUCOM (Interuniversity Communications 
Council) , the conference-a practical proposal 
calling for action-now set forth on the part of 
educators, foundations, librarians, and govern
ment, pIllS members of the communications, and 
data processing industries. 

KEEP PRE-PUNCHED TABULATING 
CARDS WHERE THEY'RE NEEDED 

WITH BEEMAK HOLDERS. 
Allows fingertip storage of pre-punched 
card, next to product to implement in· 
voicing, inventory control, production con
trol. etc. Capacity 75 or 300 cards - many 
shapes and sizes - with a variety of metal 
clips for attaching to any type shelf or bin. 
Holders with magnets - with spurs for 
corrugated cartons - with hooks for tote 
boxes - with pre-applied adhesive for any 
smooth surface. Also tab card vinyl enve· 
lopes, . standard or special. Hundreds of 
firms have filled the gcips in their data 
processing svstems with Beemak Holders. 

51 col. cards. 

BP·150 
Card Basket 

FREE SAMPLE BP·l00 HOLDER 
AND LITERATURE ON REQUEST 

BP-400 Desk Tray . programmi::1r~~ 

BEEMAK ~ 7424 SANTA MONICA BLVD., LOS ANGELES 
PLASTICS r CALIFORNIA 90046 • PHONE: 2·13 876·1770 
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EDUNET 
Report of the Summer Study on Information Networks 
Conducted by the Interuniversity Communications Coun
cil (EDUCOM) 

Edited by GEORGE W. BROWN, JAMES G. 
MILLER, and THOMAS A. KEENAN. 

Published June 1st: $3.95. 

JOHN WILEY & SONS,loc. 
605 Third Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10016 
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Remember 
whel1 they started 
going together? 

They have now been wed. And 
Informatics has been privileged to 
playa major role in this marriage of 
the century. In 1961, President 
Dr. Walter F. Bauer wrote, "The 
marriage of communications 
and digital computers is a very natural 
one. This application area will 
probably prove to be one of the 
largest commercial areas in the 
coming years:' 

Since then, Informatics has providec 
the software for some of the nation's 
largest and most advanced compute· 
communications systems, including 
General Services Administration, 
Western Union and the U. S. State 
Department. In so doing, we have 
modified and interfaced with standard 
operating systems, such as those of 
IBM and UNIVAC, to accommodate 
communications. 

Write for our new "Glossary of Data 
Communication / Message Switching 
Terms:' Address your request to 
Vice President George 1. Vosatka. 

Ask him about-Job Opportunities, too . 

• informatics inc~ 
Room 503 .. 

-•. 5430 Van Nuys Boulevard 
Sherman Oaks, California 91401 

An Equal Opportunity Employer 

Architects to the Information Industry 
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video display units, and with a maxi
mum delay of about two seconds. A 
special feature is the HELP routine, 
which furnishes the programmer with 
information about 'the structure of the 
computer. RCA EDP, Cherry Hill, 
N.J. For information: 
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incremental tape coupler 
The ITC-IOO incremental tape cou
pler accepts data from AID convert
ers, time code generators, and count
ers, and formats it for recording on 
an incremental magnetic tape trans
port. The unit will accept 4-6 bit 
words of from 4-12 characters,' and 
produces computer-compatible tape 
at 200, 556 and 800 bits ,per inch. 
Modes of operation include advance 
one character, advance one word, ad
vance one record and continuous 
cycle. The coupler interfaces with 
standard i.c. logic levels. INFOR
MATION CONTROL CORP., El 
Segundo, Calif. For information: 
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core memory system 
The Micra-STOR coincident-current 
memory system has capacities of 256-
4096 (4-36 bit) words, and a cycle 
time of 1.75 usec. The "Party Line" 
option permits the input of two or 
more memory units (up to four) to 
be connected in parallel by a single 
set of cables, giving a maximum 
capacity of 16,384 words. An output 
select term is J:?rovided on each sys,. 
tem output gate to permit disabling 
the memories which are not being 
accessed. STANDARD MEMORIES, 
Santa Ana, Calif. For information: 
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display refresher memories 
Memory system for CRT data displays 
stores information on a drum which 
supplies a repetitive signal to refresh 
the display. Storage capacity is from 
2-10K bits; capacity can be extended 
to 20K bits. Operating at a frequency 
of 200 kHz, system includes write
current range of 40-80 mal leg, and 
a read-output range of 20~100 mv. 
WESTERN MAGNETICS, DIV. OF 
GJM INC., Glendale, Calif. For infor
mation: 
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photoelectric keyboard 
The Series PK-200 photoelectric key
board converts operator alphanumeric 
input inf9rmation into coded electrical 
sigp.als. 'When depressed, the keys 
move binary coded shutters to inter
rupt light beams. The difference in 
light intensity reaching one or more 

photo-resistors produces changes in 
their individual resistances. These 
ohmic changes are available as direct 
outputs or may be converted by 
amplifiers to corresponding voltage 
level changes. The amplifiers have 
low output impedances and may be 
connected to other data system de
vices.INVAC CORP., Waltham, Mass. 
For information: 
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ECONOMICAL 
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL 

'TODAY 
We have a Direct-Access,Real Time 

MANAGEMENT ,NFQRMATION RETRIEVAL SYSTEM 

ENTER FORMAT, FILE, OUTPUT DEVICE 
Data's system is: 

EASY TO USE 
99, edps, console TO BE DISPLAYED IN ANSWERS • 
ENTER TYPES, • 

• company, address 
• ENTER REQUEST 'I' d 

$ products equ 'information retneva an 'I 
'nlc software' and simulators and ~omme~c~~d 
and scie~tilic and 'management SCIences 

• seminars CUMENT THAT SATISFIES 
THERE IS 0001 DODO YOU WANT TO PRINT 
YOUR REQUEST. 

• THIS ANSWER? - YES qR NO. 
y"es 

PAGE 1 

EDP SERVICES 

• DP 000360 

• COMPANY: 
DATA CORPORATION 

. 

• 

Requests are made in a conversational mode. 
And, searches can be narrowed or broad~ned as 
they progress., 

ECONOMICAL 
Costs are geared to specific information needs. 

Searches are performed in seconds, regardless of data 
voiume. It is also within the final1cial reach of small 
organizations through' Data's, own tele-processing 
system • 

OPERATIONAL TODAY 
Data'~ s'ystem operates on an'y 64K or larger 

IBM 360. The system design is readi Iy applicable to 
other computers, too • 

LIKE MORE INFORMATION? Contact us qt ( Data) 
Career opportunities available for programmers and analysts. __ ' ____ _ 

7500 Old Xenia Pike 
Dayton, Oh io 45432 
(513) 426-3111 Send resume to Mr. J. R. Madden. corporation 

"An Equal Opportunity Employer" , 
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Air pollution 
. kills. .. 

You can breathe easier when you use Audev computer tape. The top u.s. companies do. a~.golo""c~ rIj\ 
FOR A FREE POSTER-SIZE REPRODUCTION OF THIS AD;AND THE OTHERS IN THE SERIES, WRITE DEPT.DA-2AUDIO DEVICES, INC.,235 EAST 42ND STREET. NEW YORK CITY, NEW YORK lO017.~ 
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The new, small DECdisk provides 32K words extra memory 
for the PDP·8 for $6,000. Additional 32K DECdisk units cost 
$3,000 each. Since a basic $18,000 PDp·8 computer has 4096 
words in core, with four DECdisk units, that could give you a 
high speed computer with 135,168 12 bit words for $33,000 I 

DECdisk is compatible with the $10,000 PDp·8/S, too. Adding 
four DECdisk units gives you a slightly slower computer with 
135,16812 bit worqs. 

More memory fqr less cost than any other computer. 

At last count, more than 700 PDp·8 computers have been 
sold to scientists and equipment manufacturers; The PDp·8 
is, by far, the most successful and proven on-line, real time, 

small computer in the world. And that was before DECdisk. 

DECdisk·· was developed,' like all DIGITAL peripherals, to 
customize a basically inexpensive computer to special appli· , 
cations. Yours. DECtape was developed the same way. The 
unique3X" reels of magnetic tape not only provide low cost 
storage, but permit you to carry your program library in your 
pocket. And displays - did you know that DIGITAL was the 
first computer manufacturer to put a CRT on a computer? 

Computer manufacturers who worry about what the cus· 
tomer needs,' worry a great deal about peripherals. DIGITAL 
has one of the largest lines of peripherals in the industry. 
Write, and we'll send you a free "SmallComputer Handb90k" 
and tell you all about o'ur peripherals. 
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From an original painting by Terry Smith 

ANDROMEDA 
Computer software required to launch and monitor deep space probes is, in the 
mathematical sense of the word, elegant. A capability to produce this software 
resides in Planning Research' Corporation's Computer Systems and Engineering 
Division. 

Of the 600 professional staff members at Planning Research, the largest num
ber are engaged in solving computer system problems. The Corporation's systems 
analysts and programmers rank in experience in the first decima. Candidates 
who meet that qualification .are invited to write to Mr. John N. Graham, Jf., 
Vice President for Computer Systems Design. 

PLANNING RESEARCH CORPORATION 
Home office: 1100 Gle·ndon Avenue, Los Angeles, California 90024 

An Equal Opportunity Employer' 
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a combined analog-digital computing 
tool for real-time simulation. Cost: 
$.50. DYNAMIC ARTS AND SCI
ENCES, 3500 E. Hampden, Engle
wood, Colo. 80110. 

THREE·DIMENSIONAL PLOTTER: Bro
chure describes plotter which makes 
"hard-copy" records, charts and graphs. 
Model 501 has removable plotting 
boards, direct plotting of data without 
interpolating contours or fitting to 
rectangular grid, positioning of data 
point anywhere on board within res
olution of positioning mechanism, and 
display of mathematic functions of 
empirical data involving any three 
variables. Plotter can be used in aero
space, electronics, scientific research, 
relief mapping, civil engineering, 
mathematical analysis, meterology and 
business economics. SPATIAL DATA 
SYSTEMS, INC., Goleta, Calif. For 
copy: 

RESPIRATORY ANALYSES SYSTEM: Bulle
tin provides data on model OCC 1000 
oxygen consumption computer with a 
standard range of 0 to 1000 cc in
tended for basal metabolism studies. 
General description of the equipment 
which includes breathing mask, sensors 
and analog computer are provided. 
Instantaneous mass rate of flow of the 
expired gas is monitored by a flow
meter that provides a linear output 
voltage proportional to the mass flow. 
Specifications cover power require
ments, mass flowmeter, P02 electrode, 
temperature control and various out
puts. TECHNOLOGY INC., Dayton, 
Ohio. For copy: 
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CORE MEMORY DEVELOPMENT: Four
page brochure illustrates memory de
velopment during the past decade by 
comparing the SEMS 5 military memory 
with the first commercial core memory 
built in 1955 for the JOHNNIAC com
puter. Brochure includes comparison 
of JOHNNIAC and the SEMS 5 memories 
in size, weight, storage capacity, power 
requirements, speed and temperature. 
ELECTRONIC MEMORIES INC., 
Hawthor~e, Calif. For copy: 
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HUMAN FACTORS ENGINEERING: Study 
of 20' design engineers shows. they 
have little or no interest in human 
factors, human factors information or 
in the application of human factors 
criteria to design. Their attitude to
ward human factors is' consistently 
negative in practice, although they 
pretend to be quite positive on a ver
bal basis, asserts the report. 
Cost: $3; microfiche $.65. AD-
642 057. CLEARINGHOUSE, U.S. 
DEPT. OF COMMERCE, Springfield, 
Va. 22151. 

STORAGE TRANSLATOR/TAPE RECORD. 
ER: Brochure describes translator 
which will accept data from digital 
input sources and translate them into 
a form compatible with various data 
acquisition systems. Recorder will han
dle either synchronous or asynchronous 
data at speeds up to 500 cps. MON
SANTO CO., St. Louis, Mo. For copy: 
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TAPE TESTER: Four-:-page brochure ex
plains functions, features and perfor
mance characteristics of model 3200. 
Tester cleans and tests entire width of 
the tape and checks tapes which have 
been converted from seven- to nine
track. GENERAL KINETICS INC., 
Arlington, Va. For copy: 
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OPTICAL READER: 15-page brochure 
explains advantages of optical process
ing to an investment company, print
ing firm, gas supplier and a retail 
chain. Listed are 46 customers, their 
addresses and applications of the NCR 
420 optical reader. NATIONAL CASH 
REGISTER CO., Dayton, Ohio. For 
copy: 
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HYBRID TUTORIAL: 14-page booklet ex
plains concepts of hybrid computation 
and offers a summarized evaluation of 

TAPE LOOP TRANSPORT SYSTEM: Six
page brochure gives details for tape 
recorder which has been designed for 
acquisition and correlation of data and 
real-time analysis primarily for geo
physical applications, but also suited 
for aircraft, automotive and shipboard 
recording. Model LT-1500 provides 
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.~till.~n~wn to .some~fOlJ(old.erfrjendS as Broadview (SRC) •• Un it~d Resea rchServices .. (u~~)~.~ndvario~s 
other aliases. reflect! n~ 3.spirit ofexperilTleqtati?n: 
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American Technological Institute announces 

HOME STUDY COURSES 
to prepare for a 

PROFESSIONAL 
ENGINEERING 

LICENSE 
anywhere in the United States! 

P. E. LICENSE OPENS DOORS TO KEY POSITIONS 

Management of today's increasingly complex technology 
insists on engineers with the highest qualifications. The 
demand is so great that in just fifteen years the number 
of ieglsten!d engineers has doubled! The' engineer 
without top status is under a handicap. A P .E. License 
certifies professional stature on the basis of legal require
ments and gives authority before the public. It can lead 
to faster advancement, increased earning power and 
security in the selected field. 

Now Available! 

BASIC AND ADVANCED REVIEW COURSES FOR: 

~ ENGINEERING SENIORS • GRADUATE STUDENTS 

• PRACTICING ENGINEERS 

The American Technological Institute is guided by 
licensed engineers and college professors. Courses con
sist of reviews in the basics (3 choices), and advanced 
reviews in inech~mical, electrical, civil and chemical 

, engineering - as preparation for passing both parts of 
the state board examinations for a P. E. license. Texts 
were written by leading authorities. Each course is repre
sentative of que,stions used on past examinations and 
forms a sound basis for current examinations anywhere 
in the country. 

HOME STUDY, WITH A PERSONALIZED SCHE[)ULE 

Here is the simplest, least time-consuming road to suc
cess for the ambitious student engineer arid working 
engineer. The courses allow for vital, supph!mentary 
education at one's own ~onvenience, inexpensively. Each 
enrollee receives a personalized work schedule, spechilly 
prepared for him, planned to meet his. specific state 
board examination date. Tuition fees include all lessons, 
grading, books, charts and supplementary materials. 

-Send For Free Catalogue Today! It contains 'full details 
about the courses, plus Information concerning eligibil
ity for taking both parts of the examination for a P. E. 
license. Mail the coupon now - it could turn mit to be 
the momentous decision of your life. 

r--------~-----~-~----~ 
AMERICAN TECHNOLOGICAL INSTITUTE 

Subsidiary of F. D. Thompson Publications, Inc. 

Dept. OMN, '35 Mason St., Greenwich, Conn. 06830 

Please send me your' free catalogue by return mail. I under
stand no representative will call and there is no obligation 
on my part. 

NAME ______________________ ~ ________ __ 

ADDRESS ______________________________ ___ 

CITY-__ -'--____ STATE ____ ,ZIP __ _ 

.._-----"-----------------
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Software is the hard nut. 
Can you crack it? 

The real problem today is not 
bui Idi ng computers, it's masteri ng 
them. They're expensive only if they 
don't do the work. They're cheap if 
they do. Our business, at Link Infor
mation Sciences-is making them pay. 

Softwa're isthe name of the game, 
and that's wh.ere you come in. We're 
a team out to crack the software prob
lem, and you can join us. We've en
tered a new phase of our development 
with a new name. From now on we'll 
be doing commercial as well as scien
tific and military work. We're alr~ady 
a top organization in Systems Al"!aly
sis, Application Programming, Mathe
matical Analysis and Computer Sys
tems Programming. And we'll grow. 
Fast. 

This is a ground-floor opport~nity 
to join an organization that will playa 
major role in the future of digital Com
puters. Here you'll be stimulated as 
nowhere else. The problems are that 
broad, that challenging. You're just in 
time to find out. Openings are in 
Washington, D.C. and Pleasantville, 
just north of New York City. 

Senior Marketing Representative 
To market software systems in 

both commercial and scientific mar
kets. Background necessary in mar-

. keting of software, hardware, systems 
concepts, programming and compu
ter theory. Five to eight years experi
ence necessary. Excellent starting 
salary. 

System Analyst, 
Command and Control 

To perform total system evalua
tion and prepare preliminary design 
specifications for programming a total 
system. Duties will include assistance 
in proposal planning, system analysis, 
and coordination of system develop
ment. Eight years experience desired 
with minimum of bachelor's degree. 

Scientific Programmers 
BS Degree in Mathematics, Phy

sics or Engineering with 4 or more 
years experience in scientific pro
gramming of software and associated 
applications in propulsion, simulation, 
guidance and control, data reduction 

Circle 333 on Reader Card 

and real time systems. Program
mers participate in analysis, systems 
design, programming and imple
mentation . 

C·ommercial Programmers 
BS or BA Degree in Scientific or 

Business discipline with 4 or more 
years programming or systems analy
sis experience in inventory control, 
labor distribution, payrolls or informa
tion storage and retrieval. COBOL or 
Auto-Coder, tape and disc application. 

Send your resume in complete 
confidence to Mr. Edward F. Grubic, 
Manager Industrial Relattons, Dept. 
D-2, Link Information Sciences, 
11315 Lockwood Drive, Silver Spring, 
Maryland 20904. 

LINK INFORMATION SCIENCES. 
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER 



new literature 
up to a 35 million bit memory stored 
on a continuous 60-, 120- or 240-foot 
magnetic tape loop. Tape is driven by 
a single capstan which maintains mo
tion control during tape acceleration 
and deceleration. Solid state drive 
circuitry is packaged on printed cir
cuit cards mounted in the back of the 
transport. POTTER INSTRUMENT 
CO., INC., Plainview, N.Y. For copy: 
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PLOTTING SYSTEM: 12-page brochure 
describes DPS-6 system which in
cludes an x-y plotter, input source a'nd 
supporting software. Plots for produc
tion scheduling graphs, highway road
bed diagrams, building component 
designs and schematic engineering 
drawings are illustrated. MILGO 
ELECTRONIC CORP., Miami, Fla. 
For copy: 
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GEOLOGICAL APPLICATION OF FOR
TRAN IV: Publication deals with a 
method of treating 'geologic infonna
tion which may . be cyclic by using 
double Fourier series for surface fitting 
of irregularly spaced data. Cost: $.75. 
EDITOR,COMPUTER CONTRIBU-

, TION SERIES, KANSAS GEOLOGI
CAL SURVEY, UNIV. OF KANSAS, 
Lawrence, 66044. 

DESTATICIZING COMPUTER ROOMS: 
Booklet covers dust control, disinfec
tion; deodorizing and reduction of the 
static generated by daily traffic. Meth
ods of application of a specialized 
finish and daily upkeep are included. 
WALTER G. LEGGE CO., INC., 
New York, N.Y. For copy: 
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TEST MODULES: Series 2000 line of 
20MHz is designed for memory test
ing, telemetry timing and circuit eval
uation. Modules provide signal param
eters for bench testing and systems 
applications. Brochure explains fea
tures, specifications and prices for· 
trigger, timing, positive and negative 
current driver modules and two en
closures with. and without power. 
Function and logic diagrams are in
ciuded. HONEYWELL INC., COM
PUTER CONTROL DIV., Framing
ham, Mass. For copy: 
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RENUMBERING AND EDITING PRO· 
GRAMS: TIDY is a FORTRAN code for 
editing and reilUmbering statements 
which have become unwieldy and 
whose readability has deteriorated as 
a. result of many revisions, patches 
and corrections. Statement numbers 
are increased in consecutive order, 
FORMAT statements are collected and 

appear at the end of each ~outine, ex
cessive blanks are deleted from each 
stat~ment, while other blanks are in
serted as necessary to ensure unifor
mity and to improve readability. Cost: 
$3; $.65; microfiche. AD-642-099. 
CLEARINGHOUSE, U.S. DEPT. OF 
COMMERCE, Springfield, Va. 22151. 

KEYBOARD DISPLAY: Model 7550, a 
combination keyboard input and 8RT 
display device for use with Sigma 
90mputers, is described in brochure: 
Physical description of the unit, op
tional features, a user-oriented discus
sion . on how to operate the keyboard 
display and specifications are covered. 
SCIENTIFic DATA SYSTEMS, San
ta Monica, Calif. For copy: 
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TAPE-TO-TAPE EQUIPMENT: 12-page 
brochure describes equipment which 
trarismits and receives data at 105 cps 
and operates on any 5-, 6-, 7- or 8-
level code, including ASCII. Teletype 
1050 equipment can transmit tape 
output of automatic send-receive sets, 
self-contained paper tape punches, 
computers . and other business ma
chines. Several industry applications 
are cited. TELETYPE CORP., Skokie, 
Ill. For copy: 
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RAMMERS 
We Wondered Whether . .. 

130 

• YOU WERE AWARE OF OUR EXPANSION PLANS ••. ground has been broken for ci new 
building needed to house the dual processor IBM S/360 model 67 (late 1967) and the 
significant expansion in activities planned to more fully meet the computational needs of 
MIT and the other cooperating New England colleges. 

• YOU MIGHT BE INTERESTED ..• that this expansion means a variety of new projects and 
. research programs are starting which require a tremendous increase in our staff at all 

levels and provide a real opportunity for professional growth. 

'. YOU HAD THESE QUALIFICATIONS ~ .. minimal requirements-a degree & more than on:e 
year of experience in the above areas. . 

• YOU HAD CONSIDERED ... that MIT offers a liberal ben~fit program including educational 
opportunities at the Institute as well as competitive salaries. 

We invite your inquiry. Please forward your resume, including salary information to: 

Mr. Robert Nelson, Personnel Dept. (Bldg. E 19-285) 

MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
77 MASS. AVE., CAMBRIDGE, MASS. (617) UN 4-6900 (EXT. 4275) 
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TIME-SHARING SERVICES: Eight-page 
booklet covers on-line storage features 
and the TELCOMP language (a combi
nation of English and algebra), gives 
examples of solutions and printouts, 
and describes three different rate, 
structures ranging from $12 to $20/ 
hour. BOLT BERANEK AND NEW
MAN INC., Cambridge, Mass. For 
copy: 
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PHOTOTYPESETTING SERVICE: Four
page brochure illustrates increased 
typesetting quality, ability to condense 
data on a page with cost savings in 
paper, printing, binding and postage. 
System dm take mag tape output an4 
produce phototypeset pages, ready for 
platemaking in bold, Roman and Italic 
characters, upper and lower case, with 
proportionate spacing in various styles 
and sizes, in line lengths up to 11", 
at the" rate of 600 cps. SEDGWICK 
PRINTOUT SYSTEM" CORP., New 
York, N.Y. For copy: 
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TRANSFORMER MEMORY SYSTEMS: 
Four-page brochure and data sheets 
explain braided transformer read-only 
assemblies. Data sheets cover features 
and mechanical specifications for the 
Memory Pac and integrated circuit 
modules; current source selector and 
gating modules are described. Possible ' 
applications include look up tables for 
industrial control, radiation patterns 
for phased array antennas, numerical 
control, function generators and hy
phenation memories for computerized 
typesetting. MEMORY TECHNOLO
GY lNC., Waltham, Mass. For copy: 
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INFORMATION RETRIEVAL SYSTEM: Bro-" 
chure describes system which provides 
companies with a means to exchange 
salary and other compensation infor
mation and assists persons to evaluate 
and compare compensation policies of 
his company with those of other firms. 
SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT CORP., 
Santa Monica Calif. For copy: 
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ANALYSIS OF THE SYSTEM/360: Ex
cerpts from a 420-page analysis report 
are available in brochure form. Sam
ple pages show how the System/360 
report describes and evaluates hard
ware and software. Individual sub-, 
reports on each of the 360 models de
scribe their characteristics, pricing and 
overall performance on a group of 
standardized problems, including one 
that measures real-time file updating 
performance in the random access 
mode. AUERBACH CORP., Phila
delphia,Pa. For copy: 
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programmers· analysts 

LET'S 
GET DOWN TO 
BUSINESS. 

Operating the entire Eastern Test Range is big business, and 
our computerized "business" operation is 'an important part. 
Iri our expanding EDP facility at Cape Kennedy, you'll be solv
ing a wide range of sophisticated computer problems, in in
formation retrieval, input and output format design, and in 
important new applications for the biggest and newest com
puter of them all-our third generation IBM 360/40-30. 

There are openings now for: 

COMPUTER PROGRAMMER ••• Requires BSBA or equivalent with ex
perience in programming IBM 1401,1410 and 360 tape systems for inventory 
control, payroll, cost, accounting and other management information re
trieval systems. 

COMPUTER SYSTEM ANALYST ••• Requires degree in business or 
industrial engineering with 2 or more years' experience in computer sys
tems installations with a large industrial organization. Programming experi
ence desirable. MU$t be able to research a computer application, design 
input and output formats, and have ability to write run descriptions and 
overall systems processing. 

OPERATIONS RESEARCH ANALYST ••• Position involves the develop
ment of analytical models as part of a computerized system to solve range 
planning and scheduling problems. The successful candidate will have 3-5 
years experience in operational systems analysis including flow chart de
velopment. Scientific degree required wjth graduate work preJerred. 

For further information write to Manager of Professional Employment, 
Guided Missiles Range Division, Pan American World Airways, Inc .• Dept. 
21F, 750 S. Orlando Avenue, Cocoa Beach, Florida. An Equal Opportunity 
Employer (M/F). ' 

GUIDED MISSILES 
RANGE DIVISION 

PAN AMERICAN WORLD AIRWAys. INC. 
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Computer Professionals . .. 
Our demonstrated capability has resulted in a 
constant flow of new contracts and requests to 
explore new fields, new directions in such broad 
areas of advanced systems engineering as: 
Guidance & Controt, Computer Engineering, 
Tactical Weapons, Intelligence, Avionics, Library, 
Weather, Marine, and Rail Transportation. 

At United Aircraft Corporate Systems Center you 
can be sure of continuing challenge; professional 
growth and personal progress. A wide range of 
truly exciting programs has created a multitude 
of unusual opportunities for top-flight, systems
oriented engineers and scientists. Here in 
Farmington, Connecticut, you will find the accent' 
on creative, original thinking ... the emphasis on 
individuality in a .highly professional environ
ment. 

If you should feel qualified for one of the follow
irig prime openings, please contact us immedi
ately. If not, we have further need for people 
with systems experience at all levels. Why not 
send your resume today? 

perience in digital computer design and develop
ment. The successful candidate will head lip our 
Computer Development Group, and will be the 
key individual between software and hardware 
groups. Familiarity with digital computer com
ponents and systems development absolutely 
essential. 

DATA PROCESSING 
DESIGN SPECIALISTS 
Requires BS Math, Engineering or Physics, 7 to 8 
years experience, and the ability to plan and 
execute study and analysis programs involving 
the application of data processing systems, 
equipment and techniques to general areas' of 
the design of real-time data processing systems. 
Strong in systeinsdesign: familiar with com
puters, information retrieval systems, executive 
programs and displays. Proposal preparation and 
technical writing capability necessary. 

SENIOR COMPUTER SYSTEMS 
ANALYST 

COMPUTER DEVELOPMENT CHIEF 
Programmer/analyst familiar with large or 
medium scale computer information systems 

Requires MSEE degree and 10 to 12 years ex- applications utilizing random access techniques. 

Programming experience with assembly-level 
language required; background in use of real
time, direct-inquiry software, plus some version 
of an operating system desirable. Potential appli
cations: crime intelligence, library, educational, 
manufacturing, inventory, and similarly diverse 
areas. BS degree required. 

SENIOR SYSTEMS ANALYST 
Requires BS or MS in EE or 'ME, Math and 3 to 5 
years experience in systems - especially library 
systems. I nterest and experience in computer 
application or computer systems. 

COMPUTATIONAL ANALYST 
Requires BS degree in Math and 3 to 5 years 
experience in digital computers andequipm.ent 
to handle non-routine and non-numerical appli
cation of machines efficiently. Must also have 
experience in machine languages. 

Resumes and salary requirements should 
be sent to Mr. John A. Henley, United 
Aircraft Corporate Systems Center, 1690 
New Britain Avenue, Farmington, Conn. 
06032~ We are an' equal opportunity 
employer. 

r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -, 

I U I 
,United ~ircraft Corporate Systems Center DIVISION OF UNITED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION I 

I 1""\ I 
I ..... : L _______________________________________________________________________________ J 
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Business Programmers/analysts an~ Systems Developers 

In programming, too, 
it isn't only what Xerox does, 
it's the way that it's done. 

Like forecasting into the 1970's 
based on a 1,OOO%-plus growth sint;e 1960 

Computers played an important role in our 
having grown from a small manufacturer of 
photographic products to a world leader in 
graphic communications - with a strong sa
lient interest in education technology. 

Since 1960, total revenues have increased 
over 1,000% - 35 % in 1966 over 1965 alone. 

Right now, we're using computers in a 
management financial model to simulate and 
forecast company activities fully and accu
rately 5 years ahead. . 

The forecast is clear: We need program
mers, analysts and data processing special
ists of outstanding creativity to maintain the 
fast pace we've set for ourselves into the 
1970's. 

A measure of the degree to which these op
portunities will stretch your imagination may 
be suggested. by problems we're working on. 

For instance, stretching 3 second-gener
ation IBM 7010's to a capacity of 21/z-billion 
characters of disc storage. For instance, 

developing third-generation computing and 
information technologies to provide timely 
access on a nationwide basis to a centralized 
data bank of 8-billion characters. For in
stance, solving technical ptoblems for a com
pany that devotes approximately 10% of its 
revenue to -research and development. .. with 
a remote computing capability designed to 
serve some 2,000 scientists and engin.eers. 

If you'd enjoy the excitement these kinds, 
of challenges inspire, isn't it the right time 
for you to consider Xerox? We'll arrange lo
cal interviews, and give you just as many 
sound reasons fQr considering Rochester as 
a place to live as the Xerox computer envi
ronment is the place to gro,w in your career. 

The openings are in Rochester, New York. 
Bachelor's degree and appropriate experience 
is preferred to qualify for these positions at 
all experience levels. Please forward resume, 
including salary history, to Mr. Harry T. Delk, 
Dept. YVV-125, Xerox Corporation, P.O. Box 
1995, Rochester, New York 14603. 

XEROX 
An Equal Opportunity Employer (M/F) 
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. Ready to metamorphose? Look into NCR Electronics Division now. This is the largest, fastest-.movin g commercial .-
. ·computer manufacturing facility in Southern California and one of the most advanced in the world. The company's 

record backlog of orders continues to grow, and to meet it the Division has just doubled in size. You'll grow, too
contributing to a vigorous business automation program that covers more than 120 countries. The combination is 
unusual: non-defense stability, front-line EDP action, wide-open creative op·portunity. How about it? Southern 
California's a great place to stretch your wings. . 

DRTRMRTION 
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The Impact of Computers on Manage
ment, edited by Charles A. Myers, MIT 
Press, 1966, $10.00. 

This book contains the edited pro
ceedings of a conference held at the 

_ Sloan School of Management at MIT 

in April, 1966. There are seven pa
pers, each followed by a discussion. 
Summaries of the conference's nature 
and results precede and follow . the 
papers," and an appendix contains a 
case study of the impact of computers 
on a manufacturing company. 

,For some years now it has been an 
article of faith in the .data processing 
business that computers would pro
foundly change organizations' stnic
tures and the nature of management. 
To suggest that they would not has 
been a kind of heresy; perhaps an 
admission that we aren't as impor
tant as we thought. The early proph
ets of this change could only speak 
of the future; there was no experience, 
there were no organizations far 
enough along to . provide convincing 
evidence. A number of years have 
passed since the early prophecies, 
though, and many organizations have 
used computers for 10 years or more. 
One suspects that. there should now 
be an increasingly indicative body of 
evidence, and that it may be time to 
test the early prophecies. 

Most of the participants in this con
ference, primarily from the faculties of 
Harvard and MIT but also from some 
other universities and from IBM, are 
men who should be in a good position 
to do this testing. Their professions 
involve careful and perceptive obser
vation of trends in organizations' 
structures, and highly skilled analysis 
and extrapolation of them. What do 
they conclude? 

In a word, they disagree. Though 
they would surely resist this categori
zation, they seem to this reviewer to 
split fairly sharply into two Classes: 
the "hawks" (changes will be pro
found, and in many cases unwelcome 
-if they haven't taken place yet, it's 
only because the available technology 
isn't fully -utilized), and the "doves" 
(most really important management 
information is not recorded or quan-

O 
tifiable, so none of the essentials will 
change). In the discussions a few 
"dawks" appeared, who suggested 
that. the differences among the par-
ticipants were ones of semantics, or 
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points of view; the speakers were usu
ally courteous enough to accept this. 
However, the dichotomy among the 
basic papers remains fairly sharp. 

Donald.C. Carroll, one of the hawks, 
presents the thesis that on-line, real
time systems will profoundly affect the 
nature of organizations. He says: 

"We can therefore postulate the 
existence of totally flexible and geri
eral computer systems which provide 
simultaneously three crucial capabil
ities: a current, global data base; sub
stantial computational power avail
able for real-time decision-making; 
and a convenient, efficient man-ma
chine interface providing for data 
access and cooperative problem-solv
ing. And this implies that in a given 
problem context, whatever permuta
tion or combination of human and 
machine problem-solving attributes is 
needed can be supplied . with data 
inputs of whatever quality of cur
rency or scope is desired." 

He concedes that there are flaws in 
these systems when regarded as sole 
and entire supports of management, 
and that few are completely realized 
(though he believes that some mili
tary systems,. "e.g., SAGE, NORAD", are 
examples). He does not address the 
formidable difficulty of obtaining the 
required data (impossibility, in some 
cases) , and the non-trivial' task of 
determining the quantitative interac
tions among them. 

David Klahr and Harold ]. Leavitt, 
also of the hawk disposition, believe 
that fully defined tasks (or decision 
processes) can be programmed; only 
undefined or "heuristic" tasks cannot. 
They note the continuing experimenta
tion with heuristic programs, and 
expect that the defined' task (there
fore, the programmed task) will move 
steadily upward in the organizational 
ranks .. 

Thomas L. Whisler might be char
acterized as a "reluctant hawk." He 
notes that the subject is cloudy; there 
are few quantitative measures of or
ganizational change available, and 
the experience that underlies indiv
iduals' opinions varies widely. He 
goes on to state that, in his opinion, 
the computer is a force for centraliza
.tion. He sees one level of management 
'eliminated, and the seat of decision 
making moving higher in the organiza
tion. He notes that management of the 

. com'puter is moving away from func
tional areas and toward a central, 
"neutral" position in the organization. 
Finally, Whisler sees an increasing 
emphasis on time discipline, on the 

. "deadline." He is not especially happy 
about this. In speaking of a particular 
organization, he says: 

"Most managers in this corporation 
perceive the nature of the computer-

cdJu@o'~©J~ 
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opportunities at NCR 
electronics division 
in los angeles , 
o SYSTEMS FORMULATION 

& ANALYSIS ENGINEERS 
For assignments in commercial on-line 
computer applications with emphasis on 
communications interface, Extensive 
experience required in hardware 
specifications and advanced systems, 
including multiprogramming and list 
processing, Requires B,S, in engineering, 
business or related field. 

D SOFTWARE PROGRAMMER 
D DIAGNOSTIC PROGRAMMER 
D PROJECT ENGINEERS 

Computing Systems 
Peri pheral Equi pment 
Discs & Controllers 
Packaging 

D SENIOR CIRCUIT DESIGN 
ENGINEERS 

D ELECTRICAL & MECHANICAL 
LIAISON ENGINEERS 

D PACKAGING ENGINEERS 
(ALL LEVELS) 

D MACHINE DESIGN ENGINEER 
o SYSTEMS TEST ENGINEERS 
D LOGIC DESIGN ENGINEERS 
D RELIABILITY ENGINEERS 
D Q,C. ENGINEERS 
D PROCESS ENGINEER

ELECTRONIC 
D TEST EQUIPMENT 

DESIGN ENGINEERS 
D MEMORY DESIGN

RESEARCH 
D OPTICS/LASER RESEARCH 
D MECHANISMS SPECIALlST

Ph,D, 
o MECHANICAL/OPTICS 

DESIGN ENGINEER 
D MAGNETIC RECORDING 

ENGINEERS 
D SERVO SYSTEMS ENGINEERS 

ARRANGE NOW FOR AN . 
INTERVIEW IN YOUR AREA 
Confidential interviews will be held 
soon in various parts of the country. 
To arrange an appointment, please 
send your resume, including 
experience, trai ni ng and salary history, 
to Tom E. Lyon, Technical Placement. 
at the address below, or call collect. 

The National Cash Register Company 

jNjCjRI 
ELECTRONICS DIVISION 
2837 W. EI Segundo Blvd., Hawthorne, Calif. 
Telephone : Area Code (213) 777-7296 
An equal-opportunity employer 
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Remember the old days when 
a problem solver was the guy who could do 
the Sunday Time~ crossword puzzle? 

Look at the challenge awaiting 
problem soiverrs today at C~E~1[~R! 
When C,E,I,R began operations in 1954', most of today's 
powerful problem solving techniques and resources were 
either untapped or undiscovered. C,E,I,R had a bold 
vision then ... advancing concepts to improve profit, 
minimize risk, streamline business operations, forecast 
trends, simulate decision environments, improve 
communications and controls. 

Today, as the world's most experienced and best 
equipped computer services and problem solving 
organization, C,E,I,R offers business and scientific 
programmers, systems analysts, mathematicians and 
operations research specialists an un'matched environment 

for achieving the highest possible levels of capability· 
... and reward. 

The challenge is here. C,E,I,R continues to m'ove ahead 
and the professional staff will triple in the next three 
years. If you are seeking professional growth 
opportunities in the most advanced technologies and are 
prepared to apply outstanding skills to a vast array of 
modern operating problems in industry, commerce and 
government, we would welcome your resume. 
Write to: R. H. Meyer, Vice President- Personnel, 
C,E,I,R, INC., 5272 River Road, 
Washington, D. C. 20016. © ern en=Llli,'NC 

Washington, D.C .• New York • Boston • Los Angeles. San Francisco • Mexico City • London • The Hague 
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books 
induced change and the implications 
it has for the structure of control. 
They are still generally dedicated to 
the idea that decentralization is a 
positive virture but are reluctantly 
becoming aware that it will be neces
sary to redefine it in some fashion." 

John A. Beckett devoted his paper to 
an examination based on case studies 
of what the "Total-Systems Concept" 
means in practice. He interprets the 
phrase as describing an attitude, rath
er than a particular plan of data 
processing. He finds the concept of 
formal systems to be a pervasive one, 
with the result that in operational 
areas there is· an increasing formaliza
tion of processes and methods of get
ting things done, while in "non-opera
tions" (i.e., planning) areas there is 
an increased use of a broad spectrum 
of research tools of a "systems" char
acter. He examines the apparent im
pact of this trend toward what he 
terms "management-by-system" on 
various classes of personnel, and finds 
that in the main they like it. He con
cludes that management-by-system is 
likely to be a good thing, both for 
organizational efficiency and for hu
man satisfaction, so perhaps he may 
be considered a mild hawk. 

George E. Delehanty is the only 
author who cannot be categorized as 
belonging to either side, since his 
paper is devoted to an objective pres
entation of the results of a study of 
the impact of data processing on life 
insurance organizations. In an area 
amply supplied with opinion and short 
on facts, such studies are most wel
come. Delehanty concludes that there 
has been no association of computers 
with centralization of mqnagemEmt in 
the life insurance industry. The more 
successful firms using data processing 
have, however, made many organiza
tional changes-including experiments 
with placement of the computer ac
tivity in the organizatipn-that have 
not produced conclusive results. These 
more successful firms generally show 
a high degree of management .interest 
in the data processing function, and a 
pattern of rapid promotion for promis
ing young men. Delehapty is also 
politely critical of the clerical effi
ciency of life insurance companies. . 

John Dearden is a widely known 
dove (his "Myth of Real-Time Man
agement Information"! 0 was 0 counter
attacked by a hawk in the· pages of 
this magazine2 ), and he presents some 
interesting support for his views in 
his paper "Computers and Profit Cen
ters." He asserts that decentralization 
of profit center responsibility is de-

lHarvard Business Review, MaOy_June, 1966. 
20ATAMATlON, August, 1966. 
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sirable in most organizations regardless 
of information availability, because 
it is useful for motivation and per
formance measurement of subordinate 
management, and because many of an 
organization's myriad decisions are 
better made by individuals close to 
the problem (and having specific 
technical skills) than by over-all 
management. He concedes that "logis
tics systems" and the management of 
data processing itself are generally 
being centralized, but believes that 
this will not reduce the existing degree 
of profit center decentralization. In 
fact, he suggests, more convenient 
availability of information may re
sult in more decentralized decision
making rather than less. 

Charles R. DeCarlo, after a 
thoughtful review of the nature of 
modern business organizations, de
clares himself a dove by opining that 
the traditional pyramidal structure of 
authority and responsibility, and the 
reasons for it, are not affected by the 
computer. He warns that "over
designed" information systems can, in 
fact, impose an u~desirable increased 
degree of rigidity on the pyramid. 
DeCarlo generally espouses a human
ist point of view, maintaining that 
organizations do, will and must re
flect human values and the realities 
of human interactions if they are to 

be successful, rather than a highly 
mechanized structure. 

The doves are given the last word 
because Jay Forrester summarizes and 
comments on the conference as a 
whole, and he explicitly says: 

". . . I lean more 0 heavily on what 
Dearden and DeCarlo have just said, 
as my experts, because I a~ pre
disposed to view management and 
information technology in the same 
way." 

He believes that "non-recorded" in
formation passing between individuals 
is, and will remain, crucial to 
organizations, and that any organi
zation not permitting its use will fail. 
He concedes that such interactions 
between individuals must take phice 
within a framework of policy, but 
goes on to suggest that in the future 
even this restraint may result in more 
individual freedom, with an orienta
tion more like that of an individual 
relative to the law (abstract) instead 
of the present orientation toward a 
boss (individual). 

Judging from this general disagree
ment among men who should know, 
15 years is not long enough for the 
nature of the computer's impact on 
management to be clearly evident. One 
thing is evident though; whatever 
change there is, is slow. At least, one 
group of the early prophets is wrong: 

Looking for a ... 

.. · . · . 
.~ · . · . · . .. . 

· . .. .. · . .... .. · . ... · . 

. COMPUTER CAREER 
-"'-·""'antmed for Growth? 

Top companies are looking for YOU, thru Brentwood. 
Because Brentwood's degreed professionals speak their 
language, YOU R language. Our input includes a pro
fessional review of company needs and growth opportu
nities; in-depth studies of applicant qualifications and 
capacity for growth. Our output solves problems for 
client companies, client applicants. We're programmed 
to find the best spot for the best man. 
Brentwood has fee-paid growth openings NOW in 
• applie'd systems • compiling • assembling • automatic languages 
• operations research • commercial programming • systems design 
• scientific computation and analysis • information retrieval 
• mathematical & numerical computation & analysis • diagnostics 
• digital and logical design • operational real time • utilities 

Contact or call collect in confidence (201-622-0915) 

BRENTWOOD 
PERSONNEL s7ASSOCIATES 

786 Broad St., Newark, N. J. 07102 
In Boston 

Brentwood Personnel of Massachusetts 
80 Boylston St., Boston, Mass. 02116 

(617) 542-9410 

In Philadelphia 
Brentwood Personnel of Philadelphia 

510 Penn. Ave., Ft. Washington, Pa. 19034 
(215) MI 6-~801 
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TRW is Tom Vickers & Linda Howard 
analyzing a mission to Mars 

If it's deep space or inner space ... rapid transit or 
intensive medical care ... these are the kinds of problems 
we work daily at TRW. 
Tom and Linda are Programmer/ Analysts 
at TRW Systems Group, where they've 
made Computer Science a career. At 
TRW we design and. build major space 
systems, a re involved in undersea 
defense, civil systems, communications 
by satellite and many, many more chal
lenging projects. 

To support this activity, we need engi
neers and scientists. People who are 
thinkers, innovators, planners and prob~ 
lem solvers. If this is you, drop a line 
(and a resume) today to James E. Lacy 
Professional Placement, Room 191·F, 
TRW Systems Group, One Space Park, 
Redondo Beach, California 90278. TRW 
is· an equal opportunity employer m If. 
We need men and women with experi
ence as: 

SCIENTIFIC PROGRAMMERS / 
ANALYSTS: 
To analyze., program and debug com
puter solutions of problems arising in 
missile and space vehicle engineering 
such as: guidance and mission planning, 
space ki rietics, spacecraft dynamics, 

thermodynamics and fluid dynamics, 
and re-entry and propulsion physics. 
Prefer degree in mathematics, physics or 
engineering with 2 to 7 years of related 
e~perience. . 
REAL-TIME PROGRAM DESIGNERS: 
To design and implement control super
visors and scientific applications pro
grams for real-time monitoring and 
analysis systems. Also, to develop a 
large-scale remote access, time-sharing 
system, involving information storage 
and retrieval, display systems and tech
niques, and computer-aided design. 
Technical degree and 2 to 7 years of 
related experience required. 
DATA SYSTEM PROGRAMMERS / 
ENGINEERS: . 
To evaluate, design and implement 
computer-based sy~tems for real-time 
acquisition and processing of telemetry 
and instrumentation data. Prefer several 
years' experience in computer program
ming, system design or logic design for 
telemetry, instrumentation, or communi
cations <;Ipplications. Degree in physcis, 
mathematics or engineering is required. 

ADVANCED APPLICATIONS 
PROGRAMMERS: . 
To solve problems in the design of com
puters, electronic components and 
physical subsystems, using the digital 
computer for simulation. Many of the 
problems will involve the use of modern 
on-line graphics. Requires degree in 
mathematics, engineering, physical 
sciences or operations research. 

DATA PROCESSING AND 
ANALYSIS PROGRAMMERS: 
Problems include all phases of scientific, 
engineering and medical data processing 
and i3nalysis. Current areas of emphasis: 
range tracking, anti-submarine warfare, 
medical information retrieval and statis
tical analysis. Requires degree in engi
neering, mathematics or the physical 
sciences with a minimum of 2 years' 
programming experience. 

TRW 
TRW Systems Group is a major unit of TRW Inc. (formerly Thompson, Ramo, Wooldridge), a highly diversified international organization 
with 60,000 employees in 200 locations applying advanced technology in space, electronics, defense, aircraft, automotive and industrial markets. 

Ch eck other TRW opportunities in W~shington, Houston, Los Angeles and Sunnyvale. 
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those who predicted rapid revolution 
in organizations and management be-
cause of the computer.. (j 

The book is well produced, indexed 
and debugged of typographical errors. 
It is somewhat surprising that there is 
not one illustration, drawing or visual 
aid in the book. Presumably the con
ference was so structured that these 
were' not used. However, this must 
surely be the first book on organiza
tional structures without an organi
zation chart anywhere in itl 

-FREDERIC C. WITHINGTON 

book briefs 
(For further information on the books' 
listed below, please write directly to 
the publishing company.) 

Threshold Logic, P. M. Lewis II and C. 
L. Coates. John Wiley & Sons, Inc. New 
York, N.Y. 1967.483 pages. $15.00. 

An exposition of threshold logic with 
emphasis on synthesis for prescribed 
sensitivity constraints. Intended for 
the circuit designer and students in
terested in detailed theory. 

The Design and Analysis of Scientific 
Experiments, K. C. Pengo Addison
Wesley Publishing Co., Inc., Reading, 
Mass. 1967. 252 pages. $12.50. 

A discussion of estimations, construct
ing common experimental designs, and 
testing hypotheses, from a statistical 
viewpoint.' Assumes a - background of 
calculus, elementary matrix theory, 
and a one-year course in statistics. 

Introduction to Numerical Methods and 
FORTRAN Programming, Thomas Rich
ard McCalla. John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 
New York, N.Y. 1967. 359 pages. 
$7.95. 

A unified presentation of numerical 
methods and FORTRAN programming 
with examples and exercises. 

IITRAN/360: Self-Instructional Manual 
and Text, C. P. Bauer, A. P. Peluso, 
W. S. Worley, Jr. Addison-Wesley Pub
lishing Co., Inc., Reading, Mass. 1967. 
212 pages. $4.95 (paperbound). 

An introduction to 'the basic tech
niques of programming using the IIT

RAN language developed at the Illinois 
Institute of Technology. 

Elements of Data Processing Mathe
matics, Wilson T. Price and Merlin 
Miller. Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc., 
New York, N.Y. 1967~ 452 Pages. $9.95. 

A text for students, relating the study 
of logic to contemporary computer 
languages. 
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1t INFORMATION PROCESSING ff 
We specialize in the placement of data processing and 

financial personl1el. All fees are paid by client companies. 

Qualified candidates are urged to contact u~ regarding op

portunities ranging from $8,000 to $30,000. 

"Replies are held in confidence" 

1t RO-MAC & ASSOCIATES 
PERSONNEL CONSULTANTS 

200' Boylston Street 
Chestnut Hill, Mass. 02167 

(617) 969-4010 

94 Auburn Street 
Portland, Maine 04103 

(207) 797-2191 
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TO THE COMPUTER SPECIALIST 
WHO SAYS IT WOULD TAKE A GREAT DEAL 
TO MAKE HIM DRAFT UP A NEW RESUME 

this could be 
that Great Deal 
Important things are happening in GE's computer business. Openings are 
now available for professionals with experience in the computer field or 
related activities, specifically the following: • LOGIC DESIGN • SYSTEMS 
ENGINEERING. SIMULATION STUDIES • MATH MODELING • PROGRAM
MING. SYSTEMS SOFTWARE. Please send that resume - an informal one 
will do - to Mr. S. K. Stewart, Administrator - Professional Placement, 
A-12, General Electric Co., Computer Equipment Dept., P.O. Drawer 270, 
Phoenix, Arizona 85001. An Equal Opportu~ity Employer (m/f). 
COMPUTER EQUIPMENT DEPARTMENT • INFORMATION SYSTEMS DIVISION 

GEN ERAL _ ELECTRIC 
/ 
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Collins' data team is designing, developing, manufacturing 
and marketing some of the most advanced data systems in 
the industry. 

Members of this team are engineers, physicists, mathemati
cians, salesmen, marketing analysts, syste.ms analysts, opera
tions analysts, programmers, and com puter instructors. 

Collins data systems are used by airlines and railroads to 
process and transmit hundreds of thousands of messages a 
day. (Aeronautical Radio, Inc., alone used a Collins system 
to handle more than 226 million messages in 1966.) Collins 
systems provide computer control of earth stations designed 
by Collins for satellite communications. They permit digital 
control of communication/navigation systems in airliners and 
military aircraft. They combine communication, computation 
and control functions in single systems for large business and 
military operations. 

. If you are interested in joining the Collins data team-and 

an equal opportunity employer 

benefiting from the creative environment and career oppor
tunities offered by Collins-send your resume in confidence 
to Manager of Professional Em ployment, Collins Radio Com
pany, Dallas, Texas; Cedar Rapids, Iowa, or Newport Beach, 
California. . 

Immediate openings in the following areas: 

Digital Computer Engineering Operations Research 
Digital Systems Engineering Computer Documentation 
Computer Application Data Systems Sales 

Engineering 
Data Systems Analysis 

Computer Instruction 
Programming 

COMMUNICATION/COMPUTATION/CONTROL 

~ 
COLLINS 

~~fY 

COLLINS RADIO COMPANY / DALLAS, TEXAS • CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA • NEWPORT BEACH, CALIFORNIA • TORONTO, ONTARIO 
Bangkok • Beirut • Frankfurt ~ Hong Kong • Kuala Lumpur • Los Angeles • London • Melbourne • Mexico City • New York • Paris • Rome • Washington • Wellington 
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look ahead 

DARTMOUTH'S GE-265 
SHUFFLES OFF TO BUFFALO 

June 1967 

RUMORS AND 
RA~ RANDOM DAT~ 

be using a 360/30 at the nearby Valley National Bank. 
With a Tally 600 system, Photo-Comp will convert 
paper tape to mag tape, input that to the 360, and 
convert the output tape before going into the Photon. 
Software is by Wolf Research and Development. 

Graphic Controls - maker of continuous dp forms, 
recording charts, and creative packages --' has 
bought the Dartmouth GE-265 system to 3tart a t-s 
servic~ operation which may ultimately go nationwide. 
The computer comes into Buffalo in July, to be 
followed :at yet undecided locations by two more 265's 
(the last of the GE deliveries in the series) e~rly 
1968. Also on ~rder are two SDS 940's for third 
quarter '68, and a CDC 6600 first quarter '69. 

The Dartmouth system, which comes with Basic 
and Algol software, as well as several financial 
analysis and engineering programs developed by th~ 
school, will service areas around Buffalo, Syracuse, 
Rochester, and Pittsburgh. Eighteen firms and two 
colleges have already signed up to Use it. Cost 
is $350 for 30 hours/month terminal time and 60K 
character storage on the 18 megacharacter disc. 
CPU time goes at $180/hour. Additional storage 
is $2.50 for each 1500 characters and $lO/hour for 

. extra terminal time. 
Initi~l applications will primarily be 

scientific, although later GC plans to offer 
commercial packages for such areas 'as inventory 
control. The firm has been doing on-line inventory 
updating from its seven plants with a modified 1440 
for three years.' , 

It appears that GE is retrenching in still another 
area. General Learning Corp., formed 18 mont~s ago 
by GE and Time Inc., has fired its president and 
shifted its emphasis from product develop~ent to 
research on learning •••• Scientific Data Systems is 
running into the' sflme conversational time-sharirig 
software delays as the big boys. We hear release of 
the Sigma 7 package has been delayed 18 months. Look 
for increased production of the 940 and changes in its 
t-s package to tide over: anxious users •••• Reportedly 
nearly ready for signing: an agreement for. University 
Computing to acquire Benson-Lehner. Terms, if 
approved, woulq involve part cash and parts~ock -
with more cash over a five-year period •••• Release #3 
of:the PL/I F-level compiler is scheduled for deliyery 
Oct. 31, and may come out earlier; us~rs say generally 
it's "running like a charm" and has a "significant' 
performance ·impr~vement." ••• Bryant Computer Products, 
long known for its drums and discs, is experimenting 
w~th an optical/photQchromic read~only memory •••• 
IBM, we he~r,'has 200 order$ for its voice response 
sY$tems, 100 of them'in the banking industr.y. And 
Buroughs, RCA, Univac, GE, and Honeywell, which have 
or plan their. own offerings in this area,are 
reportedly tal~ing about OEM agreements with 
Cognitronics for its VAB units and interfaces. 
BellSyste~s is experimenting with 12- and 16-button 
touch-tone phones'fortransmisSion of numbers, 
letters, and symbols •••• An agreement in principle 
has been reached for Data Products to acquire 80% of 
the stock of Uptime, Colorado producer of'peripherals, 
from Western Nuclear. . , 
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Lost motion comes from spending 
too much of your time and energy 
getting nowhere. 

At RCA we feel that the only 
way to keep systems programmers 
happy is to make sure they get 
somewhere. 

So we offer them a variety of 
projects with definite goals. , 

We offer them challenges and 

142 

Too much 
lost motion 

in your 
present job? 

opportunities and room to grow. 
We give them a say in hardware 

design. 
And we pay well. 
Write to us if you've had experi

ence in language pro.cessors, oper
ating systems, utility systems or 
communications systems. 

We also have openings in Sales, 
Field Systems Support, Product 

CIRCLE 311 ON READER CARD 

Planning and Engineering. 
Contact Mr. E. B. Schultz, 

Dept. SW-29, RCA Electronic 
Data Processing, Bldg. 202-1, 
Cherry Hill, Camden, N. J. 08101. 

An Equal Opportunity Employer M & F 

The Most Trusted Name 
in Electronics 

CRTRMRTION 
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PROGRAMMERS, SYSTEMS ANALYSTS. 

When Julie and Jezebel talk about what's gOing on 
beneath the seas, we'll need some of the best 

software talents in the nation to understand them. 

Sensor systems the U.S. Navy calls JUlie and Jezebel 
are so sophisticated they can "hear" almost anything 

going on underseas except perhaps a mumbling porpoise. 
The trouble is they hear so much, it has long been 

far beyond the capability of airborne men working 
with traditional plotting board and grease 

pencil to come even close to keeping track 
-of all that's said. So computers have been 

doing a large part of the job. 

Now the job has beGome so com
licated the Navy has embarked 

n a program called A-NEW (a 
name that just happened and 
means simply "a new pro

gram"). And the"y've given ITT 
Data Services the vital job of 

developing and producing the 
software part of the program 

in a new, modern installation at 
Dam Neck in the internationally 

famous Virginia Beach resort area. 

We're now workingin •• m~~hnulation 
Hsh ··crit.eri~.fptprogram-

,,, ... :"' ...... ,-: ... -,nbelie\lable number of variables 

programmers and systems analysts to be found anywhere. 
The opportunity is to work in a vital area of our nation's 

defense using the most advanced real-time hardware 
and employing the most advanced scientific computer 
languages (maybe even evolving a new one) on a long
term basis (no end to this job as far as we can see into 

the future). And at the same time give your family the best 
of year-'round vacation living just minutes from one of the 

Atlantic's finest beaches. 

For further information on ITT Data Services Naval Programs, 

please forward your resume in confidence to 
Mr. W. D. Cassidy, ITT pata Services, Fleet Computer 

Programming Center, FAAWT,C, Virginia Beach, Virginia 23461. 

Commercial Programmers And Systems Analysts: 

There are also diversified opportunities for commercial 
programmers and systems analysts at Washington, D.C. 

and at our Paramus, N.J. and EI Segundo, California 

computer facilities. For information, 
send resume to: Mr. C. E. Johnson, Box 402, 

ITT Data Services, Paramus, N.J. 07652 

A Division of International Telephone and Telegraph Corporation ITT 
An Equal Opportunity Employer (M/FJ DATA SERVICES 
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An odd question? Not today. For continuously 
observing the tides of struggle that ebb and 
flow throughout the world is vital to our 
nation. To help design the systems that 
provide this view, that secure the techno
logical high ground from which command 
decisions can be made - this is one of 
MITRE's missions. 
NATIONAL MILITARY COMMAND SYSTEM 
Scientists and engineers are also needed in 

• our Washington Office for systems analysis 
and feasibility studies, communications sys
tem analysis, systems design, integration and 
design verification of the NMCS. This "capping 
system" contains all the facilities, equip
ment, doctrine, procedures, and communica
tions needed by national command authorities 
to give them strategic direction of the armed 
forces. MITRE's main concern is with the 
technical design and integration aspects of 
the NMCS and the communications between 
NMCS arid various other command systems, 
including the WorldWide Military Command 
and Control System - a group of systems 
operated by the unified and specified 
commands. 

NATIONAL AIRSPACE SYSTEM 
MITRE is currently augmenting its top-flight team 
of systems men in the suburban Washington, 
D.C. and Atlantic City, N.J. areas. Their mission: 
to provide the system engineering to the 
Federal Aviation Agency on the new National 
Airspace System - an air traffic control system 
for the 1970's. Their job encompasses such 
technical areas as broad level system analysis, 
computer program analysis, system specifica
tions, system logical design and system test 
planning for design verification. 
Working on this project you would engage in 
such activities as: translating system opera
tional objectives into technical requirements 
for the system's subsystems; synthesizing the 
technical characteristics of equipment sub
systems of balanced reliability, and analyzing 
alternatives; reviewing and analyzing, at the 
logic level, design submissions of system hard
ware contractors; conducting design optimiza
tion studies with respect to cost, reliabi lity, and 
technical suitability; or synthesizing software 
designs for a multi-processing computer envi
ronment. 

SYSTEMS TESTING AND EVALUATION 
Openings at MITRE's office at Elgin AFB, Florida 
are immediately available for engineers 
with experience in systems engineering and 
systems testing of command and 
control systems. Specific experience should 
include functional areas such as surveillance 
weapons control, tactical air operations, 
communications and system test planning. Skills 
should include radar, radio and wire communi
cations, data processing and displays, com
puter program analysis and operations analysis. 
If you have two or more years' experience and 
a degree in electronics, mathematics or physics, 
write in confidence to Vice President
Technical Operations, The MITRE Corporation, 
Box 208 AU, Bedford, Mass. 
Persons interested in Washington openings 
should write directly to Mr. R.P. Knotts, 
P.O. Box 1202, Bailey's Crossroads, Va. 22041. 

~THE . 

IjMITRE 
CORPORATION 

An Equal Opportunity Employer (M & Fl 

Pioneer in the design and development of command and control systems, MITRE was formed in 1958 to provide technical support to agencies of the United 
states Government. MITRE's major responsibilities include serving as technical advisor and systems engineer for the Electronic Systems Division of the Air 
Force Systems Command and providing technical assistance to the Federal Aviati on Agency and the Department of Defense. 
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Address all replies to box number advertise· 
ments as follows: 

Box •••••••••••••• 

DATAMATION 

F. D. Thompson Publications, Inc. 
35 Mason Street 
Greenwich, Conn. 06830 
Classified Advertising 

USED EQUIPMENT 

IBM _ unit record equiplJlent needed Immediately. 
407, 402, 1401, 083, etc. Complete installations 
for lease with systems assistance. Data Equip· 
ment Sales, Inc., 1107 Reliance Life Bldg. Tele· 
phone 214 R12·6736, Dallas, Texas. 

Trying to dispose of your used DP equip
ment? Give it to us ... we'll put it to good 
use teaching DP concepts to high school 
students. 

Write: George R. Kuhn 
Northwestern Michigan College 
Traverse City, Michigan 49684. 

Potter M 906 11-1 Magnetic Tape Transport 
and Magnetic Tape System. 906 11-1 Tape 
Transport, 001-16 Indicator Unit, 3323 Drive 
Electronics, 3321 Tape TransRort Control. 
Two 921 A Read - Write Amplifiers. Tape 
Speed 150 ips, 200 -Blocks per second. 200, 
556, 800 bpi. Dimensions 76" high, 27" wide, 
35" deep. New condition. Contact INSTRU· 
MENTS AND MACHINES, INC., 1200 Grove 
Street, Irvington,- N.J. 07111, 201/371-7900. 

RENT TELETYPE AND 
COMPUTER PERIPHERAL 

EQUIPMENT 
Models 28,33, and 35 Teletype ASR; 
$75 to $135 per month fully main
tained. Lease Calcomp X-V graphic plot
ters, paper tape, and magnetic tape 
readers. TRANSGO, Inc., 210 California 
St., San Francisco. (415) 433-3714. 

DATAMATICJN 

Classified Advertising 

The classified section Is open for the following 
advertising categories: Used equipment; posl· 
tions wanted; help wanted, eduGational _ instltu· 
tions; maintenance services; professional cards; 
hobby products; business opportunities and ed· 
ucational courses. Rates are based on total 
number of insertions used within each contract 
year. 
For further Information please contact: DATA· 
MATION Magazine, Classified Advertising Dept.. 
35 Mason St., GreenWich, Conn. 06830 (203) 
661·5400. 

Bea 
good guy! 

Orie gift works many wonders 
THE UNITED WAY 
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Is programming important at Lockheed Missiles & 
Space Company? Consider these facts: scientific pro
gramming, on an extremely broad scale, ranges from 
deep sea to deep space. Business programming 
includes real-time systems for manufacturing and 
management information. Programming services are 
concentrated in one centralized facility. Degree and 
appropriate experience required. 
For further information, write R. C. Birdsall, Profes
sional Placement Manager, Lockheed Missiles & 
Space Company, P.O. Box 504, Sunnyvale, California. 
An equal opportunity employer. LOCKHEED 

MISSILES & SPACE COMPANY 
A GROUP DIVISION OF LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION 
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SUCCESSFUL LINK: 
Control Data Digigraphic sys
tems open up unlimited practi
cal applications in automated 
and computer aided design. 

Systems Sales Engineer 
Aggressive and sales oriented to analyze 
and develop market areas and conduct 
technical meetings and presentations while 
representing this rapidly expanding op
eration of Control Data Corporation. A 
knowledge of graphics is desirable in 
addition to a B.S. in engineering, math 
or physics with a minimum of 2 years of 
computer systems applications experience. 

Mathematicians 
To conduct mathematical analyses in on
line graphic manipUlation of 2D and 3D 
surfaces. Masters degree in math plus a 
minimum of 3 years related experience. 

Where success creates opportunities 

Programmer Analysts 
To develop graphic man-machine systems 
for computer aided design, multi-com· 
puter applications and remote terminal 
processing. And to design and implement' 
techniques for time sharing executive 
programs and list processing. Degree in 
math or engineering and a minimum of 
3 years related experience. 

For more in/ormation, contact 
Mr. R. M. Orlan, 
Personnel Supervisor 

We are located in suburban Boston offer
ing excellent housing, educational and 
recreational facilities and proximity to a 
major cultural center. _ 

CONTROL DATA CONTROL DATA CORP. 

CORPORATION 

3rd Ave., Burlington, Mass. 
(Northwest Industrial Park) 

(617) 272-3700 
call collect to arrange for an interview at a later date 

An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F 
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-INDUSTRIAL PROCESS CONTROL 

WHAT COMPUTER SYSTEM 

MANUFACTURER HAS THE EDGE 

IN TOMORROW'S MARKET? 

We have the edge i; tomorrow's industrial control 
market because we already lead the field today. 
For years) Foxboro has been the foremost supplier 
of systems and instrumentation for controlling the 
production of chemicals) food) cement) metals) 
paper) poiver) textiles) petroleum and other prod
ucts vital to a better way of life . Until recently these 
systems and instrumentation have been analog in 
nature, but in the past few years digital computer 
technology has provided an increasing number of 
companies with a better control capability. And 
who's in a better position to provide this capability 
than the company with the established process con
trol market) a cpmpany l~ng conversant with the 
terminologies and technologies of these complex 
processes. However) to stay on top we must continue 
to develop the best computer capability in the busi
ness - which means hiring the best professionals 
a:uailable. 

• DEVELOPMENT ENGINEERS • CIRCUIT DESIGNERS 

• PRODUCT ENGINEERS • SYSTEMS ENGINEERS • PROJECT 

ADMINISTRATORS. PROJECT ENGINEERS. SCIENTIFIC 

PROGRAMMERS • SERVICE ENGINEERS • STAFF SALES 

• SYSTEMS ANALYST • LOGIC DESIGNERS 

The Foxboro Company can now offer the rare coni
binatioh of circumstances that makes for real oppor
(unity. You will be (1) getting on the grouhd floor 
with (2) a company that's the leader in industrial 
control. You'll he taking more responsibilities and 
getting better and broader experience than you 
may be getting elsewhere. 

Please consider carefully the areas listed above) and 

send your resJme to: 

J. G. WILLETT 

Supervisor, Technicai Recruiting 

THE FOXBORO COMPANY 
DIGITAL SYSTEMS DIVISION 

6D. NEPONSET AVENUE 
FOXBORO, MASSACHUSETTS 02035 

((Specialists in Process and Energy Control" 

An Equal Opportunity Employer 
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To find a better 
position .•• 
use a system. 

The ... I I system. 
The only network of personnel offices specializing 
in systems occupations. 
Regional offices located in principal U.S. cities 
offer competent job seekers the widest possible 
selection of positions. 
A nearby R-H office programs itself to follow your 
particular requirement~. 
All fees are paid by management. 

. PROGRAMMERS • SYSTEMS ANALYSTS. MANAGERS 
Send your resume in confidence to your nearest 
R-H office. 

ROBERT HALF PERSONNEL AGENCIES 
World's Largest Financial & EDP Personnel Specialists 

..... 
Balllmore: One Charles Center •••••. (301) 837-0313 
Boston: 140 Federal SI. ••••••••••••• (617) 423-6440 
Chicago: 333 N. Michigan Ave .•••••• (312) 782-6930 
Cleveland: 1367 East 6th SI. ••••••••• (216) 621-0670 
Dallas: 1170 Hartford Bldg .••••••••• (214) 742-9171 
Detroit: 1114 Guardian Bldg .•••••••• (313) 961-5430 
Los Angeles: 3600 Wilshire Blvd ••••• (213) 381-7974 
New York: 330 MadisonAve •••••••••• (212) 986-1300 
Newark: 570 Broad St .•••.•••..•••••• (201) 623-3661 
PhiladelphIa: 2 Penn Center ••••••••• (215) 568-4580 
Plllsburgh: 429 Forbes Ave •••••••••• (412) 471-5946 
SI. LouIs: 1015 Locust SI. ••••••••.••. (314) 231-0114 
San FrancIsco: 111 Pine SI. ••••••••• (415) 434-1900 
Stamford. Conn.: One Atlantic SI. ••• (203) 325-4158 
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L TV Aerospace Corporation 
SCIENTIFIC PROGRAMMING-Senior level in
dividual to direct and work with scientific pro
gramm~ng staff and be responsible for all 
EDP scientific activities. Strong mathematical 
background required. 

BUSINESS PROGRAMMING-Individuals with 
COBOL and DISC experience ,desired. 

Medium size installation using IBM 360-40 
• t·' \ 

with 256K memory and 311 DISC storage. 

CALL COLLECT: James Case 
(313) 539-0300 

Or send resume including salary history and 
requirements to: 

Supervisor, Piacement 

P.O. Box 404 - Warren, Michigan 48090 

. Missiles Be Space Division - Michigan 

L TV Aerospace Corporation 
an equal opportunity employer 
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engineerS 
analysiS 

o . programmers 

IN THESE OUTSTANDING. 
NATIONAL POSITIONS 
fROM $7,~~~ TO $~~,~~~ 
• CIRCUIT DESIGN 
• DIGITAL OR LOGIC DESIGN SWITCHING 
• COMMUNICATIONS 
• MANUFACTURING 
• RELIABILITY 
• SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT 
• SCIENTIFIC PROGRAMMING 
• REAL TIME SYSTEMS 
• BUSINESS SYSTEMS 
• COMMERCIAL PROGRAMMING 
• ·OPS RESEARCH 

FREE: 
CAREER OPPORTUNITIES BULLETIN 
For a complete listing· of outstanding positions 
for degreed personnel with National Companies 
circle subscriber service card using home address 
only. N'o obligation. 

NATIONAL CHOICE: 
NEW ENGLAND. NEW YORK, 
PHILADELPHIA. WASHINGTON 
MIDWEST. SOUTH. CALIFORNIA 
TEXAS .• FLORIDA .• AND OTHER AREAS 

Free custom service. All expenses paid by. client 
companies (fees, interviewing & relocation.) Send 
resume in confidence with present salary and 
geographic preference. 

+'a Salle ASSOciate* 
. PROFESSIONAL SEARCH DEPT. 

O . 2136 LOCUST STREET, PHI LA., PA. 19103 
See us at DPMA-Boston.Midtown 

. Motor Inn, June 20-23. 
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To Keep Pace with 

Data Applica.ti~n Technology, 

'W'ork""here the Pace is Being Set 

I n the Datadromes™ of the McDonnell Automation Center, 
computer technology is being applied to a diverse field of 
business, government and industrial problems on an 
around-the-clock basis. With every ·problem solved, n'ew 
techniques are proved. With every new application found 
feasible, a new realm of applications becomes apparent. 
On this combination of cross-discipline data service, ad
vanced computer application development, and nationwide 
facility expansion, the McDonnell Automation Center has 
grown from divisional to company status. 

Our Datadromes are specially prepared McDonnell data 
facilities which now serve more than 700 business; industry 
and government clients throughout the nation and overseas. 
Datadromes are currently operating in St. Louis, Houston, 
Denver, Washington, D.C., and Columbia, Missouri. And 
new ones are firmly planned. 

Opportunities for our creative people are growing at a leadership 
pace. If you are a creative, degree·holding data specialist, you can 
grow with us. 

To join the company where data service applications are a decade 
ahead of the pack, send yourresume to Mr. P. L. Papin, Professional 
Employment, McDonnell Automation Center, Box 516, St_ Louis, 
Missouri 63166. 

Consulting • SYJtmiJ DeJign • Programming. Data Procming and Computing 

MCDONNELL AUTOMATIO/tl CENTER 
A DIVISIONAL COMPANY· OF MCDONNELL 

An Equal Opportunity Employer in a Young Expanding Industry 
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Here's your chance to join one of the nation's top 
experimental research teams working on high-energy 

particle physics. Our growing need for computer 
applications has created exceptional career 

opportunities at our Stanford University-based, 
facility in the foothills of the San Francisco 

peninsula. 

Here you'll enjoy the challenge of 
developing programs for analyzing 

experimental data. In addition, you'll 
develop, maintain and optimize 

programs and systems dealing with 
graphic output and real time 

data processing. 

Scientific 
Programmers 

If you have a BS in computer 
science, mathematics or 

physics and some related 
cqmputer systems 

experience, we'd like 
to hear from you. 

Our two-mile accelerator 
is the largest of its kind, 

and is utilized by research 
peoplf!.ftom countries around 

the world. Operated by _ 
Stanford, thf! center offers the same 

progressive, benefits enjoyed by all 
professional employees of the 

University. Send your resume in 
confidence to B. F. Lighthouse, Professional 

Employment Manager, P. O. Box 4349, 
Stanford, California 94305. An equal 

opportunity employer. 

STANFORD UNIVERSITV 
CENTER 
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Wher.eperformanc 
Comes 
FIRST 

A LEADE 
COMPUTER 
HANDLIN 

MELPAR. now celelltati~iq} 

in Space and D brhliii:iiii;'liftJij,cre'ative 
pioneering by 
of R&D 

M,::~~U~~~I~~ has immediate 
OJ in the following 

~11;llligr[a~mming and Analysis icrowave Receivers and Antennas 
-Microwave Components Design 

Systems Design 
- Human Factors 

ators 
Airborne Radar Countermeasures 

Write in confidence, to: 

Professional Placement 

~VVABC[J 

MELPARINC 
A Subsidiary of Westinghouse Air Brake 

Company 

7759 ARLINGTON BOULEVARD 
FALLS CHURCH, VA. 22046 

. (Suburb of Washington, D. C.) 
An equal opportunity employer M/F 
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~ 
people 
• J. Frank Forster has been elected 
chairman and chief executive officer 
of the Sperry Rand Corp.; New York, 
N.Y. He succeeds Harp' F. Vickers, 
retiring chairman, who will remain on 
the board of directors. Forster will 
continue as president. 

• The U.S. Military Academy at 
West Point, N.Y. has established an 
education research and technology di
vision to coordinate and supervise the 
activities of the academic computer 
center and the instructional t.v. center. 
Lt. Col. William F. Luebbert heads 
the new division. 

• Systems Application Corp., a com
puter programming and analysis Rrm, 
has been formed in New York City. 
Heading the organization is Dr. 
Rudolph Lowenthal, president. 

• John J. Mason and Joseph C. 
Mihrn have been named vice presi
dents of Holland Assoc. Inc., Wash
ington, D.C. Mason was most recent
ly manager of business consulting at 
CEIR Inc. Mr. Mihm was manager, 
ReId systems support, for' the interna
tional division of Burroughs Corp. 

• Frank H. Coyne has been ap-
. pointed vp, management services, for 
the Northern PaciRc Railway Co., St. 
Paul, Minn. He was formerly assistant 
general auditor for the Southern Pacif
ic Co. in San Francisco. 

• Sam Weigand, ex-Honeywell west
ern regional sales head, has joined 
Information Handling Services, Den
ver, as director of sales. iHS develops 
microRlm document retrieval systems. 

• On July 1, Dennis G. Price, New 
York state's computer systems director, 
joins the management cdnsultant Rrm 
Touche, Ross, Bailey and Smart in 
Puerto Rico. 

• Myrl E. Dake and Robert E. Cas
taldo, both previously with RCA 
EDP, have formed Data Management 
Services Inc. in Philadelphia, Pa. 

• Bruno W. Augenstein has been 
appointed vice president, research, 
The RAND Corp., Santa Monica, Calif. 
Previous to his promotion, he was re
search adviser to the president and 
vp of The Institute for Defense Anal
yses. 

computer 
careers 

Should you base your career on 
just one interview? Make your 
choice Trom among several career 
positions! 

EUROPEAN and 
NATIONWIDE CHOICE 
N.Y., N.J., NEW ENGLAND, WASHING
TON, D.C., PHILA., MINNESOTA, 
TEXAS, HUNTSVILLE, FLORIDA, ARI
ZONA, CALIFORNIA AND OTHERS 

Contact us if you have some experience 
or interest in any of the following: 

o Scientific Computation - Data 
Reduction or Numerical Analysis
Unusual Outerspace/ Lunar and Ad
vanced Programs 

o Software Development - Lan
guages, Compilers, Assemblers, 
Monitors or Sub-Routines 

o Real Time Systems-Message, 
On Line, Process Control 

o Systems-Planning, Design, 
Analysis of State of the Art Massive 
Data Handling of I.R. Systems 

o Technical Representatives
Programming arid Systems support 
to Sales 

o Digital or Logical Design 

o Management Sciences 
o Sales and Marketing 
Unique opportunities exist in the 
$9000-25,000 class for Managers & 
Seniors and Men who can accept 
management responsibility and pro
fessional growth 

TERMINAL/SOFTWARE 
LANGUAGE 

DESIGN AND 
DEVELOPMENt 

All expenses are assumed by our client 
companies. 

Write in confidence, inclLiding pres
ent salary, acceptable locations or 
call (Collect) Mr. Nellissen (Area 
Code 212) PLaza 9-1720 

aLBeRT. neLLIssen. Inc. 
Leading ConsiJltants to Management 

in the Oata Processing field 

510 MADISON AVENUE. N.Y .. N.Y. 10022 
CIRCLE 322 ON READER CARD 
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AreJoua 
Banker 

, . . 

at heart! 
Maybe not. But ask yourself: "What's 
wrong with being a banker at the heart of the 
bank?" 

Heart? Yes, that's our computer facility, 
with third-generation machines coming on
stream. With eleven new IBM 360's setting 
the pulse-rate, First National City Bank will 
be more.,"stout-hearted" than ever. In fact, 
Citibank's new Data Processing Center now 
being built in New York City will be one of 
the country's largest and most comprehen
sive centers. 

One thing it will help to bring about-the 
cashless society that everyone's talking 
about. 

So Citibank is doing more than talking 
about the future. We're doing something 
about it. 

How about you and your future? 
Can you teach hardware 

to speak softly and carry a 
whopping big potential? If 
so, there are some prodi
gious students in your fu
ture at this bank. 

If you're seasoned in 
programming - or systems 
analysis - we'll be glad to 
hear from you. Send re
sume in confidence to Mr. 

FIRST NATIONAL CITY BANK 
399 Park Avenue, New York, N. Y. 10022 
An Equal Opportunity Employer 
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DATA PROCESSING PROFESSIONALS 

HAVE YOU HEARD OF 

CASES 
Let our 360 evaluate your qualifications against all 
orders in CASES (Computerized Applicant Search, 
Evaluation and Selection) for one year. Positions 
are located in all areas of the country. 

Send us a resume along with your geographic re
strictions and salary requirements and CASES will 
search for you. 

if you don't have a resume send us your address 
and we still forward you a simplified INPUT form. 
No cost or obligation. All replies strictly confidential. 

1. 1. MC NICHOLS 

FOX-MORRIS ASSOCIATES 
1500 Chestnut Street 

Philadelphia, Pa. 19102 
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EDP booklet 

FREE 
How to write a technical resume 

• Tells the functions of a resume. 

• Tells how you can capitalize on a better understanding of the 
purpose of your resume. 

• Tells: 
How to describe your position objective. 

How to summarize your qualifications in EDP. 

How to communicate your experience in EDP. 

How to include supplementary information. 

For your free copy of "How to write a technical resume" circle 
reader service card 300. There is no obligation. 

ffi· 
.. . . . . CALLAHAN CENTER 

FOR COMPUTER PERSONNEL 
Boulevard Bldg. 
Suite 414 
1819 Jefferson Blvd. 
Philadelphia, Pa., 19103 

• Fee paid positions 
• Strict confidence 
• Night and Saturday interviews 
• Resume dictation service 
• Weekly review of resumes for one year. 
• We specialize exclusively in EDP placement. 

You're "on line" with the 

Callahan Center for Computer Personnel. 

CIRCLE 300 ON READER CARD 
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EERS 

You are invited to utilize' our select personnel 
service if your abilities or potential are in the 

TOP 
20% 

EXCLUSIVEl 
The unique personal and confidential relation
ship we establish with you and our clients 
permits us to offer you outstanding job oppor
tunities, many not found anywhere else. If your 
potential or abilities are above average and you 
are looking for a challenge, our unique service 
will enable you to 

CHOOSE THE AREA 
you prefer to live and work in 

FROM COAST TO COAST 
Investigate- not just a job, but a career in any 
aspect of computer based systems or manage
ment science. 

A SAMPLE OF CATEGORIES, 
SALARIES FROM $10,000-$30,000 

• Software development 
• Real time/Communications systems 
• Scientific computation/Analysis 
• Management or computer consulting 
• Operations Research 
• Applications programming 
• Management Information Systems 
• Marketing/Sales/Systems engineering 
• Hardware engineering 
• D. P. Management/Systems analysis 
• Time Sharing/Process Control, etc. 

(Managers, Seniors, Intermediates) 

Our clients assume all expenses 
Write in full confidence to 

Joseph Albert or phone 212/679·7314. 
Indicate salary and geographic requirements. 

MemberACM 

Career Consultants in the Data Processing Field 

437 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK, N. Y. 10016 
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You·should 
have been 
here 
last year. 
Quite a few interesting things happened at MIT's Instrumenta
tion Laboratory. 

We developed a unique strap-down inertial system that can hold 
attitude in better than 10 arc seconds, even when operating 
under dynamic inputs. 

Several members of our staff were given the concept-to-hardware 
responsibility for part of a deep submergence system. Others 
worked on the complex, state-of-the-art problems associated with 
POSEIDON and APOLLO programs. 

The scope of activities at the Instrumentation Laboratory has 
never been broader, nor has the diversity and number of our 
professional opportunities. 

Our organization is comprised of engineers from all major dis
ciplines and mathematicians and physicists who work in an en
vironment known for its strong group and individual autonomy. 

Staff assignments exist at the B.S., M.S. and Ph.D. level, with 
particular emphasis in the following areas: 

CONTROL SYSTEMS ENGINEERING · SYS
TEMS SOFTWARE ANALYSIS, S,MULATION 
& SYNTHESIS · GYRO ENGINEERING · 
REAL TIME PROGRAMMING · ELECTRONIC 
PACKAGING · DIGITAL/ANALOG CIRCUITRY 
DEVELOPMENT 
Staff salaries are competitive and benefits are liberal. You may 
take graduate courses at full salary, with generous tuition 
assistance - and within a short walk from the Laboratory. 

Interested candidates should forward their resume to Mr. John 
D. McCarthy, Professional Staffing, 68 Albany Street, Cambridge, 
Massachusetts or call (617) UN 4-6900, Ext. 3544. MIT is an 
equal opportunity employer. 

Instrumentation Laboratory 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

CIRCLE 327 ON READER CARD 
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COMPUTER 
PROGRAMMERS 
SYSTEMS 
ANALYSTS, 

lnvestigate career oppor
tunities where the 
COMPUTER REVOLUTION 
began ... 

THE CENSUS 
BUREAU 

Computer programmers and systems analysts 
will find professional challenge of the highest 
order at the Census Bureau. The Bureau, which 
spearh~aded many early developments in com
puter technology, is continuing that tradition· 
today. Working with today's sophisticated data 
processing equipment, our Data Systems staff 
is constantly solving new and unique problems 
in mass data handling. The projects are many 
and varied and are of vital public interest. 
Opportunity 'for advancement at the Bureau is 
outstanding. You will find an environment con
ducive tp creative. thought and policies geared 
to permit personal achi~vement and advance
ment. Your co-workers will include some of 
the world's leading mathematical-statisticians, 
statisticians, economists, demographers, soci
ologists, and systems analysts. 
Current Civil Service openings are at the GS-9 
($7,696), GS-11 ($9,221), GS-12 ($10,927), and 
GS-13 ($12,873) levels. The Bureau offers the 
full range of career benefits associated with 
Federal service, including liberal vacations, 
sick leave, and'a generous retirement plan. 
For further information about these positions, 
please send your complete resume or Standard 
Form 57 to: Mr. D. L. Fay, Employment Officer, 
at the address listed below. 

Bureau of the Census 
u.s. DEPARTMENT ,OF C01MMERCE 

Washington, D.C. 20233 

An equal opportunity employer, M&F 
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MANAGER - EDP 

We seek an outstanding individual to man
age our Data Processing Department. This 
is a top level position reporting to the Execu
tive Vice-President. Entails the implementa
tion of Company-wide systems ;'nd associ..: 
ated prog~amming. Should be conversant 
with Factory Production Control and Sched
uling, including the scheduling of Product 
Engineering for a large variety of propri
etary products. 

Weare. a leading manufacturer of pro
cessing equipment in the United States, 
dealing 100% in c~pital goods. We have 
had substantial and steady growth and offer 
challenging employment. 

Located in beautiful Central Pennsyl
vania, where gracious living and excellent 
schools are available. 

Send resume in complete co~:fidence to: 

Personnel Department: 

SPROUl,'WALDRON & COMPANY, INC. 
MUNCY, P¢.NNSYLVANIA 17756 

!=IRCLE ~32 ON READER CARD 

NEW 1966 COMPUTER 
SALARY SURVEY 

-a summary of nation-w!de computer salary ranges broken 
down by eleven professional classifications and including 

degree of experience and level of management. 

, COMPUTER OPPORTUNITIES 
A LOOK AT 1967 

-a comprehensive analysis of current trends in computer 
employment including programming, business and scientific 

systems, operations research, real-time, management 
consulting, computer manufacturers, etc. salaries 

range to $75,000. 

To receive your free copy without obligation please circle 
the reader inquiry card or, to speed delivery, 

, write directly to: . 

SOU rce O~,",;y. ,.mp.'" .pK;.U ..... 

In New York- Ed Golden, 1414 Ave. of Americas, (212) 752-8260 
In San Francisco-Rich Clark, 111 Pine St., (415) 434-2410 
In Chicago- Dave Grimes, 100 S. Wacker Drive, (312) 782-0857 
In Oetroit- Chuck Walther, 2990 W. Grand Blvd" (313) 871-5210 

CLIENT COMPANIES ASSUME OUR CHARGES. 
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AFIPS 
1967 SJCC, VOL. 30 

SIMULTANEOUSLY PUJlUSHED WITH THE CONFERENCE! 
• Full text of every paper presented at the meeting! 
• Over 700 illustrations and tables! 
• Permanent cloth binding! 
• Timely and up·to·date! 
• Available for immediate shipment! 

Contents include: 
Dynamic Allocation of Computing Resources 
Managing the Development of Computer Programs-

A User's Viewpqint 
Computer Logic and Organization 
Visual Output Recording 
Applications of Analog and Hybrid Computers 
Data Management 
I/O Devices 
Biomedical Computer Applications 
Security and Privacy in Computer Systems 
Computing Algorithms 
Macromodular Computer Systems 
Some Aspects of Computer Assisted Instruction 
Information Processing in the Business Environment 
Techniques in Programming Language 
Logic-In-Memory . 
Scientific Programming Applications 
Advances in Software Development 
Some Ideas fom Switching Theory. 
Non-Rotati ng Mass Memory 
Failure Finding in Logical Systems 
Computers for Industrial Process Analysis 

and Control ' 

PROCEEDINGS OF 
21st NATIONAL 

ACM CONFERENCE 
Contents include: First Annual A~M. Turing Lecture . . . 
Recent Developments in Computer Science Curriculum ... 
Numerical Analysis .•. A 3·Ring Tutorial ... File Manage· 
ment .•. Computer Simulation: Organization and Forms 
•.. Time·Shared Scheduling ••. Business Data Processing 
••• Undergraduate Student Papers ... Program Structures. 
for the Multiprogramming Environment .•• Engineering, 
Medical and Scientific Applications ..• Symbolic Process· 
ing of Source Languages . • • Development in· File Man· 
ipulation Techniques. . • Invited Papers ... Compiling 
Techniques •.. Custom Design of a Digital System - Some 
Case Histories • . . Statistics in Numerical Analysis .•• 
Programming Languages for Symbolic, Numeric and Hybrid 
Computation .•. Information Retrieval ••• Applications of 
Computer Graphics. 

81/2" x 11", 576 pages permanent cloth binding - $14.40 
(50% discount to all members of AFIPS affiliated societies) 

COMPUTERS: 
Their Impact on Society 

Contents include: The Mighty Man·Computer Team ... The 
Computer and Our Changing Society ... Computers and 
Education ..• Computers: The Physical Sciences and Medi· 
cine •.• Impact of Computers on Retailing •.• The Appli· 
cation of Computers to Domestic and International Trade 
. .. The Role of Computers in Space Exploration ... The 
Impact of Computers on the Government ..• Communica· 
tions Computers and People ... The Impact of Computers 
on Urban Transportation ... The Computer Industry in the 
Buyer's Market ... The Overseas Computer Market .. . 
Efficiency and Management of a Computing System .. . 
The Future of Electromechanical Mass Storage ... Promis· 
ing Avenues for Computer Research. 

(Vol. 27, Part 2 of the 1965 Fall Joint Computer Conference) -
81/2" xII", 200 pages, $6.00 

(50% discount to all members of AFIPS affiliated societies) 

THOMPSON BOOK COMPANY 
National Press Building, Washington, D. C. 20004 

r---------------------------------------~--------

I
I Thompson Book Company, National Press Bldg., Washington, D.C. 20004 0 check 0 cash 0 money order 

Please send me . 
I ,---',1 __ copies of "AFIPS 1967 SJCC, Vol. 30" ............................ $__ Name ____________________ _ 

~~, 
J 
J 

__ copies of "Proce~dings of the 21st National 
ACM Conference" .............................................................. __ _ Address _____________________ _ 

___ copies of "Computers: Their Impact on Society" ............ __ _ 

I Total $ __ City ____________ State ____ Zip ___ _ 
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APOLLO 
Business Data Processing 
and Space Exploration 

Man is going to the moon, and he is 
going beyond the moon to planetary 
exploration, and orbital laboratories 
in which literally "far out" research 
will be undertaken. Each one of these 
undertakings will be supported by a 
vast complex of business data proc
essing applications of the most ex
citing kinds. 

,The logistics problems of the· 
Apollo man-to-the.-moon program 
are uncompromisingly unique, just as 
are the problems surrounding the 
processing of data received from 
tracking stations scattered in a ring 
about the surface of the earth. 

Configuration management of the 
hardware of spacecraft extends be
yond that attempted in any other dis
cipline of aircraft or electronics man
ufacture; and the problems of testing 
the hardware can only be solved with 
real-time computer applications 
which, once again, are unique in the 
present day world. ' 

Most significant of all- all these 

Mr. C. Kenneth De Witt 
Manager, Management Data System Department 
Houston Aerospace Systems Division 
Lockheed Electronics Company 

applications must be tied together 
into an integrated management infor
mation system that permits split-sec
ond decisions by the highest levels of 
NASA and industrial management. 

Lockheed is in the process of de
veloping business data processing 
systems at the Manned Spacecraft 
Center in Houston, Texas for which 
there are no prototypes anywhere 
else in the nation. The problems de
scribed above are only a few of those 
which our analysts and programmers 
are working on daily. 

The task is huge-we need analysts 
and programmers who can call upon 
both their experience and their imag
ination to convert these problems to 
workable solutions. We are con
structing the organization from 
which man will explore the universe, 
and, incidentally, we are being forced 
to invent the data processing princi~ 
pIes of the Twenty-First Century. 

Care to come along? 
As for hardware, the Manned 

A Division of Lockheed Aircraft Corporation 
16811 El Camino Real, Houston, Texas 

An Equal Opportunity Employer 
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Spacecraft Center has seven com
plete computer systems, including. 
large, third-generation digital, ana
log and hybrid computers available 
for the support Lockheed is perform
ing for MSC. 

Your work in Houston will permit 
you to undertake evening graduate 
courses through the doctorate level. 
And the family living is hard to beat. 
An attractive community with fine 
schools, sailing, fishing, golf, and 
lovely homes has grown up around 
the Manned Spacecraft Center. The
aters, museums, and all the other cul
tural and entertainment advantages 
of a large metropolitan area, are a 
few minutes drive away in Houston. 

If you are a programmer or ana
lyst, drop me a note today outlining 
your experience and qualifications. 
Or, if you prefer, telephone collect to 
my associate, Mr. R; K. Glasgow at 
(713) HU 8-0080. We will be glad to 
supply you with whatever further in
formation you may want. 
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SYSTEf;1S ~~flLYSTS 
We're over 90 years old, yet we've never before ex
perienced the growth we have 'in the last three years
and the future looks even more dynamic. So let us ask 
you to take a look at a concept that can only be sensed 
--,-a feeling. It's in the air at Montgomery Ward. That 
feeling of newness, opportunity and challenge-providing 
unparalleled opportunity for you to make major contribu, 

'lions, have your ideas listened to-and where potential 
for advancement is unlimited. 

Our rapid expansion has created openi.ng~ en our third 
generation team, developing various phases 'of a S/360 
Management Information System. If you have a solid 
background in programming particularly with COBOL, disc 
and/or 360 experience or have been a Systems Analyst 
on a large scale mechanized system, you can join a team 
building a progressive Systems Division, highly respected' 
in the world of national consumer sales and services 
organizations. 

Starting salary commensurate with ~xperience. Excellent 
benefit program. Come in and see for yourself, call 
COllECT or send your resume in confidence to: 

M. K. FENWICK a't (312) 467-4941 
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• • • MONTGOMERY WARD t:9 
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• .... 6th Floor, 140 South Stat,e Street ~ . T" . Chicago, Illinois 60603 ~ 
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WHAT IS YOUR TRUE WORTH? 

FREE Data Processing 
OpportunitiesBulietin 

Every month, in the privacy of your own home, you 
can evaluate the nation's finest openings in the data, 
processing field. Cadillac, the nation's largest execu
tive and profession~l placement service, represents the 
majority of the nation s top companies. Their best jobs 
at salaries from $6,000 to $75,000 appear in opr 
monthly Data Processing Opportunities Bulletin. 

Our pl~lCements show that the average data process
ing man is worth 10% to 20% more than his present 
income. The Bulletin helps you evaluate yourself in 
today's market. Both the Bulletin and our confidential 
placement service are free. Client companies pay all 
costs. 

For your free Bulletin, without any obligation circle 
Subscriber Service Card No. 360. Please use home 
address only. 

LON D. BARTON, President 

Cadillac Associates, Inc. * 
E. Madison Bldg. Chicago, III. 60602 

Financial 6-9400 

o "Where More Executives Find Their Positions Than Any
where Else in the World." 

CIRCLE 360 ON READER CARD 
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Don't 
send us 

your 
resume 

until 
you've read 

ours. 
It's only fair. 

Before you tell us all about your
self, we think you have the right to 
know all about us. It's the best way 
to be sure you choose the placement 
organization than can most effectively 
advance your career. 

And advancing your career is ex
actly what Drew is trained to do. It is 
one of the largest EDP placement spe
cialists in New York. It has been help
ing professionals like yourself to 
make more of their talents for years. 

The most valuable advantage Drew 
offers you is the people it can help you 
meet. Our placement executives work 
closely with nearly every important 
New York-based company that em
ploys skilled systems analysts and 
programmers. So, when jobs become 
available, they're usually the first to 
know. 

But they don't waste your time 
arranging interviews for every job. 
Drew specialists in every area of EDP 
review the openings first, then match 
the right man to the right job. So that 
both parties are satisfied. 

As you can see, Drew is an authority 
on EDP careers in New York. We've 
even written.a booklet on it-the only 
one of its kind. (If you'd like a copy, 
we'll be happy to send you one.) 

N ow that you've read our resume, 
we'd like to read yours. The more we 
know about you, the more we can do 
to help you find the spot you want. 

Ir-D-R~E-W-~:::;;=::~:: 160 Broadway. N.Y.C. 10098 

I E .. plo, .... l A ... " I.,. (212) 964-8150 D I Here's my resume. 
I Field of interest: 
I Cm!. D Sci. & Engrg. D 
I D Please send free copy of guide to 
I EDP careers in New York. 
I I Name ____________________ __ 

I Address _______________ _ 

I City __________________ _ 

I State " Zip __ _ I _________________ J 
All correspondence in confidence, of course. 

CIRCLE 336 ON READER CARD 
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DEPART MARS 
330 DAYS 1100 

Why not Venus en route to Mars? 

Is there a' penalty we must 
pay in total tri p ti me to get a 
look at Venus. en route to 
Mars? 

Or can fuel savings be real
ized by this missi~n mode? 

Among the adva'nced inter
planetary missions being in
vestigated at Bellcomm is a 
Venus swingby mission to 
Mars. Many more interplane
tary as well as lunar and earth 
orbital missions wi II be studied 
as part of our assignment for 
NASA's Office of Manned 
Space Flight. 

And many more specialists 
are needed.in all technical dis
ciplines bearing on analysis 

of planetary missions-flight 
mechanics, guidance and 
navigation, communications, 
bioastronautics, propulsion 
and power systems. Bellcomm 
also needs aeronautical and 
mechanical engineers broadly 
experienced in vehicle sys
tems or mission planning. 

If you are interested and 
qualified, Bellcomm offers 
rewarding opportunities. Send 

. your resume in confidence to 
Mr. N. W. Smusyn, Personnel 
Director, Bellcomm, Inc., 
Room 1512-E, 1100 17th St., 
N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036. 
Bellcomm is an equal oppor
tunity employer. 

@ Bellcomm, Inc. 
.....,.... A Bell System Company 

DATAMATION 
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MAKERS OF@PRODUCTS 

OWENS-ILLINOIS 
a leading manufacturer of glass, plastics and forest 
products, has immediate need for: 

Scientific & 
'Engineering 

Computer 
Development 
Supervisor 

Forward looking PhD or experi: 
enced MS in computer sciences to 
supervise development and in
house educational programs in the 
computer sciences and systems 
planning. Must be abreast of the' 
latest developments in new com
puter hardware and software 
and experienced in scientific and 
systems programming, numerical 
and mathematical' analysis and 
supervision. 

Professional positions 'at Owens-Illinois, Inc., have an 
excellent salary range. Starting level commensurate 
with your education, experience and ability. Many 
benefits. 

Send complete resume in confidence to: 

Richard A. Duvall 
Owens-Illinois Technical Center 

Box 1035-AJ 
Toledo, Ohio 43601 

An Equal Opportunity Employer 

CIRCLE 338 ON READER CARD 

CAREER MEMO 

To PROGRAMMERS/ANALYSTS/ENGINEERS 
From EVERETT KELLEY ASSOCIATES 
If your present position lacks professional motiva
tion ... NOW is the time to let us program your pro
fessional future ... 

Consult our staff of experienced specialists who are 
at your disposal. They wi II open doors and arrange 
favorable interviews with selected clients. Utilize 
your total professional capability in: ' 

• Scientific Programming • Digital or Logic Design 
• Real Time Systems • Circuit Design 
• Software Development • Commercial Programming 
• Operations Research • Mathematics 
• Applied Systems • Development Engineering 
• Systems Design • Communications 
• Cons~lting • Sales/Marketing 

Salary range: $8,000-$30,000. All expenses paid by 
client companies (fees, interviewing and relocation). 
Submit your resume in strict confidence, including 
salary requirements and geographic preference, di
rectly to Mr. R. L. Keilholtz or Mr. Donald Wayne, or 
write for our compOSite resume form. 

i~~~~ EVERETT KELLEY i 
\. i ASSOCIATES #(] .. 

Con.u'tan', to the A ~ 
Computer Indu.try 

J.2' So. Broad Street (Suite). 300) 
Philadelphia, Pa. ~[n O? 

CIRCLE 337 ON RE.ADER CARD 
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the~forum 
The Forum is offered for readers who I~ant to express their opinion on any aspect 
of information processing. Your contributions are invited. 

ANOTH ER SIDE 

OF THE 

COMPUTER'S IMAGE 

This article describes the computer's 
image as viewed from a vantage point 
different from that used by Dr. Robert 
S. Lee ("The Computer's Image",. Dec. 
'66, p. 33). 

Our assessment is not as rosy as his. 
We feel that there is a popular mis
trust of computers, specifically in the· 
minds of consumers, and that this mis
trust is being fanned by an uninformed 
press and by timid or uninformed comp
trollers who prefer to blame all errors 
brought to their attention by consumers 
on defenseless computers rather than 
admit to poor programs, faulty sys
tems analysis, or lack of quality con
trol in their data processing facilities. 

This assessment is based upon an 
analysis of a still growing anthology 
of articles being sent to me in response 
to an appeal that appeared in the 
June, 1966, issue of Computopics (ACM
Washington, D.C. Chapter Newsletter) 
and later in ACM Communications (Vol. 
9, Oct. '66, p. 774). This appeal re
quested members to send me articles 
gleaned from the press or received by 
them from private media such as 
credit card clubs, department stores, 
banks, etc., either relating to anthro
pomorphic qualities of computE:~rs or 
blaming computers for bookkeeping 
or other errors. 

Unlike the paper preceding his, 
namely, that presented by Dr. Gains
brugh, Dr. Lee's does not include the 
questionnaire, does not describe the 
sampling design, nor the results. These 
are available, the footnote states, else
where. Hence, it is 'difficult to assess 
the relative importance of his conclu
sions. 

162' 

We would agree, however, that 
anthropomorphism is an important mis
conception. Our evidence points to the 
press as the guilty party. Typicai items 
are: (1) "Training a computer to com
pose poetry or music or render sketches 
is not the fanatic, mad-scientist venture 
it might ·appear to be . . ." (Cross, 
Wilbur: "Machine Miltons;" N.Y. Times 
Ma-g'a~ine, Dec. 4, 1966). (2) "If the 
computer has really failed in the rela
tively simple task of transferring 
thought content from' one language to 
another, the result is to challenge the 
whole broad assumption that we are 
entering upon a new 'age of com
puters.'" (Washington Post editorial, 
Sunday, Nov. 27, 1966). (3) "The Cali
fornia 'machines' apparently became 
temperamental, these columns noted 
last week, and 'injected from one to 
three hours delay in vote tallies." 
(Electronic News,. June 20, 1966). 

It is difficult to understand how Dr. 
Lee arrived at the conclusion: "Then 
there is the idea that the computer 
always gives the right answer." The 
articles in our collection seem to indi
cate otherwise. They portray' the con
sumers' inability to communicate with 
business institutions, particularly credit 
card clubs, department stores, and 
banks, alerting them to mistakes that 
have been made. Finally, after a series 
of telephone calls, one-way letters to 
the business establishment, including 
the mutilation of the punched card, the 
consumer, if he is lucky, receives a let
ter stating the "computer made the 
mistake." In view of these experiences, 
it is difficult to buy Dr. Lee's conclu
sion. Although this may sound hereti-

cal, I would caution the consumer: "If 
a computer did it, recompute it your
self." 

Dr. Lee is silent on the consumers' 
computer-assisted invasion of privacy. 
I shall pass over the larger debate 
currently ta~ing place in Congress. I 
am worried, for example, about (4) 
the lady in Beverly Hills whq received 
a computer-produc~d letter that began 
with "Dear Ellen." She considered this 
an insult (and so do I). (See the item in 
the Los Angeles Times, Matt Weinstock's 
column, December 4, 1966). 

I am also concerned about com
puter-assisted cheating. (5) Hospitals, 
for example, have a habit of collect
ing from an insured, patient the de
ductible portion of a bill and of sub
mitting the entire bill to an insurance 
company. Because of batch processing 
considerations, refunds are processed 
about every' ten weeks. This has the 
effect of giving, the hospital the benefit 
of an estimated $50,000 interest-free 
loan per annum. When, in a personal 
experience, I complained to a Wash
ington hospital about this practice, 
the hospital replied that all of the 
hospitals were doing it. This makes it 
socially proper. I am concerned also 
with (6) the bank practice of batch 
processing deposits less frequently than 
the processing of withdrawals. A mem
ber of my committee received a com
puter-produced threatening letter and 
a penalty charge. He made the mis
take of withdrawing $150. In so doing, 
his balance fell below the $200 mini
mum. However, the bank had not yet 
processed his payroll check that had 
been automatically deposited earlier 
by his employer. 

No, Dr. Lee, the consumer has a fear 
of computers. He is annoyed by them. 
In his own mind, he feels that he is 
threatened by them. His is the experi
ence of the consumer and not of the 
MIT MAC user. One n:tust not overlook 
the fact that the background and 
training of the MAC designers and the 
MAC programmers, as well as the 
background of their users, are far dif
ferent from that at a department store 
computer facility, for example. The 
environment is different. The experi
ence is different-and hence, the at
titudes are different. 

It is this consumer image of com
puters and the newspaper columnist's 
habit of distorting news about com
puters to arrive at "a human interest 
angle" that concerns us. 

-SIDNEY KAPLAN 
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ero. 
Are you spending 140% of what you have to spend to buy premium quality, heavy duty; 
error free tape? Maybe you're about to become a 140% Hero. Read on. 

There is no finer tape on the market than MAC Tape. Yet you can pay as much as 140% 
of the MAC price-and not buy better. How come? We don't know. 

MAC Tape is neither easy nor inexpensive to make. We use only the finest raw 
materials-and they cost more. We grind our coating formulation longer than 
anybody-and that costs more. We put it on with an expensive rotogravure 
process, rather than less exact methods-and that costs more. 
We even wash the finished tape in washers of our own design, to remove the 
last, smallest surface impurities-and that costs more. Why do we do 
these things the hard way? Because it's the only way we know to turn out reel 
after reel of tape that's up to your standards-and ours. 

There are cheaper ways to make magnetic tape, but not better ones. 
We figured out how much it costs to do it our way, 
added a small profit, and that's our price. 

We're not trying to kid you with unsupported 
superlative claims, nor with contrived, 
mnemonic names. If you have been paying even 
101% of the MAC price, you can save 
money without sacrificing quality. If you've been 
paying as much as 140% of the MAC price, 
think of what you can save. Either way, 
you can be a Hero; the size of your 
Hero button won't change, the size of 
your savings will. Write MAC Panel 
Company, Box 5027, High Point, N. C. 
27262 and join the Happy Heroes 
-a club for clear thinking savers. 
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Core, plane or 
stael< problems? \ 

Take 'em to the experts. 
(Us.) 
Core? Construction? Format? Hos~ 
tile environment? Whatever your _ 
problem, we've probably seen
and solved - it before. If not, Fer~ 
roxcube experts will always find 
the shortest path to the right an~ 
swer. For instance-
Application: Core memory stack 
for real-time display system in 
ship-board fire control computer. 
Problem: Hostile thermal environ~ 
ment, critically limited space re~ 
strictions. 
Solution: Single-area, double mat
ted printed-circuit board construc
tion; bus-wire bridging to allow 
air-flow cooling of 30-mil wide tem
perature range cores. 
Application: Core memory stack 
for navigational guidance comput
er in commercial avionics system. 
Problem: Mil-reliability at commer
cial prices; NORO operation; vol
ume reproducibility. 
Solution: Single-area, single-mat~ 
ted plane, plastic laminated termi
nal frame construction; bootstrap 
patterns with 30-mil cores on ex
tremely tight centers. 

FERROXCUBE' 
CORPORATION 

Saugerties, New York 
914-246-2811 -

Boston 
617-89'9-3110 

Chicago 
312-261-7880 

Application: Low cost core memory 
stack for state-of-the-art commer
cial-computer main memory. 
Problem: High speed, low noise, 
high output uniformity, repairabil
ity, expandability, 650 ns cycle 
time, ease of access and interface. 
Solution: 2¥20 organization; 
planar construction to offer lowest 
cost and convenient access; 20-
mil cores; stack mounted diode 
modules. 
Application: Core memory stack 
for guidance computer in missile
borne avionics package. 
Problem: Extremely hostile me
chanical and thermal environ
ments, critical space limitations. ' 
Solution: Continuously-wired, 
folded-stack construction; wide 

Dallas Los Angeles 
214-255-0441 - 21H37,1484 
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Minneapolis 
612-888-4681 

temperature range cores wired 
using novel shock and vibration 
damping techniques. 
What's your problem? Cores? We 
pioneered them. We have 20-, 30-
and 50-mil cores in both standard 
and wide temperature range types 
covering a broad spectrum of 
switching and drive ,current param
eters. Planes and stacks? We use 
a wide variety of printed circuit 
board or laminated frame-strip con
struction techniques, 2¥20, 30 or 
linear select. Cost? We meet and 
lick this problem every day. It's 
part of being the experts. 

Want more information? Write for 
Bulletins 6005 & 6006. 

Ferroxcube ~ 

New York Area 
201-964-1844 

PhoeniX 
602-265-1792 

Philadelphia 
215-927 -6262 
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